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After the Greek philosopher Pythagoras had discovered

his theorem, he sacrificed a whole hecatomb of oxen

as a thanksgiving to the Gods. Ever since, all the oxen

in the world are running scared whenever a new truth

has been discovered.

'dJStr:-
'

vnrr.^

British top relativists discusswith their USA colleagues the events during the

first billionth part of the second after the big bang at a symposium on retar-

ded cosmology in Chattanooga Chu Chu (by the courtesy of the organizing committee)
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PREFACE

I issue the third part of the collection of documents THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH,
but the relativists in the world (see the photograph of a groupe of English and USA
top relativists on the preceding page) make as if my books, my experiments and my the-
ories do not exist.

The months and the years pass away and looking at the gray sky over our scientific
community I can only repeat by heart the beautiful words of Pushkin:

jfcHb KaxjJh^, Kaxaym rozwHy npHBbiK n aymoh npoBO)KaaTb,

BHHurreHHa crafla CMepTb rpnaymy mok hhx cxapaHCb yra/iaxb.

Meanwhile the experiments which I construct become more and more amazing and fantas-
tical and the theory more simple and more elegant. In the last years I gave evidence
not only on the invalidity of the principles of relativity and equivalence, but on
the invalidity of the LAWS OF CONSERVATION which are the sacrosanct fundamentals of
contemporary physics. — We stay on the threshold of a tremendous change in human
life as energy can be produced from nothing.

This is a DREAM, a FANCIFUL DREAM, but when I try to narrate it to my fellow-men,
the result is the same as in GENESIS 37:5:

Now Joseph had a dream

and when he told it to his brothers,

they only hated him more.

Graz, 10 April 1988 Stefan MARINOV

PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

In the second edition of TWT-III documents appeared after March 1988 have been in-

cluded and some documents of the first edition have been cancelled. Four papers trea-

ting space-time problems were transferred to the third edition of TWT-I and one paper

treating energy violation problems was transferred from TWT-I to TWT-III. The corres-

pondence for the years 1986 and 1987 which was published in the second edition of

TWT-I is now presented in this edition of TWT-III. Four new papers are published in

this edition of TWT-III of which two of other authors.

Graz, 10 September 1988 Stefan MARINOV
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Stefan Marinov with his brother Coliu (Sydney, February 1986)
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FOR GLASNOST IN PHYSICS

(scientific essay)

The great ennemy of the truth is

very often not the lie - deliberate,
contrived and dishonest, but the

myth - persistent, persuasive and
unrealistic.

J. F. Kennedy (1962)

When even the Secretary General of the Soviet Communist Party has understood that

the way of a society without GLASNOST is a way of stagnation and degradation, it seems

that the Lords in science have still not realized that the lack of transperancy in the

scientific research leads also inevitably to stagnation and degradation.

Once when wondering who might be this "clever" institution which introduced the

system of anonymous refereeing, my interlocutor exclaimed: "You do not know?! - The

Spanish inquisition." At the first moment I was shocked but after a while I realized

that my interlocutor might be right. Indeed, the inquisitors who had to survey the

people, to investigate the different cases, to pronounce the verdicts were anonymous.

Their names were known only to the General Inquisitor. The sentenced could hear only

the verdicts but not the motivations. Very often the sentenced could hear even nothing,

ttiQ' were simply executed.

The anonymity serves to create the feelings of mysticism, authority and sacrosancti-

ty. The best arm in the hands of mafiosi is the secrecy. No authoritarian or suppres-

sive regime can survive without hierarchical structures where this one who stays on

the top can have a free look down, but this one who stays at the bottom cannot have a

free look up.

It may seem strange that science, which is a field where the most lucid heads of the

nations are gathered, preserves the attributes of the most reactionary and retrograde

human institutions. A very clever physicist from Munich (who begged me to preserve his

name in secrecy - see the fourth footnote on p. 4 of TWT-I) explained to me the reasons.

There is no, he said, bigger authority than the authority of the scientists. One can

in a single day change a political regime, hang the most powerful dictator with his

head down or burn his mumified corpse. With the authorities in science one cannot do

this. One needs centuries to turn the stream in the river of science. Those social and

ethnic human groups who dominate and suppress other social and ethnic groups need cer-

tain authority to justify their leading role. Only science can offer to them this authority as

any other authority is not enough stable.

On the other side, there is no other human activity which has bigger significance

for the economical and ecological prosperity (better to say, survival) of mankind than

science. A scientific discovery can change the whole life of a nation (or of the planet)
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in few years. No other human activity has such deep social repercussions as science

(remember the steam engine, the authomatic loom, the combustion engine, the electrifi-

cation, the atomic power, the computers). Thus if science is so important for mankind,

there must reign the largest glasnost. It is, however, exactly on the contrary.

The ways in which the scientific discoveries come to light are very peculiar and in-

terwoven. Sometimes an occasion brings a discovery to light much earlier than the "lo-

gical evolution of science" could predict. But sometimes the most simple discovery re-

mains again OCCASIONALLY hidden for many and many years and even for centuries, despite

the logic 'probability expectations". And for these 'bccasion^' glasnosl^TJiay aprimary role.

Here I shall consider the short histories of two discoveries, in which I have taken

an active part, that lead first to a radical change in physical theory and thereupon

to a radical change in planetary energetics. These discoveries could be done 100

years ago but they OCCASIONALLY remained unnoticed by mankind. Had mankind done these

discoveries a century ago, our planet would look completely different from that what

it is now.

The first discovery is the establishment of the space-time absoluteness. As I wrote

on p. 70 of TWT-II, in their historical 1887-paper, where Michelson and Morley presen-

ted the account on their interferometric experiment, they gave also a proposal for an

experiment on the measurement of first-order in v/c effects, where v is the absolute

velocity of the laboratory and c the velocity of light. As Michelson and Morley noted,

this experiment might be performed with the experimental technique of that time. How-

ever neither Michelson nor some other researcher after him has tried to carry out

such an experiment. The man who did it (without having read Michelson's suggestion)

was I in 1973 (repeated in 1975 and 1984). My experimental reports show that at the

end of the 19th century one was able to carry out this experiment. Had this experiment

been done, physics had to go a completely different way, electromagnetism had to be

built on another theoretical ground and the probability that an electromagnetic perpe-

tuum mobile could be discovered also 100 years ago would be much higher.

In my "coupled mirrors" experiment carried in 1973 and 1975/76 in Sofia and in my

"coupled shutters" experiment in 1984 in Graz (as well as in 1979 in Brussels, where

I could not achieve the necessary accuracy for registering the Earth's absolute velo-

city) I used a rotating axle for realizing the so-called Newtonian time synchronization

(i.e., for synchronizing two spacely remoted events in an absolute sense). My numerous

experiments described in the books EPPUR SI MUOVE and CLASSICAL PHYSICS and my detailed

theoretical analyses led me to the conclusion that if a Newtonian time synchronization

should be not realized, then one is unable to measure optical effects due to the motion

of the laboratory in absolute space. According to me, one can observe optical absolute

effects without realizing a Newtonian time synchronization only in the quasi-Bradley

experiment (see my books). On the tiand, however, it is very easy to observe electromag -

netic absolute effects without realizing a Newtonian time synchronization. Such an ex-
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periment is proposed on p. 150. Recently the student Robert Jan de Geus (Pesthuis laan

51, 1054 RH Amsterdam, Holland) wrote me that he has carried out this experiment with

his "pocket money" with a definitely clear positive effect.

But in the autumn of 1986 I learned from private correspondence (see beneath) that

E. W. Silvertooth has succeeded in registering absolute effects in an optical experi-

ment without realizing a Newtonian time synchronization. The story with Silvertooth's

experiment is very interesting and I should like to narrate it here in detail, as it

shows that Glasnost has many aspects, namely that the spreading of truth may be accom-

panied also by spreading of untruths. Nevertheless, the overcome of untruth cannot be

achieved by limiting Glasnost. Exactly on the contrary! Only a WIDE GLASNOST can in

the shortest time establish what is right and what is wrong. Let us never forget the

wise admonition of Bacon: The truth resists better to errors than to confusion !

On the 14 August 1986 Silvertooth published the following pretty enigmatic note in

NATURE (reference 4 can be seen in TWT-II, p. 311)

•CORRESPONDENCE-
NATUKI \<)l i:: IJ Al (,l!SI IIM,

Special relativity
Sir—Aspdcn', Psimopoulos and Theo-

charis' discuss the need for a Michelson-

Morley type test in space and raise inter-

esting points about the effects of standing

waves in rotating and translational motion

of optical apparatus. Some time ago, I

carried out a relevant investigation using a

special standing-wave sensor manufac-

tured by the General Electric Co.". This

photoelectric sensor incorporates a photo-

multiplier tube through which a laser

beam can pass to be reflected back on

itself by a mirror. This allows the device to

scan translationally along the standing

wave set up by the interference in the

beam. The experiment shows that the

spacing between nodes in the standing

wave set up by two oppositely-directed

light rays from the same laser source is a

function of the orientation of the apparatus.

The forced optical condition assuring

light speed isotropy as sugpcsicti by
Aspdcn is not supported by the experi-

ment, and initial indications arc Ih.it the

beam modulation pattern is attributable

to the Earth's motion through space at

cosmic speeds commensurate with those

found from the isotropy assumption of 3K
cosmic background radiation. In effect, it

appears that in the standing-wave condi-
tions, the waves move al different speeds
in opposite directions relative to ihc ap-

paratus and. as Ihcir frequencies arc the

same, they present different wavelengths

in the two directions and so affect the

nodal spacing.

A detailed report on the experiment is

available prior to eventual formal publi-

cation. Meanwhile, it is of interest to note

that the optical configuration resembles

that of the Sagnac experiment, the basis of

the ring laser gyro technology mentioned

by Aspdcn, Psimopoulos and Theocharis.

However, the sensor scans linearly along a

section of the modulated beam in a non-

rotating system, rather than being at rest.

as in the gyro, and sensing effects of rota-

tion of the apparatus.

Clearly, this research will have interest-

ing implications for the theory of relativ-

ity, as foreseen by your recent leading

article'. It may also help us to resolve the

large errors found in the global satellite

positioning system. If present findings are

sustained, it may not be necessary to ex-

tend the Michelson-Morley tests into

outer space in order to obtain positive, as

opposed to null, results in interferometric

tests of linear motion.

E.W. Silvertooth
Star Route, Box 166.

Olga. Wiishinglon 98279. USA

1. A^(><Jtn.ll .Vofurr J2l.7.Vl(l««i)

2. Piimopoukv.. M * ThciKhirn.T Wuiurr. J2I. TMII"!*!

3 SiKcrinolh E W « Iicoln. S F ApplirJ Or'i'-t 12. \:T

(lOHJI

4 Mjd.l<i» ( Niifnr<JI«. :fN(l""t<l

On the 24 October 1986 my very good friend Prof. J. P. Wesley sent to me the follow-

ing letter:
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J. p. WESLEY, Ph.D. PhyaiciBt

Weiherdanmstr. 2A, 7712 Blwnberg, Weat Geimany, Tel: 07702-658

.,,_. t. (±at -^ ^-* -^
.

;;'^
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TRANSCRIPTION

Dear Stefan,

Thanks for your contribution to PROGRESS IN SPACE-TIME PHYSICS 1987 entitled "The

Anisotropy of Light Velocity". I will probably include it as you have written it.

I will probably, however, retype it. If I make any changes, I will send you the final

version for your final approval.

In addition, I will include my description of your toothed-wheels measurement of

the absolute velocity of the solar system with the minor corrections you suggest.

(I call it a "toothed-wheels measurement" to remind people of Fizeau's out-and-back

toothed-wheel measurement of the velocity of light. It makes it a little bit easier

to understand than a "coupled shutters" experiment.)

So far I have received about 6 contributions to PROGRESS IN SPACE-TIME PHYSICS 1987,

There are still more than 2 months before the dead-line of 30 December 1986. I am not

going to trouble myself about the volume until after 1 January 1987. I will guess that

it will be June 1987 before a printed copy can be bought.

No, your complaint that Pappas, Muller, and Wesley have not read your books, etc.,

although partially true, is not justified. You never seem to be able to describe the

simplest experiment, so that one can understand it. It is a major undertaking to try

to extract any sense from what you write. I have essentially given up on trying to

figure out your experiments. - It is no longer worth my time and effort.

Using the Biot-Savart law in its usual differential form one can obtain any value
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one might wish for the self force on a closed loop. The law is "absurd", completely
arbitrary, as any law must be that violates Newton's third law, which is not a law of
physics but merely an admonition that arbitrary lables like (1) and (2) have nothing
to do with physics. Enclosed is again my PROOF of the "absurdity" of the Biot-Savart
law. You should really try to understand the proof.

Apparently my 2 or 3 year effort to get a description of your toothed-wheels mea-
surement of the absolute velocity of the solar system accepted by van der Merwe for
the FOUND. PHYS. has finally failed.

I enclose a preliminary description, written by myself, of Silvertooth's measure-
ment of the absolute velocity of the solar system, which he can use to prepare a

final manuscript.

Before he let me photo duplicate what he had written up concerning his experiment,
he made me promise NOT to share the information with YOU. He was here to visit me. If

he discovers that I have not kept my promise, he may hang me up by my thumbs. But
science requires information exchange and not secrecy!

Silvertooth's experiment is very clever and a little bit difficult to understand;
but, after those months and a couple exchanges of letters, I have no doubt that he

has in fact performed the experiment with the positive result he reports.

Paul

I grasped immediately the importance and the significance of Silvertooth's experi-

ment. I wrote a letter to Silvertooth to give an expression of my admiration for his

experimental success. But as Prof. Wesley has begged me to not reveal to Silvertooth

the fact that Wesley acquainted with the physical essence of his experiment, I wrote

the letter to Silvertooth, as if I do not know this essence.

Here first is an excerpt of my letter to Prof. Wesley of the 1 November 1986:

Stefan Marinov
Morel lenfel dgasse 16 J. P. Wesley
A-8010 Graz

1 November 1986

Dear Paul

,

Enclosed is my letter to Silvertooth. I hope you will agree with the manner in

which I presented the stuff, so that Silvertooth would not come to the idea that you
have revealed to me his method. That will be the death of me to see my best friend
hung up on his thumbs.

Silvertooth's experiment is WONDERFUL. A strike of a genious! Reliable, easy, clear,

accurate, no rotating axles. SPLENDID!!!! His report must be published AS SOON AS POS-

SIBLE. This experiment shows once more that humanity (INCLUDING ME in humanity) is

BLIND. I have analysed so much the "standing waves" possibilities. I could not come

to the idea of Silvertooth. What an ass I am!!!!

Yours,

Stefan

And here is my letter to Silvertooth of the 1 November 1986:
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Stefan Marinov To: E. W. Silvertooth

Morel lenfel dgasse 16 Star Rout Box 166

A-8010 Graz Olga

Austria WA 98279
1 November 1986

Dear Dr. Silvertooth,

As far as I remember, our last contact was a phone conversation (or a letter exchange)
in 1978 when I was in the States. I follow your activity and read your papers.

Two days ago I received a letter from Prof. J. P. Wesley in which Paul informs me
that you have succeeded in measuring the absolute Earth's velocity. According to Paul

the method used by you is reliable and it involves standing waves. I have analysed many
times the "standing waves" possibilities for measuring the laboratory's absolute velo-
city. According to my analysis, this is IMPOSSIBLE. I attach §31 of my book EPPUR SI

MUOVE, where I analyse the "quasi-Wiener experiment" (as called by me) and where I show
that it is IMPOSSIBLE to measure the Earth's absolute velocity by using light standing
waves. However, Paul assures that you have SUCCEEDED. Of course, I am highly curious
and I should like very much to become acquainted with your method, with the technical
description and with the obtained figures. I should be very thankful to you, if you
will supply me with the necessary information.

I steem very much the physical insight of Paul and my BELIEF in his opinions and
statements is very high (of course, not ABSOLUTE). I was so intrigued that I phoned him
immediately, but he gave me the advise to address you directly, what I am doing with
this letter. If you have, indeed, succeeded in measuring the Earth's absolute velocity
by a standing waves experiment, your report must be published AS SOON AS POSSIBLE, as

the accuracy in such a kind of experiment is VERY HIGH and the set up not difficult for
construction. I know, however, that the scientific journals of the "establishment" will

surely reject the putDlication of your article, so that you, surely, have to try with a

couple of journals and the time of examination may become not only months but even
years (I have a very RICH experience in this "field"). So I can propose you the follow-
ing way, which I discovered in the last time: PAID ADVERTISEMENTS. I enclose my LAST
paid advertisement concerning the perpetuum mobile MAMIN COLIU which I recently disco-
vered. Now I shall print my LETTER TO THE WORLD'S SCIENTIFIC CONSCIENCE (3 Nature-pages).
The page charge in NATURE is about 1000 $. If at the present moment you have financial
difficulties, I shall gladly pay this sum for you, if you will be able to present the
whole information (eventually with two figures - a scheme and a photograph of the set
up) on one Nature-page. If you would agree to use this way, then send me your article
by an express letter. I shall compose it here (the enclosed advertisement was composed
in Graz) and, if I shall succeed to send it to London before "monday", your article
will appear on "thursday".

I am very interested in a speedy publication of another laboratory method for measu-
ring the Earth's absolute velocity, as I have difficulties when trying to persuade the

world's scientific community that there is a possibility to construct a perpetuum mobile.
After the publication of your report, my paid advertisements on my perpetua mobilia will

be read with more attention by the physicists. The possibility for constructing an elec-
tromagnetic perpetuum mobile is tightly connected with the ABSOLUTE aspects of electro-
magnetism. You can however imagine the resistance of the "establ ishment" against my per-
petua mobilia if even my VERY GOOD FRIEND Paul does not give me the right to publish
in his collection of papers SPACE-TIME PHYSICS 1987 an article on a "perpetuum mobile".
I try to persuade him that my electromagnetic perpetua mobilia are SP/tE-TIME PHYSICS,
however he refuses even to read and analyse my papers. If I have such difficulties with
Paul, it will be clear for you which are my difficulties with those "heads of wood"
which still reject the absolute character of space-time and "incense" the poor Einstein.

I hope, you have heard about the "energy machine" of Joseph Newman. I have the most
recent information on Newman, as his "editor" Evan Soule sends me the most "fresh" news.

Newman has also discovered a perpetuum mobile. I was In the States at the end of 1985

and I lived for 20 days in the house of the father of one of Newman's lawyers, who is

also a space-time physicist, and maybe you have heard about him: Henry Dart III.

Hoping to receive an answer by an express letter, c;„^„^„i '

^ ^ J r bincerely yours,
Stefan Marinov
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Silvertooth did not answer this letter. He broke also his contacts with Wesley (the
knowri

very reason why Silvertooth broke his contacts with Wesley is neither to me nor to

Wesley).

I dedicated many days and nights in ruminating over Sil vertooth's experiment and

I decided to repeat it. The production of Sil vertooth's transparent photomultipl iers,

which serve as detectors of the nodes and anti-nodes in a standing light wave, is an

extremely difficult technical problem. I tried first to exchange the photomultipl iers

by vacuum photocells with transparent photosensitive cathodes, but then I came to the

EXCELLENT idea to replace the transparent detectors by nontransparent and I modified

Silvertooth's quasi-Wiener experiment to an experiment which I called the quasi-Michel-

son experiment. This experiment is so simple that it can be mounted in a day in any

optica:l laboratory.

I carried out the experiment ancTall measurements on the 2, 3 and 4 January 1987 and

I remained with the impression that there was a positive effect. I was extremely excited

as the experiment was very easy and cost me no money.

Later, however, I established that the effect observed by me was due not to the ab-

solute velocity of the laboratory but to the fact that in my set-up the light rays se-

parated by the semitransparent mirrors mounted on the moving platform were not parallel

to the motion of the latter. My theory for the inconclusiveness of Silvertooth's expe-

riment and of the causes for the spurious "positive" effect observed by me in Janu-

ary 1987 are given on p. 287 of TWT-I.

Silvertooth continues to affirm that his experiment gives a positive effect. My

friend Dr. R. Monti (Bologna), who visited me in January 1988, organized in May 1988

a conference in Bologna under the title "Galileo back in Italy" for a critical discus-

sion of Silvertooth's experiment, of my variation and of other space-time topics in the

frame of the absolute Newtonian -Galilean concepts (see the program of the confrerence

on p. 307). A couple of days later. Dr. U. Bartocci organized in Perugia a similar con-

ference with the same participants (without Aspden) where some other Italian scientists

took part. The discussion is still continuing. Only Glasnost will help us to establish

who is right: Silvertooth or me. When more persons will repeat Silvertooth's original

experiment and my simplified version and when more persons will take part in the analysis

of the reported effects, the truth will come to light.

If, however. Prof, Wesley has not informed me about this experiment and if it remained

published in the enigmatic form given by Silvertooth (in SPEC. SC. TECHN., 10, 3 (1987)),

it could remain ununderstood and its difficult execution could become hindrance blocking

its eventual repetition, leading thus to the creation of a myth.

Now, thanks to the noble deed of Prof. Wesley, who gave GLASNOST to Silvertooth's ex-

periment in a private letter, it obtained my easy quasi-Michelson modification, and,

ONCE BEING IN MY TEETH, I quickly brought its inconclusive result to the attention of

the scientific community. Glasnost has many children but only the child called TRUTH sur-

vives. And I shall conclude this first story cnoBaMH 6aTbKH Ko6bi: "KysbMUM ynemn Bceraa
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crooBCKoe BMviMairHe Manoft rjiacnocTH. He npeiieSperaHre h bw eio, h6o h3 mbjiom rjiacnocTH

poJKaacTca H rjiacnocTb neJiMKaa. B 3tom oahu H3 BawiieftinHX laeeTOB KysiMiwa."

The other story is about the discovery of the perpetuum mobile MAMIN COLIU.

I showed in TWT-II that without the experimental results of the Cuban physicist

Francisco MUller (Miami, USA) which he communicated to me in private letters I could

NOT come to the discovery of the motional-transformer induction. And this was the mo-

tional-transformer induction whi'ch led me first to the understanding of the strange

effects in the Farady and Barlow disks (cemented and uncemented) and then to the dis-

covery of the perpetuum mobile MAMIN COLIU.

Here I wish first to rewrite the note from p. 207 of TWT-II given after the repro-

duction of the letter which F. MLiller wrote to me on the 22 July 1983:

Marinov's note . I sent 300 copies of my book CLASSICAL PHYSICS to the physics li-

braries of the world. No single book was bought. About 10% of the
libraries returned the books. Certain libraries wrote that if I shall not send money
for the back postage, the books will be burnt, other libraries did the holocaust with-
out having any scruples (see p. 233 where the letter confirming the auto-da-fe in the
British Institute of Physics is reproduced). However ONE of my books found a blessed
soil: the hands of Francisco MUller. And what a harvest brought this single book: the
discovery of the perpetuum mobile.— Thus I address those who will come to this earth
when we shall disappear: Don't become desparate when the seeds which you try to se-
minate fall on stones. May be only one of all thrown seeds will find a propitious soil,
but the harvest brought by^single seed may be big.

And now I wish to narrate a short episode from my relations with F. MUller which

shows that GLASNOST ("glasnost" comes form the Russian word "glas" - as a matter of

fact this is a BULGARIAN word, the Russian say "golos") is very important for any kind

of human progress, but the decisive VOICE ("glas") which a researcher has to hear is

his OWN VOICE.

When building my theory of the motional -transformer induction according to the for-

mula for the induced motional-transformer electric intensity E = (v.grad)A, where A is

the magnetic potential originated in a wire at rest by a current element moving with

a velocity v (for a system of current elements, where the velocities of the single ele-

ments may be different, the formula must be integrated), I came to the conclusion that

the seat of the inductive electric tension for the case 9 of the table from p. 300 of

TWT-II must be along the wire ER and not along the wire IR (see fig. 1 on p. 299 of

TWT-II). MUller, however, asserted of having established (see the first paragraph on

p. 303 of TWT-II in MUller's letter of the 9 March 1985) that the induced tension in

this case is along the wire IR.

The situation became very critical and many nights I went to bed with a heavy heart

after having thrown away my theory as unsuitable. But in the morning I began again the

fight for saving the theory. And so on the 10 April 1985 I wrote to MUller:

... Francisco, I thank you very much for your letter. You saved me from WRONG CON-

CEPTIONS. And now I beg you for another hand of support. Write me - AS SOON AS YOU CAN
- whether for fig. 1 in your letter of the 16 February 1985 (see fig. 1 on p. 299
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of TWT-II) the induction is in ER or in IR for the cases 9-16. I need your experimen-
tal result VERY MUCH. If the induction is in ER - all is O.K. - my theory explains all

effects. If the induction is in IR - this is a CATASTROPHY! ! ! ! ! ! ! I beg you, send me
the answer on the phone, saying: "outside", i.e., in ER or "inside", i.e., in IR, to
the person who will receive the call. Only one word: Say to Marinov that Frahcisco
(my friends know about you) says "outside"/"inside". In a week I begin with the print
of a new edition of TWT-II and I MUST know the right answer. Can I print again all

your materials from the first edition and some later letters? I enclose a recent paper
published in a Graz journal. The p.m. will soon begin to work. But first I must know
where the induction is - in ER or in IR. HELP ME!

Yours, Stefan

PS. Or send a cable: "Induction outside/inside".

On the 17 April 1985 F. MLiller sent me the following telegram

311a graz ta

ra taura wipn V)0 2j^1 7 0^/17

/C7C waaO/;4 wvi/4/; ioh^M^ ^-(.) '«Cn2'Vj10/

di.i^vx CO iinnx 0^')

tnint miami fL 2'V2 i 1/ 'ih()0

'Jtefan >narinnv

ni pnerschncn, Lstr h"A

(iraz/aSO^/tau^tria ".;

Vn
eADerimpnt aDril, hO (lav^^ Inmiction at i'ltprnal, ranius. fiavp not hopn ^
r^Deaten ypt. sorry, you rai mjhl.ish ii'^r-tlnpnt l.pttof^.. iirotf-rt [_"

II at Pit

franc i sro muLLop

This was a catastrophy. What to do? The experiment is AGAINST the theory! And I

remembered the ferocious and merciless words of Albert Einstein: "A theory must be

discarded as wrong if only one small experimental result is against it." I spent months

in desperate, laborious and irksome efforts to find a unique theory which could bring

all experimental results under "one hat". I could not. I was depressed.

And then I decided to take a fatal path: "This MUller's experiment was false!" It

was very difficult for me to take this decision as my belief in MUller's precision

and reliability was as to an idol. But there was no other way for me. And I decided

to build a theory AGAINST one of MUller's experiments. Until today I do not know where

Is the seat of the induced tension in case 9 of the table on p. 300 of TWT-II. MUller

has not repeated this series of experiments. I can not spend money and time to repeat

MUller's experiments. Maybe MUller is right. Then my theory must be REJECTED. But in
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the following years my persuasion that IN THIS CASE Mliller has done an error became

very strong. I am sure that the theory is right and that the induction in case 9 (and

in ALL cases 9-16) is along the wire ER.

Here is another page of my relations with MUller.

In the same letter of the 10 April 1985, I drew the scheme of the following

experiment which presents a very clever combination of the rotational experiment shown

H

in fig. 1 of the paper VIOLATIONS OF THE LAWS OF CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND

ENERGY (published in this volume) with the inertia! experiment shown in fig. 2 of the
closed

same paper. Let us suppose thus that we have two FLEXIBLE wires of the shown above

form, along which constant and equal currents flow in the opposite directions, and an

open wire put between them. I posed to Mliller the questions, which will be the induc-

tion effects:

1) If we move the open wire?

2) If we move the closed wires, so that always (as they are flexible) they preserve

the same form?

3) If we move the open and closed wires together?

And I gave the answers:

1) Motional induction.

2) No induction, as the motional-transformer induction is null.

3) Induction equal to the motional induction, as the motional -transformer induction

is null.

This experiment clearly shows that one can make separation of the charges in a wire

at an INERTIAL motion of a system of wires (some of which are current wires) without

having any RELATIVE motion.

I did not this experiment (I never do experiments in which results I am absolutely

sure, as I will not have time to do experiments in which results I am not absolutely

sure), but recently MUller did it in another slightly different variation and I publish

his letter of the 20 February 1988 in toto in this volume.

I should like to note that the induction effects of a closed current loop on an
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MOST LIKELY
open wire produced by the ABSOLUTE velocity of the laboratory have been, already obser-

ved by Edwards et al . (PHYS. REV. D, 14, 922 (1976)), however the authors could not

understand which is the reason for the appearing effect. Of course, being unware of

the cause for the effect, they could not choose a loop with convenient shape and the

effects observed were feeble. The experiment with loops with convenient shapes (so

that a predominant part of the motional-transformer induction can be made zero) can

be carried out by students. (and the Dutch student de Geus confirmed my prediction).

My books TWT-I,II,III show how the concepts of the motional -transformer induction

led me to the discovery of the perpetuum mobile MAMIN COLIU. Here I shall add only a

couple of words.

Conventional physics explains the induction effects by the change of the magnetic

flux through a loop in a unit of time. Thus according to conventional physics, if a

changing magnetic flux induces current in a loop, then by sending such current in the

loop one will generate magnetic flux. I noticed that as the induction effects are

not "closed lines" and "flux" effects, but "point-to-point" effects, then the DISTRI-

BUTION of the magnetic flux through the cross-section of the loop is of HIGH IMPORTANCE.

And I construced the machine MAMIN COLIU where the changing magnetic flux, produced

by the mutual motion of two bronze (or alluminium) disks, in which permanent magnets

are arranged, has an inhomogenious distribution in the iron of the coil, but the

"counter flux" produced by the current in the coil has a homogenious distribution, so

that this counter flux could not exert a ponderomotive action on the rotating magnets

in the rotating disk. Thus the machine has only a generator effect and has NOT a motor

effect.

If F. Mliller has not seen my book CLASSICAL PHYSICS in the university library of

Miami (for the happiness of humanity the librarian in Miami has not followed the

example of his colleagues in the British Institute of Physics!!!!!) and if he has

not written me a letter in July 1983, the discovery of the first electromagnetic per-

petuum mobile could be delayed for another century!
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P. T. Pappas and Stefan Marinov observe the effective Bul-Cub machine

(Graz, February 1984)
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EXPERIMENTAL VIOLATION OF AMPERE'S FORMULA

AND OF NEWTON'S THIRD LAW

Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Physics

Morel lenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz, Austria

Abstract . As the Biot-Savart and Ampere formulas for the magnetic interaction of
two current elements lead to the same result for the interaction of

closed current loops, until now no experiment was conceived to decide
which of both formulas is the right one. Recently carrying out an expe-

riment, where not two but three closed current loops were involved, I

showed that the right formula is the Biot-Savart's. This experiment
shows the way on which Newton's third law can be violated.

The formula for the force of interaction between two current elements was presen-

ted by Ampere, with undetermined constants, in 1820 and in 1823 in the final form

df' = -4^t3(r.dr)(r,df') - 2(dr.dr')r^}r, • (1)

c^r^

where dr is the line element along which a current I flows (if I is positive it is

along the vector dr) and which acts with the potential force df on the line element

dr' along which the current I' flows, r being the vector connecting dr with dr', r

its magnitude, and c the velocity of light for the case where the formula is written

in the CGS system of units.

When a certain numerical physical relation (as that one presented in (1)) is con-

firmed by many experimenters and when no contradiction at all between the predicted

and observed effects has been found, one calls this numerical relation a physical

law. Humanity gave soon to formula (1) the name Ampere's law .

2
However in 1845 &-assmann proposed another substantially different formula for

the description of the same phenomenon

d?' = -il_{dr'x(drxr)}= -IL-{(;.dr' )dr - (dr.dr')lr.

c r c r^

As this formula follows from the formula for the magnetic intensity generated

by a current element, proposed by Biot and Savart in 1820 (initially for the case

where the current "element" is an infinitely long straight wire), one has

called (2) the formula of Biot-Savart-Grassmann (today the name of Grassmann is

the
normally omitted). As no contradiction has been found between formula (2) and avai-

lable experimental evidence, it was called then the law of Biot-Savart .

Humanity remained puzzled realizing that all magnetic interactions between the

currents can be described by two substantially different formulas. Many efforts

have been done to establish which is the right one but no one succeeded to give an

experimental proof. In the XlX-th century preference was given to Ampere's formula.
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as the Biot-Savart formula violates Newton's third law (it is easy to see that it

leads to df / - df'), while the Ampere's formula preserves this law. On the other

hand the Ampere formula leads to the strange result that the force of interaction of

two parallel current elements becomes zero when the angle 6 concluded between r, on

one side, and dr, dr', on the other, has the value 6 = arccos (^ = 35.3. In the

XXth century humanity has forgotten Ampere's formula because the Biot-Savart formula

can be immediately deduced from the fundamental Lorentz equation

d?' = H!.(- Ji + ;r'xrotA), (3)
c ^ 3t

where A is the magnetic potential originated by the surrounding system of currents

at the space point crossed by the charge q' with a velocity v'. Indeed, if we replace

q'v' = I'dr' and we suppose that the surrounding system is the current element Idr,

we shall have A = qv/cr = Idr/cr, rP/at = (for a stationary case), and putting

this into (3), we obtain (2). In this paper I shall consider only magnetic interac -

tions , so that the electric potential, 4>, of the surrounding system will always be

assumed equal to zero.

I deduce^'^ formula (3) from the magnetic potential energy of two electrical

charges q, q' moving, at a distance r, with the velocities v, v
' , proposed first by

Neumann^ (for the case of elements of stationary currents in two loops)

M = Bf^.^', (4)

c^r

which, together with a similar formula for the electric potential energy of the

charges proposed first by Coulomb, present the axioms of my theory on whose grounds,

only by logical speculations , I construct whole classical electromagnetism .

Although the deduction of (3) from (4) is very simple, I spent 4 years of inten-

sive research in Sofia until I came to it. Nobody has found the way, how from (4)

to obtain (3). I must emphasize that only by revealing this transition, one can un-

derstand the essence of electromagnetism and the importance of the motional -trans -

former induction discovered recently by me which led me to the discovery of the

fi-R
electromagnetic perpetuum mobile MRMIN COLIU

Ampere^ presented his formula without giving a sufficiently clear logical deduc-

tion. Maxwell^ deduced it on 16 pages proceeding from the results of four experi -

ments carried out by Ampere.

Riemann deduced Ampere's formula from the formula for the magnetic potential

energy of two current loops , L and L', which follows immediately from (4)

^^^Ij.fjdr^
(5)

c^r

As for the force of interaction (and consequently for the potential energy) of

two current loops both Biot-Savart and Ampere formulas lead to the same re-
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then

suit, "by going back" from (5) one can obtain (1) as well as (2).

For the magnetic potential energy of two moving electric charges Riemann accepted

not the Ne'liiann formula (4) but the Weber formula

dU-^{^J -BfCr.O'-^)), (6)

where the transition is to be done remembering that r = {r.r) and dr = (v' - v)dt.

Then he showed^that Weber's potential energy (6) is in agreement with Ampere's for-
9

mula (1). Riemann did not mention at all the Biot-Savart formula. Maxwell mentio-

ned the Biot-Savart formula but stated that "Ampere's formula should always remain

the cardinal formula of electrodynamics".

Recently Wesley gave another deduction of Ampere's formula from the Weber poten-

tial energy.

Neumann's and Weber's potential energies are di fferent . Weber's potential energy

is a relative quantity and depends only on the difference in the velocities of both

charges, while Neumann's potential is an absolute quantity. Thus for charges moving

with the same velocity Weber ascribes zero magnetic energy, while Neumann ascribes

a finite energy. Meanwhile if the one charge is at rest, Weber ascribes a magnetic

energy, while Neumann does not. My proposed experiment for measurement of the labo-

ratory's absolute velocity by observing the magnetic interaction between a current

loop and a non-closed wire which are at rest one to another proves that the magnetic

energy of the charges depends on their absolute velocities and shows thus the untena-

bility of Weber's formula. The reported in this paper experiment disproving Ampere's

formula is also a hit against Weber's formula.

Let me note that the first direct mathematical proof that the magnetic force with

which a closeTToop acts on a current element (and thus also on another current loop)

is the same according to Ampere's formula (1) and according to the Biot-Savart for-

13
mula (2) was given only a quarter of century ago by Lyness . With much simpler cal-

culations Christodoulides confirmed a part of Lyness theorem, namely that ac-

cording to Ampere's formula (1) a current loop acts on a current element always with

a force perpendicular to the latter, as this is also the case with the Biot-Savart

formula.

Thus never by observing the interactions of closed current loops can one say which

of formulas (1) and (2) is the right one. In the recent years, after the experiments

of Pappas giving a quantitive repetition of the historical Ampere's floating bridge

experiment, again the interest to Ampere's formula has been raised. Under the sugges-

tion of Pappas this topic was largely discussed at the International Conference on

Space-Time Absoluteness and then many papers have been published by different

authors (see references in Ref. 12 and 15). The majority of all these authors

(first of all such as Aspden, Graneau, Pappas, Wesley) sustain the opinion that Am-

pere's formula is the right one.
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4 6
I sustain the opinion ' that Biot-Savart s formula is the right one. I proposed

my "trick-track" perpetuum mobile ' where the interaction of currents in non-closed

wires can be observed. This experiment will not only confirm my thesis that Ampere's
it will

formula is wrong but give the first direct demonstration of the violation of the

angular momentum conservation law, as the Biot-Savart magnetic interactions between

non-closed wires violate Newton's third law.

However the execution of the "trick-track" perpetuum mobile is a very difficult

technical problem and my financial possibilities (I am financing my whole scientific

activity from my own pocket) do not allow to carry it out. For this reason I perfor-

med another very easy experiment in which closed current loops have been used.

My experimental arrangement (fig. 1) presents a closed half polar machine (see

in Ref. 6, p. 143 the classification which I give to all electromagnetic machines -

motors and generators). A hollow iron cylindrical yoke with two circular lids having

circular holes, Y, embraces two cylinders consisting of the cylindrical neodymium

magnets M, , M^ and the cylindrical iron pieces L, I^. Between these two cylinders

and the lids very thin plastic hulls H, , H^ are tightly put.

For brevity, I shall call M, + I, and M^ + Ip with the commom name internal cylinder

and designate it by C. The internal cylinder C has a slender cylindrical hole along

its axis through which an axle AA' passes. The axle can rotateon its pointed extremi-

ties touching the solid plates P, , P^. The thin iron disk D is solidly attached

to the axle AA' and can rotate in the gap between the upper and lower parts of the

internal cylinder C. The disk D has a loose electric connection with the solid verti-

cal wire W which crosses the upper lid through a cylindrical hole and is connected

then with the adjustable resistor R and the battery B. The current from one elec-

trode of the battery going through the upper plate, the axle and the radius of the

disk, reaches through the wire and the resistor the other electrode. The disk D is

"embraced" by a circular spiral spring and the elastic force pulling the disk to its

"dead" position is proportional to the angle of the disk's rotation. The plastic hulls

H,, H2 can be taken away and the internal cylinder C can be fixed to the axle AA' by

the help of two similar slender plastic hulls and then it can rotate together with the

disk.

As the wire W and the axle AA' are in space domains where the magnetic intensity

generated by the magnets M, , M2 and the iron pieces I,, I2. Y is null , only the current

going along the radius of the disk D will interact with the (molecular) currents in C

and Y. I verified this assertion by making the connection between the vertical wire

W and the resistor R loose and by observing that no forces acted on it. Thus in this

experiment there are three " closed current loops ": the loop B-A-D-H-R-B. the cylindri-

cal magnet C and the hollow cylindrical yoke Y.

First I measured (plot 1 in fig. 2) the def lectionsof the disk at different cur-

rents when the^" "^^cylinder was solidly attached to the yoke Y. Then (plot 2) I mea-

sured the deflections of the disk when the^"
^'^'' cylinder was solidly attached to the
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axle and I obtained a plot which was almost the same as in the first case. The very

small differences are due to the greater friction in the bearings in the second case

when the rotating mass was bigger.

These results can be immediately explained by the Biot-Savart formula. It is well

known (such experiments were carried out by Das Gupta ) that a cylindrical magnet

can set a radial current wire in rotation, but a cylindrical magnet can never be set

in rotation by another current loop. Indeed, imagining the cylindrical magnet as a

circular current, we see that never a rotational moment can be applied to its current

elements, as the magnetic forces are always perpendicular to the current elements
the

and thus pointing to the axis of circle. Thus, as no rotational moment is applied to

the internal cylinder C, it is immaterial whether it is fixed to the yoke Y or to the

disk D. If the yoke Y will be taken away or a circular strip will be cut (see beneath)

in the upper lid with a radius equal to the distance between AA' and W, then on D and

W two equal and oppositely directed rotational moments will act. In my experiment

where W goes through a hole, a rotational moment equal and opposite to that of D is
C 1 p

applied to Y. I observed it in my demonstrational Faraday-Barlow machine '
.

Let us now try to explain my experiment according to Ampere's formula. First let

me note that obviously (I verified this also experimentally) the yoke Y cannot impart

a rotational moment on the internal cylinder C. Thus when in my experiment Y and C

are solidly connected, D rotates under their common action (we imagine that also W,

R and B are solidly attached to D!). When C is attached to 0, the rotational moment

which C imparts on D must disappea r and D + C must rotate only because of the rotatio-

nal moment which Y imparts on D. This moment, obviously, must be different than the

moment imparted both by Y and C. However the experiment showed that the rotational

moment imparted on D remained exactly the same . Thus the Ampere's formula must be wrong.

The above experiment is to be changed into an experiment with non-closed current

loops in the following way (see the right upper side of fig. 1). A circular strip

(with a middle radius equal to the distance between AA' and W) is to be cut in the

upper lid. This circular strip is to be filled with three different substances: 1) me-

tal, 2) vacuum (air), 3) dielectric (in fig. 1 the vertical cross-section of this

strip is hatched). The circular strip is to be "covered", up and down, by two thin

metal circular strips (in fig. 1 their vertical cross-sections are painted black)

which make a condenser with the air and the dielectric. The thick metal strip is insu-

lated from the condenser's plates and we have, as a matter of fact, two condensers
to be

with the insulator as dielectric. The lower condenser's plate is connected with the

wire W and the upper plate, through a switch, is

to be connected with the positive and negative electrodes of the battery.

Now when the switch is "at the left" (as in fig. 1), the battery will charge the con-

denser through the circuit A + D + W, while when the switch is "at the right" the

condenser will be discharged through the same circuit. Obviously the disk D will re-

ceive clockwise and counter-clockwise momenta (jerks). The question is: which ponde -
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rable medium will "absorb" the equal and oppositely directed momenta?

1) In the first case (strip of metal) alternating currents will flow and the metal

strip will absorb the momenta in question.

2) In the second case (strip of vacuum) a Maxwell's displacement current

Ij^. = (S/4TT)(9E/9t) will cross the vacuum, where E is the intensity of the electric

field in the strip (let us assume it uniform) and S is its horizontal cross-sec-

tion. According to conventional physics, this displacement current (with a current

element l^^^h, where h is the height of the strip) will "interact" with the magnetic

field in the strip and will absorb the momenta in question. But as the vacuum is not

a ponderable medium and cannot absorb momentum, the unique logic answer is that the

condenser's plates will do it and they will receive jerks if their contacts with both

ends of the wire W will be sliding.

3) In the third case (strip of dielectric), for the same reasons as in case 2), the

dielectric will receive jerks if it can slide without friction on the condenser's

plates.

The contradiction between cases 2) and 3) leads to the conclusion that jj[ absorp-

tion of momentum would appear , then not the 'displacement currenf will

interact with the current loops C + Y, but the electrical charges strea-

ming fro and to the condenser's plates, and in both cases momentum will be receie\ed by them

.

In my opimon',^^ffi^ displacement current is a purely fictitious notion without a

physical background (but having a high conceptual importance!) and neither the dielec-

tric nor the condenser's will receive jerks. Thus there will be no ponderable medium

which will "absorb" the momenta in question and the angular momentum conservation

law will be violated.

Thus if all parts of the set-up (i.e., Y, C, D, W, B, R) will be solidly attached

to the axle AA', the whole system will receive clockwise and counter-clockwise jerks.

To make the rotation only in one direction, the magnets Mj and fi^ are to be turned

up-down after any switching. If the permanent magnets will be replaced by an electro-

magnet which will be fed by the same current (as in my "trick-track" perpetuum mobi-

le^^), the rotation will be steady, as the driving moment is proportional to the

product of the currents in the cylindrical magnet C and the radius of the disk D.

r intend to call this machine a "Bul-Cub" motor without stator ,

as it is, as a matter of fact, an ineffective "Bul-Cub"

motor (i.e., an ineffective one-and-a-half polar moto r ) which is made effective by

using alternating currents in non-closed loops. The energetic aspects of this machine

are, however, not easily predictable as I have established experimentally with my

perpetuum mobile ADAM that the Faraday disk (such is disk D) violates the energy

conservation law (it produces more electrical energy than the consumed mechanical
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energy, an effect observed for the first time by Bruce de Raima in 1980), but we do

not know which is the "mathematics" of the effect. A rotation caused by internal

forces is also until now nowhere observed (the laraday disk rotates by internal for-

ces when the magnet C is attached to it but for the system as a whole the angular mo-

mentum conservation law is not violated) and, for the time being, the "mathematics"

of the effect is covered by fog, too, as our present physics mathematics is based
4

exclusively on the laws of conservation.

For information, I show in fig. 3 an effective "Bul-Cub" machine (motor or genera-

tor), i.e., a one-and-a-half polar machine constructed by me 4 years ago . Its yoke is

not cylindrical (as in fig. 1) but consists of two wings. This "Bul-Cub" machine has

many sections of wires (which can be clearly seen. in fig. 3) and it is made effective

by short-circuiting the wires crossing both rectangular gaps of the yoke (correspon-

ding to the wire W in fig. 1), so that only a part of the driving torque applied to

the wires in the cylindrical magnet's gap (corresponding to the radial "wire" in disk

D in fig. 1) remains acting (if such a short-circuiting is not done, the machine is

ineffective and can neither rotate nor generate current). This "Bul-Cub" machine is

conventional, i.e., does not violate the laws of conservation.

Its novelty is that if the short-circuiting is done by a non-contact method (say,

by changing a photoresistance or a magnetoresi stance), it is a d.c. motor (generator)
19

without sliding contacts and was submitted for a patent . For four years the Austri-

an Patent Office denies the delivery of a patent under the pretext that "according

to the electromagnetic theories taught in the Austrian universities such a motor can-

not rotate". My suggestion to bring the machine for demonstration was not honoured.

Note added in 1988 . I wish to turn once more the reader's attention to the fact

that when the wire W (fig. 1) goes through a hole in the yoke Y, then the ponderomo-

tive action of the (molecular) currents in the yoke Y on the current in the wire W is

null , however the action of the current in the wire W on the currents in the yoke Y

is not null , and the yoke receives a rotational moment (equal and opposite to the

rotationla moment received by the current in the disk D). These asymmetric effects are

due to the cause that the forces with which two current elements act on each other

are not equal and oppositely directed. I spent years of intensive thinking and setting

up dozens of experiments (of which the most important is the Faraday-Barlow demonstra-
fi 18

tional machine '
) until I came to this extremely important conclusion. Only assuming

it, I was able to explain all effects in my experiments from a common point of view.

When one cuts a circular strip (slit) in the yoke through which the wire W passes,

then the ponderomotive action of the current in the wire W (this part of W which

crosses the slit) on the currents (molecular) of the yoke is null , however the action

of the currents in the yoke Y on the current in the wire W is not null and the wire

receives a rotational moment (equal and opposite to the rotational moment received
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by the current in the disk D).

It is extremely difficult to come to these conclusions by mathematical calculations

and I propose this heavy task to the mathematicians. Proceeding from the formula (2)

for the magnetic interaction between two current elements and the "geometry" of the

currents in fig. 1, the mathematicians must come to the results predicted (and obser-

ved) by me. I am ready to pay with my head, if the mathematicians will establish

that I am wrong.

This paper shows the way on which I came to the idea to construct my "Bul-Cub"

machine without stator (see the following papers) which demonstrates patently a vio-

lation of the angular momentum conservation law.

As a matter of fact, the "Bul-Cub" machine without stator is a variation of my

"trick-track" perpetuum mobile (fig. 6 on p. 108), where the magnetic field of the

"cylindrical" magnet is let not "free" in space but is "led" through an iron yoke.

When I proposed my "trick-track" perpetuum mobile, I was unaware of the paper of

Graham and Lahoz
(
Nature , 285 , 154 (1980)) - as a matter of fact I read this paper

(and made a photocopy) immediately after its publication but I could not realize

at that time its importance, due to the foggy way in which the experimental results

have been explained by the authors, so that I "rediscovered" it in November 1987

occasionally when putting order in my archives. The experiment of Graham and Lahoz

is a realization of my "trick-track" perpetuum mobile and it is the first experiment

in history which, without any doubt , demonstrated a violation of one of the fundamen-

tal laws of conservation, namely the law the conservation of angular momentum. I

consider the Graham and Lahoz experiment in detail in the following papers.
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fIgur captions

Fig. 1. - A closed half polar machine.

Fig. 2. - Rotational angles of the disk at different currents along its radius.

Fig. 3. - An effective one-and-a-half polar ("Bul-Qub") machine.
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VIOLATIONS OF THE LAWS OF CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND ENERGY

Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Physics

Morel lenfedgasse 16

A-8010 Graz, Austria

Abstract . Proceeding from four axiomatical assertions, I deduce the whole theore-

tical basis of electromagnetism coming to some differences with con-

ventional physics. Then I show that violations of the laws of conservation of

angular momentum and energy have been already observed by other experimenters

and by me.

1. THEORY

The theory of electromagnetism which is conventionally taught in schools and uni-

versities is: 1) very complicated , 2) in many aspects wrong . I shall present the

whole theoretical background of electromagnetism in the following couple of pages,

and then I shall point out to a couple of experiments confirming my theory and dis-

proving some fundamental laws of today's physics, namely the laws of conservation.

I define axiomatically three kinds of energy (those are the assertions of the

12
fifth, sixth and eighth axioms of my absolute space-time theory '

) and one equation

giving the connection between the changes of these three energies (this is the asser-

tion of the ninth axiom of my theory).

1) The space potential (i.e., electric ) energy of two particles with electric char -

ges q, , qp distant r one from another is

^12 "
^l^2^'^-

^^^

2) The time (i.e., kinetic ) energy of a particle with mass m moving with a velo-

city V in absolute space (the space in which the center of mass of the whole universe

is at rest) is

2,, 2, 2>-l/2 ,9^
e^ = mc (1 - V /c )

'
,

(Z)

where c is the velocity of light which is isotropic only in absolute space.

3) The space-time potential (i.e., magnetic ) energy of two particles with charges

q,,qp, moving with velocities v, , Vp at a distance r one from another in absolute

space is

4) The sum of these three kinds of energy of an isolated material system remains

always a constant quantity, i.e.,

dU + dE + dW = 0, (4)

where U and W are the sums of the potential energies of every pair of particles and

Eq is the sum of the kinetic energies of every single particle.
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If for a time dt the radius-vector r of the particle has changed with dr, the

quantities

V = dr/dt, "u = dv/dt (5)

are called universal velocity and universal acceleration of the particle, while the

quantities

Vq = dr/dt^ = {dr/dt)(l - //c^)'^'^ = v(l - m'^/c^)'^^'^ , (6)

Uq = dv^dt = u(l - v^/c^)'^/^ + (v/c^)(v.u)(l - /Ic^)'^''^ (7)

are called proper velocity and proper acceleration of the particle.

We can write for a system consisting of n particles

dU= I ^.d? (8)
i=l 9r. ^

2
n ^r n 9e . n . v. 9e .

dE„ =
I %dv. =

I -^.dv. =
I

d ((1. 1) oij^- ^

° i'l 3v. ' i=i a;. ' i'l ^^ c2 a;.
'

.^, ^(-^)-^^ = J,Voi-^^' (^)

i=l "'- av. i = l
1

n . 3e^ . n

dt

where e = - mc (1 - v /cr) is called Lagrange time energy of the particle, while

e in (2) is called Hami 1 ton (or proper ) time energy , and

A^^ V /9W ^-^ , aw .-»
, ? raw .H-

, .-aw -^
. .,aw .

-> , ,,n\dW = i (-r-dr. +-7-.dv.) = I (T;-.dr. + d(-^^.v.) - d(^;-).v.}. (10)
i=i ar^ ^ av. ^ i=i ar. ^ av. ^ av. ^

However
^ n n

I d(^.v.) = I dW. = d I W. = 2dW, (11)
i=l av. ^ i=l ^ i=l ^

where W. is the magnetic energy of the system in which the ith particle takes part,

so that from (10) and (11) we obtain

dw= I {--^.d^. .d(^).;J.}. (12)
i=l ar. av.

a.nd dividing by dt
Putting (8), (9) and (12) into (4)*, we obtain the fundamental equations of motion

in electromagnetism, called the Lagrange equations , as the velocities are quantities
independent one from another

/rU. Il\ '^/ll ll\

(13)
dt

The quantities

d^aji^^j _9(U^-W)^ . .i,2,...n
ar.

n n ^
* =

) q-/r., ^ =
) q.v./cr. (14)

• S^r i' -1
'' '1

are called, respectively, electric and magnetic potentials at a reference point whose

distance to the ith particle is r..
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point and , . ->

If at the reference^a particle with mass m, charge q ^velocity v

is placed, the electric and magnetic energies of the system of n + 1 particles in

which the charge q takes part will be

U = q-J-, W = (q/c)v.^. (15)

Putting (15) into (13), we obtain

which I call the Newton-Lorentz equation . The quantity ?^ = mu^^ is called kinetic

force of the particle, the quantity ?^ = mu^ + (q/c)d^/dt its full kinetic force ,

and the quantity on the right side of (16) its potential force . Equation (16) shows

that in electromagnetism equal and oppositely directed are only the full kinetic

forces of two interacting particles, but their kinetic forces may be not . According

to Newton's third law, the kinetic forces of two interacting particles must always

be equal and oppositely directed. Thus Newton's third law in electromagnetism is

violated.

Since

d/^/dt = 9^/9t + (v.grad)^, (17)

grad(v.^j = (v.grad)X + (^.grad)v + vxrotA + ^xrotv, (18)

where v is to be considered as constant, we can write the Newton-Lorentz equation in

the form .

^0 ^ ^ """

? 7 1/9
= -^(9rad$ + ^ I?)

+ f
^rott (19)

I beg the reader to cheque the validity of equation (11). Some 20 years ago I

searched for four years a way to obtain the fundamental equation of motion in electro-

magnetism proceeding directly from the axiomatical relations (1), (2), (3), until

finally I found the transition (11). There is no book or paper in the world where the

Lorentz equation should be obtained directly from the "Coulomb" laws (1) and (3). The

relation (17) must also always be kept in mind if one wishes to understand the essence

of electromagnetism.

I call (19) the absolute Newton-Lorentz equation as it is valid only in a labora-

tory which rests in absolute space. If the laboratory moves with a velocity V in abso-

lute space, we shall have, writing v^^^^ = v + \? and considering now v as the relative

(laboratory) velocity of the particle,

4, .1^ t . y^.Illy^(^+^) = $(l-v!) . ^i:!- v^ -l./^s
^abs c ^abs-'^abs V. c ^cr/i ^ ^ c^ c^ ^ ^

,(1 . 1^) . l.t - l.t, (20)

where <J> is the laboratory electric potential which is equal to the absolute electric

potential , A = ^qv./cr. is the laboratory magnetic potential, and the expression
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on the right side is valid within an accuracy of first order in V/c. As

dA . /dt = 6t/dt, and keeping in mind relations (17) and (18), we obtain the relative

(
laboratory ) Newton-Lorentz equation, putting (20) into (16),

^ ^^V/VtTp = -^(9rad. '7^^' l^'"-''^ '^H 5^^^* '
^t {\ - (v + )?)Vc^}l/2 c 9t c ^^

^iJ^rotA + ^(\^.grad)/^. (21)

When an observer being always at rest in absolute space considers a particle

moving first with a velocity v and then with another velocity v', one must work with
1 2

the so-called Lorentz invariance (largely used by me '
) to find the equation of mo-

tion. However when the observed particle moves always with the same velocity but the

observer is first at rest in absolute space and then moving with a velocity V, one
1 2

must work with the introduced by me Marinov invariance ,' as shown above. Conventional

physics proceeding from its nonsensical principle of relativity does not make diffe-

rence between these two cases and will never be able to understand why the laboratory

Newton-Lorentz equation has the form (21).

Further I shall work only in the domain of magnetism, i.e., considering the inter-

action between wires along which current may (or may not) flow, so that I shall always

assume <!> = 0. Writing qv = q(dr/dt) = Idr, where I is the current flowing through

the wire element dr, and taking into account (14)*^ assuming that the surrounding sys-

tem consists only of a wire element dr' along which current I' flows, we obtain from

(19), at the assumption dt/dt = 0,

+ Idr ,1'dr'xrv II' r,^ j-*'\j"^i /j-*- j-*-i\-^i ioo\
f = — x( — ) = ^—{(r.dr)dr' - (dr.dr')r}, (22)

^ c r^ c r-^

what is called the formula of Grassmann . The term in the parantheses on the left side

is called the formula of Biot-Savart .

The potential force acting on a unit electric charge is called electric intensity

and thus equation (19) can be written

t = - (l/c)8/\/St + (v/c)xrot1l. (23)

If there is a wire along which electric charges flow with a velocity v, the inten-

sity

^pond = ^^^°t^ (2^)

is called ponderomotive electric intensity . If electric current does not flow but the

wire itself moves with a velocity v, the intensity

^mot = ^^^"t'^ (^5)

is called electromotive electric intensity .

Conv^entional physics considers the first term on the right side of (23) only for

the case of non-stationary currents , i.e., when the current I" changes while the
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element dr' remains at rest and calls this transformer electric intensity (as I also

do)

E^r = " (l/c)3^/3t- (26)

However, if the element dr' moves and the current I' remains constant, conventional

physics is unable to say which force will act on the charges in dr. Proceeding from

the principle of relativity, conventional physics affirms that the effect will be the

same as for the case where dr' should be at rest and the element dr should move with

the opposite velocity, so that for this case conventional physics uses formula (25)

taken with an opposite sign. This is a tremendous lie which the relativists preach

since 70 years. In this case the intensity acting on the charges in the resting wire

dr is called by me motional-transformer electric intensity and is to be calculated

according to the formula

I __ . 1 aA{r(t)}
__ . j(MjnlJi.9Ji!:Jy,9Jll3i).(^.grad)^, (27)mot-tr c 9t c^9r 8x at dr dy dt dr dz dt' ^ ^ ' ^ '

where v = - 9r/9t is the velocity of the element dr ' . This kind of electric intensity
3-7

was discovered recently by me, although Maxwell and Lorentz had to be the persons to

discover it but they did not and then Einstein with his theory of relativity deprived
extremely important

humanity of the possibility to discover this. kind of electric intensity.
12

Those are the fundamental theoretical concepts of electromagnetism. As I showed '
,

proceeding from the Newton-Lorentz equation and using exclusively the logical appa-

ratus of mathematics I obtained all results of theoretical electromagnetism, i.e.,

the effects in static, guasi-static and dynamic systems, including the radiation of

electromagnetic energy, introduced the relevant corrections in the conventional tea-

ching. Now I shall point out at some experiments confirming my concepts.

2. EXPERIMENTS

Violation of the law of angular momentum conservation has been observed twice,
p

Kennard has observed such a violation in 1917 with an electromotive effect and Graham
g

and Lahoz have observed such a violation in 1980 with a ponderomoti ve effect. Unfor-

tunately those authors have not understood the importance of their observations,
g

Kennard established (fig. 1) that if a wire b-b whose ends are connected with

the plates of two cylindrical condensers moves between two concentric current wires,

the condenser is charged . If the concentric current wires rotate, the wire b-b being

at rest, the condenser is not charged . If all elements rotate together, the condeser

is charged exactly to the same potential as in the first case. If feeding the concen-

tric wires with alternating current, Kennard would be able to produce alternating

current when the system rotates as a whole . But when the system does not rotate, no

alternating current would be produced. Thus the apparatus of Kennard can be a genera -

tor of alternating current. In a generator the produced electric energy can be only

"transformed" mechanical energy. Thus the uniform rotation of the isolated system
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had to be braked, what is a violation of the angular momentum conservation law.

Kennard's experiment can be explained only by my theory (conventional physics

makes as if Kennard's experiment does not exist at all). Indeed, in the first case

the induced electric intensity is motional and is to be calculated according to for-

mula (25), in the second case the induced electric intensity is motional -transformer

and is to be calculated according to formula (27), and the thrid case is a combina-

tion of the above two.

In fig. 2 is presented an inertial variation of Kennard's experiment proposed by
3 4 -t -*

me '
. Putting into formula (21) 9A/9t = 0, v = 0, and taking into account that if

the vertical wires are far enough, the last term will be zero, one sees that in (21)

only the term next to the last remains. For b = 15 cm, b = 0.2 cm, I = 100 A (cur-

rent in the rectangular loop), V = 300 km/sec, the potential difference between the

end-points of the wire b-b will be 60 V. Thus with this electromagnetic experiment

the Earth's absolute velocity can be very easily and very accurately measured.

In the experiment of Graham and Lahoz (fig. 3) the plates of two cylindrical

condensers are connected with the wires a^ and b^ to which an alternating tension is

applied and a constant magnetic field parallel to the axis of the condensers is ap-

plied. Thus the torque due to the ponderomotive forces acting on the wire a^ will be

bigger than this acting on the wire Jb^ (use formula (24) putting there B = rotA). The

whole system was suspended on a string and when alternating tension was applied with

a periodequal to the period of own oscillations of the system, the system has begun

to oscillate. Graham and Lahoz have not understood the importance of their experiment,

as they supposed that electromagnetic energy had to be radiated and its momentum

had to balance the appearing torque. First they have not observed such a radiated

energy and secondly to obtain theoretically the Poynting vector of this radiated

energy they multiplied the magnetic intensity which is constant by the variable

electric intensity appearing between the condensers' plates. This is a

nonsensical calculation as electromagnetic energy can be radiated by a single system

but not by two, the one supplying the vector B and the other the vector L.

In my Bul-Cub machine without stator (figs. 4, 5, 6) one can observe both the

electromotive (Kennard's) and the ponderomotive (Graham+Lahoz
'
) violations of the

angulaf momentum conservation law . My machine consists of a coil wound on the cy-

lindrical core of an electromagnet having a cylindrical yoke. The magnet with the

yoke can rotate on the pointed ends of two a>^es taken from a clock. The "Faraday

disk" (the disk along which radial currents will flow) is fixed to the magnet and is

isolated from the magnet's iron. The center of the disk, through the lower pointed

axle, is connected with the one electrode L of the

delivered tension. The periphery of the disk is fixed to a brass ring

whose surface "looking down" presents the upper plate of a ring condenser. The lower

plate of this ring condenser is connected through sliding contacts with the other
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electrode K of the delivered tension (in the case where the machine works as a ge-

nerator). The lower lid of the yoke has a ring "gap" in which the condenser's dielec-

tric is placed. One end of the coil's wire is connected through the upper pointed

axle with the one electrode M of the feeding tension and the other end makes contact

with the lower condenser's plate and thus through the sliding contacts reached the other

electrode K of the feeding tension (in the case where the machine works as a generator).

The core of the magnet is made by powder iron where the single grains are insulated

one from another and is thus non-conducting, so that there were no eddy currents in

the magnet.

Let us see first how the machine works as a motor. In this case the sliding con-

tacts must be taken away and the coil remains connected in series with the Faraday

disk. As the torque on the radial currents in the Faraday disk is proportional to the

product of the currents along the disk's radius and in the coil (see formula (22)),

this torque is unidirectional . If the upper and lower condenser's plates will be con-

nected by a wire, the torque on this wire will be equal and opposite to the torque

applied to the disk, and no rotation will be possible, as I have already experimen-
4

tally established with my ineffective Bul-Cub machine . However when there is a die-

lectric in the gap of the lower lid, in which only the Maxwell displacement current

goes through, I .. = (S/4TT)aE/at, where E is the electric intensity between the con-

denser's plates (let us assume it uniform) and S is the horizontal cross-section of

the condenser, no torque in the space between the condenser's plates can appear (ima-

gine, for clarity, that the dielectric is replaced by vacuum). Thus we see that the

whole body will begin to rotate if an alternating tension will be applied. The rota-

tion will be due only to the action of internal forces and thus the angular momentum

conservation law will be violated.

Let us now see how the machine works as a generator. In this case the sliding

contacts must be put and the circuit of the coil and of the Faraday disk plus con-

denser will be separated, having only a common point at the lower plate of the con-

denser. When the body rotates a tension will be induced along the radius of the disk

calculated by the help of formula (25). If the condenser's plates will be connected

by a wire, an equal and oppositely directed tension will be induced in the latter,

and the output tension will be null, as I have established with my ineffective Bul-

Cub machine . However, when there is no wire (and consequently no moving charges) in

the gap of the lower lid, no tension can be generated in this gap, and only the tension

generated in the disk will remain. Thus we see that the body will begin to generate

alternating current if the coil will be fed by alternating current. This generator

has only a rotor and no stator.

As in my experiment the condenser had a very small numerical value (about 1 nF)

,

only feeble alternating current could be sent through it. As, on the other hand, the

magnetic field of the electromagnet was not very big (about 0.07 T) and the friction

in the bearings could not be ignored, I could realize only the second experiment.
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i.e., I showed only how a body rotating as a whole generated alternating current. At

radius of Ihe Faraday disk 2 cm and a rotational velocity 20 rev/sec the produced

tension was 1.1 mV, a value matching well with the calculated according to formula

(25) value.

When trying to drive the machine as a motor, I applied the tension of the mains

(220 V) and to reduce the dephasation between tension and current to zero I put in

series the two big coils which can be seen in fig. 6. Their common ohmic resistance

was 37,000 Ohm, the common inductivity 8,600 H and the calculated resonance frequency

was 56.6 Hz. The measured current was 5.4 mA.

I hope that the reader has understood that it is extremely simple to demonstrate

a violation of the angular momentum conservation law. Let me add that my Bul-Cub ma-

chine without stator definitely rejects Ampere's formula for the interaction between

two current elements (compare with formula (22))

If = -U^{3(r.dr)(r.dr') - 2(dr.dr ' )r^}r, (28)
c r^

as according to this formula two current elements interact with forces which are

equal and oppositely directed and thus this formula is in concord with Newton's third

law. My experiment also patently shows that Maxwell's displacement current is a

fiction , as it can lead neither to the appearance of ponderomotive forces nor to the

generation of magnetic potential

.

Let us turn now our attention to the violation of the energy conservation law.

Bruce de Palma was the first man who observed such a violation in his N-machine

which represents a cemented Faraday disk (i.e., a Faraday disk rotating together

with a cylindrical magnet, as is the case in the Bul-Cub machine without stator)
I

• 4 4
working as a generator. I confirmed de Palma s observations with my machine ADAM

(figs. 7 and 8). Such a generator produces more electrical energy than the mechanical

energy supplied, i.e., the machine brakes at a lower than a 100% rate , meanwhile all

known to humanity generators brake exactly at a 100% rate. The percentage of braking

depends on many different factors , being pretty high .

My machine MAMIN COLIU (MArinov Motion-transformer INductor COupled with a Lightly
4-7

rotating Unit) (figs. 9, 10 and 11) is a generator where there is no braking at all .

The induced in the machine electric intensity is motional -trans former. The explana-

tion of the fact that there is no electromagnetic braking in this machine is straigh-

forward (I shall use here the common "flux" language and not my "potential" language

to be easier understood by the reader). The rotor has two pairs of short magnets with

opposite polarity and in the gap of the core there^ong magnets (one pair) with the

same polarity. When the rotor magnets with the same polarity are in row with the

stationary magnets, the magnetic flux in the core is maximum and when the rotor mag-

nets with the opposite polarity are in row with the stationary magnets, the magnetic

flux in the core is minimum. The change of the magnetic flux leads to induction of

alternating current in the magnet's coil. This induction current generates its own
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magnetic field which, however, has a cylindrical symmetry in the gap (let us assume

that the permeability of the permanent magnets is equal to unity) and

no torque on the rotor's magnets can appear. Indeed, applying currents of the order

of 1 A to the coil, no even slightest motion of the rotor could be observed.

The reader may ask me: How could I come to a violation of the energy conser-

vation law, if this law is a fundamental axiom in my theory (equ. (4))? The answer

is that equ. (4) is valid only in the physics of particles . The machine MAMIN COLIU

is from the physics of continua where magnetizable material is used. One can easily

persuade oneself that if MAMIN COLIU will be constructed only by current wires,

the energy conservation law cannot be violated. (See p. 90).

At the time being the generated by the machine tension is lower than the tension

needed for rotation of the motor driving the rotor. I am working on the increase of

this tension. The unique thing which I need to run this machine with a closed ener-

getic cycle (i.e., as a perpetuum mobile
)

is money (about 10,000 %) . Nothing else!
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 The Kennard experiment.

Figure 2 Inertial variation of Kennard 's experiment.

Figure 3 The experiment of Graham and Lahoz.

Figure 4 Scheme of the Bui -Cub machine without stator.

Figure 5 The Bul-Cub machine without stator open.

Figure 6 The Bul-Cub machine without stator mounted.

Figure 7 Scheme of the machine ADAM. ... , 4. tu d i r..k m,,-h,-no—^ Marinov s note . The Bul-Cub machine
Figure 8 Photograph of the machine ADAM. without stator described above was with

Figure 9 Scheme of the machine MAMIN COLIU. If^TA^ ''i^^K'^'''' JJ^M ?nrI^L"?!nn—^ the teflon by barium titanat increasing

Figure 10 The machine MAMIN COLIU open. the capacity of the ring condenser to

Figure 11 The machine MAMIN COLIU mounted. ^30 yF and could bring the machine to—^ rotation (see the next paper).
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CONSERVATION LAW AND OF THE FAILURE OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETISM
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Abstract . Analyzing the experiments of Kennard, Graham & Lahoz and my Bul-Cub

machine without stator, I show that the law of conservation of angular momentum

has been already experimentally violated and that the concepts of conventiorraT

are terribly confused. The violation of the laws of conservation opens a new

era not only in physics but in human history.

My absolute space-time theory' is built proceeding from the most simple "Newtonian"

concepts about space, time and energy, i.e., that space and time are absolute catego-

ries and the interactions between the particles (electric, magnetic, gravitational)

are momentary (any child intuitively develops such concepts when coming in contact

with the surrounding world and the writings of his ancestors). In my theory there is

a substantial difference between the potential, radiation and radiation reaction

fields, their intensities being inversely proportional, respectively, to the second,

first and zero power of the distance from the system generating the fields to the

reference point. The notions "density" of electromagnetic energy and "transfer" of

electromagnetic energy are relevent only to the radiated energy but not to the po-

tential energy (electric and magnetic) which cannot be located .

The errors which conventional physics makes are tremendous . As I show, the percen-

tage of the lies in the text-books on electromagnetism overpasses considerably the

percentage of the truths^"^ These wrong concepts do not permit to the electroengi-

neers and electrotechnicians to construct machines working by violating the laws

of conservation and thustochange radically mankind's future. I have already constructed

several machines violating the energy conservation law^"^ but none in the world pays

attention to my communications which are usually published as paid advertisement, as
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the journals of the "establishment" refuse to print my papers.

In this paper I shall show that one can very easily observe a violation of the an-

gular momentum conservation law. Moreover! I shall show that such a violation has al-

ready been observed but because of the wrong theoretical concepts of present-day elec-

tromagnetism neither the people carrying out the experiments nor other scientists have

realized the importance of these observations.

Kennard observed a violation of the law of angular momentum conservation in an

electromotive experiment (fig. 1). A constant current flows along the two concentric

circles with a difference b in their radii. A wire b - bg is placed between both circles

and can rotate alone or together with the circles, or the wire can be kept at rest

and the circles rotated. When the wire moved, Kennard observed that electric tension

was induced along its length which charged thejconnected to the wire's endpoints) two

coaxial plates of a cylindric condenser. When the circular loops moved, there was no

induced tension. Finally when wire and loops moved together, Kennard observed the

same tension as in the first case.

On the 29 October 1987 I visited Acad. A. Sakharov in Moscow and informed him

about Kennard's experiment, which was unknown to him (according to my statistics,

only 99,9% of the living physicists have heard about Kennard's experiment). Although

being highly puzzled by this experiment, Sakharov could not grasp its importance and

remained sceptical about my perpetual motion machines , giving immediately an ex-

pression of his scepticism .

Changing the direction of the current in the concentric circles, Kennard generated

an alternating tension on the condenser when his apparatus rotated as a whole ,
repre-

senting thus a generator for alternating current without stator . The produced elec-

trical energy must come from the mechanical rotational energy of the whole body and

its angular velocity must be diminished. This represents a violation of the angular

momentum conservation law,

Graham & Lahoz^ observed a violation of the angular momentum conservation law in

a ponderomotive experiment (fig. 2). An alternating electrical tension is applied to

the inner endpoints of two radial wires whose outer endpoints are connected with the
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put in constant axial magnetic field

inner and outer coaxial plates with radii a and b of a cylindrical condenser;. If the

frequency of the alternating tension is equal to the own frequency of mechanical os-

cillations of the system, a resonance appears, so that the system can oscillate at

the availability even of a very feeble torque.

I repeated Kennard's and Graham & Lahoz' experiments with my Bul-Cub machine with-

out stator (figs. 3-5). I shall consider first the theoretical aspects of

my machine. This analysis will reveal why Garaham & Lahoz (Kennard's theoretical

speculations were limited) could not understand the importance of their experiment.

My Bul-Cub machine without stator consists of a coil wound on a cylndrical core

of an electromagnet having a cylindrical yoke and two ring lids. The magnet with the

yoke can rotate on the pointed ends of two a)^es. The "Faraday disk" (the disk along

which radial currents will flow) is of brass and is fixed to the magnet's core (thus it

is a "cemented Faraday disk"). The center of the disk is connected, through the lower

pointed axle, with the one electrode L of the delivered tension (when the machine

works as a generator). The periphery of the "Faraday disk" is fixed to a brass

ring whose surface "looking down" presents the upper plate of a ring condenser. The

lower plate of this ring condenser is connected through sliding contacts with the

other electrode K of the delivered tension. The lower lid of the yoke has a ring gap

in which the dielectric of the condenser is placed. One end of the coil's wire is con-

nected through the upper pointed axle with the one electrode M of the feeding tension

and the other end makes contact with the lower conenser's plate and thus through the

sliding contacts reaches the other electrode K of the feeding tension. The magnet's

core and yoke are made by pow_der iron where the single grains are insulated one

from another and are thus non-conducting, so that there were no eddy currents in the

magnet.

The machine works as a generator because at its rotation an electric tension

is induced along the radius of the disk. If the condenser's plates will be connected

by a wire, an equal and oppositely directed tension will be induced in the latter,

and the output tension will be null , as I have established with my ineffective Bul-Cub

3 11
machine * . However when there is a dielectric in the gap of the lower lid, in which
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no tension can be generated, only the tension generated in the "Faraday disk" will

remain and the rotating body generates alternating electric tension if the coil

will be feeded. by alternating current.

Let us now see how the machine works as a motor . The driving tension can be ap-

plied in parallel (in such a case the electrodes M and L are to be connected shortly)

or in series (in such a case the sliding contacts must be taken away and the driving

tension is to be applied to the electrodes M and L). As the torque on the radial

currents in the "Faraday disk" is proportional to the product of the currents along

the disk's radius and in the coil, this torque is unidirectional when the driving

tension is alternating . If the upper and lower condenser's plates will be connected

by a wire, the torque on this wire will be equal and opposite to the torque applied

to the disk, and no rotation is possible, as I have established with my ineffective

3 11
Bul-Cub machine '

. However, when there is a dielectric in the gap of the lower lid,

in which only the Maxwell displacement current can go through, nio torque in the

space between the condenser's plates can appear (imagine, for clarity, that the die-

lectric is replaced by vacuum). Thus the body begins to rotate due to the action

of "internal forces" violating thus the angular momentum conservation law.

Conventional physics (following Maxwell's concepts) affirms that the displace-

12
ment current has the same character as the conduction current. Bartlett & Corle

were the first experimenters who heralded of having measured the magnetic action of

the displacement current flowing in a condenser. Their experiment is completely

nonsensical as one is unable to measure the magnetic action of a current element

(even for d.c); one is able to measure only the magnetic action on a current ele-

ment. But nobody has until now measured the magnetic action on a displacement cur-

rent element , as this action is ponderomotive . and to bring vacuum into motion is

the same difficult thing as to sell one's own shaddow. My machine givQj excellent

possibilities to demonstrate such ponderomotive effects if they do exist. Unfortu-

nately, they do not.

I shall calculate the ponderomotive torques acting on the conduction current

and on the displacement current in my machine. Let us choose a reference frame with
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its origin at the axis of the apparatus, the x-axis pointing to the reader, the y-axis

the
pointing to the right and z-axis pointing upwards. If the magnetic intensity in the

core of the electromagnet is B pointing upwards, the radius of the core r and the

current flowing from the axis to the periphery,, the torque (the moment

of force) acting on the radial convection currents will be

"cc
= /rM-^5)--zJrdr = ' -^ z. (1)

'^^

If the electric intensity in the condenser is E, at the above direction of the

^ down
current 8E/8t will point wards., Thus if the distance between the condenser's plates

is h (we assume it equal to the height of the cross-section of the gap in the lower

lid) ana tne^radii of the condenser's plates (and of the gap) are R. and R , the

torque acting on the displacement current will be

j;^ =^. ,^
TT(Rn-Ri)h 3^^^.^ . (Ri+Ro)h(Rg-R?)B' 9E

z. (2)
dc middle 4ttc dt 8c 9t

where B' (pointing to the axis of the apparatus) is the magnetic intensity in the

gap and we shall assume that the whole magnetic field is closed in the iron and in

the gap, thus that the magnetic fluxes in the core and in the gap are equal, so that

-2
B' = ^ B. (3)

h(Ri+Ro)

Taking further into account that

9E/9t = I/Ch, C = (R^- R^)/4h, (4)

where C is the capacitance of the condenser with vacuum as dielectric, for which the

displacement current is (l/4TT)9E/9t, we obtain from (2), (3) and (4) M. = - M .

Now the big question is to be posed: Will the torque M. lead to a ponderomotive

action. My answer
(
and the answer of the experiment ) is: No! Thus the system begins

to rotate due to the action of the torque M what is a violation of the law of con-

servation of angular momentum.

Conventional physics asserts that the torque M. is "taken by the electromagnetic

9
field". "Vacuum is the seat of something in motion" write Graham & Lahoz , although

yet Sokrates taught to his pupils that something is nothing and if a philosopher
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cannot define the notions of which he makes use, it is better that he keeps his mouth

closed. I said above that according to my concepts the potential electromagnetic

"fields" are only mathematical means and have no physical (i.e., energetic) bearer.

Only the radiation electromagnetic fields have physical bearer. Thus the law of con-

servation of angular momentum will be saved only if my machine will radiate electro-

magnetic energy which will rotate in the condenser-magnet's gap in direction opposite

to the direction of rotation of the material system. This rotating radiation energy

must have such a big pressure that if in the gap a freely rotating wall with a mass

about equal to the mass of the system will be placed, this wall has to begin to ro-

tate with an angular velocity equal and opposite to the velocity of the system. Nei-

ther the most powerful laser can exert such a big pressure.

In any textbook on electromagnetism one tries to hammer in the heads of the stu-

dents that if there are a charged condenser producing the electric intensity t and

a magnet producing the magnetic intensity B there is a flow of electrimagnetic energy

with the density {c/4tt)ExB, meanwhile every child knows that this is not true. An

electromagnetic energy flow can exist only if E and B are the intensities in a radi-

ation field . In this case they must have been produced by the accelerated motion of

charges in a certain system (not of two different systems, as is the case above),

being always equal in value und mutually perpendicular.

Thus a violation of the law of conservation of angular momentum has been observed

by Graham & Lahoz 8 years ago. If we shall take into account also the experiment of

Kennard, such a violation is being observed in the year when Lenin took the power in

Russia. I am asking: Until when will the scientific community close its eyes for

this tremendous discovery , which moreover is a logical result of the fundamental for-

13
mula for the interaction of two current elements proposed by Grassmann , as this

formula violates Newton's third law.
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In my experiment (figs. 3-5) the yoke was made of powder soft iron material Coro-

vac EF 6880 delivered by the VACUUMSCHMELZE , Hanau, West Germany. I had (further the

formulas will be written in the Sl-system) R. = 3 cm, R^ = 4 cm, h = 0.2 cm (height

of the air gap), d = 0.4 cm (distance between the condenser's plates). The dielectric

of the condenser was barium titanat with permittivity e =10000. For

2 2
smooth plates the capacitance is C = epeTi(R^ - R.)/d, where e^ is the elec-

tric constant. I etched the condenser's plates making them rough and increasing thus

the surface and the capacitance, which, measured between the electrodes K and Lwas

C = 430 nF. A condenser with a capacitance 470 nF brought the magnet coil into a re-

sonance if a 50-Hz-alternating-current was applied, so that the inductivity of the

coil was L = 22 H. By applying the mains (220 V), the current flowing in the coil

was I = 0.23 A, and thus the whole ohmic resistance of the coil was R = 960 ohm. The

calculation of the magnetic intensity across the Faraday disk according to the formula

B = 4)/TTr^ = \i nl/l{l./\i.S.)vr^, ^ is the magnetic flux in the yoke, r = 2 cm is

the radius of the Faraday disk, y is the magnetic constant, n = 12,000 is

the number of the turns of the coil, and L^ , S-, u^ are the lengths, the cross-sec-

tions and the permeabilities of the different parts of the yoke (Vg^^ = 1.

p. = 200), gave the value B = 0.072 T.
^iron " ^

First I run the machine as a generator driving it with a d.c. electromotor which

"rubbed" the upper lid. The tension which was expected to be induced along the disk's

2
radius during a rotation with a rate N = 20 rev/sec had to be U = TrBr N = 1.8 mV. I

measured U = 1.1 mV.

Then I run the machine as a motor applying a 50-Hz tension of 1500 V from a trans-

former to the electrodes L and M and taking away the sliding contacts. The flowing
, ,- . . .

was
current was I = 1.5 A and the rate of rotation parts of a revolution per second.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

f^ig. 1. The experiment of Kennard,

Fig. 2. The experiment of Graham & Lahoz.

Fig. 3. Scheme of the Bul-Cub machine without stator.

Fig. 4. Photograph of the Bul-Cub machine without stator (open).

Fig. 5. Photograph of the Bul-Cub machine without stator (mounted). The big coils

were used to balance the low capacitance of the condenser at the time when

teflon and not barium titanat was used as a dielectric.
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THE MYTHS IN PHYSICS
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Abstract. I enumerate ten myths deeprooted in conventional physics, giving imme-

diately short evidence for their fallacy. Then I consider in detail the myth

about the storage of momentum and angular momentum in potential electromagnetic

fields and I give short descriptions of my Bul-Cub machine without stator and

my rotating Ampere's bridge which undiscutably violate the angular momentum con-

servation law.

1. Ten myths

Before beginning my article, I should like to cite the following thought of J. F.

Kennedy (1962): "The great ennemy of the truth is very often not the lie - deliberate,

contrived and dishonest, but the myth - persistent, persuasive and unrealistic."

Physics is an experimental science where the "laws" proposed by different persons

can always be experimentally checked but, nevertheless, the myths are here even more

persistent than in any other science. It is very difficult to give an answer why the

myths in physics are so tenacious. I can easily explain the tenacity of the myths

of the inmaculate conception Mariae, of Stalin's refined literary taste, or of the

peculiar spiritual abilities of the Jews, but I do not understand why the following

myths in physics are still alive:

1. The myth about the isotropy of light velocity . Meanwhile Harres in 1912 and

Sagnac^ in 1913 have experimentally demonstrated that the velocity of light on the

rim of a disk rotating with a velocity v is (within effects of first order in v/c)

c-v along the rotation and c+v against the rotation. Every commercial or military

plane has a laser gyro working on this effect.

2. The myth about the principle of relativity . Meanwhile since 1973 I have measured

the Earth's absolute velocity with three different apparatus "
. My "coupled shut-

ters" experiment^ is so easy that it can be repeated in any optico-mechanical labo-

ratory in a week or so. NASA builds cosmic speedometer^ based on this effect (the

technology is still classified).
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3. The myth about the principle of equivalence . Meanwhile with any of my "rotating

3-5
axle" experiments can one establish that when the acceleration of the laboratory

is kinematic the absolute velocity changes, while when the acceleration is gravita-

tional it does not change . Thus one can easily make an experimental distinction be-

tween kinematic and gravitational accelerations.

4. The myth that the physical effects depend only on the relative velocities of

the interacting bodies . Meanwhile Kennard in 1917 has observed that when rotating a

radial wire about the axis of a cylindrical magnet there is induction, when rotating

the magnet there is no induction, and when rotating wire and magnet together there

is exactly the same induction as in the first case. Such experiments with closed

5
circuits by using sliding contacts have done Faraday in 1830 for rotational motion

(those were the first experiments where the phenomenon "electrimagnetic induction"

has been observed) and Fr. Mliller (p. 271 in ref. 8) for rectilinear motion.

5. The myth that only the electric and magnetic intensities are physically obser -

vable quantities , the potentials being auxiliary "mathematical" quantities which can

be changed at will (gauge transformations). Meanwhile if there are two coaxial to-

roidal coils and one changes the current in the internal coil, an induced current

flows in the external coil which lies in a space domain where the magnetic intensity,

B, being always equal to zero, does not change at all. Outside the internal torus

only the magnetic potential. A, changes, and the induced electric intensity is calcu-

lated according to the formula E = - (l/c)3A/9t. This effect can be observed

in any transformer.

6. The myth about the propagation of interaction . Everybody knows that any physi-

cal quantity must be measured in three fundamental measuring units: the units for

length, time and energy. Meanwhile the physicists-mythologues assert that there is a

certain quantity called "interaction" which has no physical substance as it cannot

be measured in length, time and energy units, but, nevertheless, this quantity "in-

terection" can move, like a phantom, in space and, as phantoms usually do, pretty

quickly. When one asks the mythologues to point out at some experiment where the

mysterious "propagation of interaction" can be observed, the latter point at light
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and other electromagnetic radiations or at the signals propagating in wires, wave

guides etc., i.e., at propagation of energy but not of the immaterial and phantom-

like interaction,

7. The myth about the existence of displacement current with density K =

(l/4iT)9E/9t which has all magnetic characteristics of conduction current, i.e.,

the current element IpdV, where dV is an elementary volume around the point where

the electric intensity is E, generates its own magnetic intensity at a reference

point distant r accoi^ding to the formula

dB = rot(dA) = rot(IpdV/cr) = (]^^r/cr^)dV (1)

and reacts to an external magnetic intensity B by the ponderomotive force

df = (IpdV/c)xB. (2)

Meanwhile, if the second assertion is true, one must be able to set in motion the

vacuum between the plates of a capacitor, what, obviously, is such a hopeless endea-

o
vour as trying to ride the shadow of a horse. I have shown with a simple experiment

g
that the first assertion is also not true. One has never to forget Planck's words :

"...even in the case of unclosed currents the magnetic intensity of the field is cal-

culated from the vector potential of the conduction currents without regard to the

displacement currents...". One can, of course, find the circulation of B along the

circumference, L, of a surface, S, by calculating the flux of K through this surface,

but one can easily show that this second calculation leads to the same results as

the first calculation. The first method (with the magnetic potential of the conduc-

tion currents) seems difficult, as one has to make integration over all currents of

the system. The second method (with the flux of the displacement current) seems easier

as one has to know 9E/8t only at the points of a local surface. When, however, one

tries to calculate 9E/3t at the points of the surface S, one sees that one has to

take into account the currents in the whole system. Thus both ways lead to the same

result for B, but this does not signify that B is originated by displacement current.

No! B is originated by the conduction currents in the wires and only these conduction

currents react with ponderomotive forces to external magnetic fields.
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8. The myth about Newton's third law . Meanwhile Ampere with his floating bridge

(see sect. 4) has shown that a Jl-formwire along which current flows moves because

of the interaction of the current electrons in the wire, and the body is thus self-

propulsinq . One finds the sel f-propulsing force by simple integration proceeding

from Grassmann's formula for the force with which a current element I'dr' acts on

another current element Idr (dr is an elementary length of the wire directed along

the current I flowing in the wire)

df = (H7c^r^)drx(dr'xr), (3)

where r is the vector from dr' to dr. This formula is silently accepted by conven-

as
tional physics, but all of the mythologues make if they do not see that df ^ - df

,

while by Newton's third law it must be df = - df . The more coragious physicists

who dare to recognize that Grassmann's formula (3) violates Newton's third law imme-

diately add: Yes, one can assume that there is violation of the actio-rectio prin-

ciple between current elements, but try to calculate the force between two closed

loops, L and L', and you will obtain the result

f = (ir/c5j/(dr.dr'/r^)r, (4)
LL'

where, look, look, look, f = - f . And hastily one creates

9. The myth that all currents flow in closed loops . And if there is a capacitor

in the loop? - Nevertheless, answer the mythologues, the current is closed through

the displacement current in the capacitor. And taking out of the juggler's cylinder

the seventh myth, the mythologues hurry to wash their hands. And during a century

nobody tries to make a circuit with a capacitor and to look, will this circuit move

g
violating Newton's third law or not. I made such experiments (see sect. 3 and 4).

The circuits move under ponderomotive forces violating Newton's third law but the

mythologues in their endeavour to save the myth make as if my experiments do not

exist.

10. The myth about the energy conservation law . Meanwhile for six years the ma-

chine TESTATIKA (from TESla STATIC electricity) works in the community Methernitha

in the village Linden, near Bern, producing from nothing continuously 3 kW electric
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power which is distributed in the electric net of the village. Everybody can see

(Fig. 1)
the machine,ana persuade oneself that it is a perfect perpetuum mobile but, being

afraid to destroy their most cherished myth, the mythologues prefer not to go.

2. The myth about momentum and angular momentum "stored" in

potential electromagnetic fields

This is one of the very tenacious myths in electromagnetism as it gets a slight

mystic flavour by ascribing momentum and angular momentum to vacuum where every

body knows there is nothing, as vacuum is vacuum, is vacuum, is vacuum (Gertrude

Stein).

If there is a charged capacitor generating the electric intensity field E between

its plates and a permanent magnet (electromagnet) originating the magne-

tic intensity field B, then, assert the mythologues, there is a momentum

n = (c/4Tr)ExB (5)

"stored" in any cubic centimeter of space which they call momentum density of the

electromagnetic field.

Considering a certain space point P whose vector to the reference point is r, the

mythologues call the quantity

A = (c/47r)rx(ExB) (6)

density of angular momentum of the electromagnetic field with respect to point P.

A classical example showing that such angular momentum density is stored in elec-

tromagnetic fields was given by Feynman with the experiment presented in Fig. 2:

If the current flowing in the coil and originating the magnetic intensity field B

will be interrupted, the inductive electric intensity - (l/c)9A/8t acting on the

charged metal spheres, which from their part generate the electric intensity field

E, will set the latter (and the whole rigidly to them connected mechanical system

suspended on the vertical axle) in rotation. The acquired mechanical angular momentum

L u = /rxpvdV, where yis the mass density having radius vector r and moving with
mech J f ^ '' J :}

velocity v» will be equal to the quantity L , = /AdV, taken over whole space and

called angular momentum of the potential electromagnetic field. If there is no such

"stored" electromagnetic angular momentum, this experiment would violate the law of
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angular momentum conservation, concludes Feynman.

Yes, this experiment violates the law of angular momentum conservation as poten-

tial electromagnetic fields do not store momentum. Momentum have only radiation elec-

tromagnetic fields , which do not "srore" but transfer it with the velocity c through

space and everybody can detect the pressure of this propagating momentum by experi-

13
ments of the kind carried out for the first time by Lebedev .

After Feynman five other authors have discussed Feynman 's paradox but nobody

of all of them has understood its physical essence. So Boos replaces Feynman 's me-

tal balls by a metyl cylinder charged homogeneously (Boos considers two such coaxial

cylinders charged with the same quantity of opposite charges and building thus a ca-

pacitor). Will now the charged metal cylinder (or Boos charged cylindrical capacitor)

begin to move if switching off the current in the coil?

The answer of Boos is "yes" ("The changing magnetic flux causes a tangential elec-

tric field that acts on charged tubes giving them a mechanical angular momentum..." ),

but the answer of Nature is "no, no, no". Here is the reason.

The force acting on an electrical charge q crossing with a velocity v the refe-

rence point, where the electric and magnetic potentials of the surrounding system are

<b and A, is given by the Newton-Lorentz equation (the name of Newton is attached by

mel2)

f = - qgradO - (q/c)3A/9t + (q/c)vxrotA. (7)

I call the first term on the right side electric force and the other two terms mag-

netic forces, respectively, transformer and motional magnetic forces, as for me mag-

netic are the interactions caused by A, while conventional physics calls magnetic

only the interactions caused by the magnetic intensity B = rotA. The electric and

magnetic forces acting on the charge q lead in certain situations to the generation

of electric current and I call such forces electromotive , while in other situations

their action is transferred to the ion lattice of the metal conductor leading to a

macroscopic motion of the latter, and I call such forces ponderomotive. If along the

direction of action of the electric or magnetic forcesfrom eq. (7) there are

no obstacles for the charges, the force is always electromotive. A ponderomotive

force parallel to f appears only if the charges are not free to move in this direc-
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5
tion. (In this context very interesting is Faraday s rotating disk where radially

flying electrons can freely move in direction perpendicular to the radius but, never-

theless, the action of the tangential motional magnetic force (q/c)vxrotA sets the

19
disk in rotation. Bruce de Palma was, however, the first to notice that, when the

Faraday disk is used as generator, not the whole motional magnetic force is trans-

formed into ponderomotive force, by observing a violation of the energy conservation

law. I confirmed splendidly de Raima's observations in my machine ADAM where the

rotating Faraday disk was made not of solid metal but of mercury.) If a piece of metal

placed in a homogeneous field of the forces -qgrad$ and -(q/c)8A/3t is not charged,

it becomes polarized and as the forces acting on the positive and negative charges,

whose numbers are equal, are equal and oppositely directed, the piece of metal can-

not be set in motion. If, however, the piece of metal is charged, the charges at the

one pole prevail over the charges at the other pole and such a charged piece can be

set in motion. Such is the case in Feynman's experiment shown in Fig. 2. In Boos'

experiment the charges on the cylindrical plates are free to move in closed circles

along the direction of the force -(q/c)8A/8t and the cylinder cannot be set in ro-

tation. Boos' experiment, as a matter of fact, presents the most common transformer

where the secondary "coil" has only one winding and this winding is charged.

Thus in Boos' experiment the "stored" electromagnetic angular momentum disappears

when switching off the current in the coil but a mechanical angular momentum does

not appear and in the frame of the Feynman-Boos concepts this would be a violation

of the law of angular momentum conservation.

One can raise the objection that in Boos' experiment, indeed, a mechanical angular

momentum does not appear but the charges circulating in the metal cylinder generate

their own magnetic field and, as their electric field remains unchanged, one comes to

the conclusion that the magnetic field related to the conduction current of the coil

will be now related to the conduction current in the metal cylinder. This objection

is logical and the calculation surely will show that the initial and final angular

momenta "stored" in these two different electromagnetic fields will be numerically

equal

.
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This aspect of Boos' experiment leads, however, to interesting conclusions if we

shall return to Feyntnan's experiment, where we have both mechanical angular

momentum and momentum "stored" in the electromagnetic field, because the convection

current of the rotating charged balls will originate its own magnetic field. The

electromagnetic "angular momentum" in Feynman's experiment can be made \/ery small

with respect to its mechanical angular momentum, as by increasing the mass of the

disk we can diminish its velocity, diminishing thus the "stored" electromagnetic

angular momentum but the mechanical angular momentum always remains constant. This

conclusion leads to an interesting electromagnetic motor based on Feynman's experiT

ment which leads this time to violation of the energy conservation law.

Let us suppose that Feynman's disk is free to rotate only in one direction and

let feed the coil with an alternating current. Obviously the balls will begin to

rotate only in one direction and the axle of the apparatus can deliver kinetic energy.

Where from this kinetic energy can come? - The only possible answer is that the con-

vection current of the balls will induce a back electromotive tension (I do not like

the term "back electromotive force ") in the driving coil. Similar speculations as

above show that this back electromotive tension can be made very small with respect

to the driving tension and thus the delivered kinetic energy should has to be created

practically from nothing. The back electromotive tension appears only when the disk

with the balls is accelerated. The electric energy "devoured" by the back electro-

2 2 2
motive tension in a unit of time AE , = ILAA/c =ILq(v+Av)/c r -Rqv/c r =iLqAv/c r,

L it^ length,
where I is the current in the coil,^q is the charge of the balls, v their velocity, Av the

increase of the velocity and r some "effective" distance, is proportional only to

the increase of the velocity of the balls. However, the acquired mechanical energy

2 2
AE ,

= m(v + Av) /2 - mv /2 5 mvAv, where m is the mass of the balls and the mass of
mech ^ '

the disk is assumed equal to zero, is proportional to the product of the balls' velo-

city and its increase and thus for v high enough can be made arbitrarily high.

Let me note that any electromagnetic motor constructed by human hands the back

electromotive tension is induced in the stator's wires by conduction currents(or

permanent magnets' "current^") flowing in the rotor's wires (or vice versa) and there
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is no single electromagnetic motor working with convection current (i.e., with mo-

ving charged conductors).

Feynman's experiment can be easily transformed to a direct current motor

having only rotor and thus having no sliding contacts. The coil can be mounted on

the rotating disk (or may be let solid to the laboratory). The battery is mounted at

centre of the
the^disk. The balls sit on the disk's rim on their bottoms and all bottoms are con-

nected with a thin wire. There are two comnutators. The first commutator working

with a frequency f = R/2ttL, where R is the ohmic resistance of the coil and L its

inductance, reverses the tension feeding the coil, while the second commutator, wor-

king synchronously with the first, reverses the sign of the balls' charges, connec-

ting the thin wire lying under the bottoms of the spheres once to the

positive and once to the negative electrode of the battery.

The current in the coil has a dephasation tt/Z with respect to the applied alter-

nating tension, while the sign of the charges on the metal spheres is "in phase"

with the applied tension. Thus the charges on the metal spheres change their signs

exactly when 9A/3t changes its sign and the whole system comes into continuous rota-

tion. To increase the capacitance of the metal spheres, and consequently their char-

ges, the rotating disk is to be surrounded by a grounded metal cylinder which is so-

lid to the laboratory.

Conventional physics asserts that angular momentum equal and opposite to the angu-

lar momentum acquired by the system will be "stored" in the electromagnetic field.

As the above apparatus can be taken on a satellite and suspended freely in vacuum,

the continuously acting driving mechanical momenta will bring it to fantastically

high rotational velocity which will be limited only by the centrifugal forces which

may break the material. One is unable to show where the equal and opposite angular

momentum "stored" in the electromagnetic field can be located and how detected. Thus

such a "stored" angular momentum does not exist.

One may raise the objection that when exchanging the charges on the spheres radial

currents will flow which will interact with the magnetic field of the coil. As the

battery can be put on the rim of the disk, this objection is annulled. Another ob-

jection is that when charging the balls currents will flow along the thin wire
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connecting their bottoms which will induce back electromotive tension in the driving

coil. As these charges flow in both halves of the wire in opposite directions, their

net inductive action will be null.

I should like to emphasize that in this experiment not the violation of the angu-

lar momentum conservation law but the violation of the energy conservation law is

the important one. I remained with the impression that similar must be the principle

of action of the machine TESTATIKA (Fig. 1).

A very good numerical "illustration" of Feynman's paradox has been given by Shar-

1 p
ma . His calculations are so clear and beatiful that his article will become a so-

lid pillar for the "stored angular momentum" concept. But now I shall show that

Sharma's pillar is to be put on another place.

1ft
Sharma considers a metal sphere with radius a, magnetized homogeneously with mag-

netization M in parallel to the z-axis, and charged homogeneously with the electric

charge Q. If leaving the electric charge go out through one of the sphere's poles, tht

latter, because of the appearing magnetic forces which are transferred from the curren

electrons to the ion lattice of the sphere will come to rotation (remember the Farada>

disk above). The acquired mechanical angular momentum will be L . = L .

' ^ ^ mech cond.cur.

2 2
(8ii/9c )MQa . The calculation of the angular momentum "stored" in the electromagnetic

not as stored angular momentum but

field leads to the same number. But Sharma's integral (4) is to be considered,as the

angular momentum which is to be "absorbed" by the displacement current . As the moment

of forces acting on the conduction and displacement currents in a closed circuit are

always equal and oppositely directed (see sect. 3)> Sharma's integrals (4) and (8)

must by force lead to the same values. Sharma's formula (4) (in which there is a

misprint in the first row) must be written also as a time integral of the moment of

forces acting on the displacement current elements (as Sharma writes formula (8) for

the conduction current elements), noting that I write all formulas in the system CGS,

•-^Sc r„. = /{rx(l/47Tc)/9E/9txBdt}dV = (1/47tc) J rx(ExB)dV, (8)
aib.Lur.

V V

where the ext/nal integral is to be taken over whole space V, and the internal integral

is to be takai from the moment t = 0, when E = E, to the moment t = "", when E = 0.
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The integral (8) must be the angular momentum acquired by the masses on which the

displacement current "transfers" its ponderomitive action, as the magnetic forces ac-

ting on the conduction current transfer their ponderombtive action to the metal sphere,

according to Sharma's formula (8). However, the displacement current cannot absorb

ponderomotive forces, neither to "store" or "extract" momentum from the potential

electromagnetic field. Consequently the integral (8) leads to no motion of ponderable

matter, i.e., it d-i-s-a-p-p-e-a-r-s

.

Sharma's circuit can be presented as a closed "loop", if putting another metal

sphere with very big radius, concentric with Sharma's sphere, and connecting their

"south" poles by a wire through which the charges from the internal sphere will be

transferred to the external sphere. In such a case the displacement current will

"flow" in the space between both spheres.

Thus the puzzling equality established by Sharma L^^^^^^^j^ =
'-displ.cur.

^^^ ^°~

tally different physical background and not this one supposed by Sharma. I must,

however, note that Sharma's and Feynman's experiments are substantially different

as in the former the electric field disappears and there are flowing conduction and

displacement currents, while in the latter the magnetic field disappears and convec-

tion current flows.

One can better understand the equality of the moments of forces acting on conduc-

20
tion and displacement currents by analyzing the experiment of Graham and Lahoz

which is the first experiment in the history of physics where violation of the angu-

lar momentum conservation law has been observed.

I modified the experiment of Graham and Lahoz to my Bui -Cub machine without sta-

tor the theory of which is so simple and clear that even children can understand

that here one observes the crash of one of the fundamental myths of contemporary

physics.

3. The Bui-Cub machine without stator

.. r, • ^ L . Cf^igs- 3-5)
My Bul-Cub machine works as a generator and as a motor. It consists of a coil

wound on a cylindrical core having a cylindrical yoke and two ring lids. The iron

was glued powder whose grains were isolated one from another, so that the core and
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the yoke were insulators. This electromagnet can rotate on the pointed ends of two

axles. The "Faraday disk" (the disk In which radial currents will flow) is of

brass. The center of the disk is connected, through the lower pointed axle, with

the one electrode, L, of the delivered tension (when the machine works as generator).

The periphery of the "Faraday disk" is fixed to a brass ring whose surface "looking

down" presents the upper plate of a ring capacitor. The lower plate of this ring

capacitor is connected through sliding contacts with the other electrode, K, of the

delivered tension. The lower lid of the yoke has a ring gap in which the dielectric

of the capacitor is placed. One end of the coil's wire is connected through the up-

per pointed axle with the one electrode, M, of the feeding tension, while the other

end makes contact with the lower capacitor's plate and thus through the sliding con-

tacts reaches tte other electrode, K, of the feeding tension.

The machine works as a generator because at its rotation an electric tension is

induced along the radius of the disk. If the capacitor's plates will be connected by

a wire, an equal and oppositely directed tension will be induced in the latter, and

the output tension will be null , as I have established with my ineffective Bul-Cub

5 21
machine '

. However, when there is a dielectric in the gap of the lower lid, in

which no tension can be induced, only the tension induced in the "Faraday disk" will

remain and the rotating body generates alternating electric tension if the coil will

be feeded by alternating current.

Let us now see how the machine works as motor . The driving tension can be applied

in parallel (in such a case the electrodes M and L are to be connected shortly) or

in series (in such a case the sliding contacts must be taken away and the driving

tension is to be applied to the electrodes M and L). As the torque on the radial cur-

rents in the "Faraday disk" is proportional to the product of the currents flowing

along the disk's radius and in the coil, this torque is unidirectional when the

driving tension is alternating. If the upper and lower capacitor's plates will be

connected by a wire, the torque on this wire will be equal and opposite to the torque

applied to the disk, and no rotation is possible, as I have established with my in-

5 21
effective Bul-Cub machine '

. However, when there is a dielectric in the gap of the
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lower lid, in which only displacement current can go through, no torque in the space

between the capacitor's plates can appear. Thus the body begins to rotate due to

the action of "internal forces" violating thus the angular momentum conservation law.

I shall calculate the ponderomotive torques acting on the conduction and displa-

cement currents. Let us choose a reference frame with its origin at the axis of the

apparatus, the x-axis pointing to the reader, the y-axis pointing to the right, and

the z-axis pointing upwards. If the magnetic intensity in the core of the electro-

magnet is B pointing upwards, the radius of the core r, and the current flowing from

the axis to the periphery I, the torque (the moment of force) acting on the radial

conduction current will be

r ^ •"
? ^

M = /rx(IdrxB/c) = - (IBz/c) Jrdr = - (IBrV2c)z. (9)^^0

If the electric intensity between the plates of the capacitor is E, at the above

direction of the current, 8E/8t will point downwards. Thus if the distance be-

tween the capacitor's plates is h (we assume it equal to the height of the cross-sec-

tion of the gap in the lower lid) and the inner and outer radii of the capacitor's

plates (and of the gap) are R. and R^, the torque acting on the displacement current

will be

"dc "^middle ^
4Trc 3t 8c 9t

where B' (pointing to the axis of the apparatus) is the magnetic intensity in the

gap and we shall assume that the whole magnetic field is closed in the iron and in

the gap, thus that the magnetic fluxes in the core and in the gap are equal, so that

B' = r^B/h(R. +Rq), (^^^

Taking further into account that

9E/8t = I/Ch, C = (R^-R^)/4h, (12)

where C is the capacitance of the capacitor with vacuum as dielectric, for which the

displacement current is (l/4TT)9E/9t, we obtain from (10), (H) and (12) N^^ = - M^^"

Now the question is to be posed: Will the torque M^^ lead to a ponderomotive mo-

tion. My answer (and the answer of the experiment) is: N0!_ Thus the system begins to

rotate due to the action of the torque M^^ what is a violation of the law of conser-
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vation of angular momentum.

Conventional physics asserts that the torque M. is "taken by the electromagnetic

20
field". "Vacuum is the seat of something in motion" write Graham and Lahoz , although

yet Sokrates taught to his pupils that something is nothing and if a philosopher

cannot define the notions of which he makes use, it is better that he keeps his mouth

closed. I said above that according to my concepts the potential electric and magne-

tic fields are only mathematical means and have no physical (i.e., energetic) bearer.

Only the radiation electromagnetic fields have physical bearer. Thus the law of con-

servation of angular momentum will be saved only if my machine will radiate electro-

magnetic energy in the capacitor-magnet gap in direction opposite to the direction

of rotation of the material system. This radiation energy must have such a big pres-

sure that if in the gap a freely rotating turbine with a mass about equal to the

mass of the system will be placed, this turbine has to begin to rotate with an angu-

lar velocity equal (at absorbtion of the radiation) or double (at reflection of the

radiation) and opposite to the velocity of the system. Neither the most powerful

laser can exert such a big pressure.

In my experiment (Figs. 3-5) the yoke and the core were made of powder soft iron

material Corovac EF 6880 delivered by the VACUUMSCHMELZE, Hanau, West Germany. I had

(further in this section the formulas will be written in the Sl-system) R. = 3 cm,

R = 4 cm, h = 0.2 cm (height of the air gap), d = 0.4 cm (distance between the capa-

citor's plates). The dielectric of the capacitor was barium titanat with

p.>rmittivity c = 10,000 (the value was not measured). For smooth plates the

2 2
capacitance is C = e eTi{R - R.)/d, where e is the electric constant. I

^ 1
'

etched the capacitor's plates making them rough and increasing thus the surface and

the capacitance, which, measured between the electrodes K and L, was C = 430 nF. A

capacitor with capacitance 470 nF brought the magnet coil into a resonance if a 50-Hz

alternating tension was applied, so that the inductivity of the coil was L = 22 H.

By applying the mains (220 V), the current flowing in the coil was I = 0.23 A, and ^

thus the whole ohmic resistance of the coil was R = 960 n. The calculation of the

2
magnetic intensity across the Faraday disk according to the formula B = "t/irr =
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P whsre
y nI/^(L./y.S. )Tfr , * is the magnetic flux in the yoke, r = 2 cm is the radius

of the Faraday disk, \i is the maonetic constant, n = 12,000 is the number

of the turns in the coil, and L., S . , \i. are the lengths, the cross-sections and the

permeabilities of the different parts of the yoke (Mg^^ = 1. i^-jv-on
- 200),

gave the value B = 0.072 T.

First I run the machine as a generator driving it with a d.c. electromotor which

"rubbed" the upper lid. The tension which was expected to be induced along the disk's

2
radius during a rotation with a rate N = 20 rev/sec had to be U = rrBr N = 1.8 mV. I

measured U = 1.1 mV.

Then I run the machine as a motor applying a 50-Hz tension of 1500 V from a trans-

former to the electrodes L and M and taking away the sliding contacts. The flowing

current was I = 1.5 A and the rate of rotation was parts of a revolution per second.

4. The flying and rotating Ampere's bridges

The historical Ampere's bridge experiment (Fig. 6) consisted of two troughs of

mercury connected by a floating bridge of copper wire. When an electric current

flows as shown in Fig. 6, the bridge is set in motion to the rinht. To

exclude possible forces on the surface between copper and mercury, Tait substituted

later the copper bridge by a glass-tube filled with mercury, the effect remained

the same.

22
This experiment was repeated very carefully by Pappas who worked also with mer-

cury cups but suspended the bridge by strings on the ceiling and measured the pushing

forces at different currents. My calculations showed that the results of Pappas'

experiment fit well (discrepancies not larger than 13!^;) to Grassmann's formula (3)

23
but Moyssides and Pappas found the theoretical values to be in excess of the expe-

rimental values by about 40^.

I repeated Ampere's experiment in the variation shown in Fig. 7, v/here the

sliding contacts were rotating metal balls. The bridge ABCD was suspended by strings

on the ceiling. If the wires IJ and EF which bring current to the bridge are not as

in Fig. 7 but are perpendicular to the plane ABCD, then the forces acting on the
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current elements of the bridge in the plane ABCD will be as shown in Fig. 8a. If

the points A and D will be connected by a wire and a battery will be put between, the

forces acting on the current elements of this frame will be as shown in Fig. 8b.

The calculation of the forces can be done very easily proceeding from the formula

dA = Idr/cr for the magnetic potential generated by a current element Idr at a refe-

point
rence distant r from it. Using a frame of reference with x-axis along AD and y-axis

along AB, we obtain for the magnetic potential generated by the current in the leg

AB = L at a point of the shoulder BC distant x from point B

L
'

A = (I/c)/(x^+y^)"^/^dyy = (I/c)Arsinh(L/x) 9 • (13)

For the magnetic (Grassmann's) force acting on a current element with length dx

at this reference point we obtain

df = (I/c)drxrotA = ( l\dx/c^x)(x^ + L^)'^/^ y = (I^dx/c^x)y, (14)

where the result on the right side is written for L » x.

I changed the length of the legs AB and CD from zero to 80 cm with 5 cm any time,

preserving the weight of the bridge the same. The bridge deviated from zero to 14 mm

but after the lengths of the legs surpassed 35-40 cm the maximum deviation of 14 mm

from the initial position of suspension did not change more.

I affirm that if now the conduction current in the wire AD in Fig. 8b will be re-

placed by displacement current, the bridge will begin to move upwards, as the forces

acting on it will be as in Fig. 8a and I call such a machine the Flying Ampere's

Bridge . This machine will violate the momentum conservation law.

out
I carried a similar experiment violating the angular momentum conservation law. To

understand its principle of action, let us consider first the variation of Ampere's

bridge shown in Fig. 9. The current mounts the bridge at the point B coming from the

direction AB, which is perpendicular to the plane BCD, goes along the wire BCDEFG,

where the wire DE is perpendicular to the planes BCD and EFG, and leaves the bridge

at the point G into the direction GH coUinear with AB. In Fig. 9 are drawn only the

magnetic forces acting on the current elements of the bridge which are perpendicular

to the axis ABGH about which the bridge can rotate. It is easy to see that the net
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moment of force about this axis is null. Indeed, the sum of the moments of the forces

f, and fp is equal and opposite to the moment of the force f^, as f, = f^ = f^ = f

and thus f,(d-x) + f^x = f-,d. To set the bridge in rotation under the action of in-

ternal forces, the conduction current along some of the paths must be replaced by

displacement current. I replaced the parts BC and FG by dielectric put between the

plates of two cylindrical capacitors, as shown in Fig. 10, which was the drawing

four
for my turner. The self-py'opul sing "Ampere's bridges" (in Fig. 10 is drawn

only one and in the photograph. Fig. 11, can be seen three) were tangential to the

big cylindrical plates. I called this apparatus the Rotating Ampere's Bridge .

The capacitance along a length L of an infinitely long cylindrical capacitor is

(in the system SI) C = 27re EL/ln(R^„./R. . ) , where R„^^. is the internal radius of

the external cylinder and R. ^ is the external radius of the internal cylinder. Imt
used barium titanat (BaTiO,) as dielectric (e = 10 ) and taking into account that

L = 6 cm (for both capacitors), R . = 1.9 cm, R. . = 0.3 cm, I calculated

a capacitance C = 18 nF. Etching the plates I increased their surface (see sect. 3)

and the value which I measured for my both capacitors was C = 290 nF.

For the frequency 50 Hz of the current used, I balanced this capacitance with

coils with thick enough wires whose common inductance was L = 34 H (thus the own fre-

quency of the circuit was f = 1/2tt(LC) ' = 50.7 Hz) and ohmic resistance R = 24 J^.

The alternating current which I measured applying tension 220 V was I = 9 A. With

this current I was able to set the bridge in slow motion of one rotation in a couple

of seconds.

Obviously the flying Ampere's bridge will be the basis of the whole future aero-

and cosmo-nautics. Here the objection can be raised that the forces in the Ampere's

24
bridge are too feeble. This is not true! Deis et al . have accelerated a mass of

317 g to a velocity 4.2 km/sec with a classical Ampere's bridge using very high cur-

rents. Humanity does not know an explosive which can accelerate such a mass to such

a high velocity. Thus the impJses which act in the Ampere's bridge are the biggest

reached in human history. With the classical Ampere's bridge one can set artificial

satellites in orbit around a planet without atmosphere "shooting them from a canon".
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• In the flying Ampere's bridge, however, the driving force can act during the whole

flight and the high velocity can be achieved during a long period of time.

The energetic aspects of the flying and rotating Ampere's bridges need additional

investigations.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The machine TESTATIKA.

Fig. 2. Feynman's experiment.

Fig. 3. Scheme of the Bul-Cub machine without stator.

Fig. 4. Photograph of the Bul-Cub machine without stator (open).

Fig. 5. Photograph of the Bul-Cub machine without stator (mounted).

Fig. 6. The historical Ampere's floating bridge experiment.

Fig. 7. Marinov's variation of the Ampere's bridge experiment.

Fig. 8. The forces acting on the current elements of the Ampere's bridge.

Fig. 9. The forces acting on the current elements of the rotating Ampere's bridge.

Fig. 10. Scheme of the rotating Ampere's bridge.

Fig. 11. Photograph of the rotating Ampere's bridge.
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THE PERPETUUM MOBILE MAM I N COLIU

Stefan Marinov
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Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz, Austria

Abstract . In this paper I present all six models of the machine MAMIN COLIU which
is a generator for alternating current without an electromagnetic bra-
king effect, i.e., this machine violates the Lenz rule. For the time

being a machine with a closed energetic circle (perpetuum mobile) is

still not constructed but this is only a question of money, OF NOTHING
ELSE (and not of much money!!!).

My machine MAMIN COLIU was presented in TWT-II (third edition, 1986) and in TWT-I

(second edition, 1987). The reports on this machine appeared as paid advertisements

in NATURE (327, p. x, 21 August 1986) and in NEW SCIENTIST (112, 48, 1986) and in

my "Letter to the Editor" published in the INT. J. GEN. SYST. (13, 2, 1987).

Since those publications I constructed five other models of MAMIN COLIU, i.e.,

until today I have SIX models of this machine.

The first four models were with a toroidal iron yoke, while the fifth and sixth

were with a cylindrical iron yoke. I intended first to call the machine with cylin-

drical yoke NEMA LABAVO (NEw MArinov's LABour-saving Apparatus to be soon the VOgue),

but later I decided to call the machines with toroidal and cylindrical yoke by the

same name MAMIN COLIU (MArinov's Motional-transformer INductor COupled with a Lightly

rotating Unit). In this connection I should like to note that I intended first to

call the machine which violates the angular momentum conservation law and which is

photographed on the back cover of this book MAMUL (from MArinov - MULler) , but later

I gave to it the name BUL-CUB MACHINE WITHOUT STATOR (see the "erratum" at the bot-

tom of the NATURE-letter of the 1 February 1988 published in this volume).

In this paper I shall give the schemes of the first and second groups of the ma-

chine MAMIN COLIU and the photographs of all six models. I shall not bore the reader

with the technical parameters -of any single model and here I shall give only some

general informations (the technical details of the first model are given on p. 171.

The scheme of the machines with toroidal iron yoke is given in fig. 1. The

scheme of the machine with cylindrical yoke is given in fig. 2. The first model is

photographed in fig. 4, the second in fig. 5, the third in fig. 6, the fourth in

figs. 7 and 8, the fifth in figs. 9 and 10, and the sixth in figs. 11 and 12 (the

fifth and sixth models are photographed "closed" and "open", so that one can see

clearly the coils, the rotors and (in fig. 10) also the stationary disk. The fourth

model is photographed with stationary and rotating disks "in the gajj' and "outside

the gap".
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Fig. 1

On p. 171 I explain why the machine qenerates alternating current and why it
(see also p. 19)

has no electromagnetic braking moment. A part of the tension produced in the machi-

nes with toroidal yoke is due not to the overlapping of the permanent magnets in

the rotating and stationary disks, but to the fact that when the permanent magnets

in the rotating disk are at the position "i" (internal) (see fig. 1), they produce

a bigger magnetic flux in the torus than in the case when the permanent magnets are at

the position "e" (external), assuming that the stationary disk is TAKEN AWAY. This

is due to the shorter path of the magnetic lines at the position "i", and thus to

the corresponding smaller magnetic resistance^ Hence even when the stationary disk

is taken away and one rotates the rotating disk, some alternating tension is induced

in the coil. However NOW the magnetic flux produced by a current flowing in the coil

has the same asymmetry and thus this current produces a torque on the magnets of the

rotor. Consequently such a generator does not violate the rule of Lenz and it has a

braking moment. When the stationary disk is put, both generation effects - this one
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Fig. 2

with electromagnetic braking and this one without electromagnetic braking - appear

together and the machine shows some (weak) braking effect. Also when the coil is

fed by a direct current a certain (weak) torque can be observed acting on the rotor.

To evade this conventional generator (and motor) effect, I, yokes in the fifth and

sixth model cylindric. Now when one sendscurrent in the coil NO torque on the rotor

can be observed and thus the whole generated electric power is "unpaid".

I must add that also in the machines with cylindrical yoke a very weak torque can

be observed when sending direct current in the coil. It is due to the following:
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Fig. 4

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6

The system above serves only to balance the forces between the permanent magnets in

the system below, as when the magnets in the system above attract each other, the

magnets in the system below repel each other (and vice versa). So the axle rotates

extremely easy. Although the forces between the permanent magnets are pretty strong,

a small 6-volt motor (see fig. 9) easily rotates the axle. The scheme in fig. 2 is

the drawing according to which the fifth machine (figs. 9 and 10) is constructed.

In the sixth machine (figs. 11 and 12) both systems of stationary and rotating disks

are "in the iron" and thus both rotors induce electric tension. In the sixth model

there are four induction coils and for this reason one sees in fig. 11 eight elec-

trodes. In fig. 9 the alternating tension through a rectifier goes to the driving

d.c. motor. In fig. 11 the produced alternating tension (in the figure current is

taken only from the upper coil) feeds a coil and its magnetic field attracts and

repels the four permanent magnets arranged at the upper disk which is fixed to the

rotating axle. In the stationary disks there are four permanent magnets with the

same polarity (in the fifth model there are two permanent magnets in the stationary

disks - see fig. 2) and thus for one rotation there are four periods of the alterna-

ting current, so that the attraction and repulsion of the four magnets at the upper

disk proceeds exactly SYNCHRONOUSLY with the periods of the generated current (let

me note that in the sixth model there is only one stationary disk in any
system with four magnets having the "same polarity" and eight magnets with "iteratively
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changing polarity" in the rotating disk - see them in fig. 12, while in the fifth mo-

del there are two stationary disks in any system with two magnets with the same pola-

rity and four magnets with iteratively changing polarity in the rotating disks -see

fig. 2). The same is the principle of action in the second (fig. 5) and third (fig. 6)

models. In the fourth model (figs. 7 and 8) the generated tension feeds, through a

rectifier, an electromotor identic to the driving motor. The capacitor in fig. 7 is

used to obtain a resonance in the circuit and to extract the maximum current from the

coil

.

The iron was made of isolated sheets only in the second and fourth models. The

torus in the fourth model (figs. 7 and 8) was delivered by the plant VACUUMSCHMELZE,

Hanau, GFR. It was a "Schnittbandkern" of Trafoperm N2. The yoke in the first, third

and fifth models was of the most simple soft iron which was bouth for a couple of

Schillings. The yoke in the sixth model made of Permanon 5000 H3 delivered also by

the VACUUMSCHMELZE, Hanau.

Until now the delivered power in all machines is much lower than the power nee-

ded to run the machine eternally. The best solution gives the sixth model, however

its iron is bulk material with terrible eddy currents and the current which can be

extracted is very low.

Now I must repeat this model with iron made by isolated sheets. However to pro-

duce a yoke in this form with laminated iron is a difficult task. I shall try to make

the replica of the sixth model with Corovac (as the iron yoke in my Bul-Cub machine

without stator was done), however Corovac has not an enough high permeability. The

success will be achieved if the generated tension is high enough at a not very high

internal resistance, noting that the internal resistance of a coil with laminated

iron core is due primarily to the ohmic resistance of the coil.

One always poses the question: Is it possible to explain PHYSICALLY that the gene-

rated electric power in MAMIN COLIU can be greater than the consumed mechanical power.

I cannot give such a "theoretical" explanation and I consider the calculations on pp.

120, 171 and 187, although very simple and clear, as not satisfactory enough.

If we shall replace the permanent magnets with coils fed by direct current, then

the calculations show that in such a case no tension will be induced in the big coil.

Indeed, let us assume that there are only one black and one white segments (i.e., half-

circles) in any of the disks in Fig. 1 and that the black half-circles are coils with

n windings along which current I flows. Proceeding from the formula <I> = U /R , repre-
m m '^

senting the "Ohm's law" for "magnetic circuits", where * is the magnetic flux, U is

the "magnetomotive tension" (written by analogy with the electromotive tension - see

the top of p. 138) and R^ is the "magnetic resistance", we shall have:

1) For the case of overlapping coils

U^ = 2u nl. R =
^'^-

>- . -L_ = JR . ^ = iL
li(iir'^/2) Tir'^/2 \\r^ vr^ tr^

(1)
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where R is the radius from the center of the torus to its axis, L is the length of the

torus' gap where the solid and rotating disks are placed, r is the radius of the torus'

cross-section (thus irr /2 is the half cross-section of the torus, and we assume that

there is magnetic flux only in the half cross-section which "overlap" the overlapping

coils), y is the permeability of the iron and y is the magnetic constant; the first

approximate result in the second equation (1) is written for y » 1, and the second

approximate result if in addition L is not much smaller with respect to 2ttR. Thus the

magnetic flux in the half of the torus, which will be equal to the flux in the whole

torus, will be * = U /R . (Note that my permeability \i is the relative permeability!)

2) For the case of coils overlapping the non-magnetic (white) half-circles, we shall

have for any of the half cross-sections of the torus the same magnetic resistance R

as in case 1) and a magnetomotive tension U' = w-nl, so that the flux in the whole

torus *' = 2(U'/R ) will be the same as in case 1) •t' = <I>.
^ m m' '

Thus the theory says that for current coils in the solid and rotating disks MAMIN

COLIU cannot generate tension.
Rementenng

But my machine MAMIN COLIU which is with permanent magnets generates tension.

P- 87 one sees that one reason that MAMIN COLIU with permanent magnets generates tension

is that the magnetization curve of the permanent magnets in Fig. 3 is not exactly pa-

rallel to the "H-axis". The question is: will be there generated tension if the magne-

tization curve will be exactly parallel to the "H-axis" and are the magnetomotive ten-

sions of a current coil and of a permanent magnet physically absolutely identical ?

There are not permanent magnets with magnetization curve exactly parallel to the

"H-axis" and I cannot present an experimental answer to this question. However, the

fact that I observed that the generated electric energy is in excess to the consumed

mechanical energy suggests to assume that current coils and permanent magnets may be

not identical. I am more than sure that the bigger flux for the case of over-

lapping magnets is not due only to some additional magnetization of the permanent mag-

nets ^s any of them is in the "field" of the other one) but is due to the fact that

two overlapping magnets generate in the torus a bigger flux than in the case when they

overlap the non-magnetic segments.

Neither can I construct MAMIN COLIU where the permanent magnets are substituted by

current coils to see whether in such a case there will be no generated tension, as the

"theory" predicts.

Thus, for the time being, it is senseless to make "theoretical" calculations for

the machine MAMIN COLIU. My scope is to construct the machine with a cylindrical core

(as in the fifth and six models) made of laminated (or powder) iron and to have a ma-

chine with high enough electric output which will clearly show the excess of generated

electrical energy over the consumed mechanical energy and which eventually can be made

to run eternally.
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Fig. 7

Fig. 8
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Fig. 10
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HAPyillEllUE TPCTbErO 3AK0IIA IIKJrOllA B 3JIP,KTP0MA['III;TH3ME

CTCtJjaii MapHnoB

HiiCTHTyr (JfyHaaMeHTaribnoH (Jiishkm

Mopejrien(lx?jibAracce 16

A-8010 Ppau, Abctphh

PeaicMe . 51 noKasbBaio, mto hctophmcckhh 3KcnepHMenT AMnepa c ixnaBaHiuHM moctom

neMOHCipHpyeT iiapyuieHHe xpeTbero saKona HioroHa, tbk KaK moct jiBMweTCH Bcncfl-

CTBHe fleficTBHn BHyrpeHHHX cmi. fl noKaabnaajo KaK, hcxohh H3 3Toro 3KcnepnMenTa

,

MO)KHO nOCTpOHTb SJieKTpOMOTOp nOCTOHHUOrO TOKa. 3tOT 3JieKTpOMOTOp HMCeT, ripaK-

TiwecKH.TonbKo poTop H o6paTHoe 3jieTpoflBH)Kymee iianpjoKcuHe HiwyimpyeTCH noA

BJinHimeM NiarHHTHoro nojia, B036y)KaenHoro TOKaMU, TCKymnMH b iipacinoKix nenoflBH)KHo

CBHSaHHbK C POTOPOM, MTO HBJlJieTCH BOnHKlUUM IipOTHBOpCMJieM C npiIIIimnOM OTIIOCH"

TenbHOCTH

.

B 1823 r. AMnep npeanownn cneAyKmyio (JopMyjiy ana ciuujI BsaHMOfleftcTBHH Meimy flByMn

TOKOBbWH SJieMCHTaMU

dl .}^{3(r.dr){r.(ir') - 2(dr.dr' )r^}r, (1)

rne dr' jiHueHHbiH 3JieMeHT /t.c. KopoxeHbKaji npoBOJioKa/, no KOTopoMy xeMeT tok I' /earn

TOK r nonowirrejieH , on HanpaBjieH no BCKTopy dr'/ h KOTophrfi flencxByeT noTcmmajibnoH

cunoH d? Ha jiHHeHHbM sjieMenr dr, no KOTopowy xeMer tok I, r bcktop coeAHHHiaiDoi dr'

c dr, r ero nnHHa h Uq MarHnTnaa KOHCTaiiTa.

B 1845 rpaccMami npennomin flpyryro (JwpMyny, KopeiiHbM o6pa30M oTjnmaianeiica ot (Jwp-

Myjibi AMiiepa,

df = ML drx(dr'x7) . ML {(r.df)dr' - (dr.dr')?}. (2)

4Trr-^ 4Tir^

06mee Memu o6eHMH (JcpMyjiaMH to, mto ohh iiphboaht k oahoii h tom me cvuie B3anMO-

flCHCTBHa MejfTO' fleyMH aaMKHyitwH TOKOBbMH Koirrypawn. B 1961 r. JlafiHecc noKasan
,
mto

CHna, C KOTOPOH SaMKHyTbW TOKOBblH KOHTyp fleflCTByCT Ha rOKOBbrf-l SJICMCHT, OflHa H Ta JKC

corjiacHo o6enM BbnuenpnBeflennbM ^opMyJiaM. fl He mop ycTaHoeuTb, ecnn ao Jlaniiecca

KTo-TO TaKoe AOKasaTejTbCTBo ywe npHBoniui.
^

JlerKO Moaaio BHneTb, mto corjiacHo AMnepy cwia d?' , c KOTopoii TOKOBbnl 3jicmcut Idr

ACHCTByeT Ha TOKOBbtfi 3;ieMeHT I' dr ' panna c o5kTJn,M 3HaK0M ciuie df, no connacHO

rpaccMaHHy fieT. BnaMiiT (}»pNfy.na ANOiepa coxpaHHCT TpcTiiii saKon llioroiia, ho *opMyJia

I>acc>iaHHa ero napyiuaeT . C Apyron CTopom,! dopMyJia AMiicpa itphboaut k cTpaniioMy pe-

syjTbTaTy, mto oina BsaHMOAcncTBnq MOKOy AByNin nap;uuICJ^,l^,^Bl i-okohi-mii 3JicMeHTaMH

paBHa HyAio, ecjiH yroxi, KOTopbiH ohh 3aKnH)iiai(Tr c bcktopom f paHcn arccos(±/2/3)

.

KoHCMHO, AHKOBHHHOCTH B ^JopMyne FpaccMaHHa Kyna 6anbiiic mom n (}»pM>'Jie AMiiepa.
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B XIX-oM BCKc jDqjin iiojih30BajiHCb iipeHMyiuecTBeHHo ^xjpMyjiOH AMiiepa, KOTopyio Mokc-

Bcjui iiaibmaji "KapAniiajihiioH (topMyjiort 9JiCKTpoMariieTH3Ma". OAnaKo, b XX-om BCKe, nocne

TopwecTOa (JwpMyjihi Jlopciiua /KOTopaji, iiywiio oTMcmrb, 6i.ina npcnJioweiia eme MaKCBennoM/,

jnqriH nawaiiu CMHrarb (JwpMyjiy rpaccMaiiiia KapAJHiajibiioH 4»PMyjioM 3Ae!apciMarncTH3Ma, rax

KaK oiia HBJiHeicH cJieACiBHeM (JjopMynw Jlopeima. 51 3to cefiMac noKBJKy.

<l)opMyjia Jlopcima AacT BAeicrpuMecKMH HHTeiicHTCT /r.e. cmiy ACHcrByianyio Ha cahhhuy

sapjvia/ B saBHCiiMocTH ot ckopocth V 3Toro 3apHAa h ot MarHMxnorxa noTenuHajia A, cos-

flBHHoro 3AeKTpoManiHTHOH CHCTCMOH 3Tar 3apjm oKpywaicnjeH

,

E = - 8A/at + vxrotA, (3)

CMHTHH 3AeKTpHMeCKMH nOTeHUHBJl * paBllbN liyJUO, KaK B CJiyMae B3aHMOAeMCTBHH MOKAy

TOKOBbMIl KoiirypaNtH.

06o3iiaMafl wcpes J nnoTHOCTb SAenrpHMecKoro tokb h Mepe3 Q rinoxHocTb sapaAOB b

3TOM TOKe, Nij MOJKCM HaiiHcaTb Jdr = Jdt(dr/dt) = Qv, rAe v CKopocTb 3thx sapsmoB.

ManiiiTiihDi noreiiiDiaji, Korophrfi TOKOBhii'i sagmcht I'dr' B036y)KAaeT b to^kc ApocTpaHCTBa

,

TAe pacnoAo>Keii sACMenT dr,6yAeT A = UqI' dr'/4TTr. jlna cha1)I AeHCTByicmeH iia tokohoch-

mux sapHAax b cAUHHue o&beMa b 3AeMeHTe dr, hcxoah H3 (2), noAyMacM F = QvxrotA, h

CHAa AeHCTByianaa iia eAmmuy sapsma 6yAeT

E = vxrot^, (4)

KOTopan coBnaAacT co BTopbw MAeHOM Ha npaBOH cTopoHe paBencTBa (3) . B CAyMae mto v

CKOpOCTb SapHAOB B ApOBOAOKe dr , 51 HaSbBaiO (4) AOHAepO-MOTOpHbM 3AeKTpHMeCK»M HH-

TeiicHTCTOM (ponderomotive electric intensity) h o6o3naMaio Mepes Ep^p = v^rotA.

B CAyMae mto tok b sAeMeHre dr ne' reMCT, ho caM SAeMCHT ABuwercH co ckopocthk) v,

H iiasiiiBaio (4) sACKipo-MoropiibM sackxphmcckhm hhtcmchtctom (electromotive electric

intensity) h o6o3HaMaio Mepc3 Ep,Q^ = vxrotA.

KoHBeHUHonaAbHaa ^isHKa paccMaTpHBacT nepBbin maoh Ha iipaBOH cropone paBcncTBa

(3) TQAbKo nna aiyAan iiecTaimoHapiibix tokob, r.e. b cAyMae mto BCAHMMna TOKa I' H3MC-

HHcrrji. S\ nasbmaK) 3to Tpanc(}K)pMaTopnbiM SAeKrpitMecKUM HHTencnTeroM (transformer elec-

tric intensity) H oSosnaMaio Mepes t. = - 3^/9t. Ecah, OAnaKO, SAeMeHT dr' abujkotch,

a tok I' OCTaOTCH IlOCTOHHlIbW, KOflBeHUHOHaAbliaH (}]H3HKa HCCnOC06Ha CKasarh, KaKHC cHnw

6ynyT AeHCTBOBaTb na sapaAax b j3AeMeHTe dr. Hcxoah h3 ripnHnnna oTHocHTCAbHocTH

,

MTO
KOHBCHAHOHaiHiHaH (jM3HKa yTBepwtacT TOAbKo, s^jJjcKT 6yAeT TOT we caM>iH, KaK H B aiy»iae

MTO dr' 6yncT b noKoe, a sacmcht dr 6yneT ABHraTbCH c o6paTHoH CKopocTbio. TaK mto

B 3T0M CAyMae KOHBeHUHonajibHa a 4H3HKa noAb3yeTCH (JwpMyAofl ahh E *, SepH ee c o6-

paxHbw 3HaKOM. 3to ywacaioutaM AO)Kb , KOTopyio ywe 70 act naM iipenoAHOCHT pcAJiTHBHCTbi

Bcex cTpaH Mifpa. B CAyMae mto saomcht dr' c tokom I' ^iBuwcTcn, h nasbroaio ciiAy, flefi-

CTByHitjyK) Ha c;oinnny noKOHiucrocn b dr 3apaAa. MO!opHo-Tpanc(}x)pMaTopnbM 3ACKipnMecK»iM

HHTCiicnTeTOM (motional - transformer electric intensity) h o6o3HaMaio Mcpc3

t ^' -_
9^(r(t))^ -(fjlrjx^jjarjy^ajlrlz^^ (^.qrad))^, (5)

mot-tr at 9r 9x 9t 9r 9y 9t 9r 9z 9t
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me V = - 9r/9t CKopocTb DJieMeHxa dr'. 3tot bivt 3JieKTpnMecKoro HirieiiCHTCTa gpcsm^iMaH-

4-9
HOH Ba)KHocTH Si.in oiKpbrr iieAasHo miiohj , xoth cuie MaKcncJin h Jlopcnu AOJWiibi 6i.iiin

ero OTKpbiTb, 110 oiiM ero KaK-TO HeAOCMorpenn , a noroM 'JumirreHH c ero BbwypiibM itphh-

UHnoM OTHOcHTejibnocTH OTHsui y qejioaeMecTBa bchkyio BoaMcmnocTb ysHneTb 3tot ^ryiuiaMcii-

TanbHbrfi BHfl 3;ieKTpnMecKoro HiireHCHTera. ripuMHiidi Toro, mto HCCJieAOBaTemi XlX-tx3 BCKa

MOTopHO-TpanccJxDpMaTopHoro 3JieKTpnqecKoro nHreiiCHTeTa lie saMeninn, HBJiJieTCH tot (1«kt,

MTO, KaK H noKasaji , ajieKTpo-MOTopnoe h MOTopno-Tpaiic(}xDpMaTopHoe HanpH)KeiiHH /iiiircti-

CHBHocTb noMnoweHHaa na jumny npoBonoKH/ Bflojib aaMKHyroir) KOHxypa Bcer'Aa o/TiiiiaKOBbi .

PasHHuy MOKOy 3THMH AByMH BUflaMH DjieKTpHMGCKoro HiiTCMCHTeTa BnepBhio na6jiiqf;aji Kciiiiapn ,

KOTophni paSoTan c HesaMKHyrbiMn KoiirypaMH. nonaepoMOTopHi,ie 3(tx}x?KTj,i b iic3aMKnyii>DC to-

KOBbK KoiiTypax na6jiiQaajiH FpaxaM h Jlaxos . Ohh BnepBbie b mctophh MCJioBeMCCTBa iia6-

jTKiaaiiH Hapymeinie onuoro h3 saKOHOB coxpaiieiiHH, HMeiiiio 3aKona coxpaiieiiHJi ynioBoro

MOMCHTa, HO HHKaK HC MOFJIH pa306paTbCH B SHaMVIMOCTH CBOerXD SKCnepHWeilTa. B JTHT. 12

H aHanHSHpyio SKcnepHMeHiti KeHHapAa h PpaxaMa-Jlaxosa h flaio iipaBnjn.iioe TOJiKOBainie

3(})(})eKTOB HMH oSHapyweHHbK.

TaK KaK B SKcnepiiweHTe rpaxawa-Jlaxosa HsonHpoBaiiiiaH CHcreMa ripiiBojuinacb bo Bpama-

TenbHoe flBiroeHHe BcneAcxBHe AeHCTBHH BHyTpeiiiiHX chji , aBJijnanHMUca MarHHTiibWH ciinaMH

BSaHMOfleHCTBHH TOKa B SaMKHyTOM KOllTypC C TOKOM B liesaMKliyTOM KOHType, TO 3T0T

3KcnepHMeHT noKasbiBaeT, mto (}x)pMyjia rpaccNiaHHa Bepua, a (JopMyjia AMnepa 6brrb BcpiiOH

He MoweT. ^ noBTopiin 3JieKTpo-MOTopnbDi 3KcnepHMenT KcHHapfla h iioiinepo-NioTopiiboi 3kc-

12
nepHMeHT rpaxawa-JIaxosa b moch Maiiimie "Ey.n-Ky6" 6e3 cTaTopa , Koropyio iioc rpoirrb

qpesBbiMaHHo Jiei-Ko , n6o b iiefi Manivrnioe none saMKiryTbix ix)kob "cTHnyTo" )Kejie30M , a hc-

saMKiiyTbiH TOKOBbiH KOHTyp "saNtiKaeTCM" Niano-o&beMiibM KongcHcaTopoM n 3(}T}x;KTbi oqeiib

jierKo iiaSjiKmaHTTCH.

Bonpoc o TOM, KaKaa hs dwpMyji (1) h (2) cooTBeTCTByeT peanbHOCTii, Bceraa 6bui KaK-

6bi APeMTuaimM ByjiKaiioM, KOTopbM na npoTHJKeHHH BeKa BcribixnBan h ciiOBa saTyxan. Ha

npoTJDKCHHH nocjieflHHX hhth iieT ByjiKaH stot saTpacca flOBoiibiio Moimio h ne saTyxaeT.

ToJTMOK K 3TOH BCFibiiiiKe flaji Flannac b 1982 r. cbohm floKxiaflOM Ha IliiTepiiauHOHanbHOH Koh-
13

(JjepeHUHH ITpocTpaHCTBeHHO-BpeMeHHOH AScojbotiiocth , rae on cooSimin o noBropemiH hm

HCTopHMecKoro aKcnepuMOHTa AMriepa c "nnaBaicuijiM moctom". B 3KCiiepHMeiiTe AMiicpa /(luir.

1/ npH nponycKaHUH TOKa moct H3 npoBonoKH, ruiaeajomiH b AByx wejioSax, naiiojnieiini.ix

PTyrbH), HaMHiiaeT OTHraTbcn . Hcxoaa H3 MHCJioBbix naii-

14 5
HbDC 3KcnepnMciiTa MoHCHfleca h Flarmaca , a noKa3an , mto ohh npcKpaciio cornacyiarca

c (lx)pMyjiori I'paccMaiiHa /Ilannac tbcpao cMHTaeT 3T0t 3KcnepHMeiiT no/iTBepwieiincM (Jxjp-

Myjti AMnepa^ ^'/. HpH 3tom iiywiio yMecTb, mto tokh b "iiojKKax" MocTa cooCiuaior iia tok

B "nepeKJiaAHiie" ManinTHyio citny iiepne!iAHKyjTann>Tp nepcKnaAHiic , "o tok m iicpcKJia/tHHe

iia tokh b iio)KKax ciiny b 3Ty cTopony lie cooGmacT. Thkhm o5pa30M moct nniracica b pe-

ayjibTare AeflcTBHa BHyrpeiiUHx cnn , mto aBjiacTca BoinnaiijiM iiiioriiHopeMHCM c TpcibUM

saKoiioM llioToiia.

riannac saMOHiin moct AMnepa Il-oBpasHOH paMoii, noABCuiciinoJi iia iiiirax, Mbu KOiiuti
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nnaeann b qaiiiCMKax c piyn^io. 51 Moni«lnnHpoBaji /(Jiir. 2/ sKcnepHMenT Plannaca, nonpom

TOK K nowBeuieiiHOH n-o6pa3HOH paMc Mcpc3 KarmnnecH MeTajuTHMecKiic unpHKn /dtot cnoco6
5

ocyiuccTRneiina rpymnxca KonTaicron Miimo iiirpoKo nciiQrii>30Baii h ;vih iiiapnKoiio;TiunniiHKOB

H3 CTajui a oiKpbui 3(}rtKKT' , iia3Ranin.ni mmok) TOKo-TciinonbM paciunpiiTCJibUbM 3(Mx;ktom

(current thermal dilatation effect)/. PIpH onnoM h tom we Bcce paMj h HSMciinn nnHHy

iiowcK DE H FG OT iiyjiH ao L = 0.8 m, npH mcm paMa arKiioiianacb or Hyjijj ao 14 nw /npH

TOKC 1CX) A/, HO AajtbucHuiee yAnnneinie iicwceK k yBejTHMeiimo otkjiohciihh hc npHBc«nno.

TaK KaK TOKH B cxanHoiiapubK iipoBOJioKax IJAB 6binH cjihuikom oTAaiieicbi h hx AeMCTBHH Ha

paMy iiejibSH 6bino saweTHTb, a tokh b cTaunoHapnbix npoBOJioKax BC h HI coo&uaJiH Ha

TOK B npoBonoKe EF ciuTy HaiipaBJicuHyio o6paTHo oTKnoHCHmo, to, omcbhaho, noHAcpcwo-

Topifljie CJUM, AeHCTByiaujie na iiepeKna;iHny EF, ripoHCXoAnriH TOJibKo or iokob b ncoKKax

DE n FG.

PaccnoMOKHB b ^w, 2 KoopAHHaTnyin cHCTCMy c aScnnccoii no ripHMon DG h c opAHHaxoH

no npHMOH DE, noACMiiTacM ciury, c kotopoh tok b noKKe DE = L ACiicTByeT iia tokobbih 3Jie-

MCHT B nepeKJiaAHHs , otctohiiiiih ot tomkh E Ha paccTOHiiiie x. /Ina ManiHTHoro noTCHUHana

B 3TOH TOMKC HMCCM

^DE 4TI o(x^+y^)l/2 4tt x

H Ana SACMeHTapHOH noHAepo-MOTopnoM curibi

dt ^ Idrxrot^ = m! Ldxj
(7)

^^ x(x2 + l2)1/2

17
ITpH AOCTaroMHo 6ojti>iik3m TOKe 3Ta cuna OMcnb GaribuiaH. Jleiic h ap- npn noMOUw 3Toh

CKJM ycnejm ycKopmij Maccy b 0.317 kp ao ckopocth 4.2 km/cck, mto HHKaKiiM xiiMHMecKHM

3KCnn03IiBOM CAGJiaTb HejTbSH. ripH nOMOmH 3TOH CHrHil H3 ITJiaueTliI 663 aTMOC^Jepbl MOMCHO

6yAeT 3anycKarb MCK>'ccTneiiini!e cnyriiHKii "nana hx h3 nyiinai".

BicucHaH M HCKnioiaH tok ktikwom K, h npnBOAHJi pawy b KOJieSaxejibHoe ABHweime, coBep-

uian TaKiiM o6pa30M paSory. B (Jiir. 3 noKa3biBaK), KaK mojkiio KoneSaTenbHoe ABtnceHMe npe-

BpaTnrb bo BpaJuaTejmiioc h CACJiaTb TaKUM o6pa30M sjieKrpoMOTop nocToauHoro TOKa.

B KaJKaoM MCJioBeMccTBy HSBCCTHOM 3JieKTpoMOTope ecTb craTop, co3AaicmnM NiarHHTHOe

none h poTop, KOTopbifi b stom none BpamaeTCJi. FlpH 3tom BpamemiH b poTope HHAyunpyeTca

OSpaTHbM 3JieKTpOABH>KyUlHH HHTeHCHTer, KOTOPbDI "nOOTipaex" y HCTOMHHKa POBHO CTOnbKO

3JieKTpHMeCK0M MOIUIIOCTII , CKOJTIjKO MexaMIIMCCKOH MOHUIOCTH pOTOP npon3BOAHT. Ha KaK 6brrb

c 3JiCKTpoMOTopoM , noKa3aHiD>M Ha (Jiir. 3, PAe crarop npaK-niwccKn arcyrcTBycT, n6o Mar-

HHTHoe nojie, iipimoAnincc ncpcKnaAHHy b AsrateHHe cosAacTcn tokomh b nowKax, Koropbie

c ncpcKna;iiiMort iienoABiiwHo CBH3anbi? KoHBeHnnoHajibMaH (JuisnKa Aan. OTnera ne mowct . Ca-

Moe 6o;ibiiicc oiia CKajKCT, mto b paMC oGparHbiii 3jicKTpoABicKyiiuni nHTencHTCT HiiAyUHPoBaTbCJi

He GyAGT, h6o earn paMa b noKoe, MiiAyKiOtn 6biTb He mo)kct, a AniweHHe paMii Bceraa

MO)Kiio npcACTanitTb cc6e nponcxoAHinnM c nocToninioii cKopocTi.io /KaK 3ix) na caMOM AeJie

H npoHcxo/DiT B 3KcncpiiMeHTe , noKa3aHHOM iia (Iwr. 2/. Him we ona yxBaxHTCH 3a mireipanb-

in>tH 3aK0H «t)apaAea m 6yAeT BbfiHCJiHTb HiuiynnpycMoe oSpaTHoe ajieKxpoABHwymee
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HanpfDKeiine. npanHirhiDjiH otbct mowho aaxb TOJibKO hcxoah H3 moch aScaniorrHOH ripoc-

5,18,19
TpaiicTBCiiiio-BpcMeHiioH TcopHH , coHnaciio KOTopoH ypaBiieinie Jlopemia b Jia6opa-

•*

TOPHH, flBH)KyUieHCH C HllCpUHailbllOH CKOpOCTbW V B aSCOJIlOTHOM ripOCTpailCTBe , UNieCT CJie-

t = - grad* - 3^/91 + vxrotA + e u v.Vgrad<l> + V^rotA + (V.grad)^, (8)

rne * H A 3JieKTpHMecKMH h MarnHTUbfti noTeHUHonbi no OTiiouieniiK) k JiaGoparopnH /aScoanor-

ubiH H Jia6opaTopnbni 3JieKTpnMecKne rioTenunajibi pasitbr, pa3iiHTCH tojibko cooTBCTiniic Mar-

HHTHbie noTCHimarBJ /.

riojiaran, KaK b iiaiiieM cnyMae, ^ = 0, 3A/9t = 0, ii CMHran Koinyp HIJABC iipiii<pen-

jieHUbM K a6cojiiornoMy iipocrpaiicTBy, a paMy DEFG ABicKyinci'iCH co CKopociuo V iiapcuicjihiio

ocH opflHHaT, T.e. nojiaran V = Vy, v = 0, h nonbsyncb (JxapMyjioii (6), iiaxoAiiM, yM'ra
-V ->

MTo (V.grad)A = 0,

3to h ecTb o6paTHbiH 3neK'ipo-MoropiDjBi 3JieKTpni!eci<Mvi niiTeHcnreT . MroShi bo bccx 3TJfx

Boripocax pa3o6paTbCH, KOHBemmajibHaa ^3HKa floiDKHa Bbi6pocnTb iia Mycop ;(o6p>io iiono-

BHHy CBOHX ceroflHjmiHux BbPjypHbix Koimem^ni.
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3Kcnr.niNeiTA.ni^Hhin iiApyiiir-iim nnmiDiioR nTiionmiin.iioCTH,

3KBHBA.IU;ilTll(X7ni H 3AK0II0B (BXPAllIilllUI yPJDBOrXD NtM-IITA H DHHPniH

CTe<})aH MapuHOB

HiiCTirryr (JjynnaMeHTanhni)ix ^mshmccioix npo6jieM

MopeJUIClK^eJIbAr•acce 16

A- 8010 I'pan, Abctphh

ila CTpaiiHuax )KypHaiia "llayica h otishii" sk xotcji 6i,i paccKasaTb o iicKOTopboc HuxepecubK

Miioii npoBeAeiiiibK 3KcnepnMeHTax , paciuaTbiBaiaiijie ociioBiibie 3aKonbi coBpcMeHnoH (insHKH h

npoKnaAi>n?aiaiDie nyrh k nocTpoMKe Maumii, KOTop»>ie KopeiiiibM oSpasoM HSMeiiax aiiepreTHKy

MeJioBeMecma . Bee Haqajiocb PAe-To MerBeprb BeKa roMy iiasaa, Korna jj )khji b BonrapHH

H,npo6npaHCh n AcSpax TeopernMecKOH (iJi3HKH, cTOJiKiiyACH c iieKoropbMH npoTHBopeuHsiMH

" B TeopHH oTiiociiTeAbiiocTM 3HinnTeMna . Ana mciih ciano HCfJo, mto 3Hiii!neMiioBi>i aKCHOfci He

Moryr 6»irni BepiiH, a cneAOBaTCAbno m Mnorne BbmoAHNwe H3 3thx aKCHOM cacactbhh JDKHBbi.

(IiyiiAaMCHTajibiioM 3KcnepnMenTanbnoi"i aKCHOMOM cneuHanbHofl xeopHH OTiiocHTeAbiiocTH

CMHTacTCfl cneAyicmee yrBeproeuHe : HnKaKHM 4"3HMecKHM 3KcnepHMenTOM , npoBCACHHbM b

HHcpniiajibiio ABinKyiucfica AaSoparopnH neAb3H ycxaHOBHTb CKopocTb nocneAnefi. Oaho m3

cneACTBHri 3TOH aKCHOM^i TAacHT: B nHcpuHaJibHo Ann>«>THeHCH Aa6opaTopnH CKopocTb CBera

H30ipornia, r.e. hmcct OAiry h ry we BenHMHuy b AioSoe iianpaBAeiiHe. fleftCTBHTejTbHO

,

ecjiH CKopocTb b pasiiHX HanpaBJiGHHHX pa3naH, to hsmcpub ckopocth CBera b AByx npoTH-

BoiTOAO>Kin>ix HanpaBAeiiHHX , mowho onpeAeAHTb npocKumo jTa6opaTopnoM ckopocth no 3toh

npHMOH, KOTopaH SyACT paBHa nonypasHocTH h3 dtvdc AByx cBeTOBbix CKopocTeft.

OyHAaMciiTanbiioH 3KcnepnMenTanbnot"i aKCHOMofi oSiueH reopnn oTHocnTeAbHocTH CMHraerca

cneAyKince yTBepwACHiie : HnKaKHM (tn3nqecKHM 3KcnepnMeHT0M, npoBOACHUbiM b ycKopemio

ABHJKyiucncH AaSopaTopnH iiCAbSH ycTanoBHTb,HBjiHeTca ah 3To ycKopeiine KHnoMaTiwecKHM,

T.e. nopowAeiinbw ycKopeHHbw ABHweHHeM Aa6opaTopHH no oTnoiueiiino k oTAaJienHbM sBesaaM,

HAH rpaHHr3niioiiin.M, T.e. nopoHgieHiibW 6ah3 JiewaiiuiMH MaccaMn, naripiiMcp MaccoH SetunH.

PaccMoipcB KpuntMccKH ji3BecTiibie MCAOBeMeci By 3KciicpiiMCHThi, a iia naiiic.n TaKOBWx,

KOTopbie 6bi 3TH /inc aKCHONM SHHiin-eHHa onpoBeprajui. Qniraa oAnaKo, mto aKCHc^ti 3th

SbiTJj BGpin.Mi lie Moi-yr, a nocTaBim ce6e hcjiho TaKjie 3KcnepnMeiiTbi iipoBecni. 3to OKa-

SaAOCb ACAOM AOBOAbllO npOCTIiW.

51 saMCTiin, mto bo Bcex 3KcnepHMeHTax no H3Mcpcni»o cbctoboh ckopocth H3MepneTCH

cyNwa H3 CKopocTefi CBeTa Ha onpeACAeinioM yqacTKe nyrn "TyAa h oSpaTHo", TaK mto ecnn

CKopocTb CBeTa "TyAa" Scmbuie iia BeAH'mny ckopocth Aa6opaTopnH \\ 'oGpaTMcJ' na Ty we

BejDPiHiiy MCHbiiie, to cpeAHna CKopocTb, Koropaa iia caMOM Aene iipn TaKOM sKcnepioncirre

wr. 1 HSMepaeTCfl, ocTaeTca BeniiMHiioM nocTOHHiioft. Ha piicyiiKc noKa3aiia cxcMa noAoSnoro 3KC-

ncpuMeirra: Cbct oi ncroMiniKa S, npoxoAH Mcpc3 iio,riyiipo3paMiioe 3cpKajio N, "iiapc3aeTCH"

na KycKH BpajuaiaioiMCH 3y6Man.M KonecoM C, noKpi.n<acT paccroHinic d ao icpKana M, bo3-

BpajnacTCH o6paTHo, ciioBa iipoxoaht Mcpe3 ripope3i.i BpajuairtucrocH KOJieca C n, oipawancb

OT noAynpo3paMiioro 3cpKaiia N, aoxo;iht ao iiaeijuoAarcjiq 0. Pain 3a npcMn itiioxo>k;iciiiih
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nyxH d 'ryAa h o6paTHo Koneco noBopaqHBaeTCH c ripopesa iia 3y6, to HaSraqfiaTejib CBCTa

BHaeTb He 6yflCT. PasflejiHB paccTOHime 2d iia BpeiMH, 3a Koxopoe kojicco noBopaMHBaeTca

c iipopeaa Ha syS, nonyMacM CKopocTb coexa. TaKoii 3KcnepnMeHT niicpM.ie ripoBCji (tKiso bo
-OM

<I)paHUHH B 1849 roAy. CeiX)flM5i jncmn ripoBOflHT cotmh iticHM noAo6in.ix HaMepeHiol 3a ACHb,

xaK KaK Ha aeMne (hyHKUHOHMpywr cothh TbiCHM pajjapoa OAHaxo hhkto /noBTopjno, hiikto,

HHKTO, mncro/ He nocrapajiCH HSNiepHTb cKopocxb CBexa b oahom HaripaRAemiM , xoth raKort

SKcnepHMCHT npeAno)KHnH erne MawKejibcoH h MopAH b hx HSBecnioil CTaxbe 1881-ro ixjAa,

TAB oHH cooSiuaiOT o HyAeBOM peayAbTaxe, noJiyMCHHOM npH nonhixKe onpeAeACHHa aGcoAicrrHOH

CKopocTH 3eMnH c noMombH) MawKeAbCOHOBa HHxep^poMeipa . Cyxb 3Xoro 3KcnepnMeiixa na-

CTOAbKo npocxa, Mxo Aawe pe6eH0K, pasoSpaBiiiHCb b SKcnepuMeuxe (I)H30, mojkcx ee npeA-

AOJKHXb. OAHaKO, KaK 3XO HH CXpaHHO, HHKXO B Mlipe HC B3HACH XaKOH 3KCIiepHMeHX AOCXa-

. 2 BHXb, xcM 6anee mxo xexHHMecKHX xpyflHOCxeH ne xan yrm mhopo. Iia (}»xorpa(}»iH noKasana

ycxaHOBKa, npH noMomn Koxopofl h hsmbpha pa3HocxH cBexoBhoc cKopocxeii b AByx iipoxiiBo-

noAOMibix HanpaBACuHJix . Caex ox Aasepa pa3AeAHexcH noAynpo3paMiibiM aepKaAOM na Asa

nyMKa, Koxopwe, oxpaacaacb ox eme napu sepKaji, npoxoAHx b npoxHBonojiojKHbix Hanpaane-

HHHX paccxoHHHe MOKAy AByMH CHHxpoHHo BpauiaKmnMUCH iiepcJwpiiponaiiin.iMH AHCKaMii. riep-

Bbw BpaiiiaiaimMCH auckom CBex HapeaaexcH Ha KycKH. Bxoport BpaiuaiaiamcH auck nponycKaex

6anbmyio qacxb KycKa, ecAH CKopocxb CBexa b sxom HanpaBjiennn Gom.iiiaji, cootbcxho,

MCHbinyio MacTb nyMKa, ecAH CKopocxb csexa b sxom Hanpaanennn MCHbiiiaH. TaK KaK paccxo-

HHHe MeHW AHCKawn neAbsn CAeAaxb oMCHb SojTbimiM /Onso paSoxan ripn SaancHOM paccxo5i-

HHH d = 8 kam/, xo CBeXOBbie KyCKIl ABH)KyiimecH c 6oAbiiieH ckopociijo iipoxoahx MCpe3

BxopoH AUCK xoAbKO Myxb-Myxb AnHHHec MeM KycKH ABioKymnecH B oSpaxHOM )iaiipanAeirnH

C MeHbUieH CKOpOCXbK). OAfiaKO eCAH Sa "BXOpbW" AHCKOM nOCXaBHXb MyBCTBirrCAbinMC (}»X0-

AHOAbi, xo H3 pasHocxH reHopHpyeNfjix hmh xokob, HSMepneMOH Ha raAbBanoMcrpe, mohcho

onpeAeAHXb aecoAKyrHyio CKopocxb Aa6opaxopnH b nanpaBACHHH ocn arniapaxa. 51 npoAeAaA

noAo6HbiH 3KcnepnMeHX BnepBbie b CocIjhh b 1973-beM roAY. 3KcnepnMeHX, noKa3aiiHMH Ha (1x3-

2
xorparJ)HH, 6bin npoAenan b Ppaue, Abcxphh, b (jKBpaAe 1984-ro roAa. ilna aecoAioTHOH

CKopocTH SeMTiH H nojiyMHA B Fpauc BejiHMHHy V = 360 km/cbk, a AfiH 3KBaxopnaAbiibix KoopAii-

HBx ee ancKca /xomkh na He6ecHOH c^Jepe KyAa HanpaBAena cKopocxb/ h noJiyMitri: CKnoneiiHe

6 = - 24 , npHMoe BocxojjgieHHe a = 12.5 .

Ha pHcyHKe noKaaan APyroH sKcnepHNieHX jxna H3MepeHH5i aecoAioTHOH CKopocni BcMnH,

npoAeAaniibiH mhok) b 1975/76 rr. b CocJihh, KoxopbM npeAcxaBAaex b naBecxHOH Mepe BapH-

anx KABCCHMecKoro sKcnepHMeHxa MaHKeAbcona-MopAH . Csex ox hcxomhhkb S pacMenAaexcfl

r. 3 noAynpoapaMHbM sepnaAOM M^ Ha abb iiyMKa. FlepEbBi nyMOK hack k aepKariy M, , a Bxopofl,

oxpa»aHCb ox 3epKaAa M-, HAex k sepKBAy M2. rio BoaBpameinfli o6a iiyMKa HHxep(t»cpnpyHyr

HB M^ H peaynbXBx HHxepcJjepeHimH perncxpHpyexcH "na6AKmBTeAeM" P. 06b aepKBAa M, »

Mp HBcajKCiibi HB BpamaiomnHCH bba m pbccxohhuh M^M, = M,M„ 6yAeM CMUxaxb ManbMii no cpaa-

nenmo c paccxoanneNt L = M^M. . Ecnn onpeAeAenHbo^i (Jxdxoh orpajKaexca ox M, , kopab M2 hb-

xoAiri"CH b noAoweiinn o6o3HaMeHHOM nyfiKXHpoM, to, BCAeACXBHe kohcmhocth ckopocth pac-

npocTpaHeHHH , (Jxjtoh conpjBKeHHbtfi c hum /t.c. noKMiiyBimin noAynpoapaMHoe aepKano M, b
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TOT )Ke caNfcDi MOMeiiT BpeMeirn/ orpasHTCH or M^ b noj70)KenHH arcTOJoiieM iia paccTOHHHe

s = nrL/(c + v), me n yrjioBan ckopoctb BpaineiniH sajia h r oTCTonmie aepKajia Mp or och

BaJia /tok mto fir jninennaH CKopocTb BpamemiH aepKajia/, a c CKopocTb cBera "Ty^a h

o6paTiio" H V iipocKHna cKopoc'i-H BeMjTH iia HanpaBjieiiHe M-jM. /Tan mto L/(c+v) bpcmh,

33 KOTOpOe CBCT IIOKpOCT paCCTOHIBie f^J^./. OjeBKnHO paCCTOHHIie S HSMCHHeiCH B SaBHCH-

MOCTH OT H3MeiieilHH IipOCKHHH CKOpOCTH SeMTlH IIB OCH M-.M. , H Ha6jliqnaTeJTb P O'lMCTHT CO"

orBeTCTBemD.ie HSMeHeiiHH b MHTep(}x?peHUHonnoM KapTHHe, raK Kan tipH v iiojiCTKMTejTbHOM

conpjDKeHUbiH (JxDTOH BcpHeTCH K M^ paHbuie , a iipH V oTpHuaTajibfioM no3)Ke, mcm npH v paa-

in,M nyjno. HsMeiiCHHn paccTOJiiiHH OMenb Manhie, no Tan KaK AJiHUbi CBeroBbix bo;ih Towe

OMCHb Marn>ie, ix> MyBCTBiTrejihiiocTii amiapara oMeiib BejiHKa h 3th MHHHMajibHbie aapHauHH

bo BpeMCHax BOSBpameHHH "conpHweunonD (JxyroHa" mo)kho ycTanoBHTb c oMCHb 6o;ibiiioH ix3m-

HOCTbHl.

TaK MTO (}iynflaMenTajibiiyio aKCHOMy cneimajibnoH tgophh OTHOCHTOJibHocTH mowho CHHraTb

3KcnepnMeiiTajTbno oiipoBeprHyroM .

dJyHAaMenTaiibiiyio aKCHOMy o6iueH TeopiiH oniocHTenbiiocni a oripoBcpr 3KcnepiiMCiiTanbno

TOM we ycTaiioBKOii. Jl iipocro saMeTiin, mto Koraa moh ycTanoBio naxo;mnacb b Jia6opa-

TopHH c KHiieMaTHMecKiiM ycKopenHCM, TO aScojiKrrnaa CKopocTb jia6opaTopHH c TCMenweM Bpe-

MeiiH HSMenaiiacb, rorjia kok b cjiyMae ee naxowneiiHH b jia6opaTopHH c rpaBHTauHOHHbM

ycKopeMHCM HHKaKoro H3MenenHH b CKopocTii c TeqeiiHeM BpeNieHU nenbSH 6\mo o6Hapy)KHTb.

3m 3KcnepnMenTbi HMeicrr, na nepBbiH bspjiha, TOJibKo "aKa^eMMMecKoe SHawenHe",

HO cKopo H yBvmen, mto aScojuoriiocTb iipocTpaHCTBa-BpeMeHH npHBoflHT k Kopemcbw HSMene-

HHnM B TeopHH 3JieKTpO-ManieTH3Ma

.

B 1983-beM roAy h noxiynui micbMO ot Ky6nncKoro (JinsHKa (l>paiinncKo Mionnep, KOTopbM

Miie riHcaji: "/loporoH ^-p MapimoB, Miie iioiiajia b pyrai Baiua Knma "KnaccHMecKaa (Jmshio"

H JTHCTan ee Miie crajio 5iciio, mto Bbi, iiaBepiioe, eAuiicTBCiiiibiii mcjiobck b Mupe, Karopbtfi

MOP 6bi Mciiji noiiHib. J\eno b tom, mto b TeMemiH aecnrvt jier a Aejiaio 3KCiiepnMeHTbi no

3JieKTpoManin'nion mmyKimn h Biwy, mto na6ji!QriacMi>ic mhok) otjilicicrbi ripoTHBopcMar TOMy,

MTO Harnicaiio b khpckiox. 51 nocnaii napy CTaTeft b iiayMiibic )Kypiiain>i, no KaK » ctrnvian, Bce

CTaTbH 6bUIH OTBCpi'HyT!>l. BOT MOH SKCnepHMCHTbl . MtO Bbl O MUX CKa»Cre?" ^ eMy OTBeiTUI,

Nfci pasMeiftuiH napy rmceM, a hotom f^pamiHCKO nocnaji TejieipajvMy: "^ meuivKul Xothm c

woHOH nocxaTb na CBa/jeSHoe iiyreuiecTBHe . Bor h npuneTHM k BaM qepes oKeaH, MTo6bi no-

SecefloaaTb nooScroHTejibiiee," MrHnexeji <I)paHUHCKo c KyCHHKofl TepesoH, no6eceAOBajiH.

M Miie ciano rciio, mix? hc rojibKO 3HHiJrreHii iidi6ko oiiniSancH, no h no33pcnna (^apaAe5^-

MaKcnaaiia o "ciuionbDC jimmhhx" , "sawKHyTbix TOKax", "paciipocipaHciimi B3aHMCfleHCTBHH"

H T.A. iiywiio pcBHsnpoBaTb

.

<t>p. MifDuicp oiiiaKOMHJi Mcim c 3KcnepHMeiiTOM KeiiiiapAa . Ceixs/um 3tot 3KciiepnMenT

(t»i3HKaMn noiiiiocTHo 3a6brr. B Koiine okthGph h nocenui aKa;icMHKa Caxapona na yjiHue

MKanoBa. PaccKasaii eny o6 3KcncpiiMenTe KennapAa, a AiiApeii JImhtphm tojioboh KaMacT:

"0 TaKOM 3KciiepnMenTe h mto-to ne cjibixHBan."

Rot ynpoiucnnaa cxcMa 3KcncpiiMenra KennapAa: Ilo Koinypy, cociojnueMycn ii3 AByx Kon-
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UeHTpHMecKHX OKpywuocTCH Teqer iiocTOHiiiibDi tok. Ho pa/iHycy Monoy icpyraMii hoxoahtch

MeTaanmecKaH npoeojioKa. 06a Konua npoBonoKH coeflHnenbi c o6Kjia;iKaMn umiHiiApHMecKoro

KOHflencaTopa. KenHapfl ycTaHOBHn, mto Koraa npoeoJioKa /nMecre c KowciicaropoM/ npa-

maeTCH Mewiy KOHueHipimecKHMH KpyrawH, KOHAeiicaxop sapjoKaexcH, Koraa KOHTyp Bpama-
excH, KOHfleHCBTop He sapHwaercH, a Koraa Koirryp BpamaercH BMecxe c iipobojtokoh , koh-

flCHcaTop aapjDKaexca KaK h b nepBOM aiy^iae. KeimapA /c riojinhiM npaBONi!/ CMHran, mto
3TO ecTb iipjiMoe flOKasaxejibCTBo HapyuienHH npmiimna OTirocHxejibnocTH, raK KaK ^i3HMec-
KHH S^^KT SapHWeHKH KOWeHCaTOpa SaBHCHT He OT OTHOCHTejlbHOH CKOPOCTH npOBOJIOKH H
KOHxypa, a OT Hx a6carD(rrnbix CKopocTCH. OAHaKo Kor^a TeopHa 3HHiirreHna co cboiimh

BbwypHbWH AorMaMH 3aBoeBajia MHpoBoe npH3fiaHne, juqtih ripcAnotuTH 3a6i>m, 3KcnepiiMeiiT,

n6o OH "Heyno6eH" h HaqaiiH aoimjI na see naj^\ pacncBaTb. OicAyex oTMC-nm,, mto caw
3HHurreHH hh oiobom o6 sKcnepHMenTe KeHnapfla He o6MOJiBHncH.

3KcnepHMeHT KeHMapaa HBjijieTCH kbk 6bi anajioroM H3BecTHoro 3KcnepnMCHTa QiHbHKa.

B 1913-oM roAy CanbHK b riapHJKe noKasaji, mto CKopocTb cBeTa na Bpaiii3jaueNx:H ahckc
MCfibuie b HanpaBjicHne Bpa^eHHH h 6anbuie npoTHB BpaiucHHH. PejijiTHBHc™ HHKoraa He mopjih

yBHsaTb aHHsoiponnocTb ckopocth cseTa bo BpainaiaueHca jiaSopaTopHH c npoKnaMHpyeMoii

HMH H30TponHH B HHepUHajlbHOH Jia6opaTOpHH H COTHH CXOJiaCTHMCCKHX CTaTeH riOCBJUHeilbl

3TOMy "yBHsaHHio", xoTH H pe6eHKy hcho, mto sxK6oe ABiraceHne c nocTOHHHOH CKopocTbio

BcerAB MO)KHo paccMaTpHBaTb KaK Bpamenne BOKpyr AOBOJibiio OTAanenMoro ACHTpa.

_5 A BOT Ha 3TOM pHcyHKe noKasan "HHepnHanbin>ri" BapiiaiiT aKcnepiiMeHra KcMMapAa, ko-
2

TopbiH 6bin iipeAAOJKeH mhoio /cnepyer oiweTHTb, mto bcc Bboue ormcamibie moh SKCiiepHMen™

no HSMepeHHH) aecaraoTHOH ckopocth JiaSopaTopHH ripcACTaBnjiKrr HHepuHanbiibie BapHaHTbi 3kc-

nepHMeHTa CanbHKa/: Ecjih ABHrarb npoBOJioKy, ripoHcxoAirr pasAejienHe sapjiAOB, ecnM

ABHraTb KOHTyp /kotoplih Aonwen 6biTb AOCTaTOMHo AminibM, MTo6bi 6brrb BiipaBC npcneepcMb

MarHHTHbM AeftcTBHeM BepTHKajibHbK tokob/, pasAejiGHHa 3apHAOB ne fipohcxoaht. OAnaKo

ecjiH ABnraTb Koniyp h npoBonoKy BMecTe fipohcxoaht pasAejieiine sapjiAOB kbk n b ncpBOM

CJiyMae. CnpauiHBaeTCH: ABHraTb KOHTyp c npoBonoKOH no OTiiomeMHio k MeMy ? Opbct hcoh:

no OTHomeHHio k a6cojiKrrHOMy iipacTpaiiCTBy , T.e. no OTHouieHino k toh KoopAHnaTHoii chc-

TeMe, B KOTopoH ueHTp MHpa B noKoe, hjth eme npome, b KOTopoii cKopocTb cncTa H30Tporina.

ripOCTOH nOACMGT nOKa3bIBaeT, MTO eCJlH paCCTOHHHC MC)KAy BCpnn<aj7bHOH H ropH30HTanb-

HOH iipoBonaKaMH b * 15 cm, Annna npoBOJioKH b- b = 14.8 cm, h tok b Konrype 100 aMiiep,

TO TaK KaK a6cQnioTnaH CKopocTb 3eMnH nopHAKa 300 KjiM/ceK, HanpjDKCHMC MOfoiy koiiuomh

npoBonoKH 6yner 60 BonbT. i\ SToro SKcnepuMCHTa ne CTaBun, no npoBecTH ero ne TpyAHo,

oco6eHHo ecjiH npoBOJioKy spamaTb BOKpyr och npoxoA«iueH Mcpc3 ce ueinp h jiewaiucH b

nnocKocTH MepTe)Ka. TorAa HUAyunpyeMoe iianpjDKeHne Qyaer nepeMCHHbw h npn noMoiia^i co-

BpeMeHHOH 3JieKTpOHHKH CKOpOCTb SeMHH MOHCHO 6yAeT H3MepHTb C OMeHb GOJlbUIOH TOMHOCTblO.

MHTaTejTb BOSMOWHO CKawcT HeTepnejTHBo : "fla 3KcriepnMeHT no)Kajiyii HHTcpecen, ho towc

CJIMUKOM aKaACMHMeH". KaK 6bi ne tbk! MennH HanpaBjicirne TOKa b KOHType, KennapA /koto-

PHH paSoTan c KaTyiuKOH/ aaweTHn , mto HarrpHweHHe na KoimencaTope mchhct 3HaK. 3HaMirr

OH CBOHM 3KcnepHMeHTOM MOT renepHpoBaTb nepcMGHHoe iianpjcKCHHe. Ilo saMcrbre: KorAa
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CHCxeMa R iioKoe, iviicpanMH nepeMemtoro uaiipawcunn He riponcxo;\HT . FeHcpauHH npoHCXo-

HHT TOJTbKo Koivia cMC'ieMa BpaniaeTCH. 3Hamrr 3Ta M;uijnna npeflCTaBjiaer iie rpanciJxjpMaTop

,

a reiicpaTop. Ilo Keiinapn Aaiihiiie ne nouien. KaK ixjbophtch b boctommoh CKa3Ke: Haiuen

no Aopore miawaHT, nocMorpen, mto xopouio Sjicuipt, m ciioBa 6pocnn b rpH3b.

3iW)eKT saMeMaHHMM KeiiHapnaM 6bin oMcnb cna6, h6o Manmrjioe none ero KaryniKH 3aM>i-

Kajioch Mepe3 Bce iipocipancmo h o6KnanKH KoiiaeiicaTopa 6i.ittii aiiniiKOM ox/ianeiibi. Mto6i>i

Jiymue pa3o6pan>CH, mto iipomcxoaht, <t>p. Mojuiep "saMKHy^" Manwnioe none unnHiuiPHMec-

Koro Marittrra wenesoM. Monnep saMKnyji xaKwe KOHryp npoBonoKH, bbcah TpyiUHecH KOHTaiaw,

H pasBun npocTyio no TonKyjo MCTOflMKy, MTo6bi ycraHOBHTb npH KaKHX abhwchhrx b KaKofl

MacTii npoBonoMiioro Koiirypa nHAyunpycTCH nanpjoKenne. PeayjibTaTbi NtojinepoBCKKX waSjio-

Aenvrii rrpeACTaBjiHKTT HCi-HiiimDi KnaA h h ero craBjiJo /ysepen, mto h MenoBCMecTBO 3to

cnenaer/ b oahh pha c TaioiMH rHraHTawH 3AeKTpoMarHHTHoro SKcnepHMCHTa Kan CiapaAeJi h

AMTiep. lie KaK H CKa3an, peAaKTopbi-pcAHTHBHCTbi (t)H3HMecKHX TKypuanoB oTBeprAH craTbH

Monnepa KaK epecb h ero HayMHyjo npoAyKAWo mowho Hamn xonbKO b Moevi KHHre "TepHOBbiH

,.2nyrb ncTHimi" .

riepBoe MTO H cAenan, hcxoas h3 MonnepoBCKMx 3KcnepnMenTOB , 6bino nocxpomb Morop h

renepaxop nocTOHHHoro TOKa 6e3 Tpyiimxca KOHTaKTOB. 3tot MOTop-reiiepaTop, KOTopbtfi h

HasBOJi "ByA-Ky6" b qecTb Moeii h ero poahh, buagh Ha (}xDTOipa(l)HH. Ila 3tom moacjic bhahw

TpyiuHecH KOHTaKTw, 1160 Miie 6buio TCXHHMecKH yAo6Hee TaK CACAaTb. Ilo Mcpes iuctkh tok

lie TOMeT, mcTKM AeAaKTT TonbKo KopoTKoe saNfciKaiiHe onpeAejienHHX nawoTOK h hx mookho

SaMeifHTb HeK01ITaKTin.M yCXpoiiCTBOM /HCnOAbSya MarHHTWbie KOTBH, (JWTOCOIipOTHBAeHHH

,

MarHHTocoripoTHBneHHJi h t.a./. B 1983-beM roAy h npeACTaBnn MajiwHy "ByA-Ky6" Ha cohc-

Kanne aBCTpjriicKoro naTetiTa. Flo cefi Aciib naTenr Bce eiue He BbiAan, n6o 3K3aMeHaTopbi

yTBepjKAaKTT , mto cornacHO tcophh sAOKrpo-ManieTHSMa, KOTopyio npenoAaior na ascTpHHCKHX

yHHBepcHTeTax , 3tot motop ne Mowex BpaniaTbcn. Moe ripeAnoweHHe npHHecTH motop b na-

TeHTHoe 6iopo h npoACMOHCTpHpoBarb ero paSory 6bino OTBeprnyro.

B Maiwiiie "ByA-Ky6" tokh nocTOHHHbie h KOHTypa saMKHyTwe. BawiienuDiM iiiaroM, CAeAanHhrfi

MHao, 6btno saMciniTb saMKnyrbie KOHTypa na He3aMKHyTtie h pa6oTaTb nepeMCHUbM tokom,

T.e. BepnyTbCH k KennapAy, no paSoTaTb co saMKnyibM weAesoM MarwHTOM.

Tyr Hy5KHo cKasarb Ana cAOBa o (Jxjpwyjie Bno-CaBapa-rpaccMaHa. 3x3 ^or^VAa, npeAnowemiafl

B 184S-OM roAy lY'^cc^i'TiOM H CBOA^HancH k ^pMyAe Bno h CaBapa 1820-ro roAa, noKasbi-

BaeT, MTO CHID)I, C KOropi>MU BSaHMOACHCTByKTr ABa TOKOBbDC SACMeHTa /TOKOBbBI SAeMCHT 3X0

KopoxenbKaq irponojioKa, no KOTopoft tcmct onpeACACHiUjo'i ix)k/ , ne paBiibi Mcwxy C06010 h

He HanpaBAciibi oGpaiiio OAHa k APyron, KaK 3Toro ipe6yeT xpexnfi saKon flioxoHa o paseH-

CTBe AeffCXBHH H npoxnBOAei'icxBHH. llapyuienHe xpexbero saKona llirnxDHa rrpn ManrnxiibiX Bsa-

HMOAeiiCXBHHX HBAHeXCfl MyAOM , HO XaK KaK, OKa3bIBaeXCH, CHAbI, C KOTOpiMH BSaHMOAeM-

cxByiox ABa 3aMKiiyTT>ix xoKOBbix KOHxypa,panin>i h o6paxHo iianpaBACnH, akiah ycnoKoiuincb h

3a6kAH o "HeyAo6cxBe" (txjpMyAtii Bno-CaBapa /hmh I^paccMana oSbrKHoaeHHo onycKaHrr, a b co-

BpeMeHHbK yMe6nnKax onycKaicr h caiMy jxjpMyAy /. Myiio, ormcbiBaeMoe sxom (iopMyAoft, mokiio

BbiHBHXb pa6oxaH xojibKO c Me3aMKnyxijMH TOKOBbwn KOHxypaMH. 3x0 MyAO BiicpBHc noKasajia
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'. 7 MauMHa "Eyji-Ky6" 6eccTaTOPHbg4
, CKoiicTpyHpoBaHHaa miioio b ttom roAy- Hjdkp nana

\ 8 ee cxerna h flse ee ^Torpa4»in.

;;
9 313 wauinHa /motop h reneparop/ hmcct TonbKO poTop, BpiimaionnHCH na AByx toukhx

ocHX, B3jm>K H3 craporo SynnnbHHKa, no craTopa He HMeer . Hto6h Bpau^Tb ee KaK motop,

Hymio ySpa'rb flsa xpyuotxcH KOHTajcra h npoiiycKarh nepeMciiiibiH tok ot 3jieKTpona M k

3;ieKTpoAy L. 3tot tok, nocTynaa qepes Bepxnyio ocb, npoxoAHT Mepe3 KaTyiuKy, ManieTH-

3npyeT wejiesHbiH cepfleMHUK saMKnyToro Marnvrra, AOCTHraeT hhxhhh otck H3 jiaTyHH, npo-
/iTiTaHaT BapnV

xoflHT Mepes flH3JieKTPHK KonnencaTopa, Ha bopxhhh ahck h3 JiaTyfiH h npoSupaacb no psim-

ycy UHHHimpHMecKoro MarHHTa, BbKOflHT wepes iiiDKinao ocb. TaK KaK BpajnarcjibiDiiJi momcht

nponopunoiiajieH npon3BeflenHio tokob b 3JieKTpoMarnHre h b KOHType, to iipn iicpeMeimoM

TOKe Bpamemie OA"OHaripaBJiennoe . Eznu o6Kna;iKH KonqeHcaTopa 6birni 6bi cocAinienbi

ripoBOJioKofi , TO Ha 3TOM MpoBOJioKC fleficTBOBaji 6bi paBHbtti H o6parHo Hani")nBJicHiD,o'i Bpa-

maTCJibUbiH MOMCHT H B 3TOM cnyMae Bpameime iieB03MO)KHo /npimoMiinM ce6e, mto cwm Mewiy

saMKHyTbMH KOHTypaMH paBHbi H oSpaTHo HanpaBjicHbi/ . Ho B ficccxaTopMOM "Ryji-Ky6e" Mepe3

npoCTpaiicTBO MOKoy o6KnaflKaMH KOH^eHcaTopa npoxofluT ToiibKO TaK Ha3biBacMi>iH tok cmciuc-

Hua MaKCBCJina. TaK KaK tok stot mhcto ^hkthbch h ne hmcct HHKaKoro MaTepiiajibHoro

HOCHTCJTH, OH HC MOJKCT "npHHHTb" Ha Ce6H IlOHflCpOMOTOpilblC ClUTbl , T.C. flCHCTBHC MaPHHT-

Horo noJiH Ha TaKOH tok k pBHmeiam bccomoh MaTcpwi npHsecin ho mo)kct . 0h3iikh h no

cefi flCHb Bcpgr, mto tok CMcmeHHH MaKCBeiina •^JUshucckh cymecTBycT, OA'iaKO 6cccraTopHbiH

"Byn-Ky6' noKa3biBaeT, mto 3to ne TaK.

H TaKwe Ha6jnq!5ajl rcHepaumo iicpcMeuHoro TOKa npii Bpamcnnn poTopa,

Korna nocTaRncHbi TpymHCca KOHTaKibi m nepeMCHin^tti tok, nHTaiouijiM KaTyiuKy, npoxo^iiT ot

ancKTpofla M k 3JieKTpoAy K, a rcnepHpycMoe HanpjDKeuHe CHMMaerca c aricKipoAOB K h L.

3roT SKcnepHMBHT flocTaTOMCH, HTo6bi BOCKJTHKnyTb: "Myflo npoHSomno !

" 9i Korna 6bin

y CaxapoBa, CKasaji CMy: "YBHacTb tojio, BpaiuacMoe BHyrpcMMHMH cnnaMH, 3to ansi

(]»3HKa GoJibiuee Myflo, mcm pjia xpncTnaHHHa yBHACTb CBHTyro Ek5ix)MaTcpb. Beab 3T0 HapyiiicMiie

SBKOHa COXpaHCHHH yrjIOBOPO MOMCHTa." A. R. TOJlbKO yjlIjl6HyjlCH.

10 A TyT H noKasbiBaio cxcMy h abc ^oTorpa^nn cawoH ahkobhhhoh MauiHHbi mhoh CKOHcrpyHpo-

_L1 BaHHOH. 3to Maiunna "MaMiiH Kojdo". rio-pyccKn nepcBOAHTca KaK "MaMCHKnn lliiKOJiajiia",

1

2

HO Ha caMCM flCJie Ha3BaHne nywHo paciuHclpoBaTb TaK: MArinov's Motional -transformer

INductor coupled with a Lightly rotating Unit - MAMIN COLIU. Iipn BpameHHH poTopa

3Ta Niaumna HnaymipycT nepeMcnHboi tok, ho npn nHTaiiwH ee tokom na poTop

HnkaKOH BpamaTejibiibBi momcht ne ACHCTBycT, t.c. b 3toh MaiuHHC HapyiiiacTcn iipaBiino

JlcHua, TaK MTO c ee noMoinHo mowho nocTpoHTb BCMiibni ABHraTenb, ecnw miayUHpyeMoe na-

ripjCKCHHe noflaxb na flBiDKyiilHHcn motop /na oahom h3 (}x3Torpa(l»ui 3Ta iio/iaMa iioKa^ana/.

Hh)khhh CHCTCMa ManiHTOB /KOTopaa "saKynopena" b cepAeMHHKc/ cjiy)KiiT ahh refiepai^ni

nepeMCHHoro HanpjDKCHUH, a bcpxhhh cHcrcMa criyjKiiT ahh cGajiaiicnpoBaHMH cha, AeHCTByio-

lUKX MOKAy nOCTOHHHbMn MarHHTaMH. TaKHM oSpaSOM pOTOp MpeSBblMaHHO ACFKO ABHWCTCH /h

KpyMy ero motop'oikom b luecTb sonhr/ , a reHepiipycM>iH tok iiMKaKoro TopMOJKCiniJt iia poTop

lie OKasbinaer. 06T>HCHeHHC 3Toro 3(}ilx;KTa OMCHb npocTo: PoTop hmcct abc napbi kopotkhx

MarnHTOB c npoTHBononowHOH noJinpnocTbio , a b 3a3opc ccpACMHiiKa iiocTanjicin>i Ann"in.ic
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MarHHTH c OAHiiaKOBOH nonnpiiocTbH). Koma poTopiD.ic Mannm,! c toh we nojiHpnocn.K) cxaiio-

BHTCH B pnn CO CTaioioiiapiibwn ManiinaMn, MaiMMTin.of hotok b cep;iewiiHi<c MaKCHNuuieii , a

Korna poTopHbie Maniniw c o6paTiioH riojijn3iiocTi,io cranoBarcn n pnji co CTanHoiiapiB,Mn Niar-

HHTaMH, MannmibiM iioiok b cep^eMUHKe MnuHMajieii. HsMenciinc MarnHTiioro iioTOKa Huaymi-
pyer nepeMeiiimni tok b KaiyiiiKy cepneMmma. 3tot nimynHpycMi,Bi tok cos/iaex CBoe ivcfiiHTHoe

none, KOTopoc o/riiaKo HMcex unnniijgJHMecKyio chmmctphk) b saaope /npHMCM, qro y nocroHM-
HbDC MarHHTOB oTiiocHTejibiiaa ManiHTHaH npoimnacMocTb emmm/ h nHKaKoro BpaiuaxejibHoro

MOMeina na Manium poropa coo6mHTii iie mowct. XoMy OTMCTHTb, mto Ha caMOM fleiie Bce

HyWMO O&bHCHHTb OIICpHpyH MarHHTHI>W nOTGHHHanOM, a He MarHHTm^M HHTeHCHTeXOM H noTo-

KOM. HiwyKUHfl B 3T0ii MaiiiHHe HBjiHeTCH nBHir-arg^paHcjjopMaTopHOH . Dtot Bun HUOyKimH

OTKpbiT Miiolo . MenoBeqecTBo onepiipyer TOJibKo flsyMH BHaaMH HiwyKijHH, ABHra'^^^'^H^ rpaHC-

jxjpMaropHoii
. a ary Tperwo hhtot<HHio noKa-MTo He saMentno, h6o a)ih pc/ihthbhctob ABirae-

HMC ripoBoiioiai no OTiioiueHmo k warHHTy h mimeme Manmra no OTHoiiK?iuno k npoBOJiOKB

Aojimn,! irpiiBOAHTb k oahoh h toh we BejinMHHe nHAyiofpyoMoro HarpawenHH, roraa kbk Ken-
HapA, ^»QIUlep H H noKasann, mto 3 to coBceM He xaK . Mnoio AOKaaana TeopeMa , mto ecjiH otho-
CHTejibHan CKopocTb MoiVTy npoBo.noKofi h ManiHTOM oAna h xa we, to ABMraTejibHaa n ABiira-
Tenbiio-TpaHcctopMaTopnaH lUviyKiflm iipmboaht k oAHOMy h TOMy we HanpHwcHmo Boiqiyr 3aMKHv-
TQTO KOHTypa. Ilo 3TOH rrpHMHue MCJioBeqecTBo pa3iiocTH MewAy 1IHMH He saweTiino, npnHMNian
Aanee bo BinDnaniie, mto 3KciiepnMeHTbi c He3aMKHvTJ,iMH KOHTypaMii Tpe6yHTr H3BecTHbix ycnjiHM.

IloKaMccT BCJTiraina HHAymfpycMoro HanpjiwennH b Moeft Maiunne "MaMHH Kojbo" HeAOCTaTOMna,*

MToSbi ABHraTb sjieKTpoMOTop , HO ocymecTBjieime saMKiiyToro unKna TOJibKo Bonpoc Aener.

OiMCMyjMTo H ywe uiecTb jieT ^HHaHCHpyio bck) mok) TcopeTHMecKyfc, 3KcnepHNieHTajibHyio h ny6-

JiHUHCTHMecKyio AeHTejibHocTb pa6oTaH kohkjxom b Koinoiine cKaKynoB GnHsn Ppana /ripHTOM h

pa6oTaH) HenerajibHo, T.e. "na jieBo", h6o aBCTpmicKoe npaBHxejibCTBo ywe iiiecTb jict

He AacT Mue npana iia paSoTy h abb pasa Gpocano b TiopbMy 3a 6poAHwiiHMecTBo/.

Bonee noAPoSnyio Hii^pMaiono o.Moeft Maiimne "MawnH Kojbo" KpoNie b KMnre "TepiioBbM

nyrb Mcniinii" mowho tiauTii h b momx nocnaHH5ix Mo6e.ncBCKOMy KOMnre-ry no ^isnKe h

MiipoBoH iiay^Hon corccth . FIoKa mto Ho6ejieBCKHH KOMiiTeT n NB^poBaa iiayMHaa coBecTb He

paciiieBejiHnncb . Ilo paciiienenatch !

51 HaAeiocb, mto neKOTopbie H3 MHTaTejieft sToro wypfiajia b CoBeTCKOM coose saHHTepecy-

KrrcH M011MH sKcnepiiMeHTaAin , noBTopHT jrx h yBHAHT, mto MyAO JierKo mowho coopyAMTb cbo-

HMI1 co6cTBeHm)Mn pynaMit.
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Letter to the Editor

EXPERIMENTAL VIOLATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES OF RELATIVITY.
EQUIVALENCE AND ENERGY CONSERVATION

Sir—This letter was stimulated by the publication of the special issue of your

journal on Systems Thinking in Physics (Vol. II, No. 4, 1985, pp. 279-345). I

succeeded to measure the Earth's absolute velocity with three different .set-ups'
*

(the last, so-called "coupled shutters" experiment, gave for the Earth's absolute

velocity the magnitude 1^ = 360 ±40 km/sec and for the equatorial coordinates of

the apex <5=— 24" + 7", a= 12.5''+ l*) and with my accelerated "coupled mirrors"

experiment I showed"* that a local distinction between a kinematical and a

gravitational acceleration can be very easily established (when my apparatus is put

in a laboratory with a kinematical acceleration it shows different absolute

velocities at the different moments, but when the acceleration of the laboratory is

gravitational, no changes in the absolute velocity can be observed). Thus I

demonstrated experimentally that the principles of relativity and equivalence are

not true. My experiments are neither repeated nor commented by the "orthodox"

scientists, although in the domain of space-time physics I published more than 40

papers, the monumental 5-volume work "Classical Physics",' and the books

"Eppur si muove",** "The Thorny Way of Truth", Part T and Part 11.^ I took part

at the most important space-time conferences in the last decade, including the last

three International Conferences on General Relativity and Gravitation and I

organized in 1982 the International Conference on Space-Time Absolutness,

publishing together with Prof. J. P. Wesley its Proceedings.^ I did all what is to be

done. If the "orthodox" scientific community still does not "see" my theory and

experiments, this is not my fault.

This letter will be dedicated to one of my electromagnetic experiments which

showed a violation in the energy conservation law (giving first a short theoretical

introduction). Let us have a magnet whose magnetic potential at a certain

reference point is A and a wire element which moves at this point with a velocity v

or remains there at rest. I showed" that conventional electromagnetism knows

only the motional induction, i.e., the motional electric intensity

£mo.=-x''Ot/4 (I)

c

which appears when a wire moves with respect to a magnet, and the pure

transfonner induction, i.e., the pure transformer electric intensity

(• ot

which appears when an electromagnet and a wire arc at rest and only the current

feeding the electromagnet changes. Conventional electromagnetism does not know
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ihc motional-transformer induction, i.e., the motional-transformer electric intensity

•""•"
Cii-i dt

I " /dAi 5r, dXi dAj dr, cJy, t)/4, ^r, <9z,-

~
r ,=

1 \ ^r, c)x,- ^/ dr^ dyt dt dr^ dz^ dt

= -t(v,.gra6)A,, (3)
c.= ,

where Vi=—dfi/dt is the velocity of the magnetically stationary jth charge of the

system and ^,- is the magnetic potential originated by this charge at the reference

point where our test charge rests. The motional-transformer induction appears

when a magnet (electromagnet or permanent magnet) moves with respect to a

wire. Only when the motion of the magnet is translational with the common
velocity 5, the last formula reduces to

£mo,..r = -(5.grad)^. (4)
c

For conventional physics an absolute space does not exist, and if there are two

objects A and B, then the cases "/I moves with respect to B" and "B moves with

respect to A" must lead to absolutely identical physical phenomena. For this

reason when calculating the effects of the motional-transformer induction conven-

tional physics uses the formula for the motional induction. This, however, is a

tremendous error. The motional-transformer induction is not reciprocal to the

motional induction. Even for translation they are two different physical phenomena

described by two different mathematical formulas, namely the formulas (1) and (4).

One of the historical reasons for discarding the motional-transformer induction

was the complexity of formula (3), where one must take into account the velocity

of any current element of the magnetic system, while formula (1) is very simple, as

here one must take into account only the velocity of the test charge. Then came

the relativity theory with the whole of its nonsense, nipping in the bud any

attempt of making difference between formulas (1) and (4), although even a child

who has learned what is rotation and what is vector-gradient will say that these

two formulas are different. I have met no text-book on electromagnetism where

one can see formula (3).

Following the pioneering research of F. Miiller'" who during 10 years carried

out very clever experiments revealing the "seats" of the induced electric intensities,

I carried out experiments repeating and developing Miiller's results and similar

experiments revealing the "seats" of the electromagnetic ponderomotive forces. I

established that when electric current is induced, then the electromotive and

ponderomotive forces have the same seats only in the case of the motional

induction, but in the case of the motional-traiisformcr induction the scats can be

different (the pure transformer induction leads only to electromotive forces).

Figure I represents the diagram and Figure 2 the photograph of the de-

monstrational Faraday- Barlow machine (as it is called by me). The machine has

three parts which can rotate independently of one another: (I) the magnet.



tlXl Magnet

Plastic

(X\\\l Aluminium

FIGURE I A diagram of the dcmonstrational Faraday-Barlow machine.

:•*

liKiirf 2 A pholopniph of the dciiu)nsU.ili()nal F'araday Barlow machine.
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consisting of two ring magnets and a yoke of soft iron; (2) the Faraday-Barlow
disk of soft iron; and (3) the six bar conductors of aluminium crossing the yoke
through holes large enough, so that a limited motion of the bars with respect to

the yoke (and vice versa) can be realized. The magnet rotates on the first and third

small ball-bearings, the disk rotates on the second small ball-bearing, and the bar

conductors rotate on the middle and on the big ball-bearings (the inner race of the

big ball-bearing is solid to the disk). The current (when the machine is used as a

motor) goes from the positive electrode of the battery through the second small

ball-bearing, crosses the disk, the big ball-bearing, the bar conductors, and
through the middle ball-bearing reaches the negative electrode. The bars can be

made solid to the magnet by the help of a plastic "cap" shown on the left of the

figure. The magnet can be made solid to the disk by the plastic "spoke" shown in

the upper part of the drawing. The bars can be made solid to the disk by the help

of the plastic "cap" shown in the lower part of the drawing which blocks the

rotation of the big ball-bearing. The disk can be made solid to the lab by the help

of a "spoke" (not shown in the drawing) which blocks the rotation of the second

small ball-bearing. The magnet and the bars can be made solid to the lab by hand.

The effects observed by me are presented in Table I.

Table I
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My discovery that the seat of the motiowil-transformer induction may be at

such points of the wire which he outsiilc the magnetic intensity Held produced by
the moving magnet leads to the concUision that induced electrical energy can be

obtained without spending some mechanical energy. Indeed, at the motional

induction the magnetic intensity field of the current induced in the moving wire

interacts with the stationary magnet and always the motion of the wire is braked
(see Cases 3 and 4 in the table). This is also the case at the motional-transformer

induction when the seat of the induction is in parts of the wire which lie in the

magnetic intensity field of the moving magnet, i.e., as I say, which are "under the

poles" (such a case cannot be realized in the apparatus from Figure I, as the disk

lies in a magnetic intensity field with rotational symmetry and a motional-

transformer electric intensity cannot be induced in the disk). But motional-

transformer induction can appear also at points of the "wire" which are outside

the magnetic intensity field of the moving magnet, i.e., which are "outside the

poles". In such a case a magnetic interaction, and consequently a braking, is

impossible. It turns out, however^ that for closed loops always certain parts are

"under the poles" and always a braking does appear. This is demonstrated clearly

by Cases 5 and 6 in the table, where the motional-transformer tension is induced

in the bars but the braking appears because of the interaction of the current in

the disk with the magnet.

I constructed an apparatus where a motional-transformer electric tension is

induced in a closed wire which lies thoroughly outside the magnetic intensity field

of the moving magnet. The digram of the machine is shown in Figure 3 and the

photograph in Figure 4. In the "gap" of a torus of soft iron with permeability /i

(my torus was made of transformer iron sheets) there are two similar disks

consisting of an equal number of sectors of axially magnetized magnets. In the

space between the sectorial magnets there are sectors of non-magnetizable material

(I have used bronze). The one disk is solid to the torus and the other one can be

rotated by an electromotor (in Figure 4 the electromotor drives the rotating disk

by friction and not as it is shown in Figure 3). When the sectorial magnets of the

rotating disk overlap the sectorial magnets of the solid disk, the magnetic flux in

the torus has a certain value <I> = B(5/2) , where B is the magnetic intensity

originated in those "sectors" of the torus which "overlap" the overlapping sectorial

magnets, S is the cross-section of the torus, and I assume that the magnetic

intensity in those "sectors" of the torus which overlap the overlapping bronze

sectors is zero. When the sectorial magnets of the rotating disk overlap the bronze

sectors of the solid disk (and consequently the bronze sectors of the rotating

disk overlap the magnet sectors of the solid disk), the magnetic flux in the torus is

0' = B'S, where B'={^i'/fi)B is now the magnetic intensity in the whole torus and

\/fi'=\/fi + LJL„ where Lj is the thickness (the height) of any of the two disks

and L, is the middle length (middle circumference) of the torus. If n»LJL^,
a case which can be easily realized, we can assume fi''^L,/Lj, thus B'^{{L,/Lj)/^}B,

and then accept fl' = 0, and consequently O'^O. As

(t> =lBds = ^TOlAds =§Adl (5)

S S L

where L is the circumference of the surface S, we shall have for the magnitude of

the alternating motional-transformer electric tension induced in a wire consisting
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Figure 3 A diagram of the perpetuum mobile MAMIN COLIU.

FiRure It A photograph of the perpetuum mobile MAMIN COLIU.
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of n turns wound on the torus

V = iAcl1=--— = ^ '—,
(6)

f Ar ^
c At c \/pN Ic ^

'

where p is the number of the sectorial magnets in one of the disks and N is the

number of revolutions per second of the rotating disk.

It is evident that in this generator the motion of the rotating disk cannot be

braked by the magnetic Held produced by the electric current induced in the

solenoid, as this magnetic field has a rotational symmetry about the axis of

rotation. On the other hand, as the width of the "gap" is practically 2Lj (let us

assume that the permanent magnets have quasi rectangular hysteresis loop, so that

we can set //magn = /'bronze = U. ^hc magnctic intensity, B;„j, originated in the torus

by the current induced in the solenoid will be very low. This machine thus can be

only a generator but cannot be a motor, because if feeding the coil by an

alternating tension, the disk cannot be set in motion. Indeed, at different positions

of the rotor I fed the coil by very strong electric pulses but not even slightest

motion of the rotor could be observed.

The motional-transformer inductors of this type can be called non-polar

machines, as no pieces of the coil lie "under the magnetic pole". The non-polar

machines can only be generators and since they do not brake the motion of their

"rotor", the induced electric energy is produced from nothing. Feeding the motor in

Figure 4 by the current produced in the coil, one can run the machine eternally, if

the motor will overcome the friction of the system. I call this perpetuum mobile

MAMIN COLIU, coining the name from the words MArinov's Motional-

transformer INductor COupled with a Lightly rotating Unit.
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Forschung

DER KUGEL-
LAGER-MOTOR

von Prof. Stefan Marinov, Graz

Schon auf dem DVS-Kongre6 in Hannover im
Friihjahr 1987 hat Marinov seinen Kugellager-

Motor demonstriert. Erbehauptet, daBdieser
„Motor" den Energie-Erhaitungssatz verletzt,

und er ist davon iiberzeugt, da6 sicFi mit dem
richtigen Material und bei geniigender For-

schungsarbeit daraus ein Perpetuum mobile

entwickeln lieBe. Ein Motor, der seine Energie

selbst erzeugt. AuBerdem ist Marinov der Ansicht,

daB der in raum & zeit Nr. 28 beschriebene Hu-
ber-Effekt mehr thermischen als elektromagne-

tischen Ursprungs ist. Eine interessanteTheorie,

die wir hier zur Diskussion stellen.

n Lit. 1 und 2 erzahle ich die

lusfige Geschichte. wann und
wo ich das erste Mai von dem

Kugellagennotor gehort habc. Das
ware namiich 1966 in der Psychia-

trie von Sofia, wo ich fiir melne poli-

tischc Tatigkeit eingesperri war. Ein

anderer. gegen seinen Willen einge-

sperrter Mann, erzahite mir. daB er

eine Achse auf Kugellagcrn gedrefit

hat, wenn er durrh die Lager und die

Acfise elektrischen Strom fiihrtc.

Er fragtc mich, wie ich diesen Effekt

als Physiker erklare. ich selbst habe
dann die wunderbaren Effekte des

Kugeliagermotors viel spater (in den
letzten vier Jahren) beobachtet und
untersucht (L 2). Dabei kam mir stets

das alte franzosische Sprichwort in

den Sinn: „Willst du etwas sehr wich-

tiges und sehr neues erfahren. dann
gehe in ein Irrenhaus."

Nach einer sorgfaltigen Oberprii-

fung der Literafur habe ich festgcstelit.

daB der erste Bericht iiber den Kugel-

lagermotor 1%7 publizierl wurde (3),

und daB scitdem dieser fnntasfisch in-

teressanten Maschine nur weitere vier

Artikel gewidmet sind (4 7) Jetzt.

beim Lesen des Huber-Artikels (8) in

der Ausgabe Nr. 28 von raum & zeit,

sehe ich, dafS derselbe Effekt wirkt,

wenn auch nicht in den Kugellagem,

sondern in einem auf F.isenbahn-

schienen gesetzlen Radsatz

Drei russische Auforen (0). die den
Effekt weiter untersucht batten, nann-

ten ihn den Huber Effekt.

Leider hat bis jclzt nicmand ver-

standen, warum der Kugellagermotor

sich nach rechts und nacii links dreht

und warum der Hubcrsche Radsatz

vorwarts und riickwarts rollt, wenn
Gleich- oderWcchselslrom flieBt.

Ich stellte fest, daB der Effekt nicht

elektromagnctisch ist, wie die Auto-

ren der Artikel (4 6) und Huber selbst

(S) glauben, auch wenn allc diese Au-

toren verschiedene cleklromagne-

tische Erklarungen geben. Ich habc

.?2/8S raum&zeit 81
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KUGEL-
LAGER-
MOTOR
mil absoluter Sicherhcil festgestelll,

daB der Effekt thermisch ist. Der Ku-

gellagermotor und der Hubersche

Radsatz sind sozusagen ..Dampfma-

schinen", weil bei ihnen dip thcrml-

sche Ausdehnutig zu mechanischer

Bewegung fiihrl. Weil das Erhitzen

durch den elckliisrhen Strom vcrur-

sacht ist, nannte ich dicsen F.f(ekt den

..current themial dilatation effect"

(strom Ihermischen Ausdchnungsef-

fekt).

Der groRe und setir wichtige Unter-

schied zwisrlien alien anderen ther-

mischen Maschincn und dem Kugel

lagermotor ist der folgende:

1. In alien von der Menschheit be-

nutzten thermischen Maschinen ist

der ausdehnende Stoff ein Gas, in

dem Kugellagermotor ist cs Stahl.

2. In alien bekannten thermischen

Maschinen wirkt die mechanische

Bewegung in die Richtung der themi-

schen Ausdchnung. im Kugellager-

motor ist sie senkrecht zur thermi-

schen Ausdehnung.
3. In alien bekannten thermischen

Maschinen kiihlt sich das Gas ab bei

der Ausdehnung. und man kann sa-

gen. da(i die Warmeenergie in me-

chanische Energie ..umgewandell"

wurde. in dem Kugellagermotor da-

gegen kiihlt sich der Stahl nicht ab

wahrend der sehr kurzen Zeit der me-

chanischen Beschleunigung und die

mechanische Energie cntsteht aus

nichts. Der Kugellagermotor verlefzt

also den Energieerhaltungssatz.

An der Dr. Niepers Konfcrenz in

Marz in Hannover habe ich einen

kleinen Kugellagermotor gezeigt. Dr.

G. Spinlvasan aus Dubai und sein

Sohn (Student in dem Californian In-

stitute of Technology) haben mehrere

solche Motoren demonstriert. In sei-

nem Referat hat Spinivasan Junior

zwar iiber die elektromagnetische Er

klarung von Griinberg (4) berichtet,

in einem langen privalen Gesprach

slimmten Vater und Sohn aber zu,

daB der Effekt thermisch sein miifSte.

Das Schema des Kugellagermotors

ist im Bild 1 gezeigt. Ein groBer und

Bildl

Bild 2

ein kleiner Kugellagermotor sind im

Bild 2 vorgestellt (den kleinen hrachte

ich nach Hannover). Wenn Strom

durch die Kugellager und die Achse

flieBt, dreht sich die Achse. Von selbst

startet der Motor sclten, nur stocha-

stisch mit einer Wahrscheinlichkeit

von 107.) bei Motoren mit gr6(3eren

Lagem. Die Geschwindigkeit erhoht

sich mit der Zunahme des Stromes.

aber nach dem Erreichen einer gewis-

sen Grenze steigt sie nicht mehr.

Wenn der Motor nicht abgekiihlt

wird, kann mit der Zeit die Geschwin-

digkeit fallen, und das Drehen kann

sogar (bei Motoren mit kleinen l^-

gern) aufhoren.

Die physikalische Erklarung des Ef-

fektes. die ich gebe (Bild 3), ist die fol-

gende: Der ohmsche Widerstand an

dem Kontakt zwischen den inneren

und auBeren Laufringen und der La-

gerkugcl ist der groBte, und der

Strom erzeugt dort die groBte Menge
an Warme. Die Kugel bekommt eine

lokale Ausdehnung und nimmt die

Form eines Ellipsoids an. Diese ellip

soidale Form der Kugel verusacht ein

Drehmoment. wenn die groBe Achse

des Ellipsoids nicht genau senkrecht

Bild 3

zu den Laufringen steht. Die Ausdeh-

nung ist minimal. Ich bin nicht imsfan-

de sie zu messen, aber ich schatze sie

auf Mikronen.

Wahrend der Drehung der Kugel

wird das lokale Erhitzen von der gan-

zen Kugel absorbierl. und das lokale

J liigelchen" verschwindet. Beim
nachsten Kontakt mil den Laufringen

entsteht wieder ein lokales Erhitzen,

Kippmometit, unil die lokale Wiirme

wird wieder von der ganzen Kugel ab

sorbierf

Nehmen wir an, At ist die Zeit. in

welcher das lokale Erhitzen von der

82 raumftzell ;<2/KK



ganzcn Kugel absorbiert wurde.

Wenn der Radius des Innenlaufringcs

R ist und N die Zahl d«r Umdrehun-

gen pro Zeileinheif (Sekiindc), dann

wird fiJr eine Zciteinheit der Punkt E

sich urn die Strccke 2ffRN vcrschic-

bcti. Fiir die Zeit At wird die Ver-

schiebung ED = 2ffRNAt. Es muR sein

ED<ffr, wobei r der Radius der La-

gerkugel ist, und so bekommen wir

N < r/2RAl, Wir beschlieBen. daB urn

die Zahl der Umdrehungen zu erho-

hen, muB man wahlen r gro-

Ber, R kleiiier, At (die Wahl von At ist

von den thermischt'n Eigenschaften

des Stahls bestimrnt) kleiner Das ist

sozusagen der thermiscii-geometri-

scheAspekt.

Schauen wir uns jetzt den ther-

misch-dynamischen Aspekt an. Das

Drehmoment ist groBer, wenn die

Ausdehnung groBer und ..lokaler" ist,

und wenn die Kugel und Laufringe

barter und nicht locker sind. Wir wis-

sen aber, daB harteres Material einen

kleineren Ausdehnungskoeffizienten

besitzt. Hier liegt der neuralgische

Punkt des Kugellagermotors. Wenn
ich ein Metall hart wie Diamanf mil ei-

nem groBen Ausdehnungskoeffizien-

ten und mit kleiner spezifischen

Warme bekomme, werde ich einen

Wagen mit ein Paar Watts elektrischer

Leistung in Bewegung bringen. (Der

Ausdehnungskoeffizient zeigt, um
wievici der Durchmesser einer Kugel

langer wird, wenn ihre Temperatur

um ein Grad steigt; die spezifische

Warme zeigt, um wieviel Warme-
Cjnheiten (Kalorien) muB man eine

Masseeinheit (Kiiogramm) von einer

Substanz erwarmen, um ihre Tempe-
ratur um ein Grad zu steigern.) Also

harte Kugel und Laufringe, groBer

Ausdehnungskoeffizient, kleine spezi-

fische Warme, und nicht nur ein Pkw,

sondcrn ein Lastauto wird wie ver

riJckt sausen, wenn durch seine Ku-

gellager der Strom von einerTaschen-

lampenbatterie lauft.

Leider haben wir solchc effektive

Kugellager noch nicht. Aber die f^og-

lichkeit, sie zu bauen ist nicht ausge-

schlossen. Es gibt aber noch einen

heiklen Punkt: Der flieBende Strom
korrodiert die Oherflachen der Kugel

und der Laufringe. Also muf3 man
tijchtig forschen, um nichtkorodie-

rendc Lager zu erzeugen.

Um sich vorzustellen, was fiir Kraf-

te in einem stromdurchflossenen Ku-

gellager entstehen, denke man dnran.

daB ein paar Kubikzentimcler Re-

genwasser in den Ritzen groRer

Steinblorke gcnijgcn, um sie beim
Einfrieren leichter als mit Dynamit zu

zerspalten.

a D n n

Bild4

Voriges Jahr babe ich die beiden

grofiten Kugellagerfabriken, FAG
und SKF in Schweinfurt besucht. In

jeder der Firmen babe ich mich 1 bis 2

Stunden unterhalten Bei der FAG mit

den Dipl.-lngenieuren Klaus Comes.
Oswald Bayer und Werner Geiling,

bei der SKF mit Kurt Feldle und Ru
dolf Diem. Ich babe den Kugellager

motor auf den Tisch gelegt und ge-

fragt: „Wird sich die Achse drehen,

wenn ich durch sie Strom Schickel Al

le Spezialisten (einer mit 2.'3 Dienstjah

ren) sagten nein. Ich habe eine Batte-

rie cingeschaltet, und die Achse dreh

tesich.

Dann sagte ich: ,.Das ist kein elek-

tromagnetischer Motor, wie Sie viel-

leicht giauben, das ist eine Dampfma
schine." Die Spezialisten schiittelten

den Kopf. Ich fuhr fort: „Das ist eine

Dampfmaschine, aber eine selfsame

Dampfmaschine. Es wird hier keine

Warme in mechanische Arbeit um
gewandelt. Die mechanische Energie

wird erzeugt aus NIGHTS." [)ie Herr-

schaften woliten einen Psychiater ru-

fen. Ich aber sagte: „Wollen Sie wis-

sen, wie ich das festgestellt habe?" -

Ich legte den Kugellagermotor in ei-

nen Kalorimeter (Kalorimeter ist ein

Raum, der keinen thermischen Kon-

takt mit der LImgebung hat; eine

Thermosflasche ist ein schlechter Ka-

lorimeter). Ich schickte bestimmten

Strom I unter bestimmter Spannung U
fiir bestimmte Zeit At, also ich ..goB"

in die Maschinc die Wiirme-energie

E = IUAt, und ich maB die Erhiihung

der Temperatur des Kaloriineters.

Dann, bei der gleicben Anfangstem-

peratur, setzle ich den Motor in Be-

wegung. Weil der Widcrstand der Ma-

schine sich geandert hate, setzte ich

einen neuen Strom I', untereinerneu-

en Spannung U', so aber daB IU = i'U'

war, und nach derselben Zeit At mal^

ich wieder die Temperatur des Kalo

rimeters.

ich fragte dann die Ingeiiieure:

,.Meine Herrschaften. war die Tern

peratur dicselbe, niedriger oder ho-

her?" Einer sagte. die Temperatur

miif.^te niedriger sein. weil im zweiten

Fall auch mechanische Energie er-

zeugt wurde. Ich schaute auf ihn wie

ein unzufriedener Lehrer Da sagte

ein anderer: ..Nein. die Erhohiing der

Temperatur ist die gieiche. weil die

ganze mechaTiische Energie durch die

Reibung wieder in Warme umge-
watidelt wurde " ..Gut. sehr gut", sag

te ich, ..Sie erinnern sich bestens an

die Physik in der Schule. Im zweiten

Fall aber war die Temperatur hoher.

In beiden Fallen war die ohmsche
Warmeenergie dieselbe. im zweiten

Fall kam noch die Warme der Rei-

bung dazu. Die mechanische Energie.

die die Reibungswiirme erzeugt hat.

kam aus NIGHTS."

Ich bot an, ab sofort in der Firma zu

bleiben und unbezahit Forschung

durrhzufiihren, um den Kugellager-

motor zu optimieren, Dann konnte

Lager und Motor in einem Wagen
dasselbe Bauelement sein, und der

Wagen wiirde seine treibende elektri-

sche Energie mit einem Generator

selbst erzeugen. Die Ingenieure lehn-

ten ab.

Zuhause kann ich Kugellager nicht

erforschen und entwickein Die vor-

handenen Lager haben eine zu grot5e

Warmedissipation. Die entstehende

mechanische Energie betragt unge-

fahr lO'/'i. von der eingefiihrten elek-

trischen Energie. Die Kugellagermo-

toren. die ich zuhause bauen und ver-

kaufen konnte. wurden eine schlech-

lere Effizienz haben als konventionel

le Molf)ren. DaB der konventionelle

Motor nur einen Teil der zugefiigten

eleklrischcn Energie in Warme um
wandein wird und mein Motor die

ganze. wird den Kunden nicht interes-

sieren. Den Kugellagermotor kann ein

Kind bauen Die Verlelzung des Ener-

gieerhaltungssatzes kann ein Student

nachweisen Ich schreic in die ganze

Well: MeBit. schaut. was hier passiert.

Aber niemand will hfiren.
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KUGEL-
LAGER-
MOTOR
Der Efffkl in dcm I kiberschen Rad-

satz (3ild 4) ist genau derglciche. Je-

der, der seinen Artikel sorgfaltig licst,

wird sich davon iiberzeugen. In dem
Radsatz gibt es noch eine elektroma-

gnt'tische Kraft: der Strom in den

Schienen stoBt den Strom in der Rad
achse ab. Nchmen wir an, der flie-

Bcnde Strom ist I Ein Langeelement

dr (sagen wir dr = 1 mm) von den

Schienen wirkt auf cinen Langeele-

ment dr' von der Achse mit der folgen-

den elementaren Kraft

wobci r* der Vektor (orienUcrte Di-

stanz) von dem Element dr'zu dcm
Element dr" ist. Die magnetische Kon-

stantcft„hatdenWert4;7x 10 ''. ImuB
man in Ampercn messen, T. dr'und dr

in Mefern imd dann bekomml man die

Kraft df in Newton. Fiir den Radsatz

dr*" ist perpendikiilarzu dr'und die For-

mcl ( 1 ) reduziert sich zu der fnlgenden

df
'i^

(^dOdr (2)

Die Kraft ist also parallel zu den Schie-

nen und von der Stromquelle weg. In

Lit. 1 zeigc ich, wie man die obige For-

mel (gcnannt die Formel von Biot-

Savart-Grassmann) integrieren kann.

Darum hat Huber bcobachtet, daB
sein Radsatz nur in die Richtung von

der Quelle startet und daB bci Bewe-

gung die Kraft in die Richtung weg
von der Quelle immer groBer ist als

die Kraft zu der Quelle. Das alles zeigt,

daB der ..current thermal dilatation"

Effekt viel groBer ist als der elektroma-

gnetische Effekt.

4nr
df = ^"'t drx{drxr)

4;rr

((r.dr')dr'- (dr'.drVl (1)

Das folgendc, von mir durchge-

fiihrte Experiment, bestatigle leicht

mcine These vom sfromlhermischen

Ausdehnungseffekt; Kugellagermoto-

ren mit gcwohnlichen Stahlkugellager

drehcn sehr gut mif 20 - ,30 - 40 - 50
Ampere. Ich kaufte mir in Stuttgart

Bronzelager aus alten Nazitorpedos.

Sei drchten sch viel schlechter. Ich ver-

goldele die Bronzelager und sogar mil

Stromen von 400 -.'JOO Ampere dreh-

fen sie sich nicht. Dann sagle ich mir:

„Nur wenn man Eisen auf Stein

schlagt. bekommt man Funken."
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Der Autor dieses Beitrages

Stefan Marinov wurde 1931 in Sofia

geboren in einer Familie der Intelektu-

ellen-Kommunislen. die gegen den

Faschismus in Bulgarien kampftc. Im

Jahre 1948 beendete er mit Silberme-

daille die Sowjetische Mittelschule in

Prag. wo sein Vater Diplomat war. Ma-

rinov studierte Physik an 'der Karls

Universitat in Prag und an der Kliment

Universtitat in Sofia. Wahrend des Ko-

rea-Krieges unterbrach er sein Sfu-

dium der Physik, um als Freiwilliger

die Marineakademie in Varna zu ab-

solvieren. Er reiste als Deckoffizier auf

bulgarischen. tschechischen, und
westdeutschen Schiffen auf den Welt-

meeren.

Von 1%1 bis 1973 arbeitefe er an

der Physikalischen Fakultaf der Uni-

versitat und am Physikalischen Institut

der Akademie der Wissenschaften in

Sofia. 1966 wurde er wegen seiner

politischen Tatigkeiten als Dissident

verhaftct. Nach einjahriger Behand-

lung wurde er befreit und wieder in

der Akademie aufgenommen. Aber

1973 wurde er zwangspensionierl,

1974 wieder fiir ein Jahr eingesperrt.

Als er 1977 die erste unabhangige wis-

senschaftliche Konferenz im Osten (In

ternafional Conference on Space-

Time Absoluteness) organisiert hatte

und Sacharow als Ehrengast einlud,

wurde er wieder eingesperrt. Diesmal

nur fiir 20Tage. Nach einem Kompro-

miB mit derAkademie und dem bulga-

rischen KGB sagte Marinov die Konfc-

renz ab und bekam dafiir cinen Rcise-

paB. Er lebte in Briissel, Washington,

Genua und seit 1982 in Graz, die

groBfe Zeit illegal ohne gultige Identl-

tats- und Rcisedokumente (seine bul-

garische Biirgerschaft wurde ihm ab-

erkannt und sein Haus in Sofia konfis-

ziert). ImWesten bekommt erkeincAr-

beitsgenehmigung.

Geld um zu Leben und Wisscn-

schaft zu treiben, verdient er seit fiinf

Jahren mit „schwarzer" Arbeit als Stall-

knecht in einem Pferdeslall bei Graz.
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DER NEWIVIAN-
KONVERTER
1ST EIN MYTHOS
von Prof. Stefan Marinov, Institut fiir fundamentale
Physik, Graz

Der Newman-Konverter wurde auf dem DVS-
KongreB in Hannover u. a. mitVideo und Dia-Vor-

fiihrungen demonstriert. Er ist in der ganzen Welt

bekannt geworden, nicht zuletzt durch den
Dauerstreit mit der amerikanischen Priifungsbe-

horde National Bureau of Standards. Eine wissen-

schaftliche Oberpriifung nachgebauter Newman-
Konvertoren ergab jetzt: Er ist ein technischer

Flop. Es handelt sich um einen konventionellen

Motor, der den Energieerhaltungssatz nicht

verletzt. Prof. Marinov weist hier bis ins letzte

Detail nach, warum Newman irrt. raum & zeit will

mit diesem Beitrag die Freie-Feld-Energie-For-

schung nicht etwa bremsen. Ganz im Gegenteil,

wir wollen Sackgassen technischer Entwicklung

aufzeigen und damit beginnen, auf diesem
hochinteressanten Gebiet der Physik die Spreu
vom Weizen zu trennen. Mystifizierung bringt uns

nicht weiter, sondern nur ehrliche Forschungsar-

beit. Dazugehort, Irrtumereinzugestehen.

as Feld der freien Ener-

gie ist ein spezielles Feld

der Physik. Die offizielle

Wissenschaft vcrtrift ent-

schlossen das Dogma. daB man den

Energieerhaltungssatz nicht verletzen

kann. und darum verurteilt sie die

,freie Energie" als Haresie und
schlieBt dieses Feld von dem Bereich

ihrer Unfersuchungen vollkommcn
aus. Also bleiben nur die sogenannten

^outsiders", die Freienergieinaschinen

(d.h. Perpetua mobilia) zu bauen ver-

suchen. Das wissenschaftlichc Niveau

dieser outsiders ist sehr verschieden,

aber, in der Regcl. sind das Leute mil

sehr groBcn Liicken in ihrer wissen-

schaftlichen Ausbildung, und viele ha-

ben iiberhaupt keine physikatische

Bildung. Das hat einige positive

Aspekte. (Einstein fragte einmal seine

Zuhorcr: „Wie macht man die groBen

Entdeckungen?" und als keine Ant-

wort knin, gab er sie: .Jeder weiB, daB
man etwas nicht machen kann; aber

da ist jemand, der entwoder davon

nichts gehort hat, oder zu eigensinnig

ist, um zu glauben, was die Well befiir-

worlpt; under macht es")

Der Mangel an systematischer Aus-

bildung hat aber auch sehr viele

Schallenseiten. Ich glaube, es ist nicht

notig sie zu zahlen. Andererseits

konnte eine effektive Freienergiema-

schine ihrem Erfindcr einen Haufcn

Geld einbringen, und weil viele sol-

che Projekte groBe Summen aus den
Taschen ihrer Erfinder verschlungen

haben, sind fast allc angeblichen Per-

petua mobilia mit Geheimnissen um-
geben, ich wiirde sagen sogar mit My-
stizismus.

Es ist also sehr schwer, die Wahrheil

in dem Dschungel von Dummheiten,
Phantasmagoricn, halb-gesaglen

Wahrheiten, Ubertreibungen und Lij-

gen zu sehen. Ich werde nur zwei

Worte ijber die Obertreibungen und
die LiJgen sagen: Sie sind von einem
doppelten Charakter: unabsichtliche

und absichtlichc. Jeder Forscher

„siehl" den Effekt, nach dem er sucht,

bevor das Experiment ihn gezeigt hat.

Und wenn das Experiment den Effekt

zeigt, sieht der Forscher ihn groBer, als

er tatsachlich ist. Und er tut alles das

unabsichtlich {jedeT verliebte

Mensch sieht das Objekt seiner Lei-

dcnschaft schoner als es wirklich ist).

Oft aber sind die Ubertreibungen

und die Liigen absichtlich. Aus ver-

schiedencn Griinden. Finer der

Hauptgrvinde ist, auf diesem Weg zu

Geld zu kommcn, um die schon ge-

baute Maschine zu verbessem oder

andere Maschinen zu bauen. Ich muB
aber betonen, daB ich in meinen zahl-

reichen Kontakten mit den Freiener-

gicforschem keiner Person begegnet

bin, die libertreibl und liigt mil dem
einzigcn Ziel, Geld zu angeln. Also die

Frcienergieforscher kiinnen Phanta-

sten, naive Leute, Bctonkopfe, Ver-

riickte sein, aber sie sind keine (oder

wenigstens bin ich solchen nicht be-

gegnet) Scharlatane. (ELs ist zu bemer-

kcn, daB unter den Hellsehern, Hei-

lern, Revolutionaren und Predigem

der Prozentsatz der Scharlatane sehr

hoch ist.)

Also konnen wir mit Stolz behaup-

tcn, daB wahrend der Jahrhunderfe

die Entwickler von Perpetua mobilia

ihre Herzen rein bewahrt haben und
fast alle haben ihr Leben mil dem ein-

zigen heiligen Wunschtrauni geopfert,

die Sterne mit nacklen Handen zu er-

reichen.

In der Literatur (Palenle, Arlikel)

sind sehr viele Freienergieinaschinen

beschrieben worden. Aber die Zahl

der Publikalionen iiber Reproduk-
tionen von solchen Maschinen ist

sehr begrenzt.

Mir ist die Maschine von Joseph

Newman noch aus der Zeit bekannt,

als er sie geheim hielt. Ich bat sogar

meinen Freund, Dr. Henry Dart III

(New Orleans -Tuscon), Newman zu
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besuchcn und mirh zu inforinieren

iiber siene F.inclriicke von dem New-
manschen „srhwar7en Kaslen", was

[>. Darl tat (Lit 1. S. 274). Spaterent-

hiillle J. Newman cjas Gehcimnis sei-

ner Mascliine un<l ich schrieb einen

kiirzen Unfersliitziingsartikel. der von

Nature aufgenommen. aber dann
nichi veroffentlicht wurde. (Lit. I, S.

322) In meinen beiden Biichern'^

widmele ich Newman mehrere Seiten

und druckle Infomiationen iiber seine

Maschine von wissenschaftlichen Zcif-

schriften, Zcitungen und direkt von
seinem Buch nach. An der Dr Nie-

pers Konferenz in Hannover im Marz

1987 testcte ich eine Newmanschc
Machine, die von dem deutschen Stu-

dent Sven Reuss nachgebaut wurde.

Ich war so beeindruckt. daR ich bei

den abschlieBenden Stunden der

Konferenz die Newmansche Ma-

schine preistc und teilte mit Sven
Reuss den 5.000 DM-Preis, den ich an

der Konferenz gewann. Nach der

Riickkehr in Graz machte ich meine ei-

gene Rcprodukfion mit dem Ziel, die

Maschine griindlich zu testen und zu

versuchen, den energetischen Kreis

zu schlieRcn, so daB die Maschine

ewig laufen wiirde (s. in Bild 1 das

prinzipiclle Schema und in Bildern 2

und 3 die Fotografien von zwei der

mehrercn Variationen, die ich gebaut

habe). Ich machte schr sorgfaltige

Messungen mit ciner perfekt konstru-

ierten Maschine. Einer von meinen
Rotoren (Bild 3) rotierte auf den spit-

zen Punkten von Uhrenachsen und
war praktisch ohne jegliche mechani-

sche Rcibung. so daB die ganze encr-

getische Bilanz nur in elektri-

schen Watts berechnet wurde. inbe-

griffcn die zerstreute ohmsche
Warme. Ich beobachlete keine Vcr-

letzung des Energieerhaltungssatzes,

weil die Eingabe immer etwas groBer

war als die totale Abgabe. mit der Zu-

rechnung der ganzen als Warme zer-

streuten Energie in die Abgabe.

Ich will die Resultate meiner Mes-

sungen alien zur Kenntnis gebcn, die

an freienergetischen Maschinen arbei-

len. Ich glaube. daB dadurch viele Be-

miihungen und Investitionen (Or an-

dere scheinbar vielversprechendc

Projekte gespart werden konnen. Und
ich mochte FaradaysVermachtnis wie-

derholen: „F)ie negativen Resultate

der Experimenle haben dieselbe Be-

Bild 1 . Schema der Marinovschen Reproduktion von der Newmanschen
Maschine.

deutung wie die positiven Resultate;

man muB sie ebenso sorgfaltig beob-

achten und publizieren."

Meine Maschine bestand aus einer

groBen Spule mit Kupferdraht (0.3

mm Durchmesser), an einem plasti-

schen Zylinder mil den folgenden Aus-

maSen gewickeit: Innendurchmesser

L3 cm, AuBendurchmcsser 25 cm.

Hohe 25 cm. Ich baute zwei solche

Spulcn (siehe Bild 3). Die eine hatte

120.000 Wicklungen und einen Wi-

derstand von 17.000 Ohm, die andere

140. 0(M) Wicklungen und einen Wider-

stand von 20.000 Ohm. Ich konstru

ierte mehrere verschiedene Rotoren.

Manche Rotoren machten selbst die

Koenmutation (d h. sie arbeitelen als

tradilionelle Gleichstrom-Eleklromo-

toren), andere drehten sich mit aufge

zwungener Kommutation (d.h. als

Synchronmotoren). Ich werde einen

der selbskommutierenden Rotoren

beschreiben, dessen Schema im Bild

1 angegeben ist. Im Bild 2. zur besse-

ren Beobachtung, ist er von der Spule

herausgenommen und an der rcchten

Scite zu sehen.

Der Rotor hat einen Neodymium
Stabmagnef (AusmaBe 4x3x2 cm)
und rofiert auf eiener Achse, an wel-

cher zwei Halbringmagnete befesfigl

sind. iiber denen sich zwei Reed Rc-

lais befinden. so daB wahrend einer

halben Umdrehung die beweglichen
Klingen von den Halbringmagnefen

angezogen werden und die unteren

stationaren Klingen konlaktieren, und
wahrend der anderen halben Umdre-
hung kontaktieren sie die oberen sta-

tionaren Klingen. In dieser Wcise ist

eine Kommutation des Siromes in der

groBen Spule durchgefiihrt, weil die

angelegte elekfrische Gleichslrom-
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Leistung (Spannung) zu den bewegli-

chen Klingen gefuhrt ist. Das bedeu-

tet: Fiir eine Umdrchung. wird die

Richtung des magnetischen Feldes

zweimal gewechselt und das bringf

den Stabmagneten in eine konlinu-

ierlichc Rotation.

Der Stabmagnet roliert gegeniiber

zwei anderen kleinen Spulen. deren

Achsen senkrecht zu der Aclise der

groBen Spule slehen (wegcn der Klar-

heif des Bildes sind die zwei kleinen

Spulen unter der Achse des rotieren-

dcn Magnets eingezeichnet), wobei

cine Wechselspannung induziert wird,

welche, nach der Gleichrichtung, ei-

nen Tell der Ausgangsleistung liefert.

Die andere elektrische Ausgangslei-

stung wird von eineni (oder mehreren)

sekundaren Rotoren geliefert, die

auBerhalb der Spule stehen und syn-

chron rotieren (ein solcher sekunda-

rer Rotor mit der Spule, in welcher

Ausgangsleistung induziert wird, ist an

der linken Seite des Bildes 2 zu se-

hcn).

Die Rotationsgeschwindigkeit ist

von der GroBe der Reibung des selbst-

kommutierenden Rotors bestimmt.

Die elektrische Energie, die in den bei-

dcn kleinen Spulen induziert wurde,

setzt diese Geschwindigkeit weiter

hcrab. Auch die Energie, die in den

Spulen der sekundaren Rotoren indu-

ziert wird. vermindert die Rotationsge-

schwindigkeit des selbstkommutieren-

den Rotors: Aus zwei Grunden:

1. die gegenelektromotorische
Spannung, die von den sekundaren

Rotoren in dergroSen Spule induziert

wird, schwacht den flieBenden Strom
ab, 2. wegen der direkten magneti-

schen Mitwirkung zwischen den se-

kundaren und dem primaren (selbst-

kommutierenden) Rotoren, wenn sie

nahe beieinander stehen.

Jedes Kind weiB, daS wenn man
zwei Dauermagnete nimmt, und den
einen im Labor bcfestigt

mit seinem Nordpol zu dem an-

deren Magnet, der an einer Achse ro-

tieren kann, dann dreht sich der bc-

wegliche Magnet um, bis sein StJdpol

zu der moglchst nachsten Position be-

ziehungsweise zu dem Nordpol dos

sfationaren Magnets kommt. Wenn
jctzt die Polaritat des stationaren Ma-
gnets gewcchselt wurde, wird der ro-

tiercnde Magnet seinen Nordpol zu

Ihm drehen. Ware man imstande,

diese .Kommutation" ohne (oder mit

kleinem) Energieaufwand herzustel-

len, wiJrde ein Perpetuum mobile ent-

stehen. Forscher haben sich hemiiht,

(ich muB aber betonen, daB die Zahl

solcher sehr gering war) Remagneti-
sierung von hartem F.isrn mit kur-

Bild 2. Fotografie der Maschine
mit primarem (selbstkommutie-
rendem) Rotor (rechts) und sekun-
darem (synchron rotierendem)
Rotor (links).

zcn aber starken magnetischen Im-

pulsen genau in dem Moment zu be-

wirken. wenn der rotierende Magnet
den ,.toten" Punkt des nactisten Ab-

stands zwischen den Polen durch-

quert. Ich hoffe, daB man in dieser

Weise ein Perpetuum mobile konstrui-

ren konnte. aber, selbsverstiindlich.

hat das Experiment das letzte Wort.

Auf Dr Niepers Konfercnz in Hanno-
ver waren zwei junge deutsche Stu-

denten, Hermann Liibers und Martin

Allerman, die sich bemijhten, ein Per-

petuum mobile in dieser Weise zu

bauen. Ihr Stand war rechts von dem
Stand von Sven Reuss.

Ein Elektroniagnct mit einer liohen

Windungszalil, mit schwachem Strom
ernahrt. scheint eine Art von „rc-

magnetisierbarem Dauermagnet"
zu sein. weil die Energie, die fiir seine

Rcmagnetisierung notig ware, sehr
klein ist, aber die erzeugle magneti-

sche Intensital konnte ausreichend
stark sein. F^iese verlockende Spur
hat Newmans Aufmerksamkeit atige-

zogen. Um Mehr Klarheit zu bringen,

machen wir folgende „kindische''

Rechnungen:

Wenn man einen Kupferdraht mit

eincm Widerstand, sagen wir, 0.01

Ohm/m (d.h. wenn der Durchmesser

des Drahtes \A mm helragt) auf einen

plastischen Zylinder von 1 m I lohe

und 1 m Umfang umwickell und beim
Aniegen einer Spannung U = I Vauf
einer Windung einen Strom I

= 100 A
flieC^en laBt, wird die verbrauchte

elektrische I eistung P = 100 W, und
die magnetische Intensjtat in dem Zen-

trum der Schleife H ^ 100 A/in sein

(genauer \()()n A/m, wic das von der

Formel H = I/2R folgt. mil. in unserem

Fall. R - l/2n). (Es ist zu bemerken',

daB ich keinen Unterschied zwischen

B und H mache, weil diese zwei Gro-

Ben physikalisch absolut identisch

sind; also verwcnde ich einen einzi-

gen Ausdruck „magnolische intensi-

tal"' und ein einziges Symbol Ji". was,

ungliicklicherweise. in dem MeBsy-

slem SI nichi zu machen ist. weil, man
B dort in Tesia miBt utui H in Ampere/
meter. Der numerische Zusammen-
hang zwischen diesen MeBeinheilen

ist 1 T = ju.!?" A/m = 10'' gauss, wobei fi„

= 4^10'; um MiBverslandnisse zu ver-

meiden. wenn ich in dem System Si

Bild 3. Fotografie der Maschine mit Rotor auf Uhrenaxen und Kaskade
zur Erhdhung der induzierten Spannung in der ..Ausgangspule".
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arbeitc, ncnne ich B .Intensilat inTesIa

gemeswen" und H „Intensilat in A/m
gemesscn")

Bei lOWindungcnunddcrgleichen

angelegten Spannung fiihrt das zu I
=

lOA, P= low. H=l()OA/m(hlerwird

die Annaherung besser als in dem er-

sten Fall, wenn die Windiingen iJber

die ganze Hohe des Zylinders gewik-

kell sind) Bei 1.000 (KK) Windungen
(in diesem Fall muB der Durchmcsser

des plastischen Zylinders kleiner sein,

so daB die mittlere Langc von einer

Windung 1 m bleibt) fiihrt dieselbe an-

gelegte Spannung zu I = 10 "* A, P =

10 'W, H=100A/m.

Ich muB unterslrcichen. daS die

Leistung (100 W in dem ersfen Fail

und 10 '' W in dem letzlen Fall) nichf

fiJr den .Aufbau" des magnetischen

Fcldes verbraucht isl (wie Newman
denkt); sie geht einlach als Joule

Wamrie in dem Draht verloren. Wenn
die Maschine arbeitel (nehmen wir

zum besseren Verstandnis an, daB die

Kommutation momentan und die an-

gelegte Spannung quasi-sinusoidal

ist), wandert die magnetische Energie

W = (1/2)1.1'', wobei L (= 3700 H in

meiner Maschine) die Indukfivitat der

Spule ist und I der maximale in der

Spule flieBende Strom, standig (mit ei-

ner Frcquenz gleich der doppelten

Drehgeschwindigkeit) von der Quelle

zu der Spule und zuriick von der

Spule zur Quelle, auf Grund der Dc-

phasiening zwischen Spannung und

Strom.

Also, fiJr das Wechsein der Polari-

tiit des Elektromagnets braucht man
keine Energie. Und wie ich oben mit

den kindischen Rechnungcn gezeigt

hatte, kann man die unvermeldli-

chen Warmeverluste wesentlich sen-

ken (in einer Spule mit vielen Windun-

gen); oder zu Null bringen, wenn su-

praleitender Draht verwendct wird.

Newman glaubte irrtiimllcher-

weise, daB dicscr kleine Energieauf

wand (der, ich wiederhole, nur in

Warme tfansformicrt wird, d.h. der

ijberhaupt nicht verloren geht) das

magnetische Feld „baul". Die Energie

W = (1/2)1.1^ fur den Aufbau des ma-

gnetischen Feldes ist schon beim Ein-

schalten der Batterie zu der Spule ver-

braucht; wahrend der Kommutation

wandert sie dann einfach zwischen

der Spule und der Batterie. Wenn der

ohmsche Widersland der Spule Null

isl und keine Verluste bei der-Kommu-

lation entstehen, wird kein Gleich-

strom von der Batterie zu der Spule

flicRcn. sondern nur Wechselstrom

hin und zuriick mit einer Phase zwi-

schen Spannung und Strom von 90".

Die eleklrische Energie, die von ei

nem im magnetischen Feldc rotieren-

dcn Dauermagneten in mechanischc

Energie transformiert wird, kommt
von der gegenelektromotorischen
Spannung (gegen EMS), die der ro-

tierende Magnet in der Spule indu-

ziert. (F.S isl zu bemerken", daB ich an-

stellc des Wortes .clektromagnctische

Kraft", das in der konvenlionellen

Physik ijblich ist. das Wort „eleklromo-

torische Spannung" beniifze, well

„Kraft" ein vollig verschiedener physi-

kalischer Begriff isl; das Vereinfachcn

und die Unifikation der Begriffe und

Symbole in der Physik sind von einer

enormen Bedeutung fiir ihr einfa-

ches Verstandnis.)

Ich werde das Problem noch cinmal

mit cinfachen Zahlen crklaren. Wenn
an einer Spule mit Widersland R = 5

Ohm eine Spannung U = 10 V ange-

legt wird, dann flicBt beim Stillstand

des Magnets ein Strom I = 2 A, und die

verbrauchte Leistung ist Pw.,mip = Ul =

fR = 20W Wenn jelzt mit der Hilfe ei-

nes Kommulators der Magnet in Rota-

tion vcrsetzt wird, wird der flieBende

Strom auf, sagcn wir, I = 1 A herabge-

sctzt, so daB die verbrauchte Leistung

auf P = Ul = 10W sinkt Von diesen 10

W werden Pw,snn^ = PR = 5 W in

Warme transformiert und Pmsrh = P -

F'wann.- = 5 W wcrden in mechanischc

Energie transformiert, die wieder in

Warme iibergchcn, wegen der Rei-

bung in den Kugellagem des rotieren-

den Magnets. Die Spannung Ug^g^n =

Pm«h/I = 5 V wird ^gegcn EMS" gc-

nannt.

Das kann man gleich nachpriifen:

wenn man ein Voltmeter zu den Klem-

men der Spule schallel und den Ma-

gnet von Hand mit der Operationsgc-

schwindigkeit rotieren laBl. dann wird

die induzierte Spannung Uind = 5 V
und der flieBende Strom bei kurzge

schlossener Spule l„„i = U„,d/R = 1 A.

Wenn die Maschine als Elektromolor

wirkt, werden die induzierten 5 Volt

gegen EMS genannt. Die hier be-

schriebenen Effekte nennt man kurz

die „Motorregel", wenn der Aufwand

von clektrischer Energie zur Genera-

tion von mechanischer Energie fiihrt,

und die Xieneratorregel", wenn der

Aufwand von mechanischer Energie

zur Generation von elektrischer Ener-

gie fiihrt

Ein Elektromolor kann Perpetuum-

mobile-Effekte nur dann zeigen,

wenn die .Motorregel" verletzl wird

(so zcigl meine Maschine MAMIN CO-
LIU' ' Perpeluum mobile-Effekte,

weil sic dicGcncralorreger verlctzt).

Die Newmanschc Maschine verlctzt

nicht die Motorregel und ich sche

keine physikalischen Griinde fur

eine solche Verletzung Wamm habe

ich dann Zeit und Geld geopfert, um
die Newmanschc Maschine zu repro-

duzieren? - Weil ich zu viele positive

Berichic uber die Newmanschc Ma-

schine gehort und gelcsen hatte und

ich glaube nur an einen Gott, dessen

Name EXPERIMENT ist. Aber ich ma-

chc immer alles mogliche, um mich

nicht in das Anbelcn des Idols AN-
GEBLICHES EXPERIMENTcinbczic-

hen zu lassen.
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In meiner Reproduktion der New-
manschen Maschine war die Motorre-

gel streng eingehalten. Das National

Bureau of Standards (Washington.

D.C.) hat eine Variante der Newnian-

schen Maschine getestet und eben-

falls die Erhaltimg der Motorregel fest-

gestellt". Der Bericht des NBS ist

schwcr zu finden und er wird von

Newman und seinem Verfechter, Ro-

ger Hastings, beslritten. Sie behaup-

len. die Priifung wurde nichf richtig

durchgefiihrt. Und wie in fast jedem
Fail mit einer Freienergiemaschine

wird hier alles mit .Mystizismus" be-

deckt. Die Priifung hat 6 Monate ge-

dauert und koslele 75.000 Dollar In-

zwischen habe ich eine ahnliche Ma-

schine in lOTagen gebaut und die Prii-

fung kostete nichts und konnte an ei-

nem Tag durchgefiihrt werden, wenn
man Ampermeter und Voltmeter zur

Verfiigung hat.

In der Variante, die im Bild 3 gezeigt

ist, verweiidete ich starke Neody-

mium Magnete (VACODYM .3.3,5) von

der Fabrik VACUUMSCHMEI2E, Ha-

nau, BRD, mit einem Energieprodukt

(BH),„,„ = 270 kJ/m '. In der Fotografie

ist nur ein zylindrischer Magnet mit ei-

nem Durchmesser von 3 cm und einer

Hohe von 10 cm zu sehen, aber an

dem Rotor montierte ich tioch zwei

solcher Magnete.

Der Rotor im Bild 3 ist selbstkom-

muticrend (s. den Kommutator im

Bild 3 rechts von dem Rotor auf zwei

langen horizontalen Stangen aufge-

stellt). Der Kommutator funktioniert

mit dem magnetischen Anziehen/Ab-

stoBen eines kleinen Magnetchens

unter der Wirkung des groBen Rotor-

magnets; das Magnetchen ist zu der

Klinge eines Relais gewandt befestigt.

Dicser Kommutator ist praktisch ohne
energetische Verkiste. Die Quelle ist

ein Transformator, ernahrl vom Strom-

netz (s. rechts im Bild 3), regulicrbar

fiir Spannungen von bis 2.50 V. Die

Wcchselspannung, iiber einen (jlei-

chrichter, ladl einen Filter, der aus

zwei Kondensaloren (jcder mit 47 //F)

und einem Widcrstand (lOOO Ohm)
bestehl und zn einer Clieichspannung

von 370 V fiihrt (der Cilcichrictitcr mit

dem Filter ist im Bild .3 zwischen den

beiden Ampermetern und dem Trans-

fonnator zu sehen).

Bei seiner Rf)talion induziert der

Starke Rotationsmagnet elektrische

Spannung in der kleinen Spule, deren

Achse senkrecht zu der Achse der gro-

Ben Spule steht. Diese Wcchselspan-

nung wird zu einer Kaskade (einer

Kombination von 17 Kondcnsatoren,

jeder mit 47 fxF. und 17 Dioden) gc

fiihrt, die die angelcgte niedrige

Wechselspannung zu einer hohen
Gleichspannung umtransformiert (die

Kaskade ist im Bild 3 zwischen den

Ampermetern und den Spulen zu se-

hen).

Die Ringangsleistung (input) ist als

das Produkt von dem Cileichstrotn l,„.

der von der Quelle flieRt, und der an-

gelegten Gleichspannung U,„ zu be-

rechnen. Als netto Ausgangsieistung

(output) betrachte ich die abgegebene

Warme in einer Last, die zu dem Aus-

gang der Kaskade eingeschaltel ist

und mit einem Widerstand gleich dem
Widerstand der groBen Spule ausge-

wahlt wurde (20.000 Ohm). In diesem

Fall aber miiBte ich auch den Strom in

der kleinen Induktionsspule messen

und die in der Spule abgegebene
Warme berechnen. Es gab auch

einige (sehr kleine) Verluste in der Kas-

kade. Um die Zahl der moglichen

MeBfehler zu verringem, schaltete ich

die Last direkt zu den Klemmen der

kleinen Induktionsspule. Weil der Wi-

derstand der kleinen Spule 82 Ohm
war. der Widerstand der Last 800
Ohm (die Netto-Leistung an einem

20.000 Ohm groBen Widerstand war

in diesem Fall sehr klein!). und der Wi-

derstand des Galvanometers 18 Ohm.
schrieb ich der Last (load) einen tota-

Icn Widerstand R,,,.^.^ = 900 Ohm zu.

Also die Ausgangsieistung P|„,„|

konnte als das Produkt von dem Qua-
drat des flieBenden in der kleinen

Spule Stromes. \\,„,t, und dem totalen

Widerstand, R|,.„h = WO Ohm, berech-

net werden.

Die als Warme in der groBen Spule

(coil) zerstreute Leistung, P^^ii, wurde
als das Produkt von dem Quadrat des

fliefienden in der groBen Spule .Stro-

mes. I„„|. und dem Widerstand der

groRen Spule. R,,,,, =20OOO Ohm. be-

rechncl. Zuletzt gab es auch eine ge-

wisse Energieabgabe in dem R-C Ele-

ment. <las parallel zu der groBen

Spule eingeschaltel wurde. um die

Funkenbildung (sparking) in dem
Kommutator zu vemiindern; der enl-

sprechende Widerstand war R^p.iri,
=

330.00 Ohm und die Kapazitat des

Kondensators C.,p,„i, = (>8 nF. die im

Bild 2 zu sehen Diese zerstreute
sind.

Warmeleislung wurde als das Produkt

von dem Quadrat des in dem R-C Ele-

ment flieBenden Stromes. L,,,,,!,. und
dem Widerstand. R^,,,,,!,. berechtiet

Ich machte Messungen bei ver-

schiedenen angelegten Spannungen
(und dementsprechend bei verschie-

denen Drehgeschwindigkeilen), bei

verschiedenen Zahlen der Magnete in

dem Rotor, bei verschiedenen Abstan-

den des Rotors von der groBen Spule

(es ist zu bemerken, daR bei groBeren

Abstanden von der Spule das Dreh-

moment, das an dem Rotor wirkt, fast

dasselbe blieb, weil die kleinerc ge-

gen EMS zu einer Zunahme des flie-

Benden Stromes in der groRen Spule

fiihrte). Ich arbeitete auch mit zwei

groRen Spulen, die in eine Reihe mil

dem Rotor in die Mille gcstelll wur-

den. oder die eine neben der anderen

mit leicht geneigten Achsen dem Ro-

tor gegeniiher Ich stellte auch die gro-

Ben Spulen in senkrechte Achsen und
erzeugte mit einem externen Kommu-
tator ein Drehmagnetfeld Fiir alle

diese Kombinationen blieb der

Energieerhaltungssalz streng beibe-

haltcn. Abb. 4 zeigt die Zahlenvon zwei

von meinen Messungen. P,,,, ist die

Reibungsleistung (friction power), die

ich als Unterschied zwischen der Ein-

gangs- und Ausgangsieistung be-

rechne. Ich hatte keine Moglichkeit

diese Leistung zu messen. aber. wie

die MeBergebnisse zeigen. ist diese

Annjdahme vollkommen berechtigt.

Ich fuhrte auch den Au.sgang von

der Kaskade zu dem Eingang der gro-

Ren Spule. d. h. ich erniihrte die

groRe Spule mil dem von der Ma-

schine er.^eugten Strom. Bei eingc-

schaltener Quelle war der Strom !,„

immergroRer als der Strom l|...,.i. Beim
Ausschalten der Quelle blieb nur der

Strom I|„.„(,um den Rotor zu drehen,

aber nach 30-40 Sekunden stopple

die Rotation. Das zeigte klar: Das

von der kleinen Spule hervorgerufene

Bremsmoment war groBer als das von

der grofk'n Spule hervorgerufene

TreibmomenI t^iese Beobachtung ist

die entscheidenste, weil hier keine

Ampeniieter verwendet und keine

Berechnungen gemacht wurden. Man
schaut nur. oh die Maschine sich ewig

dreht. Also hier kann sogar ein Kind

sayen. ob die Maschine Energie aus

nichts erzeugt. Newman glaubt. daR
alles wird gelost, wenn er das Patent

bekommt Nein. Joe! Alles wird ge-

lost. wenn die Maschine sich ewig dre-

hen wiirde.

Es ist sehr leicht. den Irrtum der

Newmanschen Erwartungen zu zei-

gen, es ware moglirh mit einer groRen

Spule einen starken Magneten mit

M/m raum&zeit 81
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MYTHOS
sehr kk'lnt'iii F-.m-ryicaiifwand mir 7\\

drrhcn Icli muf? niir eiiu's betonen:
Das auf clt>n Mayncl wirkt'tuli" Drfh

motncnt war sehr groB bt^i schr

kleinem F.n«?rgicniifwan(l fiir die F.r-

zt'iigiiiiy dps inaqnclisrhen Fcldes.

Ah<T in dcm Moment, in dem dcr

Magnegt in Bewegung kommt, lotet

die gegen EMS die angelegte trei-

bendc Spannung. der Strom sinki fast

zii Null iind dip Reschleunigiing, die

der Magnet bckommt. ist sehr nied-

rig. Wenn man den Magnet mil der

Hand beriihrt, hat man das Gcfiihl. als

ob er in Honig getaucht ware. Alinlich

ist der Fall, wenn ein Metallstiick in ei-

nem slarken Magnetfeld bewegt wird

und die indu7ierten slarken Wirbel-

strcime die Bewegung bremsen, auch

wenn die treibende Kraft stark ist

(erinnern Sic sich an das Waltcnchof-

sche Pendel!). In der NewtTianschen

Maschine gibt es keine Wirbelstrome.

sondern induzierte Strome in der fest-

stehenden Spule. die genau gegen
die treibenden Strome gerichtet sinil.

Im Resultat haben wir eine Starke wir-

kende Kraft (Treibmoment), die zu ei-

ner sehr schwachen Bewegung und
folglich zur Erzeugung von kleiner

mechanischer Energie fiihrt. Mochle

man den Magnet mit einer hciheren

Geschwindigkeit drchen. ist man ge-

zwungen. die treibende Spannung
wesentlich zu erhohen (darum legt

Newntan tausende und zehntausende

von Volt in seiner Maschine an), und
die elektrische I.eistung. die in me-
chanische [eistung narh der Forme!

Pni.rh = L),|.'.|''M '• wobei U,,,.,,,.,, die ge-

gen EMS und I der f)iet?ende Strom

sind, transformiert wurde, erhoht sich

genau nach dem Energieerhaltimgs-

satz.

Ich mochte hier eine Aussage von

Roger Hastings vor dem Subcomittee

on Energy vom .30. Juli 1%6 zitieren:

.. . . witness Newman's latest proto-

type (on demonstration following this

hearing today in an auditorium in this

building), which runs on 0.(K)()8 A at

,3(K)0 V and turns a 16- inch (= 40 cm)

fan blade at more than 5(K) r.p.m.

How much torque can this motor pro-

duce? Try to stop the motor by hol-

ding the two inch (- .5 cm) diameter

shaft. This will be not possible for a

normal human, although the motor
will never draw more than 0.003 A or

9 watts."

Motor ohne Last; Drehgeschwindigkeit 340 Umdr/min



In einigcn von seinen Maschinen

untcrbricht Newman den Strom mehr-

mals wahrend einer Rbtationspe-

riode. Ich machte das mit verschiede-

ner Frcquenz der Unterbrcchung. Das

Resullat ist nur cine Abnahme des Mit-

telstromes und des treibenden Mo-
ments. Das fiihrt zu keinem F.ncrgiege-

winn. Newman (und Hastings) be-

hauptcn weiter, daB ein groRer Teil

der erzcugten Energie in der Fomi

von hochfrcquenlen Oscillationen be-

steht. die bei der Kommutation enlste-

hen. Ich ..erwischte" diese Energie in

dem R-C Element, das parallel zu den

Spulenklemmcn eingeschaltet ist. Wie
ich oben gezeigt hatte, ist diese Ener-

gie klein im Vcrhaltnis zu der Ein-

gangsenergie.

Ich werde nicht die Newmansche
Aussage kommenticren, daB, auch

wenn der Strom von der Bafterie (in

mciner Maschme von den Kondensa-

toren des Filters) flieBt. d. h. in die

Richtung der Spannung der Batlerie,

die Batterie trotzdem aufgeladen
wird, weil man seine Leser achten

muB. Dasselbe betrifft die Ncwman-
schen Konzepte, daB seine Maschine

Masse in Eneregie umwandelt und
alle ahnlichen wissenschaftlichen Ab-

surditalen.

Zum AbschluB mochte ich nur das

folgende sagen: Die Maschine von Jo-

seph Newman war ein suBer Mythos.

leider aber nur ein Mythos. Wenn wir

rasch zu einem effekliven Perpefuum
mobile kommen wollen, muB jeder

Mythos zersfort werden. Je schneller,

desto besser.
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Editorial note . The English version of the article

DER NEWMAN KONVERTER IST EIN MYTHOS is given in the

follwoing pages, as this article can be found in no

of Marinov's English publications.

The English version of the Artikle DER KUGEL-LAGER-

MOTOR, in a more or less different form, is included

in the article ON THE ACTION AND INTERACTION OF STA-

TIONARY CURRENTS which is published in Marinov's book

THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH, Part II, third edition.

raum&zeit
ist ein Magazin, das untcr der Mitarbcit

namhafler Wissenschafller, Arzte, Na-
turheilpraktiker und Forscher Informa-

tionen vermittelt. die nicht alltaglich

und jedcrmann leichtzuganglich sind.
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NEWMAN'S CONVERTER IS A MYTH

Stefan Marinov

Institute for Fundamental Physical Problems
Morel lenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz, Austria

The field of "free energy" is a special field in physics. As official science sup-

ports firmly the dogma that the energy conservation law cannot be violated, it con-

demns "free energy" as a heresy and excludes this field completely from the domain of

its research. Thus there are only the so-called "outsiders" who construct free energy

machines (i.e., perpetua mobilia). The scientific level of these outsiders is very

different but, as a rule, they are persons with big lacks in their scientific educa-

tion, and certain are without any education at all. This has some positive aspects

(Einstein asked once his auditory: "How the big discoveries come to light?" and as

no answer came, he gave it: "Every body knows that something cannot be done; but there

is somebody who either has not heard about or who is too stubborn to believe what the

world says; and he does it"). The lack of systematic education has, however, a plenty

of negative aspects. I think, it is not necessary to number them. On the other side,

as an effective free energy machine can bring to his inventor an enormous amount of

money, and as many machines have swallowed big sums from the pockets of their construe

tors, almost all such machines are covered with secrecy, I should rather say, with

mytticAjbrn. It is thus very hard to see the truth in the jungle of stupidities, phan-

tasmagories, half-spoken truths, truths, exagerations, lies. I should like to say only

two words about the exagerations and the lies. They are of a double character: non-

intentional and intentional. Any researcher "sees" the effect which he is looking for

before the experimental set-up shows it, and if the set-up shows the effect, the re-

searcher sees it bigger than it actually is. And he does all this non-intzntloruxUij

(any enamoured person sees the object of his love handsomer than it actually is). But

very often the exagerations and the lies are into-ntionai . For many reasons. One of the

principal reasons is to come in this way to money for improving one's machine and for •

constructing others. I must emphasize, however, that in my numerous contacts with the

free energy builders I have not met persons who exagerate and lie with the single aim

to angle for money. Thus the free energy people can be called fantasts, naive persons,

block-heads, fools, but they are not (or at least I have not met such) charlatans. (It

is to be noted that between the clair-voyants, healers and the revolutionaries and

preachers the percentage of the charlatans is ucAy high.) Thus we can state with proud

that during the centuries the builders of the perpetual motion machines have preserved

their hearts pure and almost all of them have sacrified their lives with the only

saint dream to reach the stars with a bare hand.

In the literature (patents, articles) there are described many free energy appara-

tus. But the number of the publications where icptlcatiom, of these apparatus are des-
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cribed is ven.y tinUtcd. We know, however, that one swallow does not make a summer. I

think, it is highly important to repeat the alleged free energy machines and in the

case of negative (and, of course, of positive) results to publish the results of the

observations. In this way many of the apparatus alleged as "working" will be discarded

and the attention of the free energy community will be concentrated only to these ap-

paratus where there are ej^iJecX*.

I am familiar with Joseph Nemwan's machine since the time when he kept it in se-

crecy. I even begged my friend. Dr. Henry Dart III (New Orleans - Tucson) to visit

Newman and to inform me about his impressions about Newman's "black box", what Dr.

Dart did (ref. 1, p. 274). Later J. Newman disclosed the secret of his machine and

I wrote a short supporting paper submitting it to NatuAo., but the paper, although

accepted, has not appeared

(ref. 1, p. 322). In both my books^'^ I dedicated to Newman many pages reprinting

information on his machine from scientific vehicles, newspapers and directly from

Newman's book . At the Dr. Nieper's conference in Hannover in March 1987 I tested

a replication of Newman's machine constructed by the German student Sven Reuss. I was

so impressed that at the concluding hours of the conference I highly praised Newman's

machine and I granted to Sven Reuss the half of the 5,000 DM award which I won at

the conference. Returning to Graz, I made my own replication with the aim to test the

machine properly and to try to close the energetic circle, running it eternally (see

in fig. 1 the principal scheme and in fig. 2 and 3 photographs of two of the several

variations which I carried out). I made extremely careful measurements with a pcA^ccX-

tij constructed machine. One of my rotors (fig. 3) rotated on the two sharp points of

clock axles and was practically without mechanic friction, so that the whotz cncAgcttc

batcLncc. could be done in alzcJjvical (oa-tf6 only, calculating also the dissipated ohmic

heat in electrical watts, too. I registered no violation of the energy conservation

law, as the input was ahmij^ slightly higher than the total output, including in the

output the whole dissipated energy as heat.

I wish to bring the results of my measurements to the attention of the free energy

community. I think that in this way many efforts and investments will be saved for

other promising projects. And I should like to repeat Faraday's bequest: "The negative

results of the experiments have the same importance as the positive results; they must

be diligently observed and published too."

My machine consists of a big coil of copper wire (0.3 mm diameter) wound on a pla-

stic cylinder with the following sizes: internal diamater 13 cm, external diameter

25 cm, height 25 cm. I made two such coils (see them in fig. 3). The one has 120,000

turns and ohmic resistance 17,000 ohm, the other 140,000 turns and resistance 20,000

ohm. I constructed many different rotors. Some rotors make the commutation themselves

(i.e., work as traditional d.c. electromotors), other rotate by an outside commuta-

tion (i.e., as synchronous d.c. motors). Let me describe one of the self-commutating
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rotors whose principal scheme is given in fig. 1. In fig. 2, for better observation

it is taken out of the coil and can be seen at the right. The rotor has a bar Neody-

mium magnet (sizes 4x3x2 cm) and can rotate on an axle on which two lla^-r^ng magnets

are fixed and above them there are two Reed's relais, so that during half a rotation

the movable blades are attracted by the half-ring magnets and contact the lower sta-

tionary blades, while during the other half of the rotation the former contact the

upper blades. In this way a commutation of the current in the big coil is carried out,

as the input d.c. electric power (tension) is conducted to the movable blades. Thus,

for one rotation, the direction of the magnetic field changes twice and brings the

bar magnet to a continuous rotation. The bar magnet rotates in front of two other

small coils with axes perpendicular to the axis of the big coil (for the sake of vi-

sual clarity, these two small coils are drawn in fig. 1 beneath the axis of the rota-

ting magnet), where an alternating tension is induced which, after rectifying, furni-

shes a poAt of the output electric power. The other output electric power is furni-

shed by one (or more) iecondoAij rotors which are put outside the coil and rotate

itynchKonoixity (one such secondary rotor with the coil in which it induces out-

put power can be seen at the left of fig. 2). The rate of rotation is determined by

the amount of friction of the self-commutating rotor. The amount of energy induced

in its two induction coils reduces further this rate. Also the amount of energy in-

duced in the induction coils of the secondary rotors reduces the rate of rotation of

the self-coirmutating rotor for two reasons: 1) because the back elecXAomotive tenn-on

induced by the secondary rotor in the big coil diminishes the flowing current, and

2) because of the direct magnetic interaction between the secondary and primary (self-

commutating) rotor if they are put close enough.

Every child knows that if one has two permanent magnets and the one is solid to the

laboratory pointing, say, with its north pole to the other magnet which can rotate on

an axle, then the movable magnet rotates until its south pole comes to the most near

possible position respectively to the north pole of the stationary magnet. If now one

can change the polarity of the stationary magnet, the rotating magnet will turn to it

its north pole. By making this "commutation" without (or with a low) energy expendi-

ture one can realize a perpetuum mobile. Efforts have been done (although, I must note,

by a very timiXzd number of people) to make remagnetization of hcvid iron by ^hoKt but

6VwnQ magnetic pulses applied exactly at the moments when the rotating magnet crosses

the "dead" point at the most near distance between the poles. I hope that in this way

a perpetuum mobile can be constructed, but, of course, the last word has the experi-

ment. At the Dr. Nieper's conference there were two young German students who tried

to make a perpetuum mobile based on this principle. Their stand was to the right of

the stand of Sven Reuss, and their names are Hermann LUbers and Martin Allerman.

An electromagnet with a high number of windings feeded by a feeble current presents,
(

it seems, a kind of a "nemaQviiXazabte permanent magnet", as the energy needed for its
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-demagnetization is veAy low, but the magnetic intensity field originated by it itfiong

enough. This tempting clue attracted Newman's attention. To be more clear,

let us make the following childish calculations. If there is a copper wire with a re-

sistance of, say, 0.01 ohm/m (i.e., if the diameter of the wire is 1.4 mm) and a plas-

tic cylinder with a height 1 m and circumference 1 m, then by making one turn and ap-

plying a tension U = 1 V, a current I = 100 A will flow, the consumed electric power

will be P = 100 W, and the magnetic intensity at the center of the loop will be

H = 100 A/m (exactly IOOtt A/m , as it follows from the formula H = I/2R with, in our

case, R = 1/2tt). (Note that I do not make a difference between B and H, as these two

quantities are physically abi>otute.hj identical; thus I use one single term "magnetic

intensity" and one single symbol "B", what, unfortunately, cannot be done in the system

SI where, my God!, B is measured in tesla and H in ampere/meter and the numerical re-

lation between them is 1 T = yV '^/"i = lo" gauss, with vio = 47710"^ to evade misunder-

standings, when working in the system SI, I call B "intensity measured in tesla" and

H "intensity measured in A/m".) If we make 10 turns, we shall have, by applying the

same tension, I = 10 A, P = 10 W, H s loo A/m (here the approximation will be better

than in the first case, if the windings cover the whole height of the plastic cylin-

der). If we make 1,000,000 turns (in such a case the diameter of the plastic cylinder

must be reduced, so that the aveAage length of one turn should be 1 m) , we shall have

I = 10"^ A, P = 10"'W, H = 100 A/m. I must emphasize that the power (100 W in the first

case and 10 " W in the last case) is not at all conmmed for "building" the magnetic

field (as Newman thinks)"; it is simply loit as Joule heat in the wires. When the ma-

chine operates (let us for clarity suppose that the commutation is done instantaneous-
2

- ly and the applied tension is quasi-sinusoidal), the magnetic energy W = (1/2)LI ,

where L (=3700 H in my machine) is the inductance of the coil and I is the maximum
double

current flowing through it, travels continuously (with a frequency equal to the rate

of rotation) from the source to the coil and back from the coil to the source, because

of the dephasing between tension and current. Thus for chatiging the polajujtij of the

electromagnet one does not need to spend energy. And as I showed with the above chil-

dish calculations, the Inevitable concomitant heat losses can be substantially redu-

ced in a coil with many turns or even brought to zero if superconducting wires should

be used. Newman voKongly thinks that this low energy expenditure (which, I repeat, is

only VuxM^^onmed into heat, i.e., which is vxot loit at all) "builds" the magnetic

field. The energy for building the magnetic field W = (1/2)LI^ is spent when switching

on the battery to the coil; then during the commutation this energy simply tAaveli

between the battery and the coil. If the ohmic resistance of the coil is zero and

there are no losses at the commutation no direct current will flow from the battery

but only alternating current ta and ^Ko.

The electric energy transformed (I do not like this word "transformed", but inevi-

tably I must use it!) into mechanical energy by a permanent magnet rotating in the
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magnetic field of a coil comes from the back elzctAomotive te^mion (back EMT) which

the rotating magnet induces in the coil. (Note' that instead of the term "electromo-

tive f,once" common in conventional physics I use the term "electromotive temion" as

"force" is a completely different physical notion; the simplification and the unifi-

cation of the terms and the symbols in physics are of an o.xtn.Qjne -unpofitancQ for its

easy understanding.) I shall explain the problem with simple figures as above. If the

coil has a resistance R = 5 ohm on which a tension U = 10 V is applied, then, at rest

of the magnet, a current I = 2 A will flow and the power consumed will be P^eat
"

UI = I^R = 20 W. Now if by the help of a commutator the magnet is set in rotation, the

flowing current will be reduced, say, to I = 1 A, so that the consumed power will be-

come P = UI = 10 W. Of these 10 watt P^^^^ = I*R = 5 W will be transformed into heat

and P i.
= P-Pu .=5Wwillbe transformed into mechanical energy of the rotating

mech heat
magnet which will then be converted into heat because of the friction in the ball-

bearings of the rotating axle. The tension U.g^-i^
=

Ppigch'^^
= 5 V is called "back EMT".

This can be checked immediately: if we connect a voltmeter to the terminals of the

coil and then rotate the magnet by hand with its operational speed, expanding thus

mechanical energy, the induced tension will be U. . = 5 V and the flowing current at

short-circuited coil will be I; . = U. ./R = 1 A. When the machine rotates like an
1 nd 1 nd

electromotor, the 5 volt induced are called back EMT. One calls the effects described

here shortly the "motor rule", when the expenditure of electric energy leads to gene-

ration of mechanic energy, and the "generator rule", when the expenditure of mechanic

energy leads to generation of electric energy.

An electromotor can show perpetual motion effects only if the "motor rule" will be

violated (so, my machine MAMIN COLIu"*'* shows perpetual motion effects because it vio-

lates the generator rule). Newman's motor does not violate the motor rule and I do not

see cuuj phyiical gfLoand6 for such violation. Why then have I spent time and money to

reproduce Newman's machine? - Because I heard too much about the numerous poiitive.

reports on Newman's machine and I believe only in one God whose name is EXPERIMENT.

But I always do all possible to be not involved into a belief in the idol called

Alleged experiment. j

In my replication of Newman's machine the motor rule was strictly preserved. The I

National Bureau of Standards (Washington) has tested* one variation of Newman's ma- |

chine and has also registered preservation of the motor rule. This report of the NBS

is difficultly available and it is contested by Newman and his supporter, the physi-

cist Roger Hastings, who claim the test was not properly done. And as in almost any

case with a free energy machine, here again all is covered with "mysticism". So the

test lasted 6 months and cost 75,000 %. Meanwhile I constructed a type of a similar

machine in 10 days and the test itself costs not a single cent and

g
can be done in a day, if one has ampermeters and voltmeters.

In the variation shown in fig. 3 I used very powerful Neodymium magnets (VACODYM
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335) from the plant VACUUMSCHMELZE, Hanau, West Germany with an energy product
3

(BH) = 270 kJ/m . In the photograph there is one cylindrical magnet with diameter

3 cm and height 10 cm, but on the rotor I mounted also two other similar magnets.

The rotor in fig. 3 is self-commutating (see the commutator in fig. 3 to the right

from the rotor mounted on two long horizontal cylindrical bars). The commutator is

operating on the magnetic attraction/repulsion of a small magnet, attached to the re-

lais' blades, caused by the rotor's big magnet. This cormutator is practically without

energy losses. The source is a transformer feeded from the mains (see it at the right

of fig. 3) adjustable for tension between and 250 V. This alternating tension,

through a rectifier, charges a filter consisting of two capacitors (each of 47 pF)

and a resistor (1000 ohm) to a direct tension of 370 V (the rectifier can be seen

in fig. 3 between the two amperemeters and the transformer). At its rotation the

strong rotor's magnet induces electric tension in the small coil whose axis is per-

pendicular to the axis of the big coil. This alternating tension is applied to a

coicadc (a combination of 17 condensors, of 47 yF each, and 17 diodes) which increases

the applied tow alternating tension to a high direct tension (the cascade can be seen

between the amperemeters and the coils).

The input power is calculated as the product of the direct current I. blowing

from the source and the applied direct tension U. . As cleoA output power can be con-

sidered the heat delivered to a load connected to the output of the cascade which I

chose with a resistance equal to the resistance of the big coil (i.e., 20,000 ohm).

In such a case, however, I had to measure also the current in the small coil and cal-

culate the heat delivered in the small coil. There were also some (very small) losses

in the cascade. Thus, to reduce the number of the possible measuring errors, I connec-

ted the load directly to the output of the small coil. As the resistance of the small

coil was 82 ohm, the resistance of the load 800 ohm (the clear power delivered to a

resistance of 20,000 ohm in such a case was extremely small!), and the resistance of

the galvanometer 18 ohm, I considered the load as having the total resistance R-i^gj =

900 ohm. Thus the clear ouipul^couW be calculated as the product of the square of the

current flowing in the small coil, Iiq,j. and the total resistance Ri^gj/y ine power

dissipated as heat in the big coil, Pro^i* was calculated as the product of the square

of the current flowing in the coil, L„^i» and the resistance of the big coil ^^q^-\
=

20,000 ohm. Finally there was a certain energy dissipation in the R-C element connec-

ted in parallel to the big coil for diminishing the sparking in the commutator, with

a resistance R .
= 330,000 ohm and a capacitance C^

j^

= 68 nF, which can be seen

in fig. 2. This dissipated heat power was calculated as the product of the square of

the current flowing in the R-C element, L„,^k, and the resistance R^r.a»-t-

I made measurements at different applied tensions (and consequently at different

rates of rotation), at different numbers of the magnets in the rotor, at different

distances of the rotor from the big coil (it is to be noted that at a greater distance
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from the coil the driving moment acting on the rotor's magnet remained quite the same

because the diminished back EMT led to an increase of the current in the big coil).

I also drove the rotor by both big coils, put in one line and the rotor between them,

or put near one to another with slightly inclined axes and the rotor in front of them.

I put also the axes of the big coils at right angles and by an outside commutation

made a rotating magnetic field. For all those combinations the energy conservation

law remained strictly preserved. Here are the figures of two of my measurements.

Motor without load; rate of rotation 340 rev/mi

n

I. = 0.54 mA, U.„ = 370 V, P. = 200 mW
in in in

I^^.^ = 0.70mA, R^^.^ =20k-ohm, P^^.^

^spark
= 0-^0 ""^

^spark
= ^30 k-ohm, P^^^^= 53

10 mW

mW

Pout= ""•"

P, . = P. - P . = 137 mW
fric in out

Motor with load; rate of rotation 200 rev/min

^•n
= 2.3
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energetic expenditure. I must emphasize, that the rotating moment acting on my magnet

was veAy big at a veAy low energy input for originating the magnetic field. However,

dt thli \)(iKij motmni. when the magnet comes to rotation the back EMT kills the driving

tension, the current in the coil falls almost to zero, and the acceleration received

by the rotating magnet is v^fiy low. If one touches the magnet by hand, one has the

feeling as if it is immersed in honey. Similar is the case when a pi?:e of metal is

moved in a strong magnetic field and the induced strong eddy currents brake the motion,

even if the driving force is high (remember the Waltenhofen pendulum!). In Newman's

machine the currents are not eddy but are directed exactly oppoi-UcIy to the driving

current. As a result there is a big acting force (driving moment) which leads to a

very feeble motion and consequently to a very low generation of mechanic energy. If

one would like to impart to the magnet a higher rotational velocity, one has to in-

crease ^ubitayvUatty the driving tension (for this reason Newman applies thousands

and ten thousands volts to his machine!), and the electric power converted into me-

chanic power according to the formula P^^^,^ = ^back^'
"'^^'"^

^back ^^ *^^ ^^'^^ ^"^ ^"^

I the flowing current, increases exactly according to the energy conservation law.

Here I should like to cite the statement of Roger Hastings before the Subcomittee

on Energy on the 30 July 1986:

"... witness Newman's latest prototype (on demonstration following this hearing

today in an auditorium in this building), which runs on 0.0008 A at

3000 V and turns a 16-inch (= 40 cm) fan blade at more than 500 r.p.m. How much

torque can this motor produce? Try to stop the motor by holding the two-inch

(= 5 cm) diameter shaft. This will be not possible for a normal human, although

the motor will never draw more than 0.003 A or 9 watts."

If I have under my hands such a motor, then in t^Ace hauM I shall make the running

perpetuum mobile!!!! However, my measurements have persuaded me that this statement

of Roger Hastings is a blunt exageAotlon . If a shaft rotates with 500 r.p.m. and a

nofimal human cannot stop this notation, then by putting an induction coil, one will

(iai>lly induce in it an electric power hlgiiQH than 9 watts. Feeding Newman's coil by

those 9 watts, one will close the circle of eternal motion. Thus if R. Hastings (and

J. Newman) hava such a motor and spend their time and money (millions of dollars!)

to fight with the wind-mills of the Patent Office, the National Bureau of Standards

and the judge Jackson, instead of buying an induction coil for a couple of cents and

to amaze th^ whole, woitd, they are to be qualified with the highly cuphQm^^tlc desig-

nation "idiots".

At his Mississippi news conference on the 20 August 1986 in the town of Jackson

Newman demonstrated two fans which rotated exactly with the same speed. The one was

driven by a conventional motor at a tension U = 75 V and current I = 0.38 A, i.e.,
•'

c c

with a power P = U I = 28.5 W, the other by Newman's motor at a tension U^. = 2300 V

and current I^, =0.003 A, i.e., with a power P|^ = 6.9 W. According to Newman this
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was a wondcA. Meanwhile if we shall accept, f^ofi imptlcuXy' i 4afee, that there are not

alternating current dephasings and back electromotive tensions, we shall see that the

conventional motor has a resistance R = U /I = 197 ohm, and thus the power which it

dissipates as Joule heat is P' = I^R = 28.4 W, while Newman's motor has a resistance

R = U|^/I,^ = 7.66x10^ ohm and the power which it dissipates as Joule heat is P^^ = l^R^

= 6.9 W. The conclusion is only one: Newman's machine is moKe economic than a conven-

tional motor (in energy consumption but not in weight and material !), however it is not

(i.e., it cannot be) pcApeXuum mobile..

In November - December 1985 I was in the United States and stayed for 30 days in

the house of Dr. Henry Dart (his son is one of Newman's lawyers). I wished to visit

Newman but Newman did not grant me an audience. I had long phone conversations with

his editor, Evan Soule, and with his principal constructor, Dr. Ralph Hartwell, with

whom I spoke then at the Dr. Nieper's conference. I posed always the most logic ques-

tion: Why Newman does not close the energetic circle, why he loses time and money in

A^nconcZuilve. danonAtAcutiom? The answer was: "There are technical difficulties."

Meanwhile the answer is only one: This is not possible, as the total energy output

is always lower than the energy input.

In several of his machines Newman interrupts the current many times during the

period of one rotation. I did this with different rates of interruption. The result

is only a decrease of the average current and of the driving moment. There is no

energy win. Further Newman (and Hastings) affirm that a big part of the produced

energy is in the form of high frequency oscillations, because of the interruption

at the commutation. I "caught" this energy in the R-C element inserted in parallel

to the coil's electrodes. As I showed above, this energy is low with respect to the

input energy.

I shall not comment on Newman's allegations that although the current flows {)fLom

the battery (in my machine from the filter's condenser), i.e., in the direction of

the battery's tension, nevertheless the battery is choAged, as one must

steem one's readers. The same concerns Newman's concepts that his machine converts

mass to energy and all similar scientific absurdities.

In conclusion I shall say only the following: The Joseph Newman machine was a iweet

myth, but, unfortunately, only a myth. If we wish to come soon to an effective per-

petuum mobile, any myth must be destroyed. The soon, the better.
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Fig. 1. - Principal scheme of Marinov's replication of Newman's machine,
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Fig. 2. - Photograph of the machine with a primary (self-commutating) rotor

(at the right) and secondary (synchronously rotating) rotor (at

the left).



Fig. 3. - Photograph of the machine with a rotor on clock-axles and a

cascade for increasing the tension induced in the "output coil
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A name frequently proposed for our

century is the "century of information". I

think, however, that a more adequate

name would be "century of disinforma-

tion", as never in human history have

untruths been so persistently and loudly

propagated, the ways of truth so narrow

and steep and the noise barrier so high.

The disinformation and the noise which

overflow our planet are political and

scientific. This paper is concerned only

with the second, illustrated by my own
research.

First, however, I am obliged to present

a brief biography to satisfy the require-

ments of the editor of Nature who, after a

very long struggle'"*, has agreed to give

me space in Nature.

Biographical sketch

I was bom in Sofia in 1931 into a family of

rich intellectuals, active supporters of

communism. I completed a course at a

Soviet college and. after studying physics

at the Charles University in Prague,

graduated in Sofia. 1 also graduated in

electronic engineering in the Sofia Poly-

technic and in navigation in the High Navy

School in Varna. As a deck officer, 1 sailed

on Bulgarian, Czech-Chinese and West

German cargo vessels. I published a col-

lection' containing poems written in six

languages. In a book^, I have given a

mathematical presentation of the

Ricardo-Marx surplus value theory,

revealing numerous logical errors of

Marx. Briefly, in his general analysis (the

third volume of Das Kapiiol) Marx has

taken into account only the influence of

the different organic structures of capital,

which is linear, ignoring the influence of

the different turnovers, which is exponen-

tial. (The organic structure characterizes

the relation between dead and living work
"in space", while the turnover character-

izes this relation "in time".) My collection

of letters', addressed to the President of

the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

(BAS), Academician Balevski, and to the

Vice-Director of the Sofia Passport

Office, Colonel Gogov, is considered by

certain Bulgarian intellectuals as one of

the best satirical books in Bulgarian liter-

ature. The book is untranslatable and I

forbid any attempt for translation.

In the early 1960s I founded and edited

the samizdat satirical journal ladetz and,

through the international student con-

gress held in Sofia, I promulgated a very

effective proposal for disarmament "from
below"*. I was arrested and, after a

"brainspoiling", released. However, after

having written to the Bulgarian war
minister to say that I would no longer

execute his orders, I was imprisoned and
later transferred to a psychiatric clinic,

where in 1966/67 I was "cured" with horse

doses of neuroleptic drugs. When my
paranoia was healed (an extremely rare

case, as even medical students know that

paranoia is uncurable), I was released

and, after six months of "adaptation", I

was allowed to continue my work in the

Physical Institute of BAS.
My research on the axiomatics of

physics brought mc to the obvious ron-
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elusion that the relativity theory of
Einstein is wrong and that space and time
are absolute categories. I carried out two
optical experiments for the measurement
of the Earth's absolute velocity. Between
the first (1973) and the second (1975/76)
experiments, I was again "impsychiat-
rized" for about a year and pensioned as
an uncurable paranoic (the psychiatrists
realized, under pressure from the KGB,
that paranoia, indeed, cannot be healed)'
I was deprived of the right to execute any
kmd of work and I was not allowed
although a top tennis player, to become
even a court-attendant in a Sofia tennis
club.

In 1977 I organized the International
Conference on Space-Time Absoluteness
(ICSTA), which was the first independent
scientific meeting to be held behind the
Iron Curtain'-'o. Twenty days before the
opening of the conference, I was again
arrested. After many days of bargaining
with representatives of BAS, the KGB
and the psychiatrists, I agreed to cancel
the conference because fears of an earth-
quake, and they gave me a passport to
enable me to travel abroad. On 27
September, 1977 I landed in Brussels In
December 1977 I edited my first book on
physics". In 1981 I edited the first five
volumes of my fundamental course in
theoretical physics'^. In 1982 I organized
the International Conference on Space-
Time Absoluteness" and, together with
Professor J. P. Wesley, edited its proceed-
ings .

In Belgium my status as a political
refiigce was recognized, but I was soon
deprived of that status on the pretext that I

travel to the Eastern countries to carry out
political demonstrations. Since 1978 I

have been expelled from the following
countries: USA (for being a communist,
although I was invited by the State
Depariment to visit the country), Italy
(due to pressure from the Italian Com-
munist Party on the then Minister of
Interior, Rognoni, on the grounds that I

was a very dangerous anti-communist,
and for my participation in the Fifth
Antimilitarist March as the only represen-
tative of the Soviet-block countries,
during which I wrote the music and the
text of the "peace march" (ref. 3, p. 172)

and pronounced a big speech in front of
the entrance to the American missile base
Camp Darby near Pisa), France (three
times, the first in 1980 when I tried to
immolate myself on the steps of the Soviet
Embassy in Paris in a desperate effort to
liberate my Russian collegue Dr Oriov,
the second and third time on the same day
later in 1980 when I was again expelled
from Italy, and finally vandalically beaten
by the French border police and covered
with blood I was thrown again over the
border in Italy), Czechoslovakia (twice,
the first time after the organization of a
demonstration in Venceslao Square in
support of Charter-77, the second time
after having visited the then Charter-
speaker Dr J. Hajek). The Czech police,
of course, beat me vandalically. Thus I

realized that I have not to bother to turn
for a slap my Western cheek, after having
been beaten on my Eastern cheek, as the
slaps came almost simultaneously (with an
Einsteinian time synchronization) from
East and West. In 1981 I was deprived of
my Bulgarian citizenship and my house in
Sofia, one of the most beautiful in the
town, was confiscated. In a letter dated 19
April 1982 I wrote to the President
Jivcov'':

I am ready to return any time to Sofia and to show to
the court not only that my activity as a physicist, social-
ist and pacifist is not nuisable to the interests of the
Peoples Repubhc of Bulgaria, but that this activity is
of high necessity for the more rapid and radical
democratization and demilitarization of Bulgaria and
for enhancing the reputation of Bulgarian science
highly before the world. I am not Lenin to be afraid to
appear before a state court and to attempt to hide
myself here or there. I respect the Bulgarian court and
I will accept with satisfaction its sentence, even an
unjust one, as I firmly know that an unjust sentence
weighs not on the condemned but on the conscience of
the jup)'. But if you will deprive me of the possibility to
appear before a legitimate court in Sofia, this will
signify that the court is afraid of me.

In Austria I was imprisoned twice as a
vagabond and a man without identity
documents (in 1982/83 and then again in
1983, the second time under the personal
order of the then Minister of Interior, my
Partcigenossc Dr Lane (ref. 4, p. 193)).
Finally the Graz police issued me identity
documents, but the right to work in the
country will not be awarded to me for
another 20 years.

This is no joke. I must add that I never
joke, I tell only the simple every-day truth
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and it is not my fault if the truth is a

Kafkaesquc nightmare. Let me note that

in no country was 1 beaten so terribly as in

the US Embassy in Sofia, on 3 April 1974,

when I succeeded in escaping from the

psychiatric clinic. With twisted hand and

no seeing eye 1 was delivered to the

Bulgarian police"*. For seven years I then

had to earn my bread working illegally as a

groom in a stable in a small village near

Graz.

I carry out experiments (in 1984 I

measured for a third time the Earth's

absolute velocity (ref 4 p. 68)) and pay my
mail, phone calls (I made no less than 600

phone calls to Nature), and for my
own travel (I visited all important inter-

national space-time conferences held in

the past 10 years), all from the proceeds

selling my books. A considerable number
of my scientific communications have

been printed as paid advertisements^'^'^.

For 15 years, my papers have been

systematically rejected by all physical

journals of the world. Certain journals

return my letters without opening them
(for example, // Nuovo Cimento, see ref.

3, p. 165), others do not answer m_>' letters

at all. 1 have offered large sums to a couple

of journals and physicistrelativists if they

will dare to criticize me in the press. I

offered $10,000 to Nature if it would pub-

lish a negative review on my book
Classical Physics^ref. 4, p. 234). But so far

the answer is only one: no comment. Even
Academician Andrei Sakharov, whose
attitude first was positive, and whom I

visited in Moscow in 1978 and in 1987,

refused to take part. His answer was: "I

am not a specialist in the field and now I

have no time to study the problem

properly"*".

To close this biographical sketch let me
cite a part of a letter from Dr P. Rossi,

professor in history of science at Genoa
University, to the editor of Nature (ref. 4,

p. 284):

Who is Stefan Marinov? — In Ihose days when
Marinov lived in Bulgaria and organized the ICSTA-
confcrcncc Dr. Adrian Berry qualified him in the

pages of The Daily Telegraph as a very sf>ccial type of a

KGB-agent. The Economist in its two-page article

dedicated to Marinov put Marinov's physical ideas

"on the verge t)ctwecn originality and crankiness".

When Marinov emigrated to the West , Mrs Vera Rich

in a big article in your journal (Nature 271 , 296; 1978)

tried to label him as a mad man. On the other hand,
prominent European and American physical journals

published in the last years more than 40 scientific

papers from Marinov which are rcfei'ed to by many
scientists-absolutists, but, strangely enough, by not a

single relativist. A further strange fact: 15 days after

the appearance of Marinov's book The Thorny Way of
Truth, your journal {Nature 300, 566; 1982) published

a review from which it is clear that Nature considers

him not at all as a strange or mad man but as a

dangerous rival of Einstein . . . You certainly know that

Bulgaria is the Eastern country which has the scope to

destabilize the Western world (international terror,

political assassinations, traffic of arms and drugs). Is

not Marinov, indeed, a special KGB-agent, inserted

into the "Bulgarian connection" with the aim of

destabilizing Western science?

The principle of relativity

Recently" a report on an excellent inter-

ferometer experiment was published

which, as the authors claim, shows that the

velocity of light is isotropic to the first

order in V/c, where V is the laboratory's

absolute velocity. The authors state that

this is the first experiment first-order in V/

c confirming the special relativity dogma
that light propagates in any inertial frame
with the same velocity, c, along all direc-

tions. Byl et al. compare the velocities of

two light beams, one of which passes

through air and the other through a

medium. I wish to show that the formulae

used by Byl et al.^'^, leading them to con-

clude that their experiment gives a

positive effect if the velocity of light is

anisotropic, are wrong. The corrected

formulas lead to a null effect.

Consider a medium with a refractive

index n in which light propagates with a

velocity c/n, and an observer. According

to my theory"'^, for the three different

cases of motion along the direction of light

propagation, the observer will measure
the following three different light veloci-

ties (to first order in V/c):

(1) Observer at rest in absolute space,

medium moving with a velocity V:

V = c/n + V(l - \/n^) (1)

(2) Medium at rest in absolute space,

observer moving with a velocity V:

v" = c/n - V (2)

(3) Obser\'er and medium both moving
with a velocity V:

v' = c/n - V/n^ (3)
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The first effect was verified first by
Fizeau^°and I call it the Fizeau effect. The
second effect was observed for the first

time by Dufour and Prunier^' and I call it

the Dufour effect. The third effect was
first observed by Harress^^ then by
Sagnac^^ for rotational motion /or rota-
tional motion I call it the Sagnac effect. I

was the first topbserve ^"-^^ the effect for
inertial motion I call it the Marinov effect.

By! et ol. had intended to measure the

Marinov effect, but with their set-up the

Marinov effect cannot be measured.
Indeed, according to equation (3), the

velocity of light in the air of the laboratory

is c - V, while in the medium of the

laboratory it is cin - Vln^. Thus the dif-

ference in the time intervals in which light

covers a distance L in the medium and in

the air is

A/ =/,n/(7 - VIn) - Ll{c - V)
= L{n - J)/c (4)

and, to first order in V/c, does not depend
on V. It can be easily seen, using (3)

written '^ to second order in V/c as

v'= c/n - V/n^ + V^/cn^ (5)

that the effect in Byl's experiment is null,

also within that accuracy.

I have already carried out Byl's kind of

experiment for rotational motion on my
rotating disk in Sofia" '^ and shown that

the effect is null.

Let us assume that the laboratory

moves in absolute space with a velocity V.

If we now move the medium with a veloc-

ity Vf with respect to the obser\'er, we have
to calculate the velocity of light which the

observer will measure either by the help of

formula (1) as follows: v = c' + v,(l - 1/

n^) = c/n - V/n^ -\- v,{\ - \/n^), or by the

help of formula (2) as follows: v" = c" -»- \\

= c/n-{V + v,)/n^ + I'r, and we obtain v =
v", as in both cases the physical situation is

the same and only the points of view are

different. (In the last case the motion of
the observer is against the direction of

light propagation.)

When, however, we carry out the

Fizeau experiment in the moving laborat-

ory (or in absolute space), measuring the

difference in the velocities of light along
and against the motion of the medium, we
obtain 2v,(l - l//i^), while carrying out
the Dufour experiment, measuring the

difference in the velocities of light along
and against the motion of the observer, we
obtain 2»\. That's the whole story! For so

many years humanity had been unable to

understand such a childish problem!
According to the principle of relativity,

if in an inertial laboratory there are two
objects A and B and one moves object A
with an inertial velocity v, with respect to

object B, then all observed physical

effects must depend only on this relative

velocity and on nothing else. This Ls not

true! The effects in the Fizeau and Dufour
experiments in absolute space (or in the

moving laboratory) are different. The*
effects depend not on the relative veloci-

ties of the objects but on their absolute

velocities. Relativistcn aller Lander,
understand once and for ever those child-

ish formulae and throw over board the

eighty-years-old nonsense, otherwise one
will throw you over board!

In a recent article^, John Maddox, after

giving the description of my "coupled
shutters" experiment (ref. 4, p. 62), taken

from a paper rejected' by Nature, writes:

Marinov claims that his results, most recently

obtained with home-made equipment at Graz,
demonstrate thai the velocity of light is not the same in

all directions. He even claims to have been able to

delect the velocity and direction of the Earth's move-
ment through absolute space and time \sic].

None of this proves that there is anything wrong
with special relativity. It is merely a pointer to the

kinds of tests that would be necessary to demonstrate a

particular (and "weak") violation thereof.

Thus I again pose the question: Is the

positive effect in the "coupled shutters"

experiment a weak , a strong, or a devastat-

ing violation of the principle of relativity?

This question was posed eight years ago
when I wrote:

I must note that many scientists are dc^ubtful

whether I, indeed, have registered the effects reported

in this paper and of the different high-velocity light

experiments reported in the monograph". So, for

example. Prof. P. Dergmann wrote me a year ago; "I

affirm that your "coupled mirrors' experiment must
give a null result, and the effects registered by you are

due to side causes." In my answer I wrote: "If you shall

publish this opinion in the press, I shall immediately
send you $500." I heard no more from Bcrgmann.

For eight years Professor Bergmann
and the whole camp of the relativists have
remained silent (highly interesting is the

reaction of the editor of General Relativity

and Gravitj \o my generous offer'^).

In a letter dated 29 December, 1983, I



wrote to Professor B. Nagel of the Nobel
Committee for Physics as follows:

I enclose also a photograph of the "coupled shut-

le's" experiment which I constructed this year here in

Gra7. At interest 1 can come at any time to Stockholm
to demonstrate how I measure the Earth's absolute

velocity with this apparatus. My trip and the transfer

of the apparatus will be for my account.

The answer from Professor Nagel was
pretty short: "Dear Sir, this is to acknow-
ledge receipt of your letter and book, sent

29 December." One can say that there is

the case of catholic cardinals who refuse to

look at the spots on the Sun. No, the case

now is not that there are no spots, but that

there is no Sun.

In Fig. 1 I sketch an electromagnetic

experiment which also demonstrates a

violation of the principle of relativity. The
laboratory can be considered at rest in

absolute space or moving with a certain

velocity. Along the rectangular loop,with

d much bigger than h,a constant current /

flows in the indicated direction. If moving

the vertical wire with a velocity v to the

right, between the extremities of the wire

an induced motional electric tension with

the indicated polarity will appear whose
magnitude is U,„„^ = {\JiovI/n)\n{2b/ho),

where jio is the magnetic constant. If,

however, the vertical wire is kept a< rest

and the loop is moved with the same

velocity to the left, an induced motional-

transformer electric tension will appear

with the same polarity and the magnitude

Unxox-u == ZHov//>^/</^r== 0. In the first

case the calculation is done starting from

the formula for the motional electric

intensity Emoi = vxrotA, where A is the

magnetic potential originated by the cur-

rent of the loop, while in the second case

the calculation is done starting from the

formula for the motional-trartsformer

electric intensity En,ot-tr = (v.grad)A.

This formula and the term "motional-

transformer" are proposed by me. In

these two cases, the physical effects are

completely different and the relevant

formulae are also completely different.

Since the times of Maxwell, humanity has

failed to understand that when moving a

wire

with respect to a magnet and vice versa,

two different kinds of induction appear

and the difference between them is as big

as that between the Earth and Heaven.
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Moreover, when the loop and wire move
together, the same electric tension will be
induced as in the case where the wire
moves and the loop is at rest. The induc-

tion depends not on the relative velocity of

the objects, as Einstein heralded in his

1905 paper, but on their absolute veloci-

ties. The revelation of the difference

between motional and motional trans-

former induction was given by Kennard"
and by the numerous beautiful experi-

ments of my friend Dr F. Miiller (ref. 4,

pp. 46, 239,297).

The experiment in Fig. 1 was rejected

by Europhysics Letters on the ground of

the following opinion of an anonymous
referee:

There is no urgency; Marinov is paddling his own
canoe and no one else is interested. Giving him the

benefit of the doubt, the best that can be said is that he

has proposed an electric experiment which will dis-

criminate clearly between his ridiculous absolute

space-time theory and special relativity.

My comments: A theory cannot be

ridiculous. A theory can be right or

wrong. But a referee for a scientific

journal, and a whole scientific community
can be ridiculous.

Recently E. W. Silvertooth^** carrying

out a variation of the quasi-Wiener experi-

ment (the name "quasi-Welner experi-

ment" and the relevant theory are given
by me in ref. 11, p. 162)) succeeded, as he
asserts, in measuring the laboratory's

absolute velocity with a very high

accuracy. Let me note that Wiener
measured the light wavelength for the first

time directly by producing standing waves
of light and letting them act on photo-
graphic film. I term a similar method if

used for the measurement of the Earth's

absolute velocity a quasi-Wiener experi-

ment. Although a light source moving in

absolute space contracts the waves
emitted along the direction of motion, the

standing waves pattern remains without

change (of first as well as of second order
in V/c). Thus I concluded that one cannot
measure the Earth's absolute velocity

using the quasi-Wiener experiment.

One should always measure the lengths

of standing waves, that is the "two-way"
light wave-length, where all first- or

second-order effects are cancelled (as this

is the case also when measuring the two-
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way light velocity).

Silvertooth now asserts^ that he has
developed a modified quasi-Wiener
experiment which allows him to measure
the laboratory's absolute velocity, and he
claims to have obtained figures almost
identical with those obtained in my
"coupled shutters" experiment'' and close

to those obtained by measuring the slight

anistroptv of the cosmic background
radiation .

When 1 first heard about Silvertooth's

experiment, in personal correspondence,
I was deeply impresseed. Seeing that his

quasi-Wiener experiment, in which trans-

parent photodetectors must be used, is

very difficult for repetition , I modified the

method to use non-transparent photo-
detectors, and called it the quasi-

Michelson experiment, as it represents a

variation of the historic Michelson-
Moriey experiment. It takes years to con-
struct Silvertooth's quasi-Wiener experi-

ment, while my quasi-Michelson experi-

ment can be mounted in a day in any well-

equipped optical laboratory. I carried out
such an experiment in January 1987, and
remained with the impression that there
was an effect. However, analysis of the
data brought me to the firm conclusion
that in this experiment there is in fact no
effect. I shall show below that the analysis

of Silvertooth's experiment in the frame of
my absolute space-time theory leads to a

null effect as is the case in almost all high-

velocity optics experiments where a

newtonian time synchronization is not

realized"'^.

Nevertheless. I consider Silvertooth's
experiment as one deserving attention.

Perhaps I have not properiy understood
Si'vertooth's method and my attempt to
repeat it was not a physically adequate
variation of his experiment. I shall be
extremely happy if he indeed has
measured the Earth's absolute velocity
with his set-up and if other workers are
-jKI/^ ^ ,r./-,„f,V,», l,;^ ^«,-..W,

F""^'
time Silvertooth is the" only man who,
apart from me, has claimed to have
measured the Earth's absolute velocity in

a closed laboratory. If his result is con-
firmed, it lends important experimental
support to my absolute space-time theory.

I am, however, firmly persuaded that his

method is not effective and thus only by
realizing a newtonian time synchroniza-

tion by the help of a rotating axle one can
measure the Earth's absolute velocity by
an optical experiment in a closed labora-

tory, as I have done'*'^'*'^'.

I shall describe Silvertooth's experi-

ment as I understand it and then I shall

present my quasi-Michelson variation.

Figure 2 shows Silvertooth's set up.

Light coming from a He-Ne laser (A =
6,328 A) is split by a scmitransparent

mirror M] into two beams. One beam is

then reflected by mirrors M2, M3 and M5,
and the other by mirrors M4 and M^. The
two beams then cross the detector D,, a

thin transparent photoelectric sensitive

surface (about 50 A thick) deposited on a

glass plate. The two oppositely propagat-

ing light beams interfere and produce
standing waves. When the laser with

mirrors Mj and M2 is mounted on a plat-

form which is moved over a distance A to

the right, the standing waves pattern will

be shifted around the ring accordingly. I

show in Fig. 3a what will occur in absolute

space, that is, when the laboratory's

absolute velocity is zero. If the point of

separation M (mirrors Mj and M2 in Fig.

2) is at the initial position and the relation

between the light wavelength and the

geometry of the ring is as shown in Fig 3a,

there will be an antinode at the detector D
(the detector D]), thus producing
maximum illumination and consequently
maximum photoelectric current. When
displacing the point of separation M to the

position M' over a distance A = A/4,

points m' and n' (which correspond to

points m and n) will "come" to the

detector and there will be a node
(minimum illumination). In Fig. 3b I show
what will occur when the laboratory

moves with a velocity V = c/2 to the right.

According to my theory"'^, the light

velocity along and against the direction of

motion of the laboratory is Cy2 — c/(l ±
V/c), being exact within an accuracy of any
order in V/c. Thus we shall have for the

laboratory light velocity along and against

the direction of motion C] = 2/3c,C2 = 2c,

and for the respective wavelengths X|

= 2/3A, A2 = 2A. By displacing the
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point of separation M over the same dis-

tance J = Af4, points m' and n' (which
correspond to points m and n) will "come"
to the detector D and Silvertooth sup-
poses that there will be an illumination

different from minimum as he writes^":

If the transhiting member (i.e., the point of separa-

tion of the light beams M - S.M.) moves towards M>
an amount X. then the wave impinging on D, by the

route M3 will advance less than a wave {Xj > A), and
the wave impinging on Di by the route M4 will retard

more than a wave (A > /I,). Thus, the two waves will

remain in the same relative phase, but the standing

wave pattern will have shifted with respect to the

photocathode of the Hrtorinr D. Hv » firct orc'cr

amount d = X/V/c).

This assertion which represents the core

of the experiment, is not true. At the

motion of M over a distance A = X, the

standing waves pattern at Dj changes

exactly with two antinodes. Indeed, when
shifting M over a distance A = X/4 in

Fig. 3b, the vectors of the electric intensity

of the two beams at D which had the same
phases at the initial position, producing an

antinode, obtain a difference of the phases

n, and thus produce a node, exctly as in

the case in Fig. So. Figure 3b shows this

clearly.

Silvertooth, however, supposes that if

there was an antinode at D and one wishes

to again have a (third) antinode, one has

to shift the moving platform over a dis-

tance X ± XVIc (Silvertooth does not say

which sign, plus or minus, is to be taken).

Then Silvertooth puts a second similar

photodetector D2 between mirrors M7
and Mg which is crossed by the two light

beams and where the distance between
the nodes of the standing wave pattern at

rest and at motion of the apparatus is the

same.

So Silvertooth supposes that if at the

initial poisition of the platform there are

antinodes at D, and D2 and one moves the

platform, then after a certain shift A there

will be a node at Dj and antinode D2.

From the equation 2n{X ± XV/c)/4 =
(2m ± l)A/4, Silvertooth obtains n = d
2V and since n = A/{?J2), he finds V =
cXIAA, considering n as the number of

the antinodes over the distance A

.

I modified Silvertooth's quasi-Welijier

experiment to produce the quasi-

Michelson experiment (Fig. 4). Here the

laser is stationary in the laboratory, direct-

ing its light towards Mj via a mirror

mounted on the moving platform, and I

exchanged the transparent detectors by
nontransparent detectors (photodiodes).

To this end I replaced mirror M5 by a

semitransparent mirror set at the same
inclination as mirror M3, and beneath it I

put a nontransparent photodiode D,
whose photosensitive surface pointed
upwards. Then I replaced mirror M7 with

another semitransparent mirror, with
mirror M9 beneath M7, mounted solidly

on the platform which reflected the

incoming light upwards, and to the left of
M7 1 put another untransparent photo-
diode D2 solidly to the laboratory whose
photosensitive surface looked to the right,

so that M7, Mg, M9 and D2 built a Michel-
son interferometer. Now the nodes and
antinodes of the standing waves were pro-

duced on the semitransparent mirrors M5
and M7 and there was no need for the light

beams to cross the detectors. This change
makes Silvertooth's experiment so easy

that it can be mounted in a day in any well-

equipped optical laboratory.

The principle of equivalence

When performing my interferometric

"coupled mirrors" experiment"^, I estab-

lished that during different days of the

year, the absolute velocity of the labora-

tory was different, as the Earth moved
with a kinematic acceleration about the

Sun. My apparatus can, however, remain
for years in a gravitational field, i.e., be
exposed to a gravitational, or dynamic
acceleration, with not the slightest change
in its absolute velocity being registered.

According to Einstein's principle of

equivalence, an observer placed in a lab-

oratory where all masses have the same
acceleration can by no means establish

whether this acceleration has a kinematic
character (thus being due to an acceler-

ated motion of the laboratory with respect

to distant stars, for example, by a rocket

thrust) or a dynamic (gravitational) char-

acter (thus being generated by a gravita-

tional action of nearby masses, for

example, by the Earth's attraction).

For years I was unable to print the

report on my experimental refutation of
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the principle of equivalence: I received 31

rejections. Finally I found a vehicle in

India^'. Ridiculous scientific community!
Curved space, straight time! Elliptically

closed and hyperbolically open world!

Bing-bang-bong and tra-la-la! Noise,

noise, noise, terrible noise. The whole
world becomes deaf because of the noise.

Take the years 1820-1830. In that time

days and weeks were needed for spreading

the information on the experimental and
theoretical investigations of Oersted,

Ampere, Biot, Savart, Faraday, Arago,
Laplace, Davy. In our "informatic cen-

tury" for spreading the information on the

violation of four fundamental physical

laws one needs tenth parts of a century.

Energy conservation

A mnchine which vioJstsf. the ener*"' con-

servation law is the N-machine of Bruce

de Palma"^''. In fact, the N-machine con-

sists of a cylindrical magnet which rotates

together with a metal disk from whose
periphery and centre current is extracted

via sliding contacts. This effect was
observed first by Faraday in 1830, and I

term the disk rotating with a cylindrical

magnet the cemented Faraday disk. Bruce
de Palma was first to show experimentally

that the cemented Faraday disk produces

more electrical energy than the mech-
anical energy supplied for maintaining the

rotation; de Palma coined the name "N-
machine".

I coupled a cemented Faraday disk with

a Koenig-Marinov motor with the aim of

building a perpetuum mobile (the Koenig-

Marinov motor is described in detail in

ref. 4, p. 144, and represents my develop-

ment of the Koenig experiment which is

almost forgotten today). The scheme of

the machine to which I gave the name
ADAM (Apparatus Discovered in

Austria by Marinov) is shown in Fig. 5 and

the photograph in Fig. 6. The upper part is

the cemented Faraday disk and the lower

part is the Koenig-Marinov motor. I

carried out the following experiment''.

Using a boring machine (Fig. 6), I set the

apparatus in rotation at a certain rate.

When the electric circuit was open it came
to rest after a certain time. When the

electric circuit was closed it came to rest

not in a shorter time (as it must be accord-
ing to the law of energy conservation, as

Joule heat was produced by the flowing
current of about 100 A in a resistance of
0.1 mil) but in longer time. Thus the

machine gave clear evidence that energy
was created from nothing. The best results

were obtained when the Faraday disk was
filled with mercury, so that the current

was induced not in a solid but in a liquid

conductor. The electromagnetic braking
of the machine is lower than 100%, but it

is still considerable and the closing of the

energetic circle is a difficult technical

problem.

At the present time the best perpetuum
mobile effect has been obtained from my
machine MAMIN COLIU (MArinov's
Motional-transformer INductor COupled
with a Lightly rotating Unit)'''^ In Fig. 7
one of the six prototypes of MAMIN
COLIU is shown. This machine has no
electromagnetic braking whatsoever —
the electromagnetic braking is 0%.

Angular momentum
conservation

Figure 8 shows the scheme, and Fig. 9 the

photograph ofmy BUL-CUB MACHINE
WITHOUT STATOR which violates the

law of angular momentum conservation.

This machine is merely a very effective

modification of the experiment of
Graham and Lahoz^^, who were first to

observe a violation of the law of angular
momentum conservation, but did not

realize the significance of their experi-

ment. Concentrating the magnetic field in

an iron yoke and making the distance

between the condenser's plates very

small, I succeeded in bringing the whole
body into rotation (about 2 kg) with an
alternating current 1.5 A. Graham and
Lahoz worked with a constant magnetic
field and could bring their microscopic

condenser only in oscillations. I also sent

alternating current through the windings

of the magnet's coil and obtained a uni-

directional torque, as this torque is a

product of the currents in the coil and in

the radius of the "Faraday disk". As the

circuit closes through the "displacement

current" in the condenser which has no
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physical substance and thus has no mag-
netic ponderomotive reaction, the whole
body comes into continuous rotation only

because of the action of internal forces.

The machine and relevant theory are

presented in ref. 33, p. 82.

I hope that the scientific community will

show an interest in all the miraculous

machines I have constructed. D
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KIr. K Sthenic of the HULCLm M ACI lINfl WITI lOl fTSTATdU

>^ > »V\M;'TI[k IKSV " , •JH|<H>' ^'^- ' •"'""•'R':'!''" »' 'l>e MUl.CUH MACIIINn wiiiioirr
1./ \i^»ll*!m ^aajBL———«sr =*»' siaiok.

FIr. 6 PholoernphoflhcnKichinc ADAM.

Editorial note . Larger reproductions of the figures can be see on the following pages:

Figure: 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Page: 42 295 296 297 45 45 92 79 80

TWT - I
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Observation of static cicctromngiictic
angular iiiouicntiim in vacuo

G. M. Graham & D. C;. I.ahoz

Dcparlmcnl o( I'liysii-s, University of Toronto,
Toronto, Canada M5S 1 A7

Man'nov's note . In the preceding pages I give the initial and the final pages

of the historical paper of Kennard which was the first experi-

ment showing that the electromagnetic effects depend NOT on the relative velocities

of the objects (as it must be according to the principle of relativity and Ein-

stein's relativity theory) but on their ABSOLUTE velocities. Kennard's experiment

was also the first experiment which
COULD demonstrate a violation of
the angular momentum conservation
law. Indeed, if the current in the

coil will be alternating, then when
Kennard's apparatus rotates an alter-
nating current must flow in the con-
denser's circuit. This current will

produce Joule heat and thus deliver
energy. This energy cannot come
from the source feeding the coil, as

at rest of the apparatus no current
will flow in the condenser's circuit.
Thus, according to the energy conser-
vation law, the energy delivered by

the current in the condenser's cir-

cuit must be "transformed" mechanical
energy. Consequently the velocity of
the apparatus must diminish. This

will lead to a violation of the angu-

lar momentum conservation law, as a

freely rotating body brakes its rota-

tion because of the action of inter-

nal forces. One must do a PRECISE re-

petition of Kennard's experiment to

see whether such a braking will ap-

pear. If not, then this experiment
will violate the energy conservation
law.

On this page and on the next page
I reproduce the historical article
of Graham and Lahoz who first in the
world have observed a violation of a

law of conservation, namely of the
law of angular momentum conservation.
Unfortunately, Graham and Lahoz have
not understood the TREMENDOUS IMPOR-
TANCE of their experiment and have
SUPPOSED that the "opposite angular
momentum" is "taken" by the electromag-
netic field.

Uur prugrumnie of nieaNurciiienl of tmrts rdiited U> eln--

Ininiaeiietic niuinciilum al low frequencies in nuiller liiis

culniiiialed in (he first direct oliservalion of free cleclronincnelic

aneulnr inomentiiin created hy qunsistnlic and iiid<'|iriiileiit

eleclroiniiKnclic fields R and II in the vaciiiini enp of n cylindrical

capacitor. A resonant suspension is used to delect its niulion.

The observed chnnees in aneular moinentiini agree »illi the
classical theory nithin the error of ~20%. This implies Hint the

vacuum is the seal of sonielhin); in motion whene\er static liclils

are set up with non-vanishing I'oynting vector, as Maxwell and
Poynling foresaw.

In establishing tlie electroni.-iBiictic nature of liplil. Maxwell'
opposed Weber's "action at a distance" with his "dynainical"
model of a vacuum with hidilcn matter in motion. I lis lilcas were
expanded by Poynling throuph the cncrgy-flux theorem, but
relativity theory initially dealt Ihcm a blow. However, despite

Einstein's explicit reconciliation with the aether" there is cur-
rently some doubt about Maxwell's medium. It was in a rcla-

tivislic context that Minkowski' found, as a putoly mallieniatii:d

consequence of Maxwells equations, that the I ureiit/ force

density could be exactly expressed as the divergence of Max-
well's tensor i>i inciio, 1\„. decicased by tlie rale of change of
Poynting's vector:

pE i-nJxU^XT„ 'f„/i„Exll (I)

According to Maxwell Poynting ideas, the last (Minkowski's)
term in equation (1) can be interpreted as a local reaction force

acting on charges and currents when the vacuum surrounding
them is loaded with electromagnetic momentum. Einstein anil

I.aub'' observed that if equation (1 ) is integrated to all space, the

term V- 7"^„ generates a vanishingsurface integral and therefore

the system of all l.orent? forces in the Universe needs to lie

supplemented with the qitantity („ f„/un<V'"K : H>li' to

preserve Newton's third law. The opposite of this last vector is

usually interpreted as the net unlocali^ed reaction on charges
and currents due to radiation fields but, classically at least, it also

represents a real reaction force even with induction fields.

We have made, to our knowledge, the first direct <ibscrvalion

of the Minkowski term with induction fields K and 11. which are

cordined to a small volume so that the local nalitre of the vaciiittn

reaction term has also been demonstrated. I he experiment
consists of measurement of the axial torque on a cylindrical

capacitor and its ladial leads, located in an axial magnetic Ircld.

I hus E >" II is aziinuthal inside the vacuum gap of the capacitor.

The details of the capacitor and its iruiunting on a torsion

oscillator are shown in lig 1 . The ca|>acilor and its leads form a

rigid and neatly closed electrical loop. The magnetic licld and
the capacitor voltage are lime varied so that one Fourier
component of their product is locked to the resotiani frequency
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of the mechanical system, which is of suHiciriitly high 0( > tO')

to yield a measurable oscillation aniplitiule wlicn viewcti by a

>i-radian sensitive optical lever Knowlcdpe of the resonant

amplitude and frequency, moment of inertia and free decay time

(with E = 0) yield the driving torque. Ihe suspension system is

located in the vacuum interspace of a liquid helium Pewar. The
magnetic field, uniform to —2%, is supplied by a superconduc-

ting solenoid.

This technique is an extension of our previous work' on

electromagnetic forces in material media, with dielectric or

magnetic material in the capacitor. In those experiments, the

magnetic field was held fixed and the voltage was impressed at

the resonant frequency, lliis resulted in a large resonant noise

due to elestrostatic forces (at the second harmonic) which

coupled back in some degree at the resonant frequency. .The

present experiment was made possible by detuning the voltage

from resonance by ~ I 11?. using as a source the output of a high

stability oscillator. This signal (>- = 243.31 Hz) was electronic-

ally multiplied by the signal ((' = 242.18117.) from the slave

oscillator phase locked to the resonant system by the optical

lever, so that sum and dilfeience frequencies were generated.

After low pass filtering, the dilTerence signal was used to drive

the magnet. In this way, one component of the product KM was
at the resonance but {E')'" was not. The various phase shifts in

the circuitry were carefully nulled. A calibrated pick-up coil

provided absolute measurement of H. The apparatus permitted

reasonable measurements of torque over a range of about a

factor of 3 in both E and ^o'l, up to maximum amplitudes of

2x 10' Vm' and 0.3 T respectively.

Measured torques are compared in Table I with calculated

torques acting on the suspension which arise entirely from the

net Lorentz force on the current I in the radial leads which

charges the vacuum component of the suspended capacitor, that

is, a torque lti,J-l{a^ -b')/2, where a and h are the outer and

inner radii of the capacitor cylinders (~5.5 and 4.5 mm). Mere f

has been corrected for the known stray capacitance to earth

Fit- 1 (") Scale views of Ihe cop.icllor and its rigid leads ITie

capacitor is formed from two stainless steel cylinders. Ihe riRld

leads run radially to the electrodes from near the aiis. where Ihey
are fixed to 0.113 mm copper fibres, (ft). The cap.icilor clamped to

Ihe suspension system wllh polyurclhane end plates (Ihe clamping
details are schematic only). M. Mirror for optical lever; C. end
plates; P. capacitor electrodes; L. radial leads; F. fibres; W. stiH

feed wires; T, torsion shaft; U base.

Table I Calculated and oh^crved loique ampliliidc tor typical field

amplitudes (the elccliic field is given at the inner elcctiode)

Eo
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Stefan Marinov MHxanny CcprecBH^iy TopSaMeBy
I'ciicpajibiibiH CeKperapb WICC

21-ro moiiH 1986 r.
KpCMIIb

MocKBa

/toporoii TOBapum rcfp6aMCB,

KaK Ji onoBecnui (Nature, 317 , cip. xii, 26 ceiiT. 1985 r.), Ji "e iimcio iiawepeHHH

narenTHpoBaTb 3JieKTpoMariinTiii>ie BCMiibie ABHraxejin, oTKpwTbie mtioio, h h napo nx Mexioae-

MecTBy. S\ xoTeji 6bi, oanaKo, mto6w 3ro Be/THKoe oTKpbiTHe, Koropoe Kopcnin.M o6pa30M H3-

MeHHT BOO 3iiepreTin!eci<yK) crpyKrypy iiaiiicM miaHeTt,!, iiobcjio 6bi k cymecmeiiHbM nsMCHe-

HH5IM H B cTpyiciype nojnrraMecKoii n Mopaiiiiiioii luuiicio Mnpa. KaK sHeprerHMecKHM hctohhhk

aiiepr-HH, 3jieicrpoManiim{bBi BeMiibrfi flBHrarejib aciiicb, mhct, paccpcnoroweii h tieorpanHMCH

,

T.e. Bce ero "napaMCTpbi" AnaweTpajibno iTpoTHBonojio)Kiibi napaMerpaw iiomth mto Bcex H3-

BecTiibrx HCTOMHHKOB siieppHH, FipoiOTe Bcero aroMUbK. TaK mto Bequbii ABHraxejib npHeeflST

K sKoiioMiniecKiiM H nojiHTHMecKviM HSMCMeiiHnM npocTo H3-3a CBOCH cyuiiiocTH. (FlosBOJibTe npo-

UHTi^oBaTb iiaiuero yMnrejia: "HoBbie MeToz5>i ripoHSBOACTBa BcerAa npHBOAJiT k iioBbM npoH3-

BOACTOeilUbM OTIIOUieHIIHM.") Mill AOTDKUbl, OflHaKO, CfleJiaTb BCe, MTO B liaillHX CHJiaX, MT06bI

HOBbie "npoH3BoflCTBeninb!e oTiioiueHHH" npHBejiH 6bi qejioBeqecTBO kbk mowho CKopee h 6e36o-

jie3Hee k MnpoBOMy KOMMyiiHCTH^iecKOMy oSmecTsy (xpncTnaHe HasbiBafar ero "paein Ha 3eMne"),

me MenoBCK lie 6yflCT SojiHiie cnyrofi MaMona. OflHH h3 Bajwibix uiarxjB iia stom nyTH, 3to

6bCTpaH H rjiy6HiiiiaH ACMOKpaTHsauHH h jTH6epajTH3aun5i CoBeTCKoro Coiosa h Apyt'Hx CTpaH

"peanbiioro connaini3Ma" , MToCbi nocncAinfli CTaji ripocTo "counanH3MOM" . llacTOHiuuM roicbMOM

H npouiy Bac CACAaTb see ycunHa b pawKax BawHX orpaiinMennbK bosmwkhoctcm (h npHSHaro

3Ty orpanHMeHMocTb) H AaTb cBo6oAy MOHM pyccKHM KOJineraM A-py CaxapoBy h A-py OpnoBy.

B cjryMae mto CaxapoB h OpjioB He 6yAyT ocBo6o)KHenbi k Po)KaecTBy, o&bHBjiHK) HacTomnHM

IIHCbMOM, MTO H, KaK OTKPblBaTeAb BeMHOPO ABHraTeAJ! , He paspeiUajO HCn0JIb30BaTb 3TOT

HCTOMHHK 3HeprHH B cTpauax peanbHoro coAnajTHSMa. f{ yxe o6fbHBjiRn b 1981 r. , mto He

pa3peuiaio HcnojibsoBaxb aah BoeHUbix ueAeft moh kocmmmcckhh cithaomctp (aimapaT AeHCTByKiaHH

Ha H30TponnH CBeroBoM CKopocTn). OAHaKO NASA nonbsyeTcn hm, ne cnpaiunBaa Moero pas-

pemeniiH. Y mciih ueT chji npuHyAHTb NASA noAMiifiifibCH Moefi BOJie. noAo6in>M o6pa30M y mchh

He 6yAeT ciui ripiiHyAHTb BocTOMitbio cTpanbi noAMHHHTbCH MocMy 3anpeTy, eoni moh npocb6a

He eyACT yAOBACTBopena . TaK mto y Moero "y-nbTHMaTywa" TonbKO MopaniiHaJiocHOBa. R AyMaio,

OAHaKO, MTO B nacToamcM MHpe, rAe ^JUSMMecKan cuna AocTurAa ncoipaHUMCHHofi 3(}i})eicTHB-

HOCTH, eAHHCTBeilHO S^lJeKTHBHOH CHJIOH OCTaeTCH CHAa MOpEJlbHaH. MUBMe HaUieH UHBKrai3aUHH

cywiciio iiorHSnyTb. H iipciiy Bac, AoporoH Tosapinn FopSaMeB, CAeAaTb Bce ot Bac sasHCH-

mee, MTo6bi y6cAHTii cbomx Koaner b cobctckom pyKOBOACTBe, mto TaKiie jioah KaK CaxapoB

H OpnoB, c nx BbcoKoii MopajTiiHocTbio , iicKnoMHTcnbMo na)Kiibi Ann cnaccMHa cno6oAbi h ATW

TopwecTBa MHpoBoro KOMMyHHSMa. C lAyfioKoii naAewTofi, mto moh ripocbSa o hoinocni 6yAeT

yAOBjierBopcna,

Marinov's note . The English translation of this let- Hciqiciine Baiii:

ter was published in TWT-II, third

edition, p. 350 (in the epilogue).

Ctc^mh MapHHOB
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SVENSKA DAGBLADET, Stockholm, 8 July 1986

Oliktankande

nadde inte fram

- Konferensledningen vill inte s/dppo in mig eftersom jog

bar ilrdgaiott Eimteins re/ofivitefsteori, s6ger Sfehn Mari-

nov. fotOiBENKTEURENIUS

Den fristiende ocb omdiskute-
rade vetenskBpstnannen Stefan

Marinov nidde aJdrig sitt mil
- den intemationcUa konfcren-

len om allnito relativiteuteori

och gravitation.

Marinov fastnade hos Arlan-

dapolisen, eftersom ban varc sig

hade giltigt pass eller pengar

nog fbr sitt uppehSlle.

- Marinov bar sjaiv anmSIt
tigtili konfcrensen. Han betrak-

las inte som sSrskilt seri5s, men
eftersom vi verkar fbr en 6ppen
debatt hade ban beretis plats i

utstallningshallen, beriltur Ber-

tel Laurent frin den svcnska

organisationskommitt^n.
- Men vi kan omdjiigt garan-

lera bans uppehalle bar i Sveri-

ge, och vi kan heller inte efter-

skinka bans anmalningsavgift

som linnu Sr obetald.

- Konferensledningen vill

inte sl&ppa in mig, eftersom jag

vid flera tillfallen ifrigasatt

Einsteins relativitctsteori, sSger

Stefan Marinov upprfirt.

- Men den h^t gdngen kom-
mer jag fbr att prcsentera rit-

ningar ocb berakningar till en
evigbetsmaskin, dar roterandc

magncter producerar mer elek-

triciiet Ha vad som gir it fbr

att {& dem att snurra.

Nigon prototyp bar Stefan

Marinov annu inte kunnat

hygga, eftersom ban sjalv flnan-

sicrar sin vcrksambet

DISSIDENT HAS NOT ARRIVED

The freeworking and discussed
scientist Stefan Marinov has
not reached his goal - the
International Conference on
General Relativity and Gravi-
tation.

Marinov has been detained by
the police at Arlanda because
he had not a valid passport and
enough money,

- Marinov has applied alone
to attend the Conference. He is

not considered as a serious man,
but as we are for a free discus-
sion, it was given space to him
in the poster section, said Ber-
tel Laurent of the Swedish orga-
nizing committee.

- But it is not possible for
us to guarantee his sojourn in
Sweden and we cannot grant him
the participation charge which
he still has not paid.

-The organizers of the Confe-
rence do not wish to let me en-
ter, as I had many times raised
doubts in the validity of Ein-
stein's relativity theory, said
Stefan Marinov.

-But this time I come to pre-
sent drawings and calculations
of a perpetuum mobile where ro-
tating magnets produce more ele-

ctricity than they need for their

rotation.
Stefan Marinov has not cons-

tructed by yet a working proto-
type as he is financing his ac-
tivity alone.

Marinov 's note . This note was published by SVENSKA DAGBLADET after the first un-

successful attempt for explusion when I could call the journalist
Maria Holm to come to see me in the Arlanda airport. Reading the characteristic which
Prof. Laurent gives me in his answers to Maria Holm, I can add only the following:
One loses not much if one considers the truth as "not serious", however one loses too

much if one believes in a lie. Prof. Laurent betrayed me for the first time in 1980
at the 9th Conference on General Relativity and Gravitation (GR9)i Following the
example of the first dadzi-bao writer Martin Luther, I attached my "Ten Jena Command-
ments" to the wall of the Jena University (in this way I FIRST introduced the very
effective poster method in the scientific conferences). After 10 minutes my poster
was stripped down. I addressed Prof. Laurent, who was a member of the International
Organizing Committee of GR9, to defend my rights of a conference-participant (with
a PAID participation charge!) but he denied. Now he betrayed me for a second time
at GRll. It is logical to make the extrapolation that for a third time he will be-
tray me at GR 13. But will such a conference ever meet?
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Stefan Marinov TOT Maria Holm
Niederschbcklstr. 62 Advertisement Department
A-8044 Graz SVENSKA DAGBLADET

1 >i 11 inoc o on Au Ralambsvaqen
14 July 1986. 8.30 AM

Stockholm
Sweden

The telefax post of SVENSKA DAGLADET has to make TWO copies of this telefax. The one
is to be forwarded to

MARIA HOLM.

The other is to be forwarded to the

ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT.

Dear Maria Holm,

Dear Sirs of the Advertisement Department,

Until now I sent you three telefaxes. One of these telefaxes (my letter of the 10

July) ON YOUR REQUEST was repeated, as according to you the text was not well reproduced
by the telefax. As the text of my letter to the Nobel committee (according to the man
with whom the Chancellor oP^wedish Consulate has spoken) was also not well reproduced,
I sent the whole text TWO times.

As a result of so many telefaxes and of so many phone conversations (certain of them

between Dan Gordan and the people of the advertisement department with the Swedish Con-

sul and the Swedish Chancellor in Graz) until now I do not know whether you agree to

publish my letters to the Nobel Committee and to Gorbachev as advertisements ON A WHOLE
PAGE of SVENSKA DAGBLADET. Please, sent me your answer today before 11.00 AM by a tele-

fax to my name to the Central Post office of Graz. I shall pass there at 11.00 AM to

receive your answer. If it will be negative, I shall try to print the advertisement in

another journal. If it will be positive, please, inform me which will be the page
charge FOR A WHOLE PAGE. Then I shall pay the sum through my bank and I shall send

you a copy of the payment document by a telefax, so that only 10 minutes after the pay-

ment you will know that the sum was paid (my bank is near the post office). In my telefax
of 11 July I proposed you certain ways for composition of the text.

I wonder why so long time you do not send me your decision. But the most wondering
thing is that until 18.00 on 11 July no one of my telefaxes has been forwarded to Maria
Holm, although she was all these days in the editorial office. Why these tele-
faxes which have been addressed first to her and then to the advertisement department
have not been forwarded to her? Why always on the phone when I asked for Maria Holm
the answers were: "She is not in the office. She will come in the evening. She will

come tomorrow. She is in vacation and will be back at the end of the month." Why all

these answers, when she WAS in the editorial office?

I tried to publish the letter to the Nobel Committee during the time of the GRU-Con-
ference. It was possible to publish it. Anyway. Now I can await a day or two or three.

But you must answer me whether you wish to collaborate or not. If you do not wish to

collaborate with me and to earn money for your journal, please, tell me this clearly
and definitely. I can not ask for the reasons. The journal is your and you can print
only such material as advertisement which you wish to print. However, I shall be very
thankful to you, if you will present some reasons. Here the problem is about a PERPETUUM
MOBILE. There was a scandalous expulsion of a Bulgarian dissident who lingered for years
in Bulgarian prisons and psychiatric clinics. Is your journal with the fighters for
freedom and scientific truth, or your journal is with the suppressors of the freedom
and of the free scientific information? Until now I have not seen proofs that you are
on my side, excluding the note which you printed on the 8 July and which until now I

have not seen. You could, at least, send me this note by a telefax.

I repeat, I shall give you my consent for print only after having seen the proofs

and after having corrected them, if it will be necessary. I wish to print my advertisement
as soon as possible on your CHEAPEST day. If, taking into account my case, you will

decide to print the letters for a reduced charge or without payment, I and humanity will

remain thankful to you. However, I do not expect such a generosity and I am ready to

pay the whole charge for a WHOLE PAGE. Send me your answer before 11.00 AM.

Sincerely yours:' (^'''Vl Stefan Marinov
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Rigden
Niederschbcklstr. 62 AMERICAN JOURNAL OF PHYSICS
A-8044 Graz Room 240 Benton Hall
Austria University of Missouri - St. Louis

26 July 1986 »T;c.!;Pm!^,-.-,o, -.««^ MISSOURI 63121-4499

Dear Dr. Rigden,

On the 12 May 1986 I submitted to the AJP the following four papers:

1. On the action. .

.

2. Coup de grace. .

.

3. On the absolute. .

.

4. New measurement. .

.

The parcel was sent by registered mail and by air mail , but until now I have not
received your acknowledgement for reception nor any other information. I am wondering
why. Maybe you have understood that I have discovered a perpetuum mobile and now
all my papers are with the department of energy and with the CIA. I do not know
where my papers are, but I must receive AS SOON AS POSSIBLE a written acknowledgement
that the papers have been received by you in May. If in 10 days from now I shall
not receive such an acknowledgement, I shall ask the Austrian post to present
a confirmation that you have received the parcel , or, in the case
of loss (probability 0.001%), to pay the relevant compensation to me.

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement and (if possible) also your decision about
acceptance/rejection.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov
Editorial note . Here is a PART of the 12-May-letter:

I know pretty well that those papers are "research papers", as they overthrow a

good deal of contemporary physics. That is not only the theory of relativity which
must be discarded as wrong, but even the law of energy conservation is not true.

The problem is big. The problem is enormous. However, the "archive journals" do not

accept my papers, as they contradict the "theory of relativity". On the other hand

my papers are written in a very simple manner. The physics which I discuss is XlX-th
century physics. I try to explain to the reader that electromagnetism is not such
as it is in the text-books. You have printed so many papers on those topics. The
difference between my papers and all similar papers published in the AJP is only
one: that my papers are right and the other papers are in many aspects WRONG. I do
not see any other difference. Of course, my papers are written in a much more clear
language, the mathematics is very simple, the apparatus which I constructed are very
simple. Why, for example, have we to treat the paper of Gruenberg (AJP, 46, 1213

(1978)) as "didactics" and my explanations of the ball-bearing effect as Research"
when the difference is only one: Gruenberg's paper is wrong, very complicated, long,
while my explanations of the effect are right, clear, short. The same can be said
about all machines which I consider. I introduce the notion "motional -transformer
induction". Dear Dr. Rigden, without this notion and the respective formula (v.grad)A

one CANNOT explain the electromagnetic machines. The motional -transformer induction
led me to the discovery of the perpetuum mobile MAMIN COLIU (Section 15 in the se-

cond paper). Why must I be guilty that I have discovered a perpetuum mobile and my
papers rejected because this machine contradicts the energy conservation law. If

somebody has some PHYSICAL OBJECTIONS (experimental or theoretical )_ let him present
these objections in the press. But to say (as the "archive journals"do) "Your papers

contradict the principle of relativity and the energy conservation law and for this

reason they cannot be accepted", I think is unfair. Who wins if the truth will be

hidden? The scientists cannot understand my papers not because they are stupid, but

because they reject to read them. However, the college professors who are in an every

day contact with the questions of the students WILL READ my papersand UNDERSTAND them.

I am sure. Thus, I think that the unique journal which can print my papers is YOURS.
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John S. Rigden, Editor

Philip B. James, Senior Assistant Editor

Bernard J. Feldman, Assistant Editor

Room 240 Benton Hall

University of Missouri-St. Louis

St. Louis. Missouri 63121-4499 U.S.A.

AMERICAN
JOURNAI

of PHYSICS
A Journal of the American Association of Physics Teacha

i

August 6, 1986

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Niederschocklstr . 62
A-80A4 Graz
AUSTRIA

Dear Dr. Marinov:

Yes, we did receive your four papers. Since you have
corresponded on numerous occasions with me and with other
editors of AJP, you surely know that papers such as you
have written are not acceptable for publication in the
American Journal of Physics . When you write papers that
are revolutionary, when you propose new devices that violate
the known laws of physics, then these papers must be con-
sidered as research papers. Such papers as you have submitted
are in no way related to the activities of a physicist within
the teaching classroom.

I am sorry I cannot accept these papers.

[incerely

,

in S. Rigden
Editor

JSR/gls
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THE PHYSICAL REVIEW
AND

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS ]

EDITORIAL OFFICES - 1 RESEARCH ROAD <-l

BOX 1000 -RIDGE, NEW YORK 11961 }

Telephone (516) 924-5533 \

Telex Number 971599

Cable Addreet: PHYSREV RIDGENV
\

7 August 1986
I

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Nied er schtickls tr . 62
A-8044 Graz, Austria

Dear Dr. Marinov:

We regret to inform you that your latest submittal
of the four papers entitled "On the action and Interaction
of stationary currents", "Coup de grace to relativity and
to something else", "New measurement of the earth's absolute
velocity with the help of the 'coupled shutters' experi-
ment", and "On the absolute aspects of the electromagnetic
interactions" cannot be accepted for publication In the
Physical Review. This work is unsuitable for our journal,
and it would not be in the best interests of our readers
and the journal to consider any further work of yours
along these lines. We suggest you seek publication
elsewher e

.

We are returning your manuscripts.

Yours sincerely.

DiK.
D . Nord s tr om ' i'

|

Editor )

Physical Review D '

DN : cp
enc .

(PUBLICATIONS OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY)
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NOBEL COMMITTEES August 8,1986
ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES - '

STUREGATAN U
S-1H36 STOCKHOLM

Dr. Stefan Marinov

Niederschocklstr. 62

A-BoUU GRAZ - Austria

Dear Sir,

This is to acknowledge receipt of your.. ^^*.*^^
'^^.^^^..^...I^^^y....!^^^

*"^

enclosed book "The Thorny Way of Truth Part II"3rd ed

Yours sincerely,

Bengt Nagel

^

Editorial note. On the 9 July 1986 Marinov sent to the Nobel committee of physics

the letter which then he published as a paid advertisement in the

journal NATURE on the 21 August 1986.
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Stefan Marinov The Editor
Niederschbcklstr. 62 SVENSKA DAGBLADET
A-8044 Graz

' Ralambsvagen

Oft A J. irior Stockholm
20 August 1986

^^^^^^^

Dear Sir,

On the 8th July your journal published an information on my expulsion from
Sweden. In the following days I sent a couple of telefaxes trying to publish as

an advertisement the enclosed LETTER TO THE NOBEL COMMITTEE which will appear in

the tomorrow edition of the English scientific journal NATURE. I did not receive
from your journal (neither from the journalist, Maria Holm, who wrote the note on

me and was in contact with me) an answer why SVENSKA DAGBLADET does not wish to

publish this letter as a paid advertisement. I should be very glad to receive

your explanation on that topic.

I think that now, when this letter has appeared in one of the most prominent
scientific journals, you have to inform on the pages of your journal the Swedish
public opinion about my missive and give information on the perpetuum mobile
discovered by me. If you will not do this, I shall be very glad to receive your
information for the reasons.

Your journal writes enough on pollution, energy crisis, atomic piles, etc.

I beg you to take into account that one line on me and on my perpetuum mobile is

more worth than thousand lines on the above topics. Please, understand this as

soon as possible.

Sincerely yours.

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. This letter remained without answer.
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NATURE, London, vol 322, 21 August 1986

Adverlisi'inciil

MARINOV TO THE
NOBEL COMMITTEE

Stefan Marinov

A-8044 Ciraz, Austria

9 July 1986

To: Prof. Bcngt Nagel

Nobel Committee for Physics

SI 1436 Stockholm, Sweden

Dear Prof. Nagel,

On the 6th July 1986 I came to Stockholm to take pari in the

1 Ith International Conference on Cieneral Relativity and Gravita-

tion, where I had to be a speaker. My contribution under the title

"Experimental violations of the principles of relativity, equiva-

lence, and energy conservation" was printed in the Abstracts of

the Conference, I had a hotel reservation and a return ticket. The

airport police, however, did not allow me to reach the Folkels

Hus under the pretext that my pass was overdated. You know
well that governments in the Western countries make all efforts

so that I die of hunger, desperation or nervous exhaustion, as no

country gives me the most elementary human rights without

which a man cannot survive. I think it is useless to enumerate

once more that, leaving apart the Eastern counfries where I was

detained for years in prisons and psychiatric clinics and from

where, covered by blood, I was thrown in the early morning

hours over the »green border« to the West, I was expelled (certain

times also covered by blood) from the following Western coun-

tries: USA, France (thrice), Italy, Germany. In the country in

which I live now I was imprisoned twice as a vagabond and five

years its »socialisl« government does not give me a work permit.

For four years the Belgian government has refused to give me a

visa to visit my wife in Brussels and to no one of the letters of

protest and indignation there is an answer »why?«. You know all

this pretty well. The whole world knows it, as my story was narra-

ted and re-narrated in so many European journals and all rele-

vant documents, letters and photographs were reproduced in so

many of my books.

And now also Sweden, the dignified Nordic democracy has ex-

pelled me. The first attempt was made on the 7th July at 7. .10

AM. I shouted loudly at the entrance to the plane: »I am a Bulga-

rian dissident scientist. I came to Stockholm to present at an in-

ternational scientific conference the perpetuum mobile which I

discovered and which will solve the energetic crisis of the world.

Instead of hearing me and seeing my machine, Sweden expells

me. A shame for Sweden, a shame for Sweden, a shame for

Sweden. « The indignation of the passengers and the fear of the

captain for the security of the flight impelled the policemen to

give up this first attempt and to bring me back to the airport

prison. The second attempt was better prepared: at 6 PM two

specialists from the civil police escorted me to Vienna taking me
to the plane before the arrival of the passengers. I have to add

that, for the honour of Sweden, I was not locked in the toilet as it

is the practice in such cases in Soviet planes (of course, not for ex-

pulsion but for »domestication«).

I addressed the organizers of GRI I to help me and to explain

to the police that I am a world-known scientist and that my 6-

days sojourn in Stockholm can in no way be dangerous for the

security of the country. However, instead of helping me. Prof. B.

Laurent also threw some twigs into the fire. So the immigration

officer said to me: »Well, Mr. Marinov, you have a return ticket,

you have a hotel reservation, but now Prof. Laurent tells me on

the phone that you have not paid the participation charge in ad-

vance." Although 1 should like very much to, but, I am afraid, in

this case I cannot repeal the words of Jan Hus »oh, sancta simpli-

cilas".

In a phone conversation with Dr. K. Rosquist who assured me
that »thc organizers of GRI I do all that is possible to facilitate

my entrance", I said: »Dear Dr. Rosquist, I know that all GR-
people arc afraid of my participation as they realized their inabili-

ty to defend Einstein against my attacks, which are mathemati-

cally absolutely correct and experimentally splendidly confirmed.

But now I shall not attack poor Einstein with his nonsensical

principles of relativity and equivalence and his phantasmagoric

,
propagation of interaction'. Einstein is a closed chapter for me.

This time I shall attack Newton for the invalidity of his third law,

Faraday and Maxwell for their wrong closed current lines and
flux conceptions, and the founders of the wrong energy conserva-

tion doctrine. What I shall discuss now is of vital importance to

the survival of mankind. I shall present a perpetuum mobile. Do
anything to save me from the claws of the police. I beg you in the

name of Cod and in the name of science." However, the machine

of strangling the voice of the truth worked hastily. The two
James Bonds who carried out the second expulsion were well trai-

ned muchachos.
In the airport prison, before the first attempt at expulsion, I

addressed the Swedish prime minister in a short letter (I hope you
will demand this letter from the Arlanda airport): »Bcfore trying

to expell me, please, send some physicist or electro-engineer to

see and test the machine which I brought with me. Then, if this

specialist will advi.se you to expel me, do It. But not before."

To prepare the reader to understand my perpetuum mobile. I

must note that if there is a magnet at rest producing a magnetic

potential A at a space point where a wire element moves with a

velocity v, then the electric intensity induced in the wire (which I

and conventional physics, too, call »motional") is

•Wnot = *^f°'A- (')

If, however, there is the opposite case: the wire element at rest

and the magnet moving 05 a whole v/ilh a iranslational velocity V,

the right formula is not formula (I) where one has to substitute

V = - V, as conventional physics does, proceeding from the

wrong principle of relativity. In the second ca.se the induced

intensity (which / call »motional-transformer«) is

F-mot-tr = (V.grad)A. (2)

160 years after Ampere and Faraday humanity lives without

knowing the existence of formula (2). Humanity even thinks that

the electromagnetic potentials are »unmeasurable" quantites.

Meanwhile those are exactly the potentials which determine the

electromagnetic interactions. The intensities, which are derivati-

ves oHhe potentials, contain /e55 physical information (you know
well that y - x' contains more mathematical information than

dy/dx = 2x). The theory of electromagnetism which I give is

childishly simple, the formulas (which, as a matter of fact, repre-

sent a correct mathematical interpretation of the fundamental

known formulas) are legible for sophomores, the experiments can

be transported on the backs of persons without travel documents.

But strangely enough, after 160 years of electromagnetism, I am
the only man in the world who understands the essence of magne-

tism. And I was expelled in such a barbaric way from the town
which is the .scat of the Nobel committee. Terrible! Incredible!

Now I rewrite section 4 of the last paper in my book The
Thorny Way of Truth, Part II, whose third edition was issued on
the 4th July 1986 (pp. 344—346) and where I give the description

of my last perpetuum mobile.

My discovery that the seat of the motional-transformer induc-

tion may be at such points of the wire which lie outside the mag-

netic intensity field produced by the moving magnet leads to the

conclusion that induced electric energy can be obtained without

spending some mechanical energy. Indeed, at the motional induc-

tion the magnetic intensity field of the current induced in the mo-
ving wire interacts with the stationary magnet and always the

motion of the wire is braked. This is not the case with the

motional-transformer induction when the seal of the induction is

in parts of the wire which lie outside the magnetic intensity field

of the moving magnet. In such a case a magnetic interaction, and

consequently braking, is impossible.

I have constructed an apparatus where a motional-transformer

electric tension is induced in a closed wire which lies thoroughly

outside the magnetic intensity field of the moving magnet : In the

»gap« (see the figures) of a torus of sofi iron with permeability it

(my torus was made of transformator iron sheets) there arc two

similar disks consisting of an equal number of sectors of axialty

magnetized magnets. In the space bclwccn the sectorial magnets

there are sectors of nonniagncliz.ible material (I have used bron-
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ze). The one disk is solid to the torus and the other can be rotated

by an electromotor. When the sectorial magnets of the rotating

disk overlap the sectorial magnets of the solid disk, the magnetic
flux in the torus has a certain value <t> = B(S/2). where B is the

magnetic intensity originated in those »seclors<( of the torus
which »overlap« the overlapping sectorial magnets, S is the cross-

section of the torus, and I assume that the magnetic intensity in

those ))sectors<< of the torus which »overlap<< the overlapping
bronze sectors is zero. When the sectorial magnets of the rotating

disk overlap the bronze sectors of the solid disk (and consequent-
ly the bronze sectors of the rotating disk overlap the magnet sec-

tors of the solid disk), the magnetic flux in the torus is ' = B'S,
where B' = (jj'/n )B is now the magnetic intesily in the whole to-

rus and l//i' = l/ji + Ld/L(. where Lj is the thickness (the

height)of any of the two disks and L( is the middle length (middle
circumference)ofthetorus. If^ » Lt/Ljj, a case which can be easily

realized, we can assume n" ~ l.(/Ld, thus B' ~((L,/Ld)/)j ] B, and
then accept B' ~ 0, and consequently 0' ~ 0.

As

4) = /B.ds = /rolA.ds = M-dl. (3)

S S L
where L is the circumference of the surtace S, we shall have for

(he magnitude of the alternating motional-transformer electric

tension induced in a wire consisting of n turns wound on the
torus

II „,< 3A ., A,. ., A« 0-*' nBSpN, ,,,U = n^^.dl = n ^^A.dl = n^ = n^j^^^^' (4)

where p is the number of the sectorial magnets in one of the disks,

N is the number of revolutions per second of the rotationg disk

and Emol-lr = • 9A/3t is the motional-transformer induction
which easily can be presented by the formula (2) for any single

current element of the moving magnet.
It is evident that in this generator the motion of the rotating

disk cannot be braked by the magnetic intensity field produced
by the current induced in the solenoid, as this magnetic field has a
rotational symmetry about the axis of rotation. On the other
hand, as the width of the »gap« is practically 2Ld (let us assume
that the permanent magnets have quasi rectangular hysteresis

loop, so that we can set Mmagn ~>i bronze ~ I), the magnetic
intensity. Bind, originated in the torus by the current induced in

the solenoid will be very low. This machine can thus be only a ge-

nerator but cannot be a motor, because if feeding the coil by an
alternating tension, the disk cannot be set in motion. Indeed, at

different positions of the rotor I feeded the coil by very strong
electric pulses but not even the slightest motion of the rotor could
be observed.

The motional-transformer inductors of this type can be called

non-polar machines, as no pieces of the coil lie »under the mag-
netic pole«. The non-polar machines can be only generators and
since they do not brake the motion of their »rotor«, the induced

electric energy is produced from nothing. Feeding the motor by
the current produced in the coil, one can run the machine eternal-

ly, if the motor will overcome the friction of the system. I call this

perpehium mobile MAMIN COLIU, coining the name from the

words MArinov's Motional-transformer INductor COupled with

a Lightly rotating Unit.

In my apparatus there was n = 4,(XX), S = 0.(X)25 m', p = I,

and at N = 20 rev/sec I obtained an induced tension U = 3 V.
Thus I could calculate that the magnetic intensiiy in the torus at

overlapping magnets was B = 2U/nSpN - 0.03 T. The magnetic
intensity measured by a Hall probe at the surface of the magnets
was B = 0.09 T. At N = 20 rev/sec and short circuited coil, the
current flowing in the coil was I = 0.05 A, thus the entire active
resistanceof the generator at this rate of rotation was R = U/| =
60 Q (the ohmic resistance of the coil was 33 Q). A direct current
electromotor consuming together with a silicon rectifier an alter-
nating tension Umot = 6 Vand current Imot = 0.15 A (a Philips
motor 4322 010 72320) could rotate the disk with N = 20 rev /sec.
Thus the electric power produced by the generator at short circui-
ted coil was Pgen = UI = 0.15 W, while the electric power nee-
ded to run the generator was Pmot = Umotlmot = 0.9 W. How-
ever, the whole power Pmot was needed to overwhelm the fric-

tion and not a single microwatt was »converled« into heat in the
generator's coil. Indeed, by closing and opening the coil circuit
not the slightest change in current or voltage consumend by the
motor or in the rotational speed was observed. Meanwhile at

short-circuited coil the generated electric power transformed into
heat was (Pgen/Pmol)100 = n<Vo of the power put in the motor.
As the resistance of the motor (plus the rectifier) was Rmot =
Umot/lmol = 40 Q, then by connecting it in series with the coil
and by driving the machine with 20 rev/sec by the help of conden-
sed air the produced current was I' = U/(Rgen + Rmot) = 0.03
A, and the tension over the motor was U'mol =

( Rmot/(Rgen
+ Rmot) U = 1.2 V. Thus the power delivered by the genera-
tor to the motor was P'mot = Umoll" = 0.036 W, i.e., this po-
wer was Pmot/P'mot = 25 times lower than the power needed to
run the machine eternally without external energy supply. It is

obvious that to realize a perpetual motion I need to increase the
induced tension only five times. Formula (4) shows that for this
aim I have to increase the product nBp five times (leaving S and N
unchanged). This is, evidently, a very simple technical problem
(more turns, stronger magnets, more sectors). Of course, one can
reduce also the active resistance of the generator, Rgen. too. In a
second class laboratory I can construct the eternally rotating ma-
chine in three days. If until now I have not constructed it. the rea-
son is only one: a lack of workshop and laboratory, as I carry out
all my experiments in the stall where I am working »black« as a
groom.

I hope, dear Prof. Nagel, that you shall undertake the necessa-
ry intervention, so that king Guslav should present me with the
exuses of the Swedish crown for my barbaric expulsion. The dig-
nity of Sweden must be saved.

Sincerely yours, STEFAN MARINOV

P.S.: I tried to publish this letter as an advertisement in Svenska
Dagbladet, Stockholm, which gave an information on my expul-

sion on the 8th July. Although 100,000 Swedish Crowns were
deposited at the Swedisch Consulate in Graz, Sven.ika Dagbladet
refused to publish the advertisement.

Reader Servic* No. 1

1
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Miss, inventor threatens
to take device elsewhere
By Tlw Asaoclatail Pr***

JACKSON. Mias. — Contro-
vereial inventor Joseph Newman
said Wednesday that a masnive
write-in cnmpaign by MinsiRnip-
pians may be the only way he can
avoid building his "revolu-
tionary" motors elsewhere.

"I'd very much like to get this

produced m the state of Mississ-
ippi. It is something that would
be a tremendous boon," the Luce-
dale inventor said of his electro-

magnetic device. "But it's very
possible this technology will not
first be used in this country."
Newman claims his invention

could provide practically cost-
free energy to run every type of
motor.
Bui Newman's detractors,

including U.S. patent ofricials,

say his motor is impossible
because it is supposed to create
more energy than it consumes,
virilating t,hp iu^rnni\ law of
MTU

oLibfr-
modypamira ^

At a news conference attended
by about 150 people Wednesday,
Newman asked the public to
write letters to Sens. Thad
Cochran and John Stennis of
Mississippi demanding that they
immediately introduce a bill

duplicating 10 bills pending in the
House.
The House bills would grant

Newman a pioneering patent that
he has been denied by the U.S.
Patent Office. Newman said a bill

must be introduced in the Senate
to expedite Congressional action
on the issue.

Newman said he hopes the
United States will give him a
patent, but he'll begin manufac-
turing wherever he can get suffi-

cient backing first. He said U.S.
investors won't even talk with
him until he secures a patent.

However, a corporation in
another nation, which he
declined to name, has invited him
to visit within the next month
and a half

Although he has "patents
pending in most countries,
including Russia," Newman said

the nation he will be visiting soon
looks very promising.

"I won't wait at all if there's a

country that will get behind me.
I'd go today," he said, noting that
he's been battling with tiie U.S.
Potent Office for seven years.

Newman's speech was punc-

Joseph Newman, inventor of controversial energy machine.
AP PHOTO

tuated with applause and cheers
from dozens of his supporters in

the audience, including several

religious leaders.

Dan Benvenuti, one of New-
man's financial backers, said
Mississippians must realize New-
man's cause is a moral as well as a

scientific battle.

Patent officials contend New-
man's machine doesn't work. But

he charges that the tests con-
ducted by government officials

were conducted incorrectly and in

secrecy.

Newman hooked his device t<i

a fan in Jackson Wednesday,
which he said demonstrated that

it does work. Similar demonstra-
tions have "oeen given lo Con
gress, crowds at the Louisinnn
Superdome and elsewhere.
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Newman's
machine

Harahan
A significant error appeared in

the July ^I news story on Joseph

Newman's continuing effort to

obtain a patent for his energy

machine. Mr. Newman has never

claimed that his machine "pro-

duces more energy than it con-

sumes, in defiance of conven-

tional laws of physics," as

reported by Rick Raber of your

Washington bureau.

In his many lectures and dem-
onstrations and as explained in

much detail in his book, Mr.
Newman has in fact argued pre-

. cisely the opposite — ^his"
machine does riot pntduce .some-

"_thi"g from nothing, but instead
\ sppps as a rnt.nlyst to the release

^_j^. an rnnrmous heretiilore
iipljipppfl hut existing source of

I energy

—

This machine is not a "Ftube

Goldberg" device. It was built to

demonstrate a natural phenome-
non discovered by Mr. Newman
by using the scientific method.

Certain bureaucrats would like

us to believe Mr. Newman's
claims are impossible simply
because they are unable to

explain them. Regardless of

whether this stems from deceit

or merely their incompetence,
you would render your render-

ship better service by repre-

senting such views as opinion

rather than fact.

Richard P. Stona

SCIENCE, Washington, D. C.

vol. 233, p. 154, 11 July 1986

Newman's "Energy
Output"
Machine Put to the Test

VVTiat's a device with a battery pack, a

magnet, and a coil wired together? For the

past 6 years, Joseph Newman, an inventor

from Mis.sissippi, has been loudly proclaim-

ing that it's a revolutionary machine which

produces more power than it u.scs. The
National Bureau of Standards recently is-

sued its own verdict after analyzing New-

man's machine: "In none of tests did the

device's approach 100%. . . . Our results are

clear and unequivocal," the bureau said.

Newman has gone to great lengths to try

to win a patent on his energy output ma-

chine. When the U.S. Patent and Trademark

Office indicated in 1984 that the device did

not work, Newman sued the agency. He
hired a publicist, and the media often por-

trayed him as an underdog pined against the

scientific establishment. Then the court or-

dered Newman to submit the machine to

the National Bureau of Standards for test-

ing. Newman reluctantly complied.

A physicist and two electrical engineers

from the bureau tested the machine in a

variet\' of wavs to mc.isure its cncrgii' input

and output and used instrumentation' that is

comnKMi in research engineering laN)ra-

tories. The sole power source of the device

was 1 16 9-volt batteries. According to the

test results," the de\ice's efficiency ranged

from 27 to 67%, depending on the voltage,

the power drawn from the device, and the

condition of insulating tape on one of the

paru. (The tape kept burning from sparkj

generated by the machine, which caascd the

efficiency to drop and had to be replaced

ftrquently.)

^ According to John Lyons, direaor of the

bureau's National Engineering Laboratory,

the device basically converted diren current

to alternating current. He noted that there

Newman's machine did not match hit

claims, fedrral scuntistj lay.

are several machines already on the market

that do the same thing, but they run at 90%
efficiency or higher.

Newman had court permission to observe

the bureau's tests, but ne\'er appeared for

any of the experiments, which were cim-

ducted between March and June. His

spokesman Evan Soulc said Newman will

ask the court to order the testing of the test

equipment. Newman said in an interview, "I

have no respect for the National Bureau of

Standards. This is a conspiracv- ag.\inst me."

The testing cost the bureau $75,000,

which it hopes to recoup from the patent

office. The patent office will submit the

results to US Pisrria ("xnirt for the Oistria

of Columbia, which will try the case in

December, a MARroWB Sun

•Ri-p..n ..f TtMt on Io«-ph No»riij

IVpjmucnl iM ( omnxric. N'jtioiijl

dlr.lv NBSIR R66 .?405. |un<r IVIW)
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Zcllung

Samilag
8«pltmb«r 19M Anzeige

MARINOV AN WALDHEIM
Sehr geehrter Herr Prasidenll

Ich wiiS woM. daS Sit lui die Handlungtn iti

6t(errfich)ichtfl Regicrung nicht verintwottlich

lind Ich wtrd« (nir sbar eilsubpn. di« fotgenda

Geichirhit ru •riahltn'dn Jouinalisl hal dam Frant

Joseph I die Fiage golelll Welche itl. Majesiat.

oach Ihier Memung. Ihre HauptpllicM alt Komg?
'

Die Aniwoit det •llin Mannei Itulele: ..Wo ich nuf

kann und wit ich nu( kann mtin Volli vor dtn Hand-

lungan mtifiti Mmiittr ru verleidigen.
"

Ohwohl ich Gulgare bin und leit funf Jahren —
nach Auiweisungen aus der TschrchosloMakei

Imeimal). USA. Ftanlifeich (dreimall. Ilalien.

Oeulsthland — ohnt legliche burgeilichen Rechtt

ilt Vagabund in Oiltrreich lebe. glaube ich. ich bin

ichon em wmtiges Teilchen Ihres Vollies gewotden.

Und well Sie. Iiebet Of Waldheim. nui em Piasident

und liem Komg smd. hoien Sif . bille. wenigslens ru.

was die Wienei Mimslei mil mii machen.

Die bsleneichische Regierung vefsuchte noch im

Jahie 1982. mich ausruwaisen Ich habe rnei Mog-

lirhheilen voigeschlagen 1 Btilgatien, wo ich gebo-

ren bin. wo ich jahielartg in den Keihern Lnd psych-

ietiischen Klimhen gesessen bin. wo mir meine Bur-

fefschall weggenommen woiden ist. mein Haus

onfisrien und wo ich In meiner Abwesenheit ver-

tieilt bin (die bulgaiische Regieiung sag! mir nichi

die ffist. abei sie ist normal rehn Jahre) 2 Belgien.

wo meine Fran, belgische Buigeiin. lebl und wo ich

hii dtei Jahit polmsches Asyl hatle. das mir wah-

rend memes Aulenlhalles in Osleireich genommen
wuide. obwohl ich nichi gegen die GeseUe Belgians

veisloRen hatte.

Get Veisuch lur die Ausweisung scheitertt llnfor-

fflation in der ..Kleinen Zeitung" vom 29. September

1982) Oie Vollsliecliung memes AulenlhallsveibO'

tes wurde bis rum 31 Oprember 1982 aufgeschoben.

und ich reiste am 29 Oerember illegal nach Belgien.

Oie'Oeulschen haben mich erwischl und gegen mei-

ntn Willen nach Osterreich ausgeliefeit Die bster-

rtichischt Regierung sperrte mich wie einen Affen

In das Salrbuiger Geiangnis. und nur nach der An-

kunft memes Rechtsanwalts. Dr Fodor aus Gra7,

und nach einer Geldslrale (wofur?) wurde ich auf

(reien FuB gestut (selbstveistandlich weiter ohnt

(ultige Idenlilit und Reisedoliumente|.

Dann. im April 1983. wurde ich als Vagabund In

das Grarer Gefangnis gespeirl Diesmsl unter dem
Mrsonljchtn Btfehl des damaligtn Innenministeii

Dr Lane (Infoimation in meinem Brief an Lane vom

Matinov ili Juile in dem Filn ..Johannti Ptulot II.". In Kmgi kaH Marino* leinan Eharn, dia in dtn

Raihen dei damali iHegalcn biilgailsctien Kommunlstisclian Partei gagen dan Faichismut liaaipllen.

Schant del latiten Petpeluum mobile MAMIN

COIIU. dti Marinot gebsut bat In dem SchliU

linei Eiienlonis bellnden ilch mei ehnlicba

Scbeiben. die aai Magnel- und Btoniesekloran

kitahtn Wann die eine Scbiiba mil einen Elet

Iromolot lolieit wild, wild in der Spule Spannung

indurierl. Bei ollener und geschlossener Sputa

rotiert die Scheibe mil geniu deriDlben Schwietig'

keit alio diese Maichina hat nor Generalorellelil

tber keinen Motoiettekt (kein eiekiromotorischei

liamiin). Darum. wenn man den treibenden Elek-

liDmolot mit dar arieugten Spannung arnahtl kann

ilt Maicbint all Perpeiuum mobile laulen. In den

irai ton Matinof gebauien Modellen itl dia ti-

laugta Spannung noch kleiner alt die Spannung.

die del Motor braocbl Abet wenn Minister Blecba

faa aman PaA gaban wird. Nird Minnoi dann n
dar Vacuumichneira nach Hanao (BROj lahten.

dort Neodyniiom Magnele kaulen. und in drai bit

fiei Tagen aiiid dia Matchme icbon gam luclitig

Inlen.

9. Apiil 1983. in seiner Antwort vom 9 Mai 1983 und

in emem ausfuhrlichen Aiiikel auf anderthalb Seiten

der ..Kleinen Zeitung" uber diese schandhalte Gt-

chichle vom 10 April 1983 Oie obengenannten

Briele sind in meinem Such ..The Thorny Way of

Truth '. Part II. vorolfentlichl).

Im Sommer des Jahres 1964 muAte ich ru tinem

wissenschaftlichen KongreR nach Italien lahren Am
10 Jul! 1984 schiieb ich an Innenminister Blecha

(der Brief ist veroffentlicht in dem obengenannten

Buch) im Falle. dall die osterieichische Re-

gierung mir kein guliigea Reisedokument gtben

wird. . . werde ich gezwungen sein. die ostertei-

chisch italienische Grenre illegal ru uberqueren. tm

Falle. daR ich an der Grenre verhallel (wit im Oe-

rember 1982. als ich lu meiner Fiau illegal uber

Salrburg fahren wollre). vefletrt Oder erschossen

weide. wird die ganre Veiantwoitung auf Sie per-

tonlich und auf die osterieichische Regierung fal-

len."

Oet Brief blieb ohne Antworl Im Juti dieses Jab-

res muBte ich ru einem wisspnschaftlichen KongreS

nach Stockholm fehien Am 29 Juni 1986 tchiieb

ich an Minister Blecha: ..Auf mtinen Brief vom
10 Juli 1964 habe ich keine Antwort von Ihnen

eihallen Also lelste ich nach Italien illegal Bei der

Rucklahrl slellte ich mich bei dei Grenrpolirei in

Villach als illegalei Einwanderei v«i und verlangte.

daB man mich nach Ttaiskirchen eskortieit von

Villaph wurde ich nur nach Klagenfurt geschickt. wo
man mich bei der Fremdenpolirei auslachte. denn

wie kann ich illegal nach Osterreich einreisen. wenn

ich schon seit funf Jahren in Osletieich lebe Und

die Fiemdenpoliiei waif mich (ohne Gewalt anru-

wenden) tut die Strafie. Am 6. Jult muB ich in

Stockholm sein. um an der internationalen Konle-

renr iiber Relativitat und Gravilalion teilrunehmen.

wo ich Sprecher bin Aber die Grarer Polirei will

meinen FiemdenpaB nicht veilangern (seme Gultig-

kiit ist am t April abgelaulen) Ich bitte Sie. Heir

Minister, so schnell wie moglich das Noiige ru tun.

dtB ich diesen PaS (mil verlangeilei Gultigkeit ode)

ohne) in die ttande bekomme. sons! muB ich auch

nach Schweden illegal fahien. und bis nach Schwt-

den find viele Gienren ru ubeiqueren und tuch tin

Meei Schweden ist nichI llalieni . An der Konft-

lenr in Stockholm will ich mein Peipetuum mobilt

demonstneien Sain GewichI ist 25 Kilo Httr Mini-

ster, wenn sie ein biBchen erwas von Grenien und

Gewicht versteben. dann wurden Sie sehen. dafl ti

lehr schwei sem wird. mit diesei Maschine auf dem
Rucken illegal nach Schweden ru leistn Wtnn ich

aber das Ookumeni nIcht bekomme. wiidl ich fth-

rtn. Wtnn ich an Irgendeinei Gienrt tischossen

wtidt odti tonsiwai passititn wild, wild dit gtntt

Vtitnwoitung lul Sit peisonlicb fallen
"

Oer Brief blieb ohm Antwort Ich fuhr nach

Schweden illegal und wurde doit erwischt Der erstt

Veisuch lui die Ausweisung scheiteitt Ich schrit

Itut in dem Flugieug ..I tm t Bulgaiian dissidint

tciintist I camt lo Stockholm lo pitstnt at tn

Inteinational scientific confeience the perpeiuum

mobile which I discovtitd tnd which wilt solve tht

tneigeric crisis in the woild Instead of heaiing mt
and seeing my machine. Sweden eipells ma A sha-

me tor Sweden, a shame for Sweden, t shame for

Swedenl' Die Cmpoiung der Fahrgostt und dit

Fuicht del Kapitans um dit Sicheiheil des Fluges

rwangen dit Polirei, den ersten Versuch tufrugt

ben. Abends aber nahmen rwei James Bond von der

Zivilpoli/ei mich in ihre Mande und lieleiten mich an

die Grenrpolirei In Schwechat Diese schtmhaftt

Geschichte isl auf iwei Seiten in det englischen

wissenschalilichtn Ztitschiilt ..Naluit" vom 21

August 1986 in einem Brief von mil an dan Sekittar

des Nobelkomitees fur Physik. Prof Nagel. bt-

tchiieben Der Brief endet mit den folgenden Woi-

ten: ..I hope, dear Piof Nagel. that you shall under

take the necessary intervention, so that king Gustat

should present me with the eicuses of the Swedish

crown tor my baibaiic eipulsion The dignity of

Sweden must be saved
"

Im August muBle ich ru einer wissenschaftlichen

Konlerenr nach Budapest lahren In der BH Giar-

Umgebung sagte man mil ..Eislent ist Ihi PaB in

den Handen von Mmistei Blecha in Wien Zweitent

wild Ihi PaB nit mit Gultigkeit lui Ungain ausgt-

stellt. well Ungain ein kommunislisches Land ist."

tn meinem Biief vom 20 August 1986 an Or Josef

Kiainei. mil dem ich lange inteiessanre Gesprache

getuhrt hatle und der mehrmals meine veileperischt

Tatigkeit unteistiiKt hat. schiieb ich: ..Mein Fiem-

denpaB ist weitei in Herrn Blechas Ministerium Ich

bin K mat in der BH Giar Umgebung und in der

Sicho'heitsdiiektion Giar gewesen. umjliesen PaB

(veilangeit odei unveilangeilj ru veilangen Aber

Hen Blecha bleibt wie em tibetischei Monch in

Nebel umwickelt und ruhil sich nicht; und wit ich

geseben habe. haben die entspiechenden Beamten

Angst, ihn mit einem Brief. Telei odei Telelonaniuf

til stolen |K Tucholsky: ..Sehend einen schlum-

mernden Tigei odei Minister, klug sei. wirf ihm tin

Kipfel Oder tut Zipfein schleiche voibei.") . . Ich

bitte Sit tthi. Heiin Blecha (odei seinen Stellvtr-

tietei. wenn ei tbwesend ist) tnruiufen und ihm m
tiklaien. daB ei mit seinei Unenlschiedenheit und

Handlungsunlahigkeit einen Schatten nicht nui auf

die jetrt legieiendt serial libeiale Koalition, son-

dern auf ganr Osteireich weifen wird. Wenn ich

meinen PaB nichi btkommt. wtidt ich wiedei ille-

gal nach Ungain lahien Wenn an dei Gienre wiedei

erwas passieien wuide (Ungain ist em ..Stachel-

diahlstaat ). wild die ganre Schande auf den Kopf

nicht nur von dem aimen Heiin Blecha. sondein auf

gam Osteiieich fallen."

Heir Blechi blieb welter wit tin tibttischtr

Monch im Nebel umwickelt Ich leiste tiso ntch

Ungain mit meinem veielteten bulgaiischen PaB.

Mit den Ungain ging alias picco bello. denn wenn
del Ungai cyiillische Buchstaben siehi. fangi er so

loit tn. daiuber ru spucken Ich wai eistaunt. ru

lehen. daB auch die (jienrsoldalen das taten Abel

tut del Ruckieise haben die osteiieichischen Beam-

ten veislanden, daB mem PaB ungultig ist. Ich wui-

dt veihaltet Obwohl man sich mil dei Gendaimeiie

Sankt Radegund lelelonisch in Veibmdun^ setrte

und alles uber mich eifahien hat (dafi ich em Dissi-

dent bin. daB ich soil funf Jahren in Giar wohne und

tin Peipetuum mobile btue. daB alia Giarei Piofes-

loien glauben. ich sei vtiiuckt usw ). kam gegen 1

1

Uhi In del NachI dti Btlehl des Sicheiheitsdiiekiois

von Buigenland. mich nach Ungain ausruweisen Ich

machte die Deklaiation ..Wenn man doit leslsiellen

wild, wei ich bin. eiwaiten mich rehn Jahit Zuchl-

haus ". ibei ohnt Wideistand ru leisten ging ich mil

dem begleitendtn Offitier ru dem ungaiischen

Gienrposten Ich uglt mn mtinem griechischen

Fitund Piot Pappai (dai von Alhen n mri gekoffl-

men wai. um mtin Peipetuum mobile ru sehen. und

mil dem wir ntch Sudapisl (tlahitn smd). sich

sofoit nach Giar ru begebtn und die Piesse ubtr

diese schamhalte Ausweisung ru inloimieien

Del ungaiische OHiriei wollle sem Kaitenspitl

nicht vtideiben. lagte ..niet
' und diihte seme Pi-

stole um den tingti Der osterieichische Offiritr.

dti sich mil gegenubei tehi heldenhali benommtn
batlt. Iitl wit tin Schalchen ruiuck Abei gegen

1 Uhi in dti NachI kam ein meitei Befehl von dem
buigenlandischen Sicheiheitsdiicktor. alles ru tun.

um mich den Ungain ausruliclcrn Dann bin ich wu-

tend gewoiden Ich schiie so laul. da& dti tsttrrti-

chische Gienrolliriei veislanden hat. tr duila den

Befehl seines Sicheihtilidiieklois mchl duichluh

len Meiken Sie. Hen Piasident em eintachei

Gitnrolliriei hatit mthi Veislandms fui die Ost-

Wesl Beiithungen gehabi als dti Sicheiheitsdiiek-

101 Ihies Innenmmisteit.

tch vtiottentliche ditstn Biitf nichl. um Hilft fui

mich 7u eibitten. Auch wenn ich nach Bulgtiien

tusgelieleit wait, wuiden dit Soliotei Btndiltn

Angst habtn. mich witdei in den Kttkei odei in dit

liienanslalt ni sptiien Ich bm schon sehr bekannt

in del Welt Ich habe iipwiintnlatl die Pim/ipitn

del Relativitat und Equivalen/. den dnlten Newlon-

schen Satr und den Eneigieeih3liung;sat; wider-

legt. ich habe em Peipetuum mobile m dtn Handen

Ich habe soger vor ner Jthien dem Piasidenltn

Bulgtiient. Jivkov. gtschiiebtn ..Ohnt itglichen

geselrlichen Giund habtn Sit mii dit BuigeischafI

genommen und das Haus in Sofia konlisrieit tell

habe nichts gegen die Geselre und die Inteiesstn

Bulgaiiens gelen, und ich will soloit voi einem Gt-

richi m Solia eischeinen. um mich ni veiteidigt*

und meine Burgeischall wiedeirubekommtfl Auch
wenn icb veiuileilt weide. habe ich keint An(tt
denn ein ungtiichtes Uiieil lastet mchl eul d(M
Vetorteilten sondein auf dem Gewisstn dei Richltr.

Wtnn Sit mil abti nicht eilauben weiden vol iintm

GeiichI in Sotie voinitieten. wild das bedtultn. daft

das Gtiicht Angst voi mii hat
"

Icb veiolftntlicht ditstn Biitf nui. um Sit. tiebtr

Dr Waldhtim. n fiagen: Und wenn diestt Mann,

den der buigenlandiscbt Sichtiheitsdiieklor nKk
Ungain tusgeliefeit hat. mchl Stefan Maiinov wart

Wehn diesei Minn tin unbekanntei biilgaiisclwc

Fluchtling wai. der dann fui rehn Jahie in einwn

Keiber siiien wuide? Wissen Sie. was das isiT —
Dts ist ein TDOESURTEIL Und dieses Todesuneil

htl der buigtnlandischt Sicherheitsdiiektoi mit dt«

Hilft det Innenministeis filecht unteisrhrieben.

Ihi eigebenei Slelen MARINOV

Fotogralie del dritten ModeHi dei Perpeiuum at-

bile MAMIN COLIU (MArinov'i Molionallianiltf-

mei INducioi COupied iiilh a llghllf rotating Unit|.

Dia Menichhail kannt nur dia anipolaren and bip«-

laren Maicbman. dit nock iron Faiadai antdeckl

warden lind. Dit Marinoncba iit eine nonpolari

Maichina. dia mil dar Bawegongstiansloimalorin-

duktion lunktioniert. Dit BewegungsinduktiMi

• X rolA aniitaht in einem Diaht. der tich mil dai

Gaichwindigkeit « in dem Polenliilleld A eintl

Magnetl bewegl Du Bewegungilianilormatoriii-

duktion (v gradjA. dia Marinoi enldeckt hal an(-

itehl in einem rubenden Oiaht. wenn ein .Strom-

alamant". dai dai magneiistha Poteniial A m-

leugt. iicb mil der Geichwindigkait « benegt. Fail

ichon 100 Jihra luhrt Einitain die Menichhcil M
der Naia mit dam Dogma berum. diese raei Indik-

lionan leien absolul identisch Noch 1973 kal

Marino* dia abioluta Geschwindigkcit del Erd*

gemeisen and Einiteini Rulalivilatsprmrip wider-

legt. aber dia Wissenscbaltskatdinale deckea lick

dia Augen mit Scheuklappan it und tchltgen nit

daa HinlerluXen traga att.

.Ox inrialiiicho Veianiwo'tuno lui dicao Anroigo firgi bcioi AuH'oggcboi. Hi Sician Mannov,
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150.024/1 kSeptember 1986

Sehr geehrter Herr Marinov!

Im Auftrag des Herrn Bundesprasidenten bestatige

ich den Erhalt Ihres Schreibens vom 6. September 1986,

von dem der Herr Bundesprasident Kenntnis genommen

hat.

Der Herr Bundesprasident hat von einer Stellung-

nahme zu Ihrem Schreiben Abstand genommen, da das von

Ihnen aufgeworfene Problem in die alleinige Zustandigkeit

des Herrn Bundesministers fiir Inneres fallt und auBer-

dem der Herr Bundesprasident in der Regel nicht mit

Personen viber die Presse, d.h. durch offene Briefe,

verkehrt.

Mit freundlichen GriiBen

'"•MIIH! ! l!!v« Ml

".^I'.'iMN'r/ : ; .iiska.n/1 i i

A1"I4 \:\\ N.li'SIl A( il 10

"t m.
7.10 nn

:')oiLKRi.lU!

Herrn
Stefan MARINOV

Niederschocklstr. 62
8044 G r a z

Editorial note . The above letter shows that the bu-

reaucracy in Vienna's Hofburg under

the Republic is worse than under the Monarchy. A let-

ter issued on the 12 September is delivered to the

post on the 7 October. Franz Josef I. would had never

tolerated such a snail sluggischness of his secreta-

ries.



Stefan Marinov " ^^^ " To: Conference on Security and

NiederschbcMstr. 62 Cooperation in Europe
A-P,044 Graz Hofburg

A-lOlO Wien

(Please, acknowledge the reception of

Dear Sirs, ^^^^ letter)

28 September 1986

I enclose my books "The Thorny Way of Truth, Part I and Part 11", where numerous do-
cuments and clippings on me can be found. I present the first and the third edition of
vol. II, as in the first edition are published more "administrative" documents, but in

the third edition there are more articles on my perpetuum mobile which can be of interest
for the journalists. In this letter all references are given to the first edition and
for the two parts the abbreviations TWT-I and TWT-II are used. When there will be no more
use for my books, please, be so kind to resend them back to me.

My story shortly is the following: I spent years in the Bulgarian prisons and psychia-
tric clinics for my political dissent. The last time I was imprisoned in the psychiatric
clinic in Sofia in April 1977 when I organized the International Conference on Space-Time
Absoluteness. To evade a world scandal, the Bulgarian KGB concluded a compromise with me:

I should be released from the psychiatry and receive a passport if I Wf^ld agree to cancel
the conference. I agreed and in September 1977 I flew to Belgium. In March 1978 I married
the Belgian citizen Colombe Nizet. In April 1978 I went to Czechoslovakia and on the 29

April I demonstrated on the Venceslao's square in support of Charta-77. I was arrested,
beaten, my Bulgarian passport was confiscated and after midnight, covered with blood, I

was "thrown" over the "green border" to Germany (TWT-I, p. 21). From April 1978 until
February 1979 I lived without identity and travel documents. I visited the USA (from
June to December 1978) only presenting a photograph to the Embassy (end. 1). In February
1979 my status of a political refugee was recognized by Belgium. In July 1979 I visited
Bulgaria where a new Bulgarian passport was issued to me. I lived from March 1979 in Ge-
noa, Italy, from where I was expelled on the 17th September 1980 (TWT-I, p. 173). The

French border police re-expelled me to Italy. The Italian police expelled me once more.
The French police beated me and re-expelled me again (TWT-I, p. 174 ) The Italian police
gave me 24 hours to remain in the country, I returned to Genoa and continued to live il-

legal ly. On the 12 June 1981 I was deprived of the status of a political refugee in Bel-
gium (end. 2). In July 1981 I went to Austria, where I lived without identity and travel
documents (my Bulgarian passport was valid until August 1980). In December 1981 I was
deprived of a Bulgarian citizenship, my house in Sofia was confiscated and I was sen-
tenced as an "enemy of the people". I learned about this in April 1982 from a letter of
my son who lives in Sofia. The Bulgarian government has not written me a single line, and
the confiscation of my house (one of the most beautiful in Sofia) without the presentation
of any written document can be considered only as robbery . I wrote to the President of
the People's Republic of Bulgaria that I wish to appear imnediately in a Sofia court and
fight for my Bulgarian citizenship, as I have done nothing against the laws and the inte-
rests of Bulgaria (TWT-I, p. 258 and end. 3). I received no answer to this letter.

In September 1982 the Austrian police informed me that a decision is taken to expel me.
I proposed two countries: Bulgaria or Belgium. The police informed me that they have no
expulsion agreement with Bulgaria and that the Belgian government does not allow me to
enter the country. My "Aufenthal tsverbot" was postponed until the 31 Dec. 1982. On the
29 Dec. 1982 I tried to go illegally to Belgium, but I was arrested in Germany and against
my will I was expelled to Austria. The Austrian police imprisoned me in Salzburg from
where I was released the next year (on the 3 Jan. 1983) after the arrival of my lawyer.
Dr. Fodor, from Graz. I was sent back to Graz. In April 1983 I was imprisoned as a vaga-
bond and a man without identity documents under the personal order of the then minister
of interior. Dr. Lane (TWT-II, pp. 163, 164, 167). My letter to the Chancellor of Austria,
Dr. Kreisky was answered in a hyp6?itical way (TWT-II, pp. 152, 162). Finally, when the.

Austrian government realized that it cannot expel me in some other country and that I do
not die of hunger, it issued me a "Fremdenpa(3" but promised to issue me a work permit
only after 20 years. My last two expulsions (from Sweden to Austria in July 1986) and from
Austria to Hungary (in August 1986) are described in enclosures 4 and 5. For 5 years the
Belgian government does not allow me to visit my wife in Belgium (TWT-II, p. 200).

I am adressing the Conference with the request: 1) Compel the Bulgarian government to
allow me to enter the country and appear before a court to fight for my citizenship.
2) As I am sure that the Conference is UNABLE to do this, compel the Austrian government,
either to expel me to a certain country or to give me a citizenship and work permit.

2) Compel the Belgian government to alTow me to visit my wife. 4)Give this letter and

the attached books and documents to the press presented at the Conference.,

PS. End. 6 is assigned to the press. Sincerely yours: /,
'<'""',"
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Stefan Ma r i nov
Niederschocklstr. 62

A-8044 Graz

7 October 1986

12.00 London time

To: Johnny Johnson
Elizabeth Bisson

Intern. Advertising Department
THE ECONOMIST
25 St, James+ Street
London SWI

TO BE DELIVERED IMMEDIATELY

TELEFAX NUMBER 01/8394104

Dear Mr. Johnson,

To spare time in phoning you previously, I decided to send you one third of

the page charge for my advertisement. This is the whole money which I have here. I

shall stop my experiments, but I send you the money with the plea to publish my ad-

vertisement on the 11th October. I take the obligation to send you the other 2/3

parts before the end of this year. That is all what I CAN DO NOW. I beg you, speak

with the editor, speak with some of your scientific advisers (the man who has written

the paper on me ten years ago). PLEASE, PUBLISH THE ADVERTISEMENT. This is, perhaps,

the most important article which THE ECONOMIST has ever published. I have little hope,

as I kiow HUMANITY. I know what are prescriptions, rules and orders. Nevertheless, I

never lose my last hope in the fellow man. With the publication of this article

I shall spare in the running of the perpetuum mobile much time. There is a certain limit

of resistance of the society. With this article I shall break the last resistance.

Help me, help yourself, help humanity.

If your prescriptions do not allow you to publish the advertisement having only

1/3 part of the page charge, then return the money back to my account number:

CREDITANSTALT, Graz, Austria, c/a 0082-17077/00, Stefan Marinov,

retaining the sum for the pasteup of my article. If THE ECONOMIST will do that, it

will be a very sad decision. I lost so much money, so much time with this advertisement,

and the result will be null. I know, such is the destiny of the prophets. Kassandra

always said the truth but NEVER people heard her.

Aufilands-Uberweltungsauttrag

CREDITANSTAIT

fc .a t.a\^-t-T!^Tf>'ir"^ri

j oi)<l,--no77/'X)

7.I«.1W€

•lliltlllllllllllltlllltllllllllllllllllh

• tvi*HtHtx«tt*

1oHI57S/7'>7<fo

Ubernahmsbestallgung

C'CdrtanntjH Banfcvcrr

.lallRanliwMUtfl
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Maddox
Niederschbcklstr. 62 NATURE
A-8044 Graz 4 Little Essex Street

13 October 1986
"-ondon WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

To my letter of the 5 September 1986 there is still no answer. In a phone conver-
sation with Mrs. Turnbull about a fortnight ago, she
said'^ie that you have written me a letter. This was a lie: there is no letter from
you. In the last 20 days I phoned you about 20 times but the answer of your secretary
was always: "Dr. Maddox is absent, will be back in 1 (2,3,4) hours, or, he is in a

meeting." I thought that only in Russia one spends the whole day in meetings. Now I

see that this is also the case in London. No, Dr. Maddox, you were NOT absent, you
were NOT in meetings, you try to evade a phone contact with me in the most disgusting
and low-style way which an Englishman must NEVER use.

Seeing that you evade me, I tried to publish the article MARINOV TO THE WORLD'S
SCIENTIFIC CONSCIENCE in The Economist . There all went VERY GOOD, extremely expedient,
and I saw that English people CAN work. However, I had not money to pay the whole
page charge which is 12,000 pounds. I could send only 4,000 pounds. Thus I begged
Mrs. Elizabeth Bisson, from the advertisement department of THE ECONOMIST, to send
the composed and PASTED UP text of this letter directly to you, so that you publish
it as an advertisement in NATURE. As I wrote you, I wish also to print as an adver-
tisement my paper THE PERPETUUM MOBILE "ADAM", which was received (composed but not
pasted up) in your office on the 21 October 1985. Thus now I send you the sum of 3010
English pounds for 7 pages in NATURE: 3 pages for the material MARINOV TO THE WORLD'S
SCIENTIFIC CONSCIENCE and 4 pages for the material THE PERPETUUM MOBILE "ADAM". First
publish the first material: in the issue of 23 October, and then the second material:
in the issue of 30 October. In the issue of 23 October has to appear also my letter
to Gorbachev. I send it now with a post-scriptum which you have to compose in your
office. Not later than in a week from now I have to receive my paper "Experimental
violations..." with your suggestions for corrections.

If a single item of this program will be not fulfilled, on the 27 October I shall

immolate myself on the steps of the English Consulate in Graz.

You have to answer this letter immediately with an express letter and you have to

inform your secretary about your decisions concerning me, so that I can receive in-

formation from her when you are "in meetings".

Excuse for my harsh letter and for the self-immolation ultimatum. I do not deserve

your di^onest treatment. I give you a last chance to save your name in the eyes of

posterity. Next week Mr. Ota Filip,a writer for NEUE ZORICHER ZEITUNG.will come to

visit me and write a big paper on me in the mentioned journal. From your answer will

depend the light in which you will be presented in this journal.

If you have some scientific objections against my papers, present them in the press:

Write that the velocity of light is not direction dependent, write that the formula

for the motional -transformer induction is - v^rotA (as today's science affirm) and

not (^.grad)A, as I affirm, write that ADAM cannot be a perpetuum mobile, write that

MAMIN COLIU cannot be a perpetuum mobile. Open your mouth if you have some SCIENTIFIC

objections against me, but do not torment me YEARS with promises which then you do

not maintain. Believe me, you TORMENTED me too much, I lost too much money for my

phone conversations and telegrams to NATURE. Why, Dr. Maddox? Why you torment me?

Is something wrong which I do? Tell me, please, I AM TIRED. The story with THE ECONO-

MIST cost me too much. Only for the paste up THE ECONOMIST will retain 500 pounds

from my money. I wrote once to Vera Rich, when she robbed 165 pounds from me: RcpoMKa,

MKnan, 3Kcripoiipiinpyi1 3KCiinoaTaix)pa , no pann Rora iie BopyH y orpa6jicmioro. Why you.

Dr. Maddox, dilapidate my SCARCE MONEY. I said you many times: "If you do not wish

to maintain mutual contacts, say this openly, as so many (almost all) scientific jour-

nals in the world have done." You answered (during my visit in London): "No, I do

not wish to break the contacts and you, Mr. Marinov, must appreciate that I am the

unique editor in the world who still maintains contacts with you." Well, Dr. Maddox,

I appreciate your attitude, but the contacts must be HONEST. Better a honest breaking

of the contacts then a dishonest maintenance. That's all. I repeat, I am tired, I

am very, very tired.
Y^j^^g. ;j^/,7-,/.,, Stefan Marinov
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Antwort aus Prag
(Zum Ostreport „Ein Tag in Prag", 15.

10.)

Ein ORF-Reporter stellte in

Prag einigen Passanten die
Frage: „Was ist fiir Sie das
Wichtigste im Leben?"
Die Mehrheit antwortete:

„Die Gesundheit", die Minder-
heit „Ich weiB nicht". Ein junger
Mann gab zur Antwort: „Die
Beziehungen zu den Mitmen-
schen." GewiB, der Reporter
hat keine echten Prager Biirger

gefragt. Fiir sie hatte es namlich
nur eine einzige Antwort gege-
ben: „Abych se mohl pekn6
vyprdnout, kdyi^ mi ha to

prjide." (DaB ich einmal frei fur-

zen kann, wenn es mir kommt.)
STEFAN MARINOV

8044 Graz
NIederschdcklstraDe 62

Mi-Ok

Dienstag, 21. Oktober 1986 Tagespost 3
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Yijuri Orlow
HotHl Ue France
Vienna

^ Noueinber 1 986

To: Dr. Juhn Maddax
NATURt
'4 Little Essex Street
London

Dear Dr. Pladdox,

I am not acquainted with l^iarinou's theory. Houev/er, if his '

formula for the MOTIUIM AL-TRANSFORI^IEfi INDUCT lUNj

( u . g r a d ) A

is true, this luill lead to considerable changes in our concep-

tions of electromagnet ism,

Plarinou claims thai: his machine C'lAI'lIN CULIU is a PERPETUUS

T'lUBILE. I am sure that it is not such a one, BUT IF IT IS?

I should suggest that you print in NATURE his

LETTER TU THE WORLD'S SCIENTIFIC CONSCIENCE

as a paid aduertisemen t . Of course, if you u/ill decide to print

it on. the numbered pages of N/\TURE, thiis letter u/ill be pcesorucd

better for posterity.

Let us not forget the words bf Karl Plarx: L'ignorance n'a

jamais ^ . , .rendu seruice a qui que se sort.

Sincerely yours:

Youri Urlou

Marinov's note . I wrote this letter and gave it to Dr. Orlov in Vienna. He told me

that he cannot take a decision so quickly and first he must scruti-

nize my theory and experiments. During a couple of conversations I told to Dr. Or-

lov that I did not ask him to support my theory. I begged him only to suggest to Dr.

ffeddox to print my three-pages scientific contribution as a PAID ADVERTISEMENT, as

Dr. Maddox denied it. Nevertheless Dr. Orlov asked for some time. I gave him some of

my papers and books and a stamped letter with my address written on it, where he had

to put the above letter after signing it, but until now his answer has not reached me.

Mrs. Ludmila Alexeeva who served as a go-between at the last stage of our contacts

(as I was not allowed to enter the big Conference room in the Hofburg) assured me

that the answer, even negative, will soon reach me but she is afraid it will be ne-

gative.
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Vienna, 18th November 1986

Sir,

According to your wish, we hereby acknowledge receipt of your

letters dated the 28th September and the 10th November, which

have been put into a file at the disposal of the Conference.

For the Executive Secretary

CSCE-Executive Secretariat

Stefan Marinov

Morel lenfeldgasse 16/14

8010 Graz

A mo WIEN . TlirPMONE 0.'J:/5?»'. II • TFI EX IIOJi FXSFC A
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Maddox
Morel lenfel dg. 16 NATURE
A-8010 Graz 4 Little Essex Street

14 December 1986
London WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

our last phone conversation was on the 3 December. You said me: "Your letter to
Gorbachev will appear tomorrow". When I looked at the 4th December issue, I did not
find the letter. I do not understand you. Are you deriding me, are you tormenting me?
What's the matter. On the 3rd December NATURE was in print. And you said: "The letter
is in print." And the letter was not in print. On the 12th December I had a long conver-
sation with your secretary (I hope that she has informed you about this conversation).
I asked her whether there is something pathological with you. A whole year promises: •

Next week, tomorrow, after 13.00, and so on. And neither a SINGLE TIME have you main-
tained your promise. I do not know what to do with you. On the other side, after
having met you in London, I was enchanted by you. YOU ARE ENORMOUSLY SYMPATHETIC GUY.
I like you. Believe me. After all what you have done with me, I like you. I do not
know why, but I LIKE YOU. You speak so fine on the phone. Yourwife and daughter have
answered so charmingly my calls. I like you, John Maddox. I cannot begin to hate you.
Beleive me. Thus even after your last "lark" I decided not to break the contacts.

Your secretary said me that you will be in the office on the 22 December. On the
22 December I shall phone you with the two eternal questions:

1) When will you print my letter to Gorbachev? Now, pi ease, change the "ultimatum
date" to the 3 March, writing in parantheses: (the anniversary of the liberation of
Bulgaria by tsar Alexander II.)

2) Will you accept for publication my paper "Experimental violations..."? On the

3rd December you promised to send me a letter on this paper on the 5th December.
Of course, the letter was not written. I think, however, Dr. Maddox, that it is not
necessary to write a letter. If you will present some objections, they will be
nonsensical, I assure you. Until now I have received about 300 letters of different
editors. ALL LETTERS WERE NONSENSICAL. There was no even a SINGLE tenable remark or
objection. My books THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH show this. You have made until now THREE
objections to my theory and experiments:

a) I have not given the number of the holes in the "coupled shutters" experiment.

b) I have not given the number of the screws used in the "coupled shutters" setup.

c) I have not given the distance in meters from Ihe laboratory to the toilet.

Your further objections and remarks can be only along these lines. If you will pose
some tenable objection, this will signify that you have properly read my paper and
understood it. In the last case there is only one issue, namely to say: Marinov is

a genius.

Now my LETTER TO THE WORLD'S SCIENTIFIC CONSCIENCE has appeared in NEW SCIENTIST
(it appears on the 18th December). You have read this letter in manuscript. But
read it now in the journal. If you are a HONEST member of the scientific community,
you have to comment it on a whole page in NATURE. If you will keep silent, you will
be not a honest member of the scientific community. But there are HONEST scientists
in the world. And there will be reactions to this letter. I AM SURE. 150 years huma-
nity cannot see the MOTIONAL-TRANSFORMER INDUCTION. Have you seen it now, Dr. Maddox?
Still not? When some ^Hible Americans have measured' the displacement current, you
immediately appeared with comments about the "measuring of the unmeasurable". How-
ever when Marinov has discovered the motional -transformer induction, you keep silent.
Keep silent, keep silent. Dr. Maddox. and go t6 "measure" the magnetic action of
the displacement current. Understand, Dr. Maddox: The displacement current is a FIC-
TION. Creation of energy from nothing in MAMIN COLIU is a REALITY.

On the 22 December 1986 I shall phone you. And give me the decision on the spot:

Will you accept my paper "Experimental violations..." or not. ON THE SPOT. If you
(after all your promises) will reject this paper, reject it. NATURE is your journal
and you can print what you wish. But do not forget that there is a God on heaven.

With my sincere love,
Yours:

/ Ir:
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48
NEW SCIENTIST, London, vol. 112, p. 48 (18 December 1986)

MARINOV TOTHEWORLD S

SCIENTIFICCONSCIENCE

On the back cover of my book'" I wrote:

The »law nl inertia « is valid for any colleclive erealion iifpoliiical,

moral, ariislic or scieniific character. Traditions and con.servatism are

indispen.'iable for the functioning of any society, .science or religion

However, ifone gives no freedom for the communication ofnew ideas

and ofthe results ofnew experiences and experiments, the progress in

human society and science is impossible. As this hook shows, our
siKiely is rather the same as in the times ofJesus Christ and Galileo.

Ofcourse, the norms ofbehaviour have become more sophisticated but

one is not sure whether this » sophistication ^K is a result of our
enlightenment and hiimanisalion or those who maintain the power
have understood that the imprisonment in phychiatric clinics is more
eflective than a crucilication and the covering with silence is more
eflective than a denial.

I am writing this missive, as I have realized that it is impossible, by
normal and generally accepted means, to make even the smallest

break-through in the wall which »established science* erects to

protect itself from revolutionary changes. The new experiments may
be reliable, cheap and easy for execution, the new theories may be

simple, clear and transparent as air. their mathematical background
rigorous and understandable for children, nevertheless established

science says aulonialicallv »no passaran «. Such is reality! I do not

intend to discuss the big problem why it is so. I say only that it is so.

Everybody can persuade themselves that I am right only by perusing

the first'" and second''' volumes of my book »The Tliomy Way of

Truth*.
I did experiments and proposed theories which will lead to a dra.stic

change in today's »»ay of life« of mankind. However, after having

tried every conventional path to communicate these experiments and
theories to the scientific community. I seem to have been only a boy
playing on the sea-shore and diverting myself in now and then finding

a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great

ocean of »established science« lies before me where instead of water

I see a tremendous immovable and slavery jelly-fish. Thus I decided

to communicate my discoveries by directly addressing the »world's
scientific conscience*. The result will probably be again that the big

jelly-fish from the scientific journals and institutions will slightly open
its senseless eye and close it anew. But what else can I do? Even my
threat of a self-immolation could not persuade Dr. Maddox to publish

at least one paper of mc in ^Nature*'".
In the sixties, after having made a critical analysis of the axiomatical

basis of physics and the available experimental evidence, I established

that Einstein's principle of relaiiviiy is wrong. I showed this experi-

mentally in the most direct and unassailable way by measuring (for

the fir^l time in history) the one-way light velix:ily which, as I estab-

lished, is anisotropic, namely c - V along the line of the Earth's

abst)lute motion and c + V in the opp<isitc direction, where c is the

two-way light velocity and V the velocity of the laboratory in absolute

space. My first, not very exact measurements were done in 197.1 by
the help of the deviative »coupled mirrors* experiment'". Then in

1975/76 by the help of the interferometric »coupled mirrors*
experiment'"' ". performing measurements during a year. I found for

the Sun's absolute velocity a magnitude V = .10.1 ± 20 km/sec and
equatorial coordinates of the apex fi = -2.1" ± 4'. a = 13*23" ± 20"".

I.ater Wilkinson and Corey"" and Smoot el al.'"', by analyzing the

slight anisotropy of the cosmic background radiation, found figures

very near to mine, however I measured the Earth's absolute velocity

in a closed laboratory, while Wilkinson and Smoot measured the

»drift« of the Earth with respect to the frame in which the back-

ground radiation is isotropic and which frame, with a high proba-
bility, is to be identified with absolute space. My third measurement
of the f.iirih's absolute velocity was done in 1984 by the help of the

» coupled shutters* experiment'"' (p. 6K) and I registered in h'ebruarv
V = .160 ± 40 km/sec, R = -24' ± 7'. a = 12.5" + l\

I showed'"" that Einstein's principle ofequivalence is not true, as I

was able to make an I'v/WT/HK-H/a/difTcrence between a kinematic and
a graviialiimiil acceleration. Indeed, when performing my inter-

ferometric »coupled mirrors* experiment, I established that during
the dilTerenl days of the year the absolute velocity of the lab<iralory

was different, as the Earth moved about the Sun with kinematic
acceleration. My apparatus can, however, remain years in a grav-

itational field, but not the slightest change in its absolute veUxily will

he observed.

According to Einstein's principle ofequivalence, an observer placed

in a laboratory where all mavses have the same acceleration can b> no
means establish whether this acceleration has a kinematic character

(i.e. being due loan accelerated motion of the laboratory with respect

to distant stars, for example by a rocket thrust) or a gravitational

character (i.e. being generated by a gravitational action of nearby
masses, for example by the Earth's attraction).

Thus I restored the *Newtonian« character of space-time and
showed that the relalivistic adventure was an aberration. My theory

and experiments arc presented (after a terrible long-\cars tormenting
fight with editors and referees from the jelly-fish ocean) in 50 publica-

tions, in my first book *Eppursi muove*""and in the five volumes
of my encyclopaedic »C'lassic Physics*"".
The reader will perhaps say that the rejection of the principles of

relativity and equivalence has only an academic significance and with

or without these principles the life on our planet will remain the same.
This is not true. The absolute character of space-time leads to drastic

changes in the theory of electromagnetism. According to Einstein, if

there is a magnet and a wire, then the electric tension induced in the

wire is the same for both cases, whether the wire moves with respect

to the magnet or the m.ignet moves with respect to the wire, as only

their relative velocity is of importance. Einstein opens his historic

1905-paper trumpeting forth exactly this categoric assertion, which,

however, is a tremendous lie. In the first ca.se (when the wire moves
with a velocity *) the induced electric intensity is called by me (and by
conventional physics, too) motional, and is given by the formula

V X rotA, (I)

where A is the magnetic potential originated by the magnet at the

space domain crossed by the wire. In the second case (when the

magnet moves with a velcK'ity v) conventional physics writes the same
formula (I), taking it with a minus sign. This is wron^. In the seccmd

case the induced electric intensity is called by me motional-

transformer, and is given by the formula

£,„„,.„ = -6A/8t. (2)

.4ny child wiW conclude thai when considering the fundamental equa-
tion of motion of a unit electric charge in the field of an cicctrtv

magnetic system originating the electric and m.-ignctic potentials ^
and A (commonly called the Lorentz equation)

f. = -grad()) - SA/5t -^ txrotA, (1)

by putting there for both above-considered cases ^ = 0, and then for

the first case 5A/8t = and for the second » = 0. Yes. any child will

do that, but no single conventional physicist.

Until now I supposed that the magnet is permanent or. if it is an
electromagnet, the current feeding it is stationary If the current is not

stationary and the wire and the magnet arc both at rest, wc shall

nevertheless have an induced electric intensity which I (and
conventional physics, too) call transformer

8A/5t. (4)

In this special (non-stationary) case the magnetic potential A = A(t)

originated by the electromagnet al the space domain where the wire

is placed is a direct function of time and the calculation is to be done
directly according to formula (4). For the case of the motional-

transformer induction, however, the magnetic potental A is a

composite function of time through the distances r, between the single

»current elements* of the magnet (a current element is a small part

of the wire of an electromagnet multiplied by the current fiowing

through it) originating the elementary magnetic potentials A, =

A/r,(t)/ and the space domain where the wire is placed Assuming r,

= r, i.e., assuming that the distance »magnct-wire* is substantially

bigger than the si/e of the magnet, we can write formula (2) in the

following form

E™™- = - 8A/r(t)//5r =

8A 8r Sx

8r 8x 8t

6A 8r 8y

6r 8y 5t

8A 8r 8z.

8r 8z 8l

or E„„,„=(Y,grad)A. (5)

where * = - 8r/6t is the velocity of the magnet and A = lA, is the

magnetic potential originated by the whole magnet. Eomiula (5) will

be written by any child who has heard something about a differ-

entiation of a composite function, but. unfortunately, not by a single

conventional physicist, it may sound strange and amazing, but

formula (5) is unknown to conventional physics. Rilz has come lo

understand it a little bit and one can find it somewhere in the math-
ematical jungles of O'Rahilly"". Meanwhile formula (5) is as trans-

parent as a morning dew
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Thai's all I have prfscnicd here Ihe whole theory of the elcclro-

magnclic induction. Nothing remains lo be added. The problem li

understandable for children. Mathematically it is absolutely rigorous.

I here IS only one flaw: conventional physic* docs not accept this

theory. The whole scientific community does not rccogni/e formula

(5), affirming that the nght formula for the case is formula ( I ) taken

with a minus sign The reader will say: »My God! The problem can

be solved in five minutes. Take a magnet, take a wire. Move first Ihe

wire, then Ihe magncl. see whether there is a difference in Ihe induced

electric tensions, corresponding lo Ihe different formulas (I) and

(5).« Humanity has done such experiments billions of limes, but

always with iAikv/ wires and never with a nimcliiu-Jv/ire. I showed'"

(p. 124) that for closetl wires (l<K)ps) Ihe induced motional and

motional-transformer tensions are equal, but for non-closed wires

they arc not (similarly humanity has billions of limes measured the

two-way light veliKily which is constant, but never Ihe one-way

velocity which is direction dependent). A uniqtie experiment with a

non-closed wire was done only by Kennard' '*'
for a roialiimat motion.

In fig I I give a simplified version of Kennard's experiment. A current

1 flows in the loop consisling of two concentric circular wires. A wire

with a length b - b., (b„«b) is placed radially between the concentric

circular wires. When moving the open wire an electric tension is

induced, however, when rotating the double circular loop no tension

is induced When rotating loop and wire logvihcr Ihe same tension as

in the first case is induced T he effects can be calculated immediately

by the help of formulas (I) and (5). In no textbook on electro-

magnetism that I have fiiund one can see a description of Kennard's

experiment. One of the rare monographs where this experiment is

mentioned is van Bladel's"".

A variation of Kennard's experiment for Iran^lalional motion can

he proposed by any child (but not by a single conventional physicist

nor by van Bladcl). This variation is shown in fig. 2. If the rectangular

lo«ip is long enough, then by moving Ihe wire a tension is induced

along it. When moving Ihe liwp no tension is induced. When moving
lcKip and wire together a tension is induced as. .. As in Ihe first case?

— Dear reader, when moving loop and wire together the velocity

which one must take in formula ( I ) lo calculate the induced tension

IS Ihe ahsoliiic i<7(x;/r of motion. Kennard's experiment is an

analogue to the Sagnac cITtrl (Sagnac established that Ihe velocity of

light on a rotating disk is direction dependent). The translalional

experiment in fig. 2 is an analogue lo Ihe Marimn cITcci (I established

that the velixily of light in a Iranslationally moving laboratory is

direction dependent and Ihe relevant velocity is the laboratory's

absolute vcliHity)

Any child can immediately calculate by using formula (I) that for

V = V = .100 km/sec. I = HXl A. b = 14.8 cm. b„ = 0.2 cm (so that

ln(2b/h„) = Inl4« = ."S) the induced tension will be 60 V. Thus
putting golden leaves at the end points of the wire and calibrating

previously their deviations by known voltages (as one calibrates an

electrometer), one can measure Ihe Farth's abs<ilute velocity. Of
course, this mcthixl is very inaccurate. However, if one should rotate

Ihe wire b - b.. along an axle parallel lo Ihe plane of the loop and
passing through the wire's center, an alternating electric tension will

he induced in the wire and by the help of modern electronics the

Earth's absolute vcliKity can be measured with an exactitude of

m/sec. Any child having a laKiratory and money will perform such an

experiment, but no single representative of conventional physics. I

have not done it myself as I neier do obvious experiments. I do only

experiments in whose results I am not absolutely sure.

T he reader will perhaps say: » All right, let us assume ihal there is

a difference between ihe motional and motional-transformer

inductions. Bui how will the vector-gradient in formula (5) change the

future of mankind?'*^ JusI wait a liltle. Chi va piano. \a hnlano. I

established further that the electromagnetic interactions are poinllo-

point interactions Anv single current clement of Ihe magnet origi-

nates its ow n magnetic potential A, and the electrons in the wire move
under Ihe action of the algebraic sum of all A. (taking, respectively,

rotation and partial time derivative from the net magnetic potential

A). The ^closed current lines* and *nux<«r conceptions of Faraday

and Maxwell arc no gocxi «>Magnctic p«iles«. *lines of magnetic

forces*. >>magnetic flux*, etc. — all these notions can be used only

for certain \i\iiahzuiion\ but not for theoretical speculations. I called

(sec Ref 2. p 4) the people who calculate Ihe electric tension induced

in a loop by the magnetic fiux cut by this loop in a unit of lime the

» butchers «. as fiirsuch people the m,ignelic flux is a sausage and the

loop a knife. If we wish our children to understand electromagnetism,

we must chase the ro butchers* away from the schiwls. otherwise our

children and the children of our children will also become
»bulchersi: and will never be able to discover an electromagnetic

perpcluum mobile Then such notions as ^prop.igation of

interaction*. 3i>electric and magnetic fields* (as physical reahlii-f).

»density of electromagnetic energy in vacuum*, ^displacement

current*, and all similar rubbish must be thrown over board and
forgollcn. There arc only electric charges q moving with velocities »

and their electric and magnetic potentials^ » q/4itr,r. A » M„q»/4nr

(I must write them in the damned system SI. where, my God!. B and

II are two quantities with different dimensions, so Ihal even the

grandchildren of our grandchildren will curw and swear at us when
studying electromagnetism). I repeat: ^and A and nothing el^e. With

those ^ and A I calculated"" all effects in e/a M<fa/ electromagnetism,

including, say. the polarization of Ihe synchrotron radiation, and I

deduced the »Lorcnt7 fnction* directly from Ihe l.ienard-Wiechcrt

potentials and the l.orent? equation when treating the former from

the most logical and »nalural« absolute point of view, while if

considenng the Lienard-Wiecherl potentials from the phantas-

magoric point of view of ^propagation of interaction* Ihe lorenlz

friction must be introduced artificially and Ihal leads lo the senseless

»sclfacccleration «

.

Analysing then Ihe beautiful experiments of Francisco Mueller (see

Ref 2. p. 46). who for 15 years has submitted papers in which he

shows that the effects in many induction experiments are not as

described in the textbooks (Ihe jelly-fish has spat out all Mueller's

fantastically profound and wise papers). I discovered that the seal of

the motional-transformer induction may be at such parts of the wire

which lie in space domains where rolA = 0. Consequently I came to

the conclusion that induced electric energy can be obtained without

spending mechanical (kinetic) energy. Indeed, if Ihe whole loop is in

a space domain where A t but rolA - 0. then moving the magnet

we can induce the current in the loop according to formula (.^), while

by moving the loop we cannot induce a current, as can be seen from

formula ( I ). Take, for example, a long current solenoid (or a long

permanent cylindncal magnet) and encircle it by a circular loop.

Moving the solenoid parallel to the plane of the loop, you will induce

electric tension in Ihe loop (Ihe conventional physicists will tell you

that tension cannot be induced, but they lie). The unpleasant aspect,

however, is that in the half circle which you approach the induced

tension will be opposite to the tension induced in the half circle from

which you remove, so that no net tension can be measured. Thus the

problem is lo find such a combination ofa loop and a magnet that Ihe

net tension in Ihe loop will be difTerent from zero. If we succeed in

doing this, then the magnet will not exert a ponderomotive action on

the induced current (lowing in the loop, as such a ponderomotive

force can appear only if a current element is in a space domain where

rotA ^0. For closed current loops the third lawof Newion is valid (for

current elements this law is not valid, but conventional physics is

afraid to touch and discuss this problem). Consequently Ihe loop can

not exert a ponderomotive action" on the magnet either and Ihe

motion of the latter will not he hraked. as this is Ihe case in any

generator known lo humanity. Obviously such a generator without

» braking moment* will be a perpetuum mobile. Now. I hope, that

the reader understands that if such a generator can be constructed, the

future of our planet will be changed substantially.
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In Rcf. 2 and in Rcf. 16 I give a detailed description of such a

machine. Here I present its scheme (fig. 3), its photograph (fig. 4) and
a short description: In the gap of a torus of soO iron there arc two
similar disks consisting of an equal number of sectors of axially

magncti/ed permanent magnets. Between those sectorial magnets
there are sectors of non-magncli/abic material (I used bronze). 1 he

one disk is solid to the laboratory and the other can be rotated by an

electromotor. When the sectorial magnets of the rotating disk overlap

the sectorial magnet.s of the solid disk, there is rotA J in those

3>sectors« of the torus which »overlap<K the overlapping sectorial

magnets and A | = in the space outside the torus. When the sectorial

magnets of the rotating disk overlap the bronze sectors, there is rotA
= in the whole torus and A = outside the torus. Consequently an

allernalinx electric tension

U = n*(5A/6t).dl (6)

will be induced in the coil, where n is the number of the windings of

the coil, and the line integral is taken along one ofthe coil's windings

(dl is the line element of this winding). Although the induction in this

case is molional-transforiner. A in formula (6) depends directly on
time, as, because of the cylindrical symmelry. the distance between

the moving magnet and the coil practically do not change. Feeding the

electromotors in figs. 3 and 4 by the generated current one obtains a

pcrpctuum mobile which I called MAMIN COI.IU (MArinov's
Motional-transformer INductor C'Oupled with a Lightly rotating

Unit).

Maybe, the reader will present the following objection: »Dr.
Marinov, above you said that if there are a closed loop and a magnet,

then whether the magnet or the loop will be moved, the induced

tension will be the same. Imagine now that the torus in fig. 3 is a very

long cylindrical torus. By rotating the sectorial disk one induces a

current, but by rotating the cylindrical coil about its axis, no current

is induced. Why is this asymmctry?« The question of the reader is

very good. The answer is the following: The theorem for the equiv-

alence of the motional and motional-transformer inductions for a

closed loop is deduced only for iwo bodies—a loop and a magnet. In

Mamin Coliu there are Itmr bodies: a rotating disk, a disk at rest, an
iron »yoke« and a coil; the one disk must rotate with respect to the

other, whether the cylindrical coil and the torus are at rest or rotate is

inmialerial

In the three variations of Mamin Coliu which I constructed the

generatetl tension is still lower than the tension which is needed to run
the motor, so that the friction can be overcome. I lowcver all machines
show wiihoul any doiihl that there is no electromagnetic braking when
a current is generated I hope to soon construct the self-running

machine.

Let me narrate at the end the last reactions of the jelly-fish to my
endeavours to bring my discoveries to its attention.

I brought my machine to the GR 1 1 Conference in Stockholm (July

1986) where I was to be a speaker. The Swedish police expelled mc.
After the first unsuccessful attempt, two James Bonds from the civil

police took me in their arms and delivered me to the police in Vienna.
All this was done. I believe, with the knowledge ofthe organizers of
GR 1 1 . The whole shameful story with all the details is narrated in my
letter to the Nobel committee ""in which 1 ask King Gustaf to present

me with the excuses ofthe Swedish crown for this barbaric expulsion.

I then brought my machine to the International symposium on
electromagnetic theory (Budapest. August 19K6). taking a very big

personal risk, for if the Hungarian police had understtKx) that I was

sentenced to ten years in Bulgaria as an «enemy of the people> . my
scientific career should have to be conducted further in a Bulgarian

jail (as in the years 1966—77 when I dug the grave of rclutinly in the

Sofia prisons and psychiatric clinics). However, in Budapest I was no!

allowed to present the machine and a poster, although 80% of the

poster-tables were free. I asked Prof Bach Andersen (Denmark), (he

Chairman, and Prof Senior (LISA), the Vice-Chairman, to stale in

written form the reasons for this denial (orally no reasons had been
presented) but so far no letter from these gentlemen has reached me.
And the final story. In a recent long phone ronverwtion with Mrs.

J. Payne from the » Journal of Physics« , I asked her why after more
than Iwo years of examination time there is still no decision about
acceptance/rejection ofthe four papers submitted by mc The answer
was: »Dr. Marinov, nobotly still wishes to become your referee,

because then you publish the comments in your books. <"< Jelly-fish,

jelly-fish, you are afraid to criticize me even anonymously, as you
know that pretty soon your anonymous trousers will be stripped

down. Indeed, the comments of 29 June 1984 by the two anonymous
referees on my paper on the »coupled shutters'*; experiment (Rcf 2,

p. 68) are reproduced on p. 264 of Rcf 2. This paper was not rejected

then and remained under examination for another imi years I said to

Mrs. Payne: » If all referees are afraid to comment on my papers, then

the Editor in Chief must take a decision, and if he decides to reject the

papers. I think. I have the right to insist that he ix'rsonally signs the

rejection letter, as in my papers I discuss scientific topics vital for the

survival of mankind. « In fig. 5 the reader can sec the letter ofthe
?> Journal of Physics'? which reached me on 24 September 1986:

there is no date, no titles of the rejected papers, no signalure

STEFAN MARINOV, Morcllcn Feldg 16. A-8()l() C.raz, Austria
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Stefan Marinov Mnxaiiny Ccpi-ecBUMy PopOaMeBy
Morel lenfeldg. 16 reiicparn.in.Bi CeKperapb KIICC
A-8010 Graz Kpe^u^^

20-ro ;ieKa6pH 198(i r.
MocKna

iloporoH Tonapum FopeaMea,

MoH pyccKiic Kojuic™ A-p OpjioB H A-p CaxapoB ocBo6o)Kaeimi, A ao Pow-lccTBa euie iiapa
ABCM. TaK MTo cpoK, ycTaiioBAeiiin.iii b mocm riHCiiMC BaM or 21 -ro moiin 1986 /oiTySjniKOBaB-
Hoe Ma crp. 350 iperhcro mAaiinH, inoiii, 1986, Mocii khh™ "TepiioBwJi uyru iicmini,'/ 6bin
coRjnqnen n HacTojnimM imcbMOM h ciiiiMaio ganpex na no,nh30Banne Mocro Bcwnoro ABmaTCjiH
MAM III KOJIO B cnpaiiax pcanbiioro coniiaiiii3Ma

.

51 xoMy iioGjiaroAapifTb Bac jiumuo sa Bainy ixjcyAapciBemiyio My;tpocTb h 3a pcimrreAbHocTb
c KOTopoii ftii coKTiyiiDum coiipoTHBjiciiHe B KoncepBaTHBimK Kpyrax coBcrcKoro pyKOBOACXBa.
ZleHb ocBo6owiciiiiH CaxapoBa ocTanercH BamioJi bcxom b Hcropmi Bcex BocroMin.K crpau Ha
HX TcpnoBOM n Nty^iHicnbnoM iiym k o6uiecrBy, o kotopom MCMxajiH h waw^iajm jiyMuiHe cbWbi
najiieii iinanc7bi, rac mcaobck Aiia MCAOBCKa 6yAeT TOBapmn, /;pyr h Spax.

BctiMhni ABnrarcAi., orKphrnin"! miioio, hsmchut na ripoTJRKeHUH HecKOJibKHX act bck) awepre-
THMecK>TO crpyKTypy iiauicro Mvipa. Ero AeuieBHsna, MucToxa, paccpeAOTOMenHocTb h iieorpa-
HHMCiiHocTb 6hcipo ripcBparaT ceroAiuniiHce o&necTBo OKCiinyaTaropoB h 3KciinyaTnpyeMbix
B o6uiecTBo CBoGoAHo B3anMOAeiicTByianHX ripoHSBOAinejieii . TaK KaK Pocchh 6buia nepBOH
CTpanoH, iioAiinBiiieii 3iiaM5i K0MMynii3Ma, a xotca 6bi rrpoBecru nepByio nyGAnmryio ACMOHcrpa-
m™ Mocro BCMHoro ABiirarcAH b MocKBe. TaK mto, ecAn Bbi ripHrAacine mchh, h totob b
jBoCoH MOMeiiT nojie-i'CTb b MocKBy. ^ruM a xoqy raKjue npoACMoiiCTpupoBaTb Mao AJiMHyio
noATiepjKKy BaimiM GAaropoA'ibM ycnAHHM, HanpaBAeiiHbM iia AeMOKpaTHsanmo CoBercKoro Co-
io3a H na cnaceniic mvpa iia 3eMne.

HcKpeHHe Bain:

{: Af'f'(f
CTetjMH MapHHOB

English translation of Marinov's letter to Gorbachev .

Dear comrade Gorbachev,

My Russian colleagues Dr. Orlov and Dr. Sakharov are liberated. And there are still
a couple of days until Christmas. Thus the dead-line set in my letter to you of the
21 June 1986 (published on p. 350 of the third, June 1986, edition of my book "The
Thorny Way of Truth") has not been overpassed and with the present letter I raise the
prohibition on the use of my perpetuum mobile MAMIN COLIU in the countries of real
socialism.

I wish to thank you personally for your state wisdom and for the resoluteness with
which you have crushed the resistance of the conservative circles in the Soviet leader-
ship. The day of Sakharov's liberation will remain an important date in the history of
all Eastern countries on their thorny and tormenting way towards a society, dreamed
and desired by the best sons of human race, where man should be comrade, friend and
brother to his fellow-man.

The perpetuum mobile discovered by me will change in a couple of years the whole
energetic structure of the world. Its cheapness, cleanness, decentralization and un-
limitness will quickly transform the present world of exploiters and exploited to a
world of freely cooperating producers. As Russia was the first country raising the
banner of communism, I should like to make the first public demonstration of my per-
petuum mobile in Moscow. Thus, if you invite me, I am ready at any moment to fly to
Moscow. In this way I wish also to demonstrate my personal support to your noble en-
deavours for the democratization of the Soviet Union and for the salvation of the
world peace.

Sincerely yours: Stefan Marinov
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Dienstag,6.Jannerl987 Tagespost 9

" Briefan den Kreml

Exilbulgaro
bietet Pei^tuum

mobile an
. Auf besondere Art be^anken
will sich beirh sowjetischen Par-

teichef Michael Gorbatschow
ein in Graz lebender bulgari-

scher DisshJent und Wissen-
schaftler. Weil Gorbatschow
die Regimiekritiker Jurij Orlow
und Andrej Sacharow freigelas-

sen habe, Will Stefan Marinov
seine Erfindung, ein angeb-
liches Perpetuum mobile, in

Moskau erstmals vorstellen.

Der Exilbulgare Marinov ist

davon tiberzeugt, daB sein Per-

petuum mobile in wenigen Jah-
ren die gesamte Energiewirt-

schaft der Welt verandern wird
- auch wenn bisherige Versu-
che mit der Maschine nicht zur

Zufriedenheit verlaufen sind.

In seinem Brief an den so>vje-

tischen Fiihrer erklarte Mari-
nov weiters, er wolle mit der
Widmung seiner Wundcrma-
schine fiir Gorbatschow auch
seine personliche UnterstUt-

2^ng fiir Gorbatschows Bemiir
hungen zur Demokratisierung
der Sowjetunion und fiir den
Weltfrieden zum Ausdruck
bringen.

. ,

>^ Gorbatschow hat freilich auf
aieses brieflich vor Weihnach-
ien gemachte Angebot noch
bicht gcantwortet.

Man'nov's note . ToBa ci)o6mciinc

ro nySjTiiKynaM,

Ta ^a MOJKG qMTaiauara nySjiHKa,

cpaniinRai'iKii TCKcra na mocto
rniCMO i\o BcKaNTiiiiiio Ceprecnim
OT npcAiiAyiiuiTa cTpamma c bgct-

HHKapcKOTO iierouo iipcACTaBHiic,

Aa iiM Bivm iipocToniHTa h yroA-
iiiiMecTBOTo na aBCTpWiCKHTe
)KypnanncTH

.

A 3ajuo Fx:KaMnnno jth? 3aiuoTo

rvpejx 6hk qepBeiio rmaino pa3-
MaxBa

!

/3a6cjie)KKa kim btopoto H3/iaiiMC./
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Stefan Marinov Dr. D. Nordstrom

Morellenfeldg. 16 Physical Review D

A-8010 Graz 1 Research Road

Austria Box 1000

,««- Ridge
7 January 1987

fjy 11951

Dear Dr. Nordstrom,

Thank you for your letter of the 7 August 1986 with which you rejected the fol-

lowing papers of me:

1. On the action. .

.

2. Coup de grace. .

.

3. New measurement. .

.

4. On the absolute. .

.

In the last months I printed two paid advertisements: a) in NATURE on the 21 August

1986, and b) in NEW SCIENTIST on the 18 December 1986. I make ANY EFFORT to show to

the scientific community that its space-time conceptions and its theory of electro-

magnetism are WRONG. The ERRORS are ENORMOUS. On the other side the true, absolute,

point-to-point-interaction conceptions lead to the possibility of constructing a

perpetuum mobile. If I have not run until now some of my perpetua mobilia, first

of all, the most prospective machine MAMIN COLIU, the reason is only one: a lack

of money.

I think, however, that only the advertisement in NEW SCIENTIST shows with an ABSO-

LUTE LUCIDITY that I am right. On the other side, my VERY CHEAP machines show without

any doubt that energy is created from nothing. Thus, I think, I have the right to

submit again ALL rejected papers. In the case that they will be again rejected, I

think, I have the right to ask for motivations for the rejection.

Until now no single scientist has raised objections against my theory and experi-

ments IN THE PRESS. I showed that all criticisms of the referees of the PHYSICAL

REVIEW (and of the other journals) were nonsensical and I published all such criti-

cisms and my answers in both volunfes of my book THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH. I wish to

know: WHY I AM NOT ALLOWED TO PUBLISH MORE?

You know Gorbachev now says that the Soviet society has gone in a black alley

because there was not GLASNOST. This word has no an equivalent word in the Western

languages and the journalists use it in Russian. The best translation of GLASNOST

in English is OPENNESS or PUBLICITY. I think that in Western science there is no

GLASNOST and for this reason Western space-time physics is in a BLIND ALLEY. It

is time to raise Gorbachev's banner of GLASNOST also in Western science. Only by

giving green light to my papers Western science will be able to change its WRONG

space-time conceptions.

Any day of delay of the running of the perpetuum mobile costs milliards of dol-

lars to humanity. Thus it is a crime to reject a paper of me.

I hope to receive a clear and honest letter of you.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Enclosures: The four mentioned above papers.

The two mentioned above advertisements.
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LETTERS Vol 113 No 1542
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Law breakers
I enjoyed reading the

advertisement from Steven
Marinov (18 December, p 47). It

is not often that we get to listen

to a real-live "mad scientist"

espousing revolutionary theories

(or should that be counter-

revolutionary?), rubbishing the

principle of equivalence and even
the principle of relativity and the

Constance of the speed of light,

and finally describing how to

build an electromagnetic perpetual

motion machine (unfortunately

not yet perfected).

Also amusing was the account
of his difficulties in getting the

scientific establishment to listen to

him, though if some of the stories

are true one can feel a little

sympathy for the heavy-handed
treatment he received. The correct

way to handle such contentions is

simply to disprove them clearly,

as follows.

The fundamental confusion is

between the reference frames of
the magnet producing the field

and the wire in which current is

produced. (Hardly surprising for

one who believes in an absolute

Newtonian frame.) Marinov's
equation ( 1 ) gives the force of the

magnet's frame, not the wire's

frame, as required to predict the

current. Also, equation (5) is

"unknown to conventional

physics" for the very good reason

that it is incorrect. The gradient

should be with respect to the

magnet's position, not position in

the wire's frame. (And even this

is for a non-rotating magnet.)

The real test of course is

whether anyone can build a

working perpetual motion
machine based on Marinov's
electromagnetism. If they can,

they will have the thanks of the

human race hereon, which
probably makes it worth trying.

We musn't be like Marinov and
refuse to perform experiments
which we already claim to know
the results of, even if we are,

unlike him, on ground well-

trodden enough not to turn

out to be quicksand.

Having said this, though,

I would not like to see the

Marinovs of the world disappear.

They provide amusement and
intellectual stimulation, play the

useful part of devil's advocate for

a science which requires creation

and criticism alike, and restore

the public's faith in scientists as

a bunch of potty professors

continuously producing theories

and inventions to save the world.

S. A. Hayward
Department of Applied
Mathematics and Theoretical

Physics

Cambridge

Marinov's note, lie My crura iia MarapeTO
iq^acrara, aMii n N^yxirre

ro xaimr.

The comments for the En-

lish reading public are given on p. 200.
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Donnerstag, 15. Janner 1987 Tagespost

Tito-Kult
Die osterreichischen Massen-

medien berichten, daB man sich

in Jugoslawien vom Tito-Kult
befreien wolle. 'Welch riesiges

AusmaB diese Kampagne ge-

nommen hat, haben die Be-
richterstatter noch gar nicht be-
merkt. Man erzahlte mir, daB in

Sibenik der Biirger I. Jovic zu
30 Tagen Gefangnis verurteilt

wurde, weil er auf der Wand sei-

nes Schweinestalls mit groBen,
roten Buchstaben „Ziveodrug
Tito" (Es lebe Genosse Tito!)

geschrieben hat.

STEFAN MARINOV
8010 Graz,

Moretlenfeldoasse 16
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lb THE KING NAKED?
(submitted to NEW SCIENTIST, 23.1.1987)

In the 18th December issue of "New Scientist" (p. 48) I shouted loudly "The king is

naked", pointing out that Einstein's relativity is wrong and the electromagnetic in-

duction effects are not such as described in the textbooks. Moreover I showed that an

electromagnetic perpetuum mobile can be constructed. My "theory" is childishly simple,

the experimentsdescrihed confirming it are understandable to evpryhody. Nevertheless

the whole scientific community continues to admire the wondei^ful new (already fiO years

oldt) clothes nf the king.

I received a dozen of letters from readers of this advertisement. But no single let-

ler was sent by a holder of a Ph, D. Thus I concluded that the citizens in Andersen's

world had the courage to sustain the assertion of the seeing child (which was obvious

to all of them), however the estimated Blirger in our "enlightened" century, even after

my piercing shout, continue to admire the nonexistent (or ragged) king's clothes.

The fear of appearing stupid between the today's Burger is much bigger than between

the inhabitants of Andersen's world (let us not forget that the tailors, before offer-

ing their wares, stated that only clever men could see the cloths). The reader will,

maybe, object: Andersen's tailors were charlatans, while Faraday, Maxwell and Einstein

were honestmen. That's true. But it should be amusing to note that: 1) Faraday stated

that he can "see" the magnetic force lines and the today's physicists assert that the

electromagnetic "field" is an objective reality with a specific energy density, 2) Max-

well asserted that the displacement current is "physically existing" and recently Bart-

lett and Corle (Phys. Rev. Lett., 55, 59 (1985)) even measured (! ) the magnetic action

of the displacement current, and immediately Dr. Maddox (Nature, 316 , 101 (1985)) chee-

red this fantastical deed, 3) Prof. Salam and Co. are since many years searching for

magnetic monopoles what is the same adventure as to try to cut a button from the clothes

of the Andersen's king, 4) Being obsessed by the "relativity of the physical effects",

Einstein refused to take into account Kennard's experiment (Philosoph. Mag., 33, 179

(1917)) and made as if Sagnac's effect (Comptes rendus, 157 , 708 (1913)) did not exist.

Thus the analogues with Andersen's tale go deeper. But I am writing this note with

another intention. Mr. John McNulty (Oxhey Hall, Oxhey, Hertfordshire, WDl 4NU) wrote

me on the 14th January that I speak in my advertisement about a perpetuum mobile only

with the obvious aim to "sell" better my ideas about the inconsistency of relativity.

No! My perpetuum mobile is not a salesman's trick! T have observed a violation of the

energy conservation law. To make my machine MAMIN COLIU eternally running I need only

% 10,000 and a month. Nothing else! But where is this fairy-tale king who would send a

courier with a message: "His Excellency has heard your boast, poor groom (I am earning

my bread working as a groom in a stable near Graz). Here there are 10,000 golden coins.

If in a month from now your perpetuum mobile will rotate, the king will give you his

daughter for wife (the question whether I shall marry her remains open). If you will

fail, the first king's hangman will cut your tongue."

Helas, such a king and citizens with a modest portion of civic courage could exist

only in Andersen's world. Not in the present one. In our world there is only the lonely

shouting child. Stefan Marinov, Morel lenfeldgasse 16, A-8010 Graz, Austria
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Stefan Marinov Dr. John Maddox
Morel lenfel dg. 16 NATURE
A-8010 Graz National Press Building

12 February 1987 ^^^ ^^^^ Street, N.W.W February 1987
Washington, D.C. 20045

(this is the address from 1978,
I hope that it is still the same)

Dear Dr. Maddox,

You played for an x-time the same game: On the 9th February (Monday, the "press
day" of NATURE) you said me on the phone that my letters to Gorbachev will appear
on Thursday (the 12th February) and you promised me ("final honest promise") that
the next day before 11 AM you shall send by a telefax your suggestions for correc-
tions to my paper "Experimental Violations of the Principles of Relativity, Equi-
valence, and Energy Conservation".

And when the telefax did not arrive and I phoned to the Editorial Office, Miss
Mary said me that you are not in the Office and you will be not. From your wife
I learned later that you will be for two weeks in Washington, D.C. and I should
suggest that you give the following story to Vera Rich, so that she translates it

for Miss Mary:

Bo BpcMM xpymoncKon orrenejTH Bhiiina b mockobckom npo(l)H3AaTe KniOKKa neKoro Tepe-
meiiKO, KOTopijDi iTpo)Kiin AOJinic roAi)i b Uh^arax h iia CTapocTH Jiex Bcpiiyjica b CoBermo.
Ha Boiipoc noMCMy b Amcphkc bcg b nopaqKe, a b Pocchh bcc b HeiiopjmKc TepemeHKo
flan TaKOH oTBer:

B BaiiiniirToiie BepeiiDi xejiecJioHiryH) ipy6Ky, na6ifpaeiiib noMep, cnpaimiBaeiiib: "Please,
give me lY. Smith." IIpiinTinjifl flCBHMHii rojioc oTBeMaex: "Mr. Smith is visiting our
branch in Provo, Utah. He will be back in the office on Monday at 8.00 AM. Would
you like to leave a message?"

F>epeiiib B MocKBe Tpy6Ky, na6npaeiiib iioMep. OcxaBUM b CTopoHy Boiipoc, mtd Tejie<lx)H

jih6o lie paSoraeT, jthSo ryflur cipamio, jth6o cobccm lie ryflirr, aii6o ryfl»T TonbKO
"3anjrro", jth6o tie c tcm aSoiieiiTOM CBHSbiBacr. floBTopjno, ocxaBUM Bce 3X0 b cxopoHy.
3namix ciinMaeuib xpy6Ky, na6npaeiiib, cnpaimiBaciub: "3xo noMep xpHcxa xpKmiaxb iiiecTb,

ABa iiyjiH, xpunuaxb MCXhipe?" lleiipHHXHbui wciickhm rojioc oxBeMaex: "M-aa-a. A mxo
BaM iiywiio?" "CBjcKifre, noKajiocxa, c HBanoM rierpoBiwcM." HenpunxiibiH rojioc iiocjie

nBaAuaxH-ceKynaiioi'o pasnyMijn oreeqaex: "Ero iiex." H Bbi cjibiuHxe 3ByK nojioKCiiHOH

na BiiriKy xpy6iai. Ila6npacxe ciioBa /onycKaeM cxpaiiiniie rynKii, luejFiKii h iipjinejiKHBaHHH,

CHriiarn>i "sannxo", pyraiii.: "a y Bac rjTa3 iiexy, mxo jni, »rro6bi iioMcp npaBiuibiio iia6n-

paxii" H x.fl./: "JlcByiiiKa, ripocxuxe, a HBaii flexpoBHM CKopo 6yAcx." Tcnepb nocjie

ACCJrrH-ccKyimiioro paiAyNfl-a oxBCMaox: "lle-e-ex. Ert) CKopo lie 6yAer." H oiiaxb ciibi-

iiDfre 3ByK iiojic»Keiiiioii na niun<y iTyGiai. Ila6npaerc b xpeiwi pas h KaK MCfwiio 6ojiee

Mfin<iiM n SapxariibM rojiocoM ciipaimmaexe: "/leByiiiKa, Munan, a Koraa IteaH FIcxpobhm

6yAer?" Teiiepb iierrpHaxiibni wciickhm ix)Jioc oxBcwaex ywe 6e3 pa3AyMbH, no na 6o-
Jiee BbcoKoii iioxe: "]kme mom, iixo 3a yrrpaMcxBo! Bo-nepuboc n BaM lie ACByiiixa h hc
MHJian. Bo-BxopbK llBana flexponnMa ywe Ana Mccjnia KaK nepcMecxjtnH b CaMapKaiiA. B

MocKBy OH 6oJii)Uie tie Bepnexca. FIoiiRnM!" H yAap xpyGKii o BHriKy AaBirr iia Baiuy cjiyxo-

Byio ncpciioHKy MaunocxKo b xpnAuaxb ACHnSejuioB.

Miss Mary said me that she has the feeling that my letters to Gorbachev will

not appear on Thursday. Later Mr. Newmark stated firmly that the letters will not

appear and that you have left no instructions about the article.

You have brought this scenario to the stage already a couple of times. Are you
not tired to perform again and again the same poor play? I said to Mr. Newmark
(and also to your wife, who always speaks charmingly with me) that I was deeply
indignant and angry (as far as I can be angry!) seeing that once more you have

repeated your obsolete "rogish trick". I begged Mr. Newmark to transmit to you
(and I repeat this once more now) the following: If you do not wish to maintain
contacts with me, write this openly and clearly in a letter and I shall no more
bother you. Hpwever, if you promise to do certain things, do them. If I should
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know that my way through NATURE is closed, I shall search for another way (after
your definite refusal to publish my letter to the world's scientific conscience
as an advertisement in NATURE I published it in NEW SCIENTIST). But I believe in

your words, as I am a "believing man" and you were and you remain a very kind per-
son for me, but I realize that the only result of my believe in you and of your
charme on me is that during the last two years I lose 50-60 dollars 3ny weelc for

my phone calls, You know how poor I am. You know that I pay my whole scientific
activity with my own money. And during two years I expend for my food the same
amount of money as for my calls to NATURE. This smells on sadism (from your side)
and on masochism (from my side). Nevertheless I shall continue in my masochistic
endeavours to publish the submitted materials in NATURE. If you will continue in

your sadism, do it - I shall not give up the battle, as I sacrified in it too many
years, too many efforts and too much money. It is too late for me to give up. Thus
that are you who have to choose one of the following three alternatives:

1) To fulfil finally your promises.

2 ) To write me honestly that you wish to cut the relations with me.

3) To continue with the promises without fulfilling them and to be bothered every
second day with my phone calls (somedays I have phoned to NATURE three times!).

If you will vote for the first noble alternative, I shall beg you:

1. To phone to Mr. Newmark and to tell him to print my two letters to Gorbachev
in the 19-February-issue of NATURE.

2. To read the enclosed version of the paper "Experimental violations...", to
correct the eventual linguistic errors, to introduce the corrections which you
consider as necessary and to send one copy to me and one copy to Mr. Newmark, so
that the paper can appear on the 26th February. I said you many times that I shall
with a probability 95X accept all your corrections. If I shall not agree with your
corrections, we shall settle the differences after your return to London, and I

shall phone to Mr. Newmark to stop the publication.

The text of the paper is the same as of the paper already submitted to you. New
are only some pa.ragraphs on pp. 8 and 8. . in which I present the variation of the

Sil vertooth's experiment which I carriea out in January. Read attentively these
pages. I have simplified Sil vertooth' s experiment so much, that it can be carried
out in a day in any optical laboratory. Phone to Dr. Luther in the N.B. S. (921-

2061) or to Dr. Barry Taylor (921-1000), transmit to them my greetings and tell

them ON THE PHONE how to carry out the experiment. Dr. Luther is able to mount the

experiment in a single hour . Then, if you are curious, take the shuttle from the

Department of Energy (it starts, as far as I remember, at 7.30 AM) and go to the

N.B.S. to see how one can measure the Earth's absolute velocity. If the N.B.S.
lies too far for you, phone to Dr. Joseph Weber (or better to Dr. Carol) at the
Maryland University (301) 454-3527, transmit to them my greetings and repeat what
was said above. Finally, if you do not wish to leave the D.C. area, phone to Dr.

Jarus Quinn of the Optical Society (292-1420) and he will tell you who in the

George Washington or Georgetown University will be able to mount this experiment
in a day.

I read again your article Test of Relativity (continued) , NATURE, 325, 103 (1987).

You analyse with such a competence and "legerte" the experiment of the Seattle
groupe. For you (and also for the group of Seattle) it is so clear that "if, by some

stretch of imagination, special relativity should be false, then the (nuclear magne-
tic resonance) measurement (of the rate of precession of an atomic nucleus with net
non-zero spin about the direction of an applied magnetic field) should vary with
the changing seasons, or, more precisely, as the orientation of the precession axis

changes relative to the fixed stars because of the rotation of the Earth". And on

a whole page of NATURE you comment on this experiment published in PHYS. REV. LETT,

entering in all technical and theoretical detail, as if you enter in your living
room. And the readers read your paper and exclaim: "Dr. Maddox understands

relativity better than Einstein and Eddington taken together."
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Meanwhile in your OWN journal certain S. Marino/.buying space from the advertisement

pages, writes that if a wire moves with a velocity v in the field of a stationary

magnet whose magnetic potential is A, then the induced electric intensity will be

E = vxrotA, (1)

while if the magnet moves but the wire is at rest, the induced electric intensity

will be -> -V ->

E = (v.grad)A. (2)

On this experiment and theory you do not dedicate even a single line. I wonder,
Dr, Maddox! On the one side you know exactly how the motion of the

Earth acts on the precessional motion of
the atomic nuclei around an applied magnetic field, but on the other side you do
not know what is the induction in a wire which you hold in your left hand if you
move a magnet with your right hand!

I know that you do not comment on formulas (1) and (2) because you are afraid
to say: "Yes, formula (2) is right", as in this very moment the whole scientific
community will say: "Look, also Dr. Maddox has become mad." On the other side you
are afraid to say: "No, formula (2) is wrong.", as you feel pretty clearly that

then the whole scientific community of to-morrow will say: "Ha- ha- ha, also Dr.

Madox was blind as the blind Einstein."

And you (as all representatives of the "world's scientific conscience")
keep silent. Maybe you ask some close friends about their opinion, but all of

them shrug the shoulders and give you the friendly advice "no comment".

You certainly are curious to learn whether formula (2) is right or wrong. At

the same time you cut for you all possibilities to learn the truth, because only

the publication of my paper will suscitate a world-wide discussion. And only a

free and open discussion will bring the right answer. Do not forget what has said

Gorbachev at the meeting with the writers: "TojibKO rjiacHOCTb

BbiBC/ieT iiac 113 THJKejioro DKoiiONOwecKoro h Mop.'uibnoro lynHKa, b kotopom saronyJia

Pocchh". I shall translate Gorbachev's words relating them to science: Only GLAS-

NOST (in English there is no an exact translation for this word, "openness" or

"publicity" are not very good) will extricate space-time physics from the relati-

vistic quagmire".

Hoping to receive your EXPRESS answer soon and to see my letters to Gorbachev
in the 19-th-February-issue and my paper in the 26th-February-issue,

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov
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THE PHYSICAL REVIEW
•

. AND

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
EDITORIAL OFFICES - 1 RESEARCH ROAD

BOX 1000 -RIDGE. NEW YORK 11961

Telephone (516) 924-5533

Telex Number: 971599

Cable Address: PHYSREV RIDGENY

13 February 1987

Dr. Stefan Marlnov
Mor el 1 enf eldg . 16
A-8100 Graz
Au s t r ia

Dear Dr. Marinov:

We have received your letter of 7 January
and four manuscripts entitled "Coup de grace to
relativity and to something else", "On the absolute
aspects of the electromagnetic interactions", "New
measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity with
the help of the 'coupled shutters' experiment",
and "On the action and Interaction of stationary
currents". As I stated in my letter of 7 August
1986 these papers are not acceptable for the Physical
Review. We are returning them herewith.

Yours sincerely.

vyh
D . Nord St r om
Ed itor
Physical Review D

DN :cp
enc .

Editorial note. See also pp. 167 and 190.

(PUBLICATIONS OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY)
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(submitted to NEW SCIENTIST, 9.3.87)

LAW SUPPORTERS

What is a law? - The canonized will
of the ruling class. Karl Marx

I am extremely happy that after so many years a member of the "scientific estab-

lishment" has pfilnted an attack against my theory (NEW SCIENTIST, 8.1.87, p. 66).

I shall not try to explain to Dr. Hayward why the formula for the motional -transfor-

mer induction, which is unknown to conventional physics and which according to Dr.

Hayward is wrong, is right. This needs some more space. I wish only to know which

predictions will Dr. Hayward give for the induction effects in the experiments shown

in figs. 1 and 2 of my advertisement (18.12.86, p. 49). My predictions (which are gi-

ven also in the advertisement) are the following (for a lab at rest in absolute space,

i.e., in this space in which the velocity of light is isotropic): 1. If the wire

rotates (fig. 1) or moves (fig. 2), there is induction. 2. If the loop rotates or

moves, there is no induction. 3. If the wire and the loop rotate or move together,

there is induction.

If Dr. Hayward will give in this journal his answers (equal to mine or different),

he will receive from me a cheque for 200 pounds. For Dr. Hayward the lab should be

an arbitrary inertial laboratory. The effect (availability or not of induced tension)

will be established by golden leaves attached to the ends of the wire, i.e., by the

observation of a physical effect and not by nonsensical reasoning what is "seen" by

which "observer".

Now some flowers from the garden of history. The following excerpt from Einstein's

1949-letter to Solovine is well known: "Now you think that I am looking back on my

life's work with calm satisfaction. But, on closer look, it is quite different. There

is not a single concept of which I am convinced that it will stand firm and I am not

sure if I was on the right track after all." Only few people, however, know the back-

ground of this elegiac missive. The story is the following: An old man, presenting

himself as an eternal student, visited once Einstein late in the night and drew the

enigmatic experiments shown in figs. 1 and 2 of my advertisement, asking for the pre-

dictions of the maestro, but because of the late hour promising to pass for the an-

swers the next day. This strange eternal student has, however, not appeared anymore,

and Einstein, like Mozart after the visit of the old man ordering him a requiem, had
been

the feeling that he has frequented by the merciless fate.

Stefan Marinov

Morellenfeldg, 16

A-8010 Graz, Austria

Editorial note . This is an answer to the Letter to the Editor
of Dr. Hayward reproduced on p. 191.
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Stefan Marinov

Morel lenfel dg. 16

A-8010 Graz

9 March 1987

Dr. S. A. Hayward
Deptm. of Applied Mathematics
and Theoretical Physics

The University
Cambridge, UK

Copy: Dr. Michael Kenward

NEW SCIENTIST
Dear Dr. Hayward,

I send you a copy of my letter to Dr. M. Kenward (NEW SCIENTIST) and a copy of

my Letter to the Editor LAW SUPPORTERS in which I comment on your letter of the

8 January.

Enclosed is also a copy of the payment document for 200 pounds. I begged Dr.

Kenward to resend this sum to you in the case that you will give YOUR predictions

for the effects of the experiments sketched in my advertisement and if Dr. Kenward

WILL PRINT them together with my letter. To any of the questions one and only one

answer is to be given. In the case that you will not give such answers (or Dr.

Kenward will decline the publication of our letters to the editor), I begged Dr.

Kenward to send the money back to me.

I "dramatize" the case because otherwise the scientific community will continue

to sleep lullabied by wrong dogmas.

I enclose some other advertisements, where I bring to the knowledge of the

scietific community the results of my theoretical and experimental research. I

have no other way for communication, as in the last years all physical journals

have begun to systematically reject my papers.

If you will show interest to my books, I shall gladly send you any which you

would like. On the 19th March the second edition of THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH, Part

I, will be issued, where your letter to the editor of the 8 January will be repro-

duced.

Ending my letter, I beg you to take into account that for me 200 pounds are so

precious as for you 2000 or even 20,000. In my life I have not received a single

pence for my scientific activity and I finance for years my WHOLE theoretical,

experimental, publication and organization activity from my own pocket.

Hoping to receive your answer.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

B~^ ^a, Auslands-Oberweisungsauftrag

CREDnANSTALT

Sie Mrerdon vrajdA. nachslehonde AusbnttsOberweisijng dufcti/ufuhien

W^iung/ncdag in 7rflem

\ t 200,1--

Harro Prof.
Stafan HarlnoT

Mjaant to Frof. Dr. Bajward
Caabrldga, through Hiohaal
Kenward

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllh

Raw Soiantlat

1-19 New Oxford Street
London, HC, Great Brltlan

Ittala Sohaok

i1o% AiittriinQrliOfS

0082-17077/00

9.5.1987

Ubernahmsbestatigung
Gill nichi als Ausliihruiigsan/eige i

Vothipilil in HSnden lies Aiilliaqqehprsl

Ciedilanslall-Bankverein
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POSTSCRIPT TO THE LETTER TO DR. HAYWARD WRITTEN FOR THE READERS OF THIS BOOK

The experiments drawn in figs. 1 and 2 on p. 185 are, indeed, enigmatic for any

person who has not realized that the electromagnetic effects are determined by the po-

tentials and not by the intensities. For a better understanding of these experiments,

I suggest to the reader to look at pp. 116, 117, and 329-336 of the 1986-edition of

TWT-II. Here I shall give only the following short remarks.

As the >iiZ(itl\)(i Newton-Lorentz equation shows (see equation (10) on p. 116 of TWT-II)

the force acting on a unit charge (i.e., the electric intensity), for the case where

the electric potential is zero and the velocity of the test charge in the laboratory

is zero, is the following (in the system SI)

E = VxrotA + (V.grad)^, (1)

where V is the at)4o£ate velocity of the laboratory and A is the iabvnatomj magnetic

potential of the system of electric charges surrounding the test charge.

For easier mathematical speculations, let us suppose that there is not a rectangular

loop with b « d, but an inf^initQZij long rectangular solenoid with the same cross-sec-

tion. In such a solenoid the rjagnetic intensity will be constant pointing from the

reader, i.e., 6 = Cottst = - BZ, if we take the x-axis pointing to the right and the

y-axis pointing upwards. For t constant the following mathematical relation is valid

rot(Bxr) - -(Igrad)r + Bdivr = -B + 3B = 2B. (2)

Comparing this with the definition equatlity

B = rot^, (3)

we can write

t^'^hr^\, (4)

where Xq is an unknown vector whose rotation is equal to zero. If we choose Aq = 0,

we can write the magnetic potential in components as follows

t = (yB/2, -xB/2, 0). (5)

Such is the magnetic potential in an infinitely long cytindnAcal solenoid whose axis

is the z-axis. But our solenoid is A-CctanguloJi with b « d and for such a sole-

noid (in which the magnetic intensity is also constant!) the vector Aq in (4) is to

be chosen as follows ,

t^ = (yB/2, xB/2, 0). (6)

Now the magnetic potential in (4) will have the following expression

i = (yB, 0, 0), (7)

and I especially note that the rotation of the vector (6) is equal to zero.

Now if V = Vx, we have E = VBy, however if V = Vy, we have E = 0. The first of this

cases is considered in my advertisement and I am awaiting for the prediction of Dr.

Hayward. It is clear, however, that all these results of my theory (which inevitably

are con^tAmed by Nature) are totally buiompichcmib^c. for conventional physics. First

of all, of importance for conventional physics are only the intensities and not the

potentials. If a conventional physicist makes calculation for the magnetic effects

in the inner space of an.jnf initely long solenoid he does not care about the ftOtm of

the solenoid, as for him^ls enough to know that the magnetic intensity is constant.

The transformation from the potential (4) with Ao = to a new potential with Aq given

by formula (6) is a gauge tHamf^afimation (see my Classical Physics), i.e., it is such

a transformation which leaves the intensities without change, and the conventional phy-

sicists make such transformations without having any fear that Nature will slap them

on the nose. I showed that the gauge transformations are not always permitted. More-

over when exact calculations are to be done, always one has to work with the potential;

and not with the intensities, as the magnetic intensity at a certain point does not

describe completely the magnetic action of the surrounding system on the test charge,

but the potential does- The conventional physicists have to eat a stone of sel unti

they should understand all these aspects of electromagnetism.
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Stefan Marinov Dr. Michael Kenward
Morellenfeldg. 16 NEW SCIENTIST
A-8010 Graz 1-19 New Oxford Street

9 March 1987
London WCl ING

Dear Dr. Kenward,

I send you my letter to the Editor entitled LAW SUPPORTERS, my letter to Dr.

Hayward and a copy of the payment document for 200 pounds. If Dr. Hayward will
answer the questions posed in my letter and you will print my letter together
with Dr. Hayward 's answers, I beg you kindly to resend the money to Dr. Hayward.
However, if Dr. Hayward will not answer my questions or you will decide to dec-
line the publication of our two letters, please, be so kind to return the money
by cheque or to my bank account:

CREDITANSTALT, Graz, c/a: 0082-17077/00, Stefan Marinov.

As I wrote to Dr. Hayward, I "dramatize" this case, as otherwise the readers
of NEW SCIENTIST may remain with the opinion that I am wrong.

On the 4th March I visited your editorial office in London, but I could not
see you, as you were in a meeting. I spoke with Mr. Phil Abrahams (who has ma-
naged the publication of my advertisement) and he promised to speak with you
later. As you know, my letter to the editor entitled IS THE KING NAKED? (sent
on the 23 January) is still under consideration. I beg you very much to publish
this letter as soon as possible and then in one of the following issues to pub-
lish my present letter with the answers of Dr. Hayward, or without them if he
will not present such answers.

In this way the scientific community will be awaken from its deep sleep. Ano-
ther "big bang" will be my paper which is due to appear on the 26 March in

NATURE (I was in London for a more speedy preparation of this paper for print).

Hoping that you will have understanding for this case and you will take
quick decisions.

Sincerely yours,

J- Ud:i'in-

Stefan Marinov

Copy: Dr. Hayward.

Editorial note .

Marinov's letters to the Editor entitled IS THE KING NAKED? and LAW SUPPORTERS

are published, respectively, on pp. 193 and 198.

Marinov's "big bang" article entitled EXPERIMENTAL VIOLATION'S OF THE PRINCIPLES
OF RELATIVITY, EQUIVALENCE AND CONSERVATION OF ENERGY which was due to appear in

NATURE in March 1987 is still not published. During his visit in London, Marinov
met Dr. Maddox four times to discuss the article and Dr. Maddox HIMSELF composed
the article, in the presence of Marinov, so that Marinov could immediately correct
the proofs. In the follwoing year Marinov spoke at least 200 times with Dr. Mad-
dox on the phone to hear his eternal: "Today before twel ve-ou-ou , this evening,
this night, tomorrow morning, not later than at the end of the week, etc."
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Commonwealth House, I 19 New Oxford Street. London WCI ING
Telex: 9157 48 MAGDIVG
Switchboard 01 404 0700

17 March 1987

Stefan Marinov
Morellenfeldg. 16
A-8010 Graz
Austria

Dear Mr Marinov

I hujeby return yuui^ bank draft for £200. 1 return this
because it contains conditions that apply to New Scientist .

You are welcome to enter any arrangement you like with
Dr Hayward . But I am not prepared to guarantee publication
in New Scientist .

Yours sincerely

MICHAEL KENWARD
Editor

From: Stefan Marinov
Morellenfeldg. 16

A-8010 Graz

jvV^
To;

.^T^

Dr. S. A. Hayward
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Stefan Marinov Dr. Michael Kenward

Morel lenfeldg. 16 NEW SCIENTIST

A-8010 Graz 1-19 New Oxford Street

.. . ,««-, London Wcl ING
26 March 1987

Copy: Dr. S. A. Hayward
Cambridge

Dear Dr. Kenward,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 17 March and for the cheque returned

for 200 pounds. Until the present day I have not received a letter from Dr. Hayward

and it is to be supposed that he will not answer at all.

At this situation, I am afraid, you will decline the publication of my letter to

the editor entitled LAW SUPPORTERS which I submitted on the 9 March.

I beg you. Dr. Kenward, to understand that if I have sacrificed 200 pound of my

scarce money, it is because I consider the publication of my letter to the editor

as extremely important. I think that now, when Dr. Hayward refuses to appear with an

answer IN THE PRESS, you have to publish this letter to the editor, noting that

Dr. Hayward prefers to keep silent. The understanding that the absolute effects

are relevant in electromagnetism leads to the conclusion that the energy conserva-

tion law can be violated and this conclusion is of a TREMENDOUS importance for man-

kind. I think, it should be unfair if your journal will block the information on

this topic without having any SCIENTIFIC objections to my theory and experiments.

I send you part I and part II of my book THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH. You can see

on pp. 289, 298 and 299 of part I that the case with the letter of Dr. Hayward is

brought to the attention of the scientific community. If you will not publish my

letter, the story should be kept covered a couple of months but NO MORE.

I beg you to read p. 296 of part II where Dr. Maddox gives his answers to the

questions posed to Dr. Hayward and then on p. 304 my comments. You can see that a

relativist CANNOT give a logical set of answers, as it is impossible LOGICALLLY to

present such a set of answers. Thus the problem here is not physical (experimental),

it is a very simple problem solvable by the most simple methods of LOGIC.

Please, inform me whether I can buy ONE PAGE in NEW SCIENTIST and publish an ad-

vertisment.

Looking forward for your answer.

Sincerely yours,

/ ///•-•'•

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note .

The documents published on pp. 289, 298 and 299 of the second edition of TWT-I

are presented on pp. 191, 199 and 200 of this book.
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Commonwealth House, I • 19 New Oxford Street. London WCI ING
Telex 9157 48 MAGDIVG
Switchboard 01-404 0700

1 April 1987

Stefan Marinov
MorellenfeltSg. 16

A-8010 Graz
Austria

Dear Mr Marinov

Thank you for sending me the copy of your book "The

Thorny Way of Truth" . T am returning this unHoT-

separate cover.

I notice that you publish letters from me. You did

this without my permission. I suspect that you have

broken the law of copyright.

As this is your response to any communication, I am

not willing to discuss with you any of the matters
raised in your letter.

This is the last letter you will receive from me.

Therefore, you may decide that there is no point

in sending me any more letters or books.

Yours sincerely

MICHAEL KENWARD
Editor

n»0'«'"'*<< OUth IPr MAQIirmn^l Id Mtiio«Rl»l»r,h Tow«t.6l«lploidS»il»llt,londonr.F1 01 Sn^of.l^if»<1N<i
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Stefan Marinov Dr. Michael Kenward

Morel lenfeldg. 16 NEW SCIENTIST
A-8010 Graz New Oxford Street 1-19

^ , ., ,„m London Wcl ING
6 April 1987

Dear Dr. Kenward,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 1 April and for sending back both vo-

lumes of my book THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH.

The first edition of TWT-I was sent to you in 1982 immediately after its publica-
tion and you could see at that time that I publish not only your letters but letters

of ALMOST ALL physical journals of the world. I think there is no copyright for

letters. If I am wrong, please, mention the relevant English law.

I published all these letters (some with the enclosed referees' reports) to show

how for a dozen of years the most simple scientific truth was hiden from the eyes

of the world. Witn these letters I showed the way in which the editors of scientific
journals block the information on revolutionary (or, better, counterrevolutionary)
EXPERIMENTS and theories which are of an enormous importance for the sound evolution
of physics. You know well which importance has the GLASNOST which now after so many
years of "blackout" blooms in Russia. Gorbachev sees the salvation of the communism in

Russia in the GLASNOST. Yes, Dear Dr. Kenward, GLASNOST is very important not only
for the sound political evolution of the society but also for the sound evolution
of science.

With your letter you block my way to communicate with the scientific community
through the pages of NEW SCIENTIST. I wish to ask you: is blocked also my way to

publish PAID ADVERTISEMENTS as the one on the 18 December 1986? I asked you in my
letter of the 26 March 1987 whether I can buy ONE PAGE in NEW SCIENTIST. Please, be

so kind to write me whether at least paid advertisements can I publish.

Vfy discoveries in space-time physics lead to the conclusion that a perpetuum mo-
bile can be constructed. My possibilities are very limited. A communication between
me and the scientific community will shorten significantly the time in which the

perpetuum mobile will begin to rotate. It is a TRAGEDY for mankind when even the

pages of the PAID ADVERTISEMENTS are closed for my SCIENTIFIC COMMUNICATIONS.

The problem is VERY IMPORTANT and I beg you to pay to it a due attention and to

write me whether I CAN PUBLISH PAID ADVERTISEMENTS in NEW SCIENTIST.

I shall NOT print your letter in my books, but if it will be negative it, surely,
will remain in the ANNALS of history.

Sincerely yours

,

Stefan Marinov

PS. My LETTER TO THE EDITOR entitled "LAW SUPPORTERS" is EXCELLENTLY written and
for its high publicistic character it has entered in the annals of history through
the pages of TWT-I (sec. ed.). It is a pity that the contemporaries cannot read
it on the pages of NEW SCIENTIST.

PPS. In his letter of the 8 January, Dr. Hayward categorizes me as a "mad scientist".
After having printed such a CALOMNY, you do not give me the possibility to show to

the world that I am not at all ''mad" but pretty logically thinking person and that
my logic is much better than this of Einstein. NATURE also categorized me as a "mad
person" in an article of Vera Rich in 1978 but Dr. Maddox has understood that I am
not such a one and finally gives me place on the numbered pages of NATURE. I hope
that you will also VERY SOON do this.
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„Da ist Verschworung"
Peter Brugge uber .Schwerkraft- und Feldenergie'-Forscher in Hannover

DER SPIEGEL, Hamburg

Nr. 16, April 1987

Tachyonen kann man nicht essen und
nicht messen. Durch nichts ist ihre

Existenz bewiesen. Gerade noch denk-

bar sind sie, MOckenschwanne In den
Gehimen einiger Atomphysiker: masse-

lose ..Teilchen", schneller ab Licht,

schiere Energie, allgegenwflrtig - nur

eben Spekulation.

Und doch hat das gereicht fQr eine

aberwitzige Kettcnreaktion der Hoff-

nung. Energiesucher, Okostrategen - so-

gar viele slocknOchteme Manager der

Industrie - wurden von ihr mittlerweile

ereilt und zu Abnehmem eines Zu-
kunftsbildes, das ihnen endlich

die ideale, die saubere, billige

und unerschfipfliche Energie

verheiBt - beliebig hereinzuho-

len aus dem Kosmos, dem
„T8chyonen-Feld", dem „Va-
kuum", dem Nichts.

Jahr fOr Jahr melden sich

nun zu Dutzenden weitere

Bastler und Entdecker, die zei-

gen wollen, wie sie diesen kos-

mischen Segen fur uns fangen.

IGenau besehen, beziehen sie

sich alle auf Nicola Tesla^jenes

Genie ausKroaticTir^em die

Welt die v6llig~reelle Versor-

gung mit Wechselstrom dankt,

die MaBeinheit fttr Magnelis-

mus sowie allerlei eher benga-

lische Erieuchtungen, etwa die

Idee fQr drahtlose Stromilber-

tragung oder fUr die Todes-

strahlen zum Krieg der Sterne.

Ober den Erfmder Tesia,

der 1943 in einem New Yorker
Hotelzimmer gestorben ist,

kursiert seit einer Weile auOer-

dem die Legende, er habe sein

Auto ohne jeden Energiever-

zehr elektromagnetisch betrie-

ben, mit einem Konverter: dessen wah-

ren Treibstoff hatte er bezogen aus dem
erwahnten Nichts.

TesIa ist der Prophet. Doch ein Bastler

namens Joseph Newman aus Lucedale in

Mississippi wirbelt jetzt in Teslas Nach-

folge gleichfalls durch eine Magnetma-
schine Staub auf, indem er mit ihr vor

zahlendem Volk einen roten Porsche

auf Schrittgeschwindigkeit beschleunigt.

Newman hat einen Zeugen dafQr, daO
dabei die zum Betrieb der Maschine

dienenden Batterien (17 000 Volt) kein

biOchen Spannung verlieren.

Aber was hilft's. Amerikas NBS, das

in alien Fragen technischer Neuerung
mSchtige ..National Bureau of Stan-

dards", hat Newmans Maschine fiir

einen Flop erklSrt. Die danach anheben-

de EmpOrung der atlantischen Tachyo-

nen-GUubigen ist bis nach Bonn zu spil-

ren. Wieso, das lieOen sie den Bun-
desforschungsminister im Parlament fra-

gen, werde diesc rettende Energie nicht

subventioniert? Mit seinem 6ffentlichen

Angebot, jeden ihm geschickten Tachyo-
nen-Umwandler auf alle behaupteien
Qualiiaten hin unbestechlich testen zu
lassen, fUhlten sie sich schlecht bedient.

Zu testen gabe es zwar genug. Auch
aus deutschen Basiler-Schuppen sind

langst Tachyonen-Jager hervorgetreten

zur Pirsch auf Subventionen und Ven-
ture-Kapital. Doch scheuen sie wie New-
man vor jedem wissenschaftlichen For-

schungsinstilut, als kOnnte es ihnen das

LendenschOrzchen rauben.

ErflndergenI* TesIa: Treibstoff aus dem Nichts?

Nichts, so argwflhnen sie, was den
Interessen der herrschenden Energie-

wirtschaft zuwiderlaufe, kdnnte da emst-

lich gewurdigt werden. Und dann: Ein-

steins Theorien oder die Gesetze der

Thermodynamik, auf denen die herr-

schende Lehre beruht, was sollten die

einem Konstrukteur, der aus seinem Mo-
tor mehr herauskommen spurt, als

er ^u dessen Antrieb verbraucht? Er

will nicht hdren, wieso das nicht sein

kann. Er will, daO man ihm folgt und
glaubt.

Der LUneburger Bahnbeamte Sieg-

fried Crull weiO eben einfach, daO in

seinem kleinen „Magneikraft-Konver-

ter" in den er bereiis 800 000 Mark
hineingebuttert haben will, „ein Parti-

kelstrom kleinster Quanten" den Aus-

schlag gibt fOr hShere Leistung. Er be-

siehi darauf: Da sei etwas, das sich „mii

Uberlichlgeschwindigkeil fonbewegt",

und er halt das fUr Magnetismus. Es ficht

Crull nicht an, wenn er es damit zunachsi

66
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nur auf einen ()opeligen Wirkungsgrad

von 17 Prozent bringt. Seine Hochrech-

nungen verheiBen ihm mindestens fiinf-

mal soviel - daran muB er sich halten.

Und wenn ihm noch so eriauchte Schul-

Physiker sagen, Elektromotoren auch so

hoher Effizienz seien langst ohne diesen

Quanien-Zauber in Dienst, so winkt er

ab: Das gibt's nicht, darf es nicht geben.

Siegfried Crull verspricht heute bcreits

mil seiner „Deutschen Gesellschaft fOr

Magnetkraftwerke und dezentrale Ener-

gieversorgung e. V." dem Volk handliche

Stromerzeuger filr nahezu kostenlose

Selbstversorgung im Eigenheim. Den da-

zu auBer einem Antriebsmotor freilich

ndtigen Generator muB er noch konstru-

ieren. Entsprechcnd machtig ist sein Ka-
pitalbedarf. Clevere Beschaffer sind da
unierwegs. Irgendwann, hofft Crull,

wiirden die „Hypothesen" seines Schaf-

fens „mathematisch exakt formulierbar

und damit erst begreifbar werden".

Das Geheimnis soil darin liegen, daB
ein Magnetfeld um einen Leiter rotiert

statt umgekehrt (wie bei den alten Elek-

tromotoren nach Faraday). Nur, die

Welt ist langst voll von Motoren der

einen wie der anderen Sorte, ohne daB
dabei geheimnisvolle Untcrschiede zuta-

ge treten. Dennoch legen technische An-
finger unbesehen ihre Erspamisse hin,

um in magischer Zuversicht langst Be-

kanntes neu zu arrangieren.

Den FachhochschOler Sven Reuss aus

Bad Nauheim hat es 2500 Mark und ein

Jahr Arbeit gekostet, vor einer groBen
Spule Kupferdraht einen kleinen Magne-
ten umlaufen zu lassen. Er wollte sehen,

wie das Kosmische kommt und meBbar
wird. Dann wuBte er selbst nicht recht,

was er vom Ergebnis halten sollte. Folg-

lich fuhr er mit seiner Versuchsanord-

nung gleich Cnill nach Hannover, um sie

beim KongreB der „Deutschen Vereini-

gung fur Schwerkraft und Feldenergie"
vorzufijhren. Rat zu holen bei den vie-

len, die so etwas nun umtreibt.

Mehr als tausend Betrachter, Ausstel-

ler und von den Vereinszielen geradezu
Besessene drangelten sich in die Siadt-

halle und applaudierten dem Vereinsvor-

sitzenden Dr. med. Hans Nieper, der
OberglQcklich ausrief, dieser KongreB sei

„revolutionar" und stehc somit „unter
der Schirmhernchaft des Volkes".

Unter die erkennbar Alternativen in

der Halle mengten sich Ingenieure aus
Japan, Lateinamerika, den USA und
Indien sowie stattliche Kontingente ver-

sierier Beobachter von Hochschulen,
Konzemen und mittelstandischen Unter-
nehmen. Aus ihrer Furcht vor den Pcr-

spektiven heutiger Energieversorgung
machten auch die keinen Hehl.

Sachte fragten sie nach MeBprotokol-
len. Prototypen, nach Brauch- und Pruf-

barem und hielten an sich, wenn sich

daraufhin am Vorstandstisch ein pompo-
ses Gefasel erhob. Der Mediziner Nie-
per. beruhmt dafiir, Yul Brynner vom
Krebs geheilt zu haben (an dem der Star
dann starb), lobte an praktisch jeder

nVakuum-Motor", KongreDbesucher In Hannover: .Wir konnen Energie anzapfen"

beschriebenen oder gezeigten Maschine
die wunderbare Leistungs- und Energie-

vermehrung auf Ober 100 Prozent (ihres

Verbrauchs), das, was er den „Over-
unity-effect" nennt.

Zu dieser Energie gebe es keine Alter-

native, rief er, aller Widerstand dagegen
sei zwecklos. „Sie konnen", dies sage er

als erfahrener Arzt, „eine massiv kom-
mende Entwicklung . . . einen Durch-
fall nicht dadurch verhindern, daB Sie

den Hintem mit Tesa-Film verkleben."

Neben Hans Nieper am Vorstands-

tisch saB der in Graz als Stallmeister

IULL-^_" .IJJA^'II itn i^LWilPiiij
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Erflnder Crull, .Magnetkraft-Konverter"
Kosienloser Strom furs Eigenheim?

tatige bulgarische Physiker Stefan Mari-
nov, angeblich ein Genius wie Tesia,
aber verkannt. Er verdammte die Leh-
ren Albert Einsteins, die von ihm bereits

1943 widerlegt worden seien. Dariiber
werde nur einfach nirgendsdiskuiiert. Er
habe deshalb sogar schon gedroht, sich

zu verbrennen.

„Manchmal glaube ich", klagte Mari-
nov unter beifalligem Nicken Hans Nie-

pers, „da ist Verschwoning, manchmal
nicht." Beispielsweise habe er bei der
Anreise von Graz plotzlich seine Tasche
mit bedeutenden Unterlagen vermiBt;

klar, wie ihn das alarmierte.

Aber er hatte sie nur vergessen.

„Jetzt", sagte Marinov, der na-

turlich manches gar nicht vorle-

gen konnte, „bin ich froh, daB
ich diese Tasche vergessen
habe."

Keines dieser Schwerkraft-

Genies konnte in Hannover mit

Unterlagen dienen, die nicht

besser vergessen worden waren.
Ingenieur Tewari etwa aus Bom-
bay, der im Namen der indi-

schen Atombehorde zu forschen

versichert. schwarmte von seiner

Induktionsmaschine, die den
sagenhaften Over-unity-Effekt
seiner Meinung nach erst in

dem Bereich von 6000 Umdre-
hungen per Minute zu entfallen

beginne, bei dieser Drehzahl an-

dererseits jedoch auseinanderzu-

flicgen drohe.

Feiner Nebel stob in die Hal-

le, wahrend Tewari die Rotation

des importierten Motors beunru-
higend forcierte. „Das ist doch
Ouecksilber", entselzte sich ein

Beobachter vom MBB-Konzern.
„damit mindert der den Uber-

DER SPIEGEL. Nf 16 19«7 67
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gangswiderstand der Slromabnehmer!

Aber das ist Gift! Das ist langsi streng

verboten."

Doch die KongreObesucher begehrten

nicht auf, hiiteten sich vor jeglicher

SchSrfe. Das war, als wollien sie Ruck-

sicht nehmen auf religiose GefUhle. Nur

ein einziger der vielen jungen Techniker

aus dem Auditorium erbat sich dringend

..wenigstens irgendeine Definition" der

Energie, um die sich alles drehte.

Das schon wirkte fast wie eine Unver-

sch3mtheit, und Nieper konnte ihm dar-

auf nur versichern. „Schwerkraft, Vaku-

um, Tachyonen", das sei „alles eins"

und vorderhand leider unerklSrIich. An
dem wiederholten Angebot eines Wiener

Lchrstuhlinhabers der Physik. jeden ge-

wOnschten Tachyonen-Konverter im

schlieBlich kernkraftfreien Osterreich

neutral zu prOfen, fand Hans Nieper

wenig Gefallen.

Er und sein Marinov haben es im

GefOhl, wieweit ihnen eine Erfindung

taugt. Der Stallmeister hielt die Hand

auch ans Gerat des verwunderten Fach-

hochschulers Sven Reuss und wuBte

gleich, da ist was. SpSter maB er auf eine

Weise, die Reuss selber nicht so recht

Qberzeugte, und platzte mit dem Sieges-

ruf hcraus: „Dies ist ein Perpetuum

mobile! Diese Maschine erzeugt hun-

dertmal mehr, als sie verbraucht. Dafflr

lege ich meinen Kopf auf den Tisch."

Niemand lachte. So mancher der zu-

hdrenden Professoren blieb ernst und

stumm, weil er unter seinen Kollegen

ehrenwerte Experten kennt, die in einem

separaten Abteil ihres Kopfes so etwas

gleichfalls laufen lassen.

So und anders breitet der allumfassen-

de Magnetismus sich aus. Was immer

dazu dienen mag, wird jedenfalls unter

der winderzeugenden VereinsfOhrung

des Doktor Nieper vermarktet: seine

eigenen BOcher, sUndteure Billig-Ma-

gneten furs Auto, fQr den Leib und die

Seele. Der ganze Mensch ja ist in den

Augen dieses Medizin-Mannes „ein un-

gcheurer Feld-Energie-Konverter", lebt

nicht so sehr von Nahrung, nein, „aus

dem Energiefeld ringsum".

Das zumindest verbindet ihn mit einer

Heilslehre des in der Zeit der Studenten-

rebellion verklSrten Psychoanalytikers

Wilhelm Reich. 1939 schon hatte dieser

die „Orgon-Box" erfunden, jene ver-

schlieBbare Isolierzelle zur energetischen

Wiederaufladung des mQden Menschen,

die in Hannover ebenso bezogen werden

konnte wie therapeutisches Ger3t aus

dem Arsenal des Anno 1734 geborenen

Magnet-Therapeuten Franz Anton Mes-

mer. FQr 13 Mark gab es Qberdies Ma-
gnetbander mit der Stimme eines Geist-

heilers. Deren Magnetismus soli wirken,

wenn einer sie nur in die Tasche steckt.

Von High-Tech zuriJck zum Mystizis-

mus war es ein Katzensprung. Auch
Warner vor den Gefahren der gelobien

Magnetkraft halten bereits Posten bezo-

gen. Siegfried Hermerding, ein durch

und durch blickender Magnelist und ehe-

maliger Bankprokurist, empfahl Entstdr-

gerate. Wie ein Schwamm saugten sie

giftige Strahlung auf. Die magnetische
Verschmutzung der Welt sei nicht auf die

leichte Schulier zu nehmen.

All so etwas nahmen ganze Rude!
deutscher Physik- und Ingenieur-Studen-
ten ohne Widerstreben zur Kenntnis. In

einem Magnetbahn-Konstrukteur aus
Miinchen weckte dss die laut geauBerte
Besorgnis, der deutschen Industrie dro-
he womdglich bald ein Schichtwechsel
von den Machem zu den Mythikem.

Bei einer Shnlichen Veranstaltung wie
der von Hannover hatte er ein von ihm
gebasteltes Mini-Fahrzeug als angebli-

ches Perpetuum mobile auf dem Tisch
kreisen lassen. Es war ein Test fQr die

Betrachter. Vor allem die Jungen, sagt

er, hStten ihm kommentarlos alles ge-

glaubt. Auf den naheliegenden Gedan-
ken, daB eine verborgene Batterie dies

Wunder treibe, sei zu seinem Entsetzen
keiner verfallen.
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STEFAN MARINOV ^ Dr. John Maddox

Morcllenfcldgnssc 16
~" NATURE

^^ ^

A^SOIOORAZ- AUSTRIA 4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3LF

14 May 1987

Dear Dr. Maddox,

You played again an unfair play, taking the plane for South Africa without saying

this to me and knowing how important is the speedy publication of my paper The

perpet2ur,;oMle N?Sa LABAVO". Thus when on the 11th May I phoned you and Miss Mary

said me that you are out for 10 days, I begged Mrs. Turnbull to publish my paper

as an adveKisment I recomposed it with a lower style, so that it can fit on two

p ge n NATURE and sent thC composed text on the l^^h May Mrs Turnbu promised

to me to publish the advertisement on the 28 May and, POSSIBLY, on the 21 May.

You promised me that my letters to Gorbachev will appear "somewhere on p. 850 of

vol 326" bit they did not appear. You said me that the proofs of my paper "Experi-

mental violations .
." have been sent on the 30 April but they still have not reached

Sra And now Siss Mary said to me that, as far as she Jc^ows, my letters to Gorbachev

are not due to appear and the proofs have not been senf^^egging her to contact me

with Sr. P New^a?k, she said that it is senseless, as only you decide on "my affairs

I beg you once more. Dr. Maddox. to take into account that "my case" is of an

extreme scientific, economical and political importance and to pay to it a due

attention Please, print as soon as possible BOTH my letters to Gorbachev, send

the proofs of my article "Experimental..." and publish the letter to the editor

"Queer or peer" which I submit now.

I shall phone you on the 20th May when you will be back from South Africa to hear

your decisions and. please, this time fulfil your promises. I am very afraid that

after returning you will stop the publication of my advertisement (or delay it)

If this win be the case, than the reasons for not publishing me until now should

to be searched not in your nonchalance.

Hoping that finally you will begin to cooperate EFFECTIVELY with me.

Sincerely yours,

0. Mauw
Stefan Marinov

Editorial note to the second edition .

Dr. Maddox rejected Marinov's advertisement (see Dr. Maddox' telefax of the 1 June

1987) but did not sent back the text of the advertisement which was composed by Ma-

rinov in the Nature-style in Graz. Neither at the visit of Marinov in June 1988

could he receive back the text of his advertisement.

The letters to Gorbachev are published on pp. 162 and 188.

The article "Experimental violations..." is published on p. 146.
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SCIENTIFIC CORRESPONDENCE TO "NATURE"

QUEER OR PEER

After having read the Letter to the Editor "Law breakers" {New S(uzntlf>t, 113,

66, 1987) signed by Dr. S. A. Hayward (Cambridge), I submitted to Dr. M. Kenward,

the editor of New S(iientl!>t,my answer "Law supporters" (see beneath), sending with

the letter my cheque for 200 pounds which had to be resent to Dr. Hayward if he

would answer my three questions. Copies of all letters and documents have been dis-

patched to Dr. Hayward and published in the second (March, 1987) edition of my book

"The Thorny Way of Truth", Part I (TWT-I). There was no answer from Dr. Hayward.

With a letter of the 17th March Dr. Kenward sent my cheque back suggesting that I

arrange the payment directly but not guaranteeing publication of the answer of Dr.

Hayward. Later, after having seen the second edition of TWT-I, Dr. Kenward wrote

me on the 1st April that he cuts all contacts with me as I have "broken the law

of copyright" (!?!?).

In his letter Dr. Hayward calls me a "mad scientist". I have the whole right not

only to publish this letter in my book but to sue Dr. Hayward and Dr. Kenward for

public calomny as, I am sure, an English court will never categorize me as a mad

man on the ground that the Bulgarian court has sentenced me a couple of times as

a paranoic, imprisoning me for years in the Sofia psychiatries and stuffing me with

horse doses of neuroleptics. Dr. Hayward calls me "mad" not, of course, for my poli-

tical concepts but for the reason that I carry out experiments showing the invali-

dity of the principles of relativity, equivalence and energy conservation. After

I left the Bulgarian psychiatries and came to the West in the "Helsinki years",

Mrs. Vera Rich, the writer on "Eastern science" in the present journal, also cate-

gorized me as a "nut-case {p^ikh)" putting this calomny in the mouth of acad. A. D.

Sakharov [NaXuAe, 27j^, 296, 1978). (M.B. First it was The Econom^^-t which put my

physical ideas "on the verge between originality and crankiness" in the years in

which I still lingered in Bulgaria {The Economlit, p. 78 , 5 Febr. 1977)). Now Dr.

Sakharov is free in Moscow and everybody can ask him on the phone which is his opi-

nion on me, on my theories and experiments.

I think it is time to put an end to the "hitch-hunt" on Marinov. I have demonstra-

ted the invalidity of the principles of relativity, equivalence and energy conserva-

tion by expeAimenti and if one is upset, if one has fear for one's scientific ca-

reer and professional reputation, one has to try to find at least one single flaw

in my theories and experiments and not to seminate rumours that my soul is obsessed

by the Devil.

Here is my answer to Dr. Hayward 's letter.

"Law supporters" (take the text from |j. 297

of P'T-I, second edition)

Editorial note . The correspondence LAW SUPPORTERS is not included in the third edi-
tion of TWT-I, but is included in the secpnd edition of TWT-III,
i.e., on p. 198 of the present book.
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Tifte: lionday l:Jun!87 10:12a(ii

Unjustified Proof

TELEFAX MESSAGE FROM JOHN MADPOX , EC'ITOR OF NATURE, TO STEFAN

I

MAPJMOV, GRA2.

1 regret ihat we cannnt publish yojr advertl«iei'ietit on A June or,

indepd, in any other issue ol NATURE.

The re^^orw aie ac folluws:

. .}

(1^ There is not rntKigh information an the text to ^justify your

cisjms. If there were, and if the peper could sustain the

ct itiri'^riB of our flrtvisers, ve would of course. b« glad to publish

it as an artirle in the ti=ual way, without charge to you.

<1) We havp a rule that advertisement? published in NATURE should

not imititate thf foroat ol the editorial part of the journal. We

have 6n'^c that on previous orc/isions, but that was » mistake. I

a.Ti not prpp^red tc- breal. the rule on thie orcssion because it i%

clesr thAt wojIc u?." the appearpice ol an advertisement in NATURE

as s mo^n'^ of lending a degree of authenticity to yot.r claims

whic-i I heliFve cannot- be justified by the content ol your text.

(3i Plee9e note that it is strictly speeking illegal in f-ritain

lor a journal to publi«ih an advertise.x.ent which it believes to

con^tititP a fal=P claim; while I do not bsiieve that we should

b? rrossc.ted c^ tl.is ac-rount, there i<; ever;. 1 ii'.el mpcrd thf.i we

wtu'.d p? i<aT= to joc'' fpois.
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1^1 It wc'uid ris -i?r t^t! et? be propr-r f^st ynu ghonld lIlrl'Jr^s «<

brief ^ccowt of your m-ichins in the article wp slie^il Se

pjbJishioc, and u-hc-so text I wii; let yOu '•.^vf i;'t€>r j;i thic

week

.

;5' I rani->c:t held further c-on>'ef = stiQnc on thi^ matter 0!-> this

day, but 1 =h^ll telep'-rp-ip yo.i ?t tr^s Gr^i po5t off.cp ^t

9 .e.ff. c'jr tine : ;D e.nt. yuLT tif-i-.e) toT'Ojrcu, TuB«d.''y, in ra^e

TRANSCRIPTION OF THE ABOVE NOT VERY WELL LEGIBLE TELEFAX

Time: Monday l:Jun:87 10:12 am
Unjustified proof

Telefax massage from John Maddox, editor of NATURE, to Stefan Marinov, Graz.

I regret that we cannot publish your advertisement on 4 June or, indeed, in any other

issue of NATURE.

The reasons are as follows:

(1) There is not enough information in the text to justify your claims. If there were,

and if the paper could sustain the criticism of our advisers, we would of course be

glad to publish it as an article in the usual way, without charge to you.

(2) We have a rule that advertisements published in NATURE should not imitate the format

of the editorial part of the journal. We have done that on previous occasions, but

that was a mistake. I am not prepared to break the rule on this occasion because it

is clear that would use the appearance of an advertisement in NATURE as a means of len-

ding a degree of authenticity to your claims which I believe cannot be justified by

the content of your text.

(3) Please note that it is strictly speaking illegal in Britain for a journal to pub-

lish an advertisement which it believes to constitute a false claim; while I do not

believe that we should be prosecuted on this account, there is every likelihood that

we would be made to look fools.

(4) It would nevertheless be proper that you should include a brief account of your

machine in the article we shall be publishing, and whose text I will let you have

later in this week.

(5) I cannot hold further conversation on this matter on this day, but I shall tele-

phone you at the Graz post office at 9 a.m. our time (10 a.m. your time) tomorrow,

Tuesday, in case.
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lOP Publishing Ltd

Ref: LMR/PJS

11 June 1987

Dr S Marlnov
Morellenfeldgaese 16

A-8010 Graz
AUSTRIA

Physics Trust Publications

Techno House
Redcliffe Way
Bristol BS1 6NX
England

Telex 449149

Telephone 0272 297481

Dear Dr Marlnov

I enclose two reports on your four papers, one from the

Honorary Editor of Classical and Quantum Gravity and one

from the Honorary Editor of Journal of Physics A .

I regret that we are unable to consider these papers,

or any versions of them further or to enter Into any further
correspondence on them.

Your typescripts are enclosed.

Yours sincerely

Llnda M Richardson
Staff Editor
Journal of Physics A: Mathematical and General

THE PAPERS BY MARINOV WHICH HAVE BEEN UNDER CONSIDERATION

FOR SOME TIME ARE HEREBY REJECTED

WITHOUT QUALIFICATION

AND WILL NOT BE CONSIDERED FURTHFJl.

Phv«:s •"«! riiWK.ilioiKi K a K.-Kliiiq n.ii>i<' "I lOP PuWIsWng Ltd ncqi'.trirH ri.imhm 'Ki/«iM f iKjI.liKl wtiov ifylislnnt olliiJ- is liihiHi Hoiivp, npHrlille Wav. Biisl'il BSI BNX. EruiliiKl

lOP PiiblKhIng lid ; i "mihiiiv wIimIIv fwiufl hv "»• liislilulf iit PliyJi-; imoiini.ilmt by Knv.ll CIvTcIri
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REFEREE'S REPORT ON FOUR PAPERS BY S. MARINQV

General Commont

These are, in general, extremely long and detailed papers which aoom to nio

to contain many flaws. As a complete critique would be at least as long, I

do not propose to criticise each and every one of those flaws, but only to

make one or two remarks about each paper which are, in my view,
sufficient reasons for rejecting It. I make this general point because I

would not wish it to be thought that correction of these p>oints alone would
make the papers suitable for publication.

I would add that after reading the papers, I read the previous referees'
reports on "Mathematical nonsense ...", which bears some relation to "On
the action and interaction of stationary currents, "Coup de grace to

relativity" and "New measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity ...".

These previous reports are more detailed than my comments, but seem as
pertinent to the present revised versions as to the earlier ones, and I

agree entirely with them.

"On The Action And Interaction of Stationary Currents"

This paper is concerned with aspects of classical electromagnetism.
Therefore, all the comments on Marinov's theory of gravity are irrelevant.
On page 84, the author slates briefly some axioms of his theory and then
says "One becomes aware of the fact that it is nonsensical to think ..."

This is a (somewhat abusive) non-sequitur. That the conventional view is

"nonsense" does not become a fact because alternative axioms have been
stated - it is an opinion. One could equally well (or equally badly) say
Marinov's view is nonsense if one takes the conventional view. Treatment
of alternative theories in this manner is poor physics. In this particular
instance, the definitions of inertial and gravitational mass arose from
experiment and the result concerning their equivalence is, whatever one's
theory, important to verify. If it were untrue, Marinov's theory would be
just as much in error as he believes relativity to be.

The argument about the Biot-Savart law is not new and not sensible. It is

true that his equation (16) does not obey Newton's Third Law. This is

perfectly reasonable since it cannot possibly represent the complete
picture, if only because an element of wire with current, considered by
itself, violates charge conservation. What is claimed in conventional theory
is that the integration of (16) round the current loops gives the correct
total force (which is in agreement with Newton's Third Law) not that the
integrand by itself is correct. Only the author's (24) is really correct.
One can, of course, consider a current element by itself if one puts
time-varying charges at each end. On a previous occasion when faced with
one of the present author's papers, I carried out this calculation and
proved that Newton's Third Law is then satisfied. I see no point in

reconstructing that calculation. The essential point is that the derivation
of (16) as a complete statement about current elements from the laws of
electromagnetism, cannot be achieved without violating some law (usually
charge conservation). (16) is correct only as a statement about integrands
leading to the correct integrated form, i.e., (24).

Marinov's proposal that one should take it literally is another matter: he is,

of course, at liberty to propose this, but not to claim that this is what
conventional theory does.
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"Now MoaBuromonl of

Mnrlnov rnally roforoon thin ono for in« by quoting the opinionn of export*
tn exporimonlal work, although ho aooma not to have granpod their point,

which clearly ie thnl tho Bppnralue ho mado could not poaaibly have been
made to the necoRaary accuracies for hia claimed reaulta to have
aijtnificance. Obvioualy, thoy have in mind auch mechanical and electrical

problema aa the responae of the ahafta to torque, flexure of the rotors,

accuracy of the gonrinj(, stability of rotation apeed (and many others). 1

can aee no roaaon for preferring Marinov's view to that of experienced
workera in high-preciaion exporimonta.

The comment on page 72 starting "according to anybody who ..." is an
unBubatantialed aaBcrtion. It is well-known that Newtonian theory gives
auch a result and that Newtonian theory ia valid for everyday life since c
ia very large. But there ia no "exp)erimenlal evidence accumulated by
humanity" supporting the assertion for the velocity of light (or any other
comparable velocity: if there were, Marinov's attempted experiment would be
completely auperfluoua. In fact, humanity has by now accumulated quite a
lot of evidence disproving this statement.

The one-way velocity of light would, of course, be interesting to measure,
but there are certain aerious problems which Marinov does not address
becauae he haa a theoretical framework in which such questions do not
ariae. For inatance, how can • one synchronise the emitter and receiver
times independently of the use of light (necessary to prevent the argument
being circular)? In which frame is the distance to be measured? And so
on.

"On The Absolute Aspects of the Electromagnetic Interactions"

On page 2, Marinov asserts that the description of a particle moving first

with velocity V and then V", and of a particle observed first by an
observer "at rest" and then one at velocity V are the same in special

relativity if v - V = y'. This is not correct. The description of a particle

with velocity v' by the observer at rest is the same as the description of

a particle with velocity v by the observer with velocity V, (all velocities

staled being measured in a single inertial frame and if v, V and y' obey
not the Newtonian but the relativistic addition law for velocities), but all

observers will agree about the 4-vector representing acceleration of any
particle which changes its motion. So his first situation shows acceleration

and the second does not, and the two are quite distinct in relativity.

Similarly in the author's discussion of the electromotive force in a wire
under the influence of a relatively-moving current-carrying rectangular
loop, he mis-represents the relativistic calculation, for which his formula
(4) is inadequate. The theory of relativity predicts that in the frame of

the wire, the rectangular loop generatea not only magnetic but also electric

field at all points, due to the fact that the Lorentz-transformed
four-current has a non-zero time comi>onent, i.e., a non-zero charge
density. The resulting electric fields are of magnitudes proportional to I/r

for each side of the loop and lead via integrals similar to (7) to the same
answer as (7), The contribution (8) is only a negligible end effect, whose
Lorentz transform was also ignored in (7).

C?oup de Grace Relativity And To Something Else

A large part of this paper is devoted to theoretical and experimental work
on motors and generators, which is not appropriate material for this

journal or J. Phys. A. The theoretical basis of these calculations is
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provided In the opening ©cllonB.

ThoBO rcponl Iho Bnmo errors Jusl nolod in connocUon with tho procoding

paper, aUhough the example is now a Bolenold ralher Ihon a recUnguUr

loop.

Tho pnper alno rovenls a point which is Iobb clear in tho other works.

Marinov BUrla from hie version of the Lorenlz force law, written in terms

of tho potentials. Tho definition of B_and E in terms of the potentials

implies (and is implied by) one pair of the Maxwell equations. However, it

does not guarantee tho other pair, which, however, spom still Ui be in use

despite the fact that they are Lorentz-invariant and not Galilfv-invariant.

It is this invariance from which (in special relativity) one can explain the

Kennard and other experiments.

This incompleteness manifests itself in the derivation of (8) and (10), where

it is assumed that q is the same in all frames, and no transformation of the

vector differential operators has been applied.

Marinov's note .

In my letter of the 17 August 1987 to the Editor of the JOURNAL OF PHYSICS, I quali-
fied the above referee's comments as IDIOTIC. Here I shall shortly show this (the
text of the respective papers and the formulas referred are to be seen in TWT-II):

"On the Action and..
."

The physicists of the "establishment" must once for ever understand that: 1) mathe-
matics is not acrobatics, and 2) physics is an EXPERIMENTAL science and a rightness
or a wrongness of a theory is to be established only with respect to experimental
observations.

The referee writes: "Formula (16) is correct only as a statement about integrands
leading to the correct integrated form, i.e. (24)."

In mathematics the integral can be correct only if the integrand is correct. One
cannot obtain a correct integral if the integrand is not correct, as the integral is

simply a sum of the integrands. The "incorrect" (according to the referee and according
to conventional physics) formula (16) leads to the EXPERIMENTAL prediction that the
"trick-track" perpetuum mobile proposed by me in the paper under discussion will
ROTATE by VIOLATING Newton's third law, as the integrand violates this law and (FOR
UNCLOSED LOOPS) also the integral violates it. The referee, instead to make unclean
mathematical acrobatics, has to give HIS prediction for the effect in the "trick-
track" machine. And his prediction will be that the "trick-track" machine will not
rotate. Meanwhile Graham and Lahoz (NATURE, 285, 154 (1980)) have established that
it ROTATES. I also observed rotation with my Bul-Cub machine without stator. Thus
the "integrand" is correct. Incorrect is the referee and whole conventional physics!

"New Measurement of..."

In my paper I cited the anonymous referee of FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICS, according to
whom an anonymous person in the USA Department of Air Force has informed him that ano-
nymous scientists from the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics intended to
repeat my experiment but "preliminary engineering studies had indicated that it lay
beyond the expertise of the laboratory to achieve the mechanical tolerances needed to
ensure a valid result". And the referee concluded joyfully: "Marinov himself has re-
fereed his paper. I have nothing to add."

Thus for the referee of importance are the "old women talks" from one anonymous
mouth to another anonymous ear of the clerks, earning their bread on the different
steps of the gigantic staircase of American science, but not my aucentic report,
where I present the relevant analysis of the sensitivity of my apparatus.

Although thinking that he has nothing more to add, the referee poses some seeming
to him "wise" questions: 1) How can one synchronize the emitter and receiver times
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independently of the use of light?" My God, this stupid referee has neither grasped
that in my experiment with the COUPLED SHUTTERS the "synchronization" is done by a

rotating axle with holed disks fixed at its ends. According to Einstien the unique
way to make a time synchronization is by the help of light signals, as the
old man has not played billiard. If he had played this beautiful game, then he could
immediately come to the conclusion that if one moves the billiard-cue in parallel to

the line connecting two of the balls, then this cue will touch both balls at the SAME
moment. Unfortunately Einstein has played only violin.

2) In which frame is the distance between the holed disks to be measured? — Idiot!

The distance was measured with a metre-stick in the laboratory with an accuracy
of * 0.5 cm. In which frame is measured the distance? IDIOT (fooled by another biggerji
Understand, IDIOT, that one finds the laboratory's velocity WITHOUT KNOWING THIS DISTANCE.
"On the Absolute. .

."

The referee writes: "The theory of relativity predicts that in the frame of the

wire, the rectangular loop generates not only magnetic but also electric field at all

points, due to the fact that the Lorentz-transformed four-current has a non-zero time
component, i.e., a non-zero charge density." The referee proceeds from the transforma-
tion formulas for the components of the intensity 4-tensor under a special Lorentz
transformation, at the assumption E = 0, when one obtains (see CLASSICAL PHYSICS, vol.
Iin E' = (V/c)xB, what is tne formula for the induced motional electric intensity.
Well, let us take it so. But I give a PHYSICAL experiment. And I predict: by motion of
the loop together with the wire the golden leaves attached to the end points of the

wire will "open", thus showing a separation of the charges in the wire. Will be this

true or not? Yes, it will be true? Because the current in the loop generates an elec-
tric field? All right. Then which is the relevant velocity which will determine the

degree of charge separation? The absolute velocity? Then what about relativity? Or

one has to sing the Claudio Villa's song: "Relativita, addio, addio sogni di gloria,
sogni di gioventu." (See p. 296 in this volume.)

"Coup de grace. .

."

The referee writes that special relativity explains Kennard's rotational experiment.
Explain it! Special relativity is even afraid to mention this experiment, Einstein
has not written a single line on it. The experiment was SILENCED during 70 years!

But there is also an inertia! variation of Kennard's experiment which was proposed
by me (and which every child can propose). Explain it. Will the inertial experiment
give the same result as the rotational experiment (in the same way as the Marinov inertial

light effect is the same as the Sagnac rotational light effect)? Yes? It will give?
But then "special relativity" becomes "general absoluteness".

Oh, Zeus, when all idiots-relativists will finally lie in their coffins!?

Remark .

In the above text J used such words as "idiot" and "stupid" not with the aim to
offend the geferee (none can be blamed for ignorance, aberration or stupidity). I

wished only%iake more clear to the READER the essence of my differences with contempo-
rary physics.

Editorial note .

All four above discussed papers are published in TWT-II.
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Editorial note to the second edition . With this remitance Dr. Maddox returned to Marinov
the 950.00 fc which Marinov has sent on the 13 May (see p. 209

) to pay the advertisement
on his perpetual motion machine. The advertisement was composed in Graz in Nature-form,
so that it could be immediately reproduced. In the last 20 years Marinov has submitted
to NATURE at least 100 materials. During Marinov's visit of the editorial office of
NATURE in March 1987, Dr. Maddox promised to him that in a week time he will find all
these materials and dispatch them to Graz. During Marinov's visit in June 1988, Dr. Mad-
dox said to him that, unfortunately, it will be very difficult to find out these
materials. Marinov wished to have at least the articles and advertisements (as the above
rejected advertisement) which have been composed by him in Graz and the photographs of
his different machines, as Marinov needs them for the publications in his books, but
he received from Dr. Maddox neither one of his 100 materials.
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nature
Macmillan Journal! Lid

4 Lltll« Emcii Str*«t

London WC2R3LF
Tolophone 01-B30 6833
Telex 2620?4

Stefan Marinov from John Maddox
17 July 1987

I am afraid it will be necessary for you to wait until Tuesday
of next week for the careful reply to your questions that they
and you deserve.

I am sending you this message simply to show that we are able to
communicate with each other.

Editorial note .

This is a TELEFAX answer of Dr. Maddox to many Marinov's letters and telefaxes of
the kind of that of 26 May 1988 and almost every-day phone calls to Dr. Maddox.
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UNIVERSrrC PIERRE ft MARIE CURIE

LABORATOIRE DE SPECTROSCOPIE HERTZIENNE DE LE.N.S.

TOUR 12 • 1" STAGE

4. PLACE JUSSIEU - 75252 PARIS CEDEX 05

TCL. (1) 43.3a.2B.2B post* 43-04 PARIS. LE Ju ly .17. . l?.?.?

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Institute for Fundaincntal Physical Problems
Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz
AUTRICHE

Dear Dr. Marinov,

I have received your manuscript entitled "The electromagnetic effects

are determined by the potential and not by the intensities".

Clearly your paper belongs to a very specific field, namely the field

of foundations of physics (discussion about the concepts of fields and

potentials) which interests only a very small percentage of the physicists

involved in active research in laboratories. As the space in our journal

is extremely limited, we are obliged to save it for really urgent contri-

butions which interest a bigger percentage of physicists. It is the rea-

son why we cannot accept your paper.

Moreover, your paper has been strongly summarized to squeeze its volume

in the volume of a letter and that obliges you to some abrupt formula-

ting without justification. FeiT example, in the middle of page 3 "vector

Aq in (4) is to be chosen as follows". For example also, when you speak

about "relativistic nonsense"page 2 and page 6 (you can rightfully contest,

may be, some specific assertions of the relativistic theory ; but you

must be more specific as some particular assertions are verified inside

many accelerators of particules). So it is impossible to defend your

theory in a too short paper as in a letters journal.

Moreover, if you wish to send an extended paper to another review, you

could think to act in a more gentleman way in your references (13 quo-

tations of yourself on 16 quotations ; and for example you speak about

Bohm and Aharonov without quotation).

Yours sincerely.

B.

Professeur a I'Universite P. et M. Curie

Editorial note .

The above mentioned article is published in TWT-I, third edition.
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p^^, B Cagnac

Mordlenfeldgftsse 16 EUROPHYSICS LETTERS
\-8010 ORAZ — AUSTRIA ^ Labor, de Spectroscopie Hertzienne

Tour 12, l^'" etage
21 July 1987 4, Place Jussieu

F-75252 Paris Cedex 05

Dear Prof. Cagnac,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 17 July and for the speedy examination of
my paper "The electromagnetic effects are determined by the potentials and not by the in-

tensities" submitted on the 11 June. I cannot accept the motivations for your rejection.
Here are my objections:

1. You think that my paper can be of interest only for a very small percentage of the

physici sts and thus you think that it does not deserve to take space in EUROPHYSICS LET-

TERS. With my paper I show that humanity doei not know which is the field of the magnetic
potential in a long solenoid with a rectangular cross-section. Then I show that the ten-

sion induced in a piece of wire put in such a solenoid depends not on the relative velo-
city of the two objects (as conventional physics teaches) but on their absolute veloci-
ties. Then I show that the induced electric tension is determined not by the magnetic
intensity in the solenoid (as conventional physics teaches) but by the magnetic potential.

Finally I give the remark (p. 6) that only after having understood these absolute, point-
to-point interaction aspects of electromagnetism, one is able to understand why I can

generate energy out of nothing in my machine MAMIN COLIU, which is a generator of elec-

tric current without medflnic braking (the description of MAMIN COLIU is given in NATURE,

NEW SCIENTIST, Int. J. Gen. Syst., and in my books). Thus, according to you, a perpetuum
mobile is not an interesting topic for the readers of EUROPH. LETT. I can only shrug the
shoulders.

2. Although being short, my paper is entirely clear and ^utl (I have not a single
paper which is not absolutely rigorous and understandible for any student). It is true
that in formula (4) I choose Aq = for a solenoid with circular cross-section and

^0 = ("yBz/2. -xBz/2, 0) for a solenoid with a rectangular cross-section. But then Ajn-

rmdiatQlij I show why this choice majf,t be done, as then I calculate the magnetic poten-
tials in such solenoids (formulas (8) and (11)). Thus in my paper there are no logically
unmotivated statements which can puzzle the reader.

3. One makes a toAfuhtd qaaok when putting an equality sign between today's physics
and the theory of relativity. To show whcut today's physics is and w/iaf the theory of
relativity is I had to write the five volumes of my CLASSICAL PHYSICS. Nevertheless,
for twenty years the referees and the editors of the scientific journals continue to
reject my anti-relativistic papers with the argument: Every accelerator proves every
day the formula eg = e(l -v2/c^)"l/2, where e is the anivzHAol enMgtj (my term) and eo
the proper energy of a particle moving with a velocity v (in abioliite <6pacc/ /.'.'/) , with-
out taking the care to look at my papers and books and to see that I use the above for-
mula on every second page of my writings (meanwhile this was recognized even by such a

journal as THE ECONOMIST in a big paper on my theories and experiments in 1977). On the
bottom of p. 2 I write the following: 'The relativistic concepts that the observer A sees
this and the observer B sees that are totally nonsensical. The observers A and B always
see the same things, namely that the object C has moved in a certain way with respect
to the object D." Thus when you try to attack my paper, you must attack my rejection of
the "relativity nonsense" and not come with arguments about the effects in the accelera-
tors which are duly calculated in vol. V of CLASSICAL PHYSICS entirely in the frame of
my absolute space-time theory. I am stuffed to hear 20 years the argument about the ac-
celerators.

4. The high number of the references to my articles and books is due to the fact that
in the joufinati o^ the plnji-ic{> tfttabiiihmcivt there is no other physicist who re-

jects the validity of the principles of relativity and equivalence (and who has confir-
med this rejection by exp^/UrnQnU) . There are some authors who defend (very carefully!)
absolute concepts but there is none alt oveK the wofild who asserts that if there are a

magnet and a wire then the induced tensions for the cases a) magnet at rest, wire moving
and b) wire at rest, magnet moving are diftf^eficnt. If you think that I am arrogant (not
enough gentleman), please, be so kind, to cite such an author. (I do not give reference
to the Aharonov-Bohm effect, as this effect is well known). — Please, answer this let-
ter. I know that you will not change your mind, but I must leave to posterity proofs that
I have done all to bring the scientific truth to my fellow-man. -i / -

>
' >,

-

Stefan Mirinov
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STEFAN MARINOV

Morellcnfeldgassc 16

A-SOIO ORAZ - AUSTRI/V To TELEFAX : 0044/1/8369934

My telefax is: NATllRF

?fc^?'S.^Hnov'
' Little Essex Street

Stelzl-Mannov
London WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

You promised me on the phone to send me the telefax yesterday, but it has not come.

Please, send it today not later than at 3 PM your time, as otherwise I will be

unable to read it (the office closes) and I should have to await until Monday.

I think, you have certain IMPORTANT reasons to treat me in this way. The reasons
are that you (and the people around NATURE) have, understood that relativity is dead,
and if giving me space in NATURE, then in no more In two-three months my theorywill
be worldwide accepted. Yes, it is so. On the other side I need this recognition, be-

cause otherwise I cannot come to money to build my perpetua mobilia. I beg you. Dr.

Maddox, if you do not intend to publish my contributions to tell me this OPENLY. I

lost too much time and a lot of money with you. If I had investadall these efforts

in another way, I could profill much more. But now it is too late for me to

leave the path "through NATURE". If you an honest man and you do not intend to pub-

lish my contributions, TELL ME THIS OPENLY. If, however, you wish be a minister of
TRUTH, then ACT.

Yours -.yv;//:,,.
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nature
MaccnillBn Journals Ltd

4 LiHls Esaax StrMt
London WC2R3LF
Telephone 01-838 8633
Telex ?6?024

JM/MS
3 Avigust 1987

Dr Stefan Marinov

Dear Dr Marinov

i

I am in Americr) for the next two weeks. By the time I get back
I shall have the edited version of your manuscript, after which
it should take a few weeks to publish it. We will discuss the
other matters when I am back. If you will give Mary ih'^ehan a

•i!lephone number at which you can be reached, I will tpJephone
you.

Yours sincerely.

dictated by John Maddox
and signed in his absence

Editorial note .

Another TELEFAX of John Maddox with promises which he does not fulfil. Three years

of promises, hundreds and hundreds of phone conversations. No rejection. No publica-

tion.

The logical answer which anybody will pose is:

WHICH ARE THE REASONS FOR THIS TACTIC?
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August 12, 1987.

Dr. Stefan Marinov

Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 GRAZ - Austria

Dear Sir,

This is to acknowledge receipt of your communication ..

'^^^'^'^ "^.^-^y ^0, 1987:

and also March 30. I am sorry not having acknowledged your

earlier sending of your book. - As to your requests to

demonstrate your experiemnt for the committee, or get advise

how to publish, you know that these things are outside the

tasks of the committee or Nobel Foundation. I enclose excerpts

of the statutes. Yours sincerely,
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PHYSICS LETTERS A
PRorrssoR j. p. vioifr

lJmwr\iif Pierre el Marie Curie

Centre Nniinniil de In Recherche Sclenlifique

Lnhoraioire de Physique Thforique

Imlilul Henri Poincarf

II Rue Pierre el Marie Curie

7^2)1 Paris Cedex OS
France

Telephone (14) 336 2525 exi. 3776/82

Telex: UPMC Six 2()0 145 F

Coy)(Juryviy^ ^m^ rrii.
"'^^^^ jihsoUAlt cUyyotie^...''

,
Mi 4^

^•^-^^ irtA^e'-v«X<^

TRANSCRIPTION

.f""

Dear Dr. Marinov

Concerning your ms. "The Absolute Character...", all the referees that I approached ha<

a very strong opinion against acceptance of your ms. for PLA. The reasons are its pole

mical attitude, the unfounded experimental evidence quoted and the lack of any serious

attempt of discussing the proposed subject. In view of this unanimous attitude of the

referees I do not think that your ms. is acceptable for PLA. I therefore return it to

you enclosed.
Yours sincerely

J. Vigier
]

i

Editorial note. The above mentioned article is published in T'^T-I, third edition.

NORTH-HOLLAND PHYSICS PUBLISHING • P.O.B. 103 -k 1000 AC AMSTERDAM -^ THE NETHERLANDS
Cables: FSPOM Amslerdnm — Telex: 10704 Mpom nl — Telephone: 020- 58629 II
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A..0.0ORAZ- AUSTRIA
JS^RNA^Sf JSy^tif

17 August 1987 Techno House
^

Redcliffe Way
Bristol BSl 6NX

Dear Sir,

I enclose a copy of my letter to you of the 29 December 1986. I INSISTED that this
letter should by answered BY YOU. Instead I received an answer of the 11 June 1987
signed by Mrs. Linda Richardson and some IDIOTIC referee's comments.

THE PROBLEM IS IMPORTANT. The letter of rejection must be signed BY YOU.

To make the problem MORE SIMPLE FOR YOU, I resubmit NOW only one of these papers,
namely the paper

NEW MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S ABSOLUTE VELOCITY
WITH THE HELP OF THE "COUPLED SHUTTERS" EXPERIMENT.

The version is EXACTLY THE SAME as this submitted first on the 11 March 1984 to
your journal and whose examination was delayed FOR TWO YEARS.

In this paper I give the account on my measurement of the Earth's absolute velocity
in February 1984. This year I carried out a completely different kind of experiment
(called by me the quasi-Michelson experiment) where NO rotating axle is used and I

received ALMOST THE SAME figures of the Earth's absolute velocity. In 1986 Silver-
tooth carried out the so-called by me quasi-Wiener experiment and received again
almost the same figures (see the description of Sil vertooth's experiment in Spec.
Sc. Techn. ^0, 3 (1987) and in the book J. P. Wesley, Progress in Space-Time Physics
1987, (Benjamin Wesley, Blumberg, West Germany, 1987)).

Dear Sir, here is at stake a NOBEL PRIZE and Mrs. Richardson sends me comments
where the referee rejects my paper with the motivations of the cited in my paper
anonymous American.

I send you the report on my execution of the quasi-Michelson experiment and the
letter of acceptance of EUROPHYSICS LETTERS. Thus this paper will appear SOON.

Read this paper (A simple and reliable experiment for measurement of the labora-
tory's absolute velocity), read the resubmitted paper. And if my resubmitted pa-
per will be rejected again, YOU have to sign the rejection letter. And read again
my advertisement MARINOV TO THE WORLD'S SCIENTIFIC CONSCIENCE (New Scientist, 112,
48 (1986))which, as a matter of fact, is an OPEN LETTER addressed TO YOU.

I wrote a couple of times to the JOURNAL OF PHYSICS that Europe is NOT South Af-
rica and am not a black. We have to decide the future of science, we have to open the
way for the construction of perpetuum mobile. For this the scientific community must
see that relativity is wrong and that electromagnetism is not as was teached by
Faraday and Maxwell. Instead to print my papers, Mrs Richardson sends me referees'
reports of

I enclose for your information my letter to the Nobel committee of the 30 July
1987 and the answer of Prof. Nagel of the 12 August 1987.

Journal of Physics has BLOCKED my re-submitted paper for TWO YEARS. This paper
must appear only^he JOURNAL OF PHYSICS with a date of submission MARCH 1984 .

Hoping to receive your answer (SIGNED BY YOU, not by Mrs. Richardson),

_ - , . ^ ^ ,
Sincerely yours,

P.S. I beg you to take into account that if -/

you will reject this paper, the whole our cor- -' /'/ '"'>
respondence will be published in the next edition
of THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH. Stefan Marinov
P. P.S. The photograph of the set-up (fig. 1) will be
sent after the acceptance of the paper.
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nature
Macmillan Journals Ltd

4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3 LF
Teleptione 1 -836 6633
Telex 262024

JM/MS
2 September 1987

Stefan Marinov
Morellenfeldg. 16
A-8010 Graz
Austria

Dear Dr Marinov:

I am sending you copies of two letters from Jayme Tiomno that
we have been offered for publication. The first will be published
quite soon. I would welcome your comments on the second.

Yours sincerely.

0^ /hc^'tcyi-^,

John Maddox
Editor

Editorial note .

Marinov's comments to the second of Dr. Tiomno's letters was sent to Dr. Maddox
on the 15 September.
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The second letter of Dr. Jayme Tiomno
to NATURE

- SCIENTIFIC COHHESrONDLNCE -

STEFAN MARINOV AND "FRIENDS" AGAIN

SIR - Two years ayo you coiiuneiiLcd LliaL SLcfan Mariiiuv had won so

2
me support as Maciel and myself concluded that; there is still

place for small departures of Special l^olativity as in tlio rotating

axle experiments proposed by Marinov and that the exioerimcnts he

performed ' should be repeated. FinaJ]y, rofcrriny to the possible

repetition of the "rotating shutters ox[joriiiients , even to £)rove it

wron^ r you wondered liow many correspondents would claim that that

has been already done. As nobody did i L to this dale 1 wisli to prove

now that, if that experiment is not wroiiy, Marinov 's analysis of it

is wrony ; indeed it is vei y in i :•. J inuI i ny .ind h.i;; tjiijlc .i few crrc^rs.

After correction of these errors I find, instead of his values

V = (360 - 40) Km/sec and 6 = -24° - 7° an almost complete inde

terminacy of v and 6 . Thus wliat remains of this experiment is

the observation of a periodic effect liaving a maximum in the day

of the experiment at ( a = 12.5 h i 1 h) the position predicted

for that day by Marinov' s twist theory; this value of u may not

remain constant during tlie year.

Marinov used an axle which may rotate on its axis with N = 2u0 rev/sec.

Light from a laser is splitted into two equal beams wliich, after

reflexion on adjustable mirrors at cnrh extremity pnr.s along tlio

shaft in opposite dii c-dtions tlnouyh rui i e::[)und i ny nivii and Jaj- liole:;.

The mirrors are adjusted so that the, sliglitly inclined beams, reacli

only about half the area of the far liole. Each beam incides on a

photocell producing currents wliich are compared at a Jjridgo. If the

axle is rotating there is a small additional mismatch AB =- 2iiUN d/c

due to a delay time d/c between entrance and exit liolos, wliich results
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in a change AI of tlic detected intensity. A further mismatch

6B = i — AD (and, correspondingly, f'l) is precisely the assummed

Marinov's twist. In general (Al + iM ) / ] = (» (AD + <jD) /D where a

depend on tlie sliape of the lioles and beam as on the distribution of

the intensity in the beams. In a model with retangular holes and

beam sections Marinov findn, in n wiong (-omputnl i on <> - 1.5, v.'liich

he uses for the actual circular case. 1 prove instead tliat « = 1

,

in the rctangular case, for any distribution of intensity. For cir

cular holes and beams I find that it is safe do take 1 <
*'f,;^p

^ 2

(more near to 1). In a furtlier mistake Marinov uses AN = 2N instead

of N in AB. Thus, the correct Al being Al/I = 2ii u NR d(DC)~ ,

Marinov's equ.(5), with b = 2D, has a wrong factor 9 instead of

a = 1.5 - 0.5. Thus while I find, with 50% error, 2 AI -^ 0.8 x 10~ I

-2
he obtains I„ - I, = 2 AI^. = 0.5 10 I, by the difference of two

2 1 M '

measurements of I with opposite rotations and the beams travelling

oppositelly. Marinov uses this equation (with a - 9) to obtain the

one way velocity ol light an c ' J . I) x 10 m/i;. .11 In ill iiLui hi iig

to notice that this is precisely tlie value lie obtained in a previous

5
"coupled shutters" experiment but using u - 1

1

Marinov states that the sensitivity for each experiment (I and

-2 -2 1 . .

I- '^ 21 mA) is 0.5 10 I (i.e. 10 mA '^^ yrr of a division in a

centesimal 1 mA scalel!). lie states that the error in v/c = 6 I/A 1

comes only from 61. I find, even acccjUing the quoted error in I,

that the error in 2 AI., is % - 3 A I.,
M M

Thus, even if he had made no further mistakes his quoted errors in

V and 6 should be much larger so that his values are completely

unreliable. I'urtluM im rorn ap|)f.ii , liowcvci , Jn M.u inov'j; dclermina

tion of 61. lie measured directly, in the bridge, the differences

I' = I'^ - I'_ and 1" "1". - J"_ <^'f *-'><-' intfMisities of the two
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photocels currents I' and I" corresponding to the two senses of rota

tion, which should give, respectively, - 2 61 and + 261. lie found

instead I' + I" ''0 (of unquoted inagniludo, conr.tnnt during the

whole day). Then he plotted I" - 1', v;hicli, according to his theory

should give a sinusoid plus a small constant background but gave

a sinusoid with a large constant background: thus

I" - I' = I" - I' + 4 61. Then, in order to determine, v/c=6l/AI
o o

he imposed arbitrarilly 1" - I' = 450 n A and found his values at
'^ ' o o

tljo luaxlmum (v, ) .-md mi n i iiiimm (v ) .uid Mi<-n v .mk) 6 . llowvor,
b .'1

as I" - I' is undetermined lie sliould not be able to oljLain v^
o o a

and v, but only v. - v as both v and 6 acquire a second v;ide indc
b -^ b a ^ —

termination. A final error spoils again his results, even if Jiis

I and I" - I' were correct. Indeed, as ho takes (in the text as
o o

in fig. 2) I" - I' - (I" - I' ) - 261 instead of 461 his values

of v , v, and v should all be reduced to half the values he gives.

On the other hand, using my AI and his (arbitrary) 1" - I' ,

which imply in the choice of 6 as given, I find instead values of

V , v, and v which are three times larger then Marinov's but only
a b ^

with 50% error, thus again in disagreement with his theory. However

the indeterminacy of 1" - I' still leaves room for a possible
* o o

agreement. Thus this experiment has not proved or disproved Marinov's

theory. I think, that there is still case to repeat tliis experiment

in a competent way.

Jayme Tiomno

Centre Brasileiro de Pesquisas Fisicas - CNPq
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

1. Maddox, J., Nature 316 , 209 (1985). Also Tiomno, J., Nature 317 ,

772 (1985)

2. Maciel, A.K. and Tiomno, J., Pliys . Rev . Lett . 55, 143 (1985).

Rodrigues, W. and Tiomno, J., loniul . riiyr, . j_5 ,
'i45 (19117),

3. Morinov, S.; C.on.Rel. C.rnvily 12, '>l (1980).

4. Marinov, S . ; Thorny way of truth II (I- ant-V^est Ed., 8044, Craz,

Austria, 1984) pp. 68-81.

5. Marinov, S., Spec. Sci .Techn. 2. 57 (1980)



Morf!i7;ir:',i!;.v;; \(, ^ Dr. John Maddox

\-80I0 GRAZ - AUSTRIA NATURE
4 Little Essex Street

15 September 1987 London Wc2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

Today on the phone you said me that you will send me the proofs of my paper later
in the night. Your voice was so assuring that I cannot believe that you will deceive
me also this time. Thus being sure that the proofs of my paper are already sent from
London, I send you my comments to Dr. Tiomno's letter to the Editor, so that you can
examine my contribution as soon as possible.

I am sure that after reading my objections you will realize how untenable are Dr.

Tiomno's comments and you will decline the publication of these comments and of my
answer. This, however, is UNFAIR, Dr. Maddox, as when sending me Dr. Tiomno's com-
ments you thought that he has hit "the nail on the head". Thus, if you are an honest
man, you have to publish Dr. Tiomno's and my comments. I am very curious to see which
will be your reaction.

Please, do not ask to cancel the story of Dr. B from Warsaw, because you will de-

prive my answer of its flavour.

I hope that after the publication of my paper, you will decide to publish also my
correspondence QUEER OR PEER, which is a POETIC MASTERPIECE that will bring big plea-

sure to any admirer of the "belle literature".

Hoping to receive soon your decision concerning the acceptance/rejection of my both

correspondences:

1. Marinov's comments on the comments of Dr. Tiomno "Stefan Marinov and 'friends'

again".

2. Queer or peer.

Sincerely yours,

/ MaHiki
Stefan Marinov
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MAR INOV S COMMENTS

Sir - I shall show that all "corrections" which Dr. Tiomno makes are erroneous.

1) Dr. Tiomno affirms that if there is a rectangular beam of light with a breadth b

(his notation B), where the light intensity increases linearly from the one edge to the

other producing an electric current I over a photodiode, then by diminishing the breadth

by Ab from the side of the maximum intensity , the current will be diminished by

AI = a(Ab/b)I (1)

with a = 1. This is not true . The coefficient must be a = 2. The discussion of the co-

efficient a = 9 which I choose for my case where the shutters do not open and close

simultaneously (as if using Kerr cells) but consequently (because of the rotation of

the holed disks) will take much more place.
1 2

2) Dr. Tiomno notes that in my paper I use a coefficient a = 1, while in the paper

I work with the coefficient a = 9. But in Ref. 2 I clearly write: "The simplified

relation (1) (with a = 1) did not correspond to reality if under I one would understand

the measured current. I shall give here a certain amelioration of formula (1) (leading

to a coefficient a = 9) what was omitted to be done in Ref. 1, because of a fear that

the presumed referee will consider my analysis as an 'artificial speculation' in a

search 'to adapt the observed values to the theoretical formula' . Now I am no more

afraid of the referee." I have a long years experience with the referees of absolutely

an physical journals in the world . I know exactly which kind of objections will pre-

sent the referee of an average physical journal to my papers. Thus I was sure that if

I should write that the coefficient in formula (1) must be a = 2, the referee will ob-

ject: "No, it must be a = 1". Indeed, Dr. Tiomno (although not being a referee) has

done exactly what I have predicted, so that my theory is splendidly confirmed. In Ref. 1

I tried to save myself from such a kind of referee's objections remembering the story

which my Polish friend Dr. B. narrated after we have drunk a good Bulgarian wine:

Once in the morning at a heavy fog Dr. B. was driving his car in the diplomatic suburb

of Warsaw. At once he has seen that a car with high speed comes directly to his car.

My friend has driven brusquly to the left and evaded the frontal clash. I wondered:

"To the left?! Why to the left? You were crazy!" Dr. B. smiled: "I saw that the car

is a diplomatic car wi-th an Australian flag. Thus I realized that at this situation

when there were only 5 meters between our cars the automatism of the driver will impel

him to turn to his left, as he should do in such a situation in Australia. Had I to

turn to the right, as one has to do in Europe in such a situation, the clash would

be inevitable. I turned, however, to the left and saved the life of a di pi ornate of a

friendly to Poland country."

3) Dr. Tiomno spends too much time to show that the measurement of c done by me is

not very exact. Yes, it is so! In Ref. 1 I wrote: "Thus, with this method, the absolute

measurement of the one-way light velocity will always include an error not less than

10%. The best measurement of the two-way light velocity (National Bureau of Standards,

Colorado) have given an accuracy 10"^%, i.e., an accuracy one milliard times higher
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than that of my experiment. However, I believe that this is the first time that the

one-way light velocity has been measured." Dr. Tiomno had to comment this aspect of

my experiment, as it is common opinion between the relativists that it is impossible

to measure the one-way light velocity. Meanwhile I did it with two childish apparatus

constructed in 7 days (Brussels) and in 4 days (Gpaz). And in Ref. 2 I wrote: "Let me

state clearly: The coupled shutters experiment is not to be used for an exact mea-

surement of c. It is, however, to be used for an enough exact measurement of the varia-

tions of c due to the absolute velocity of the laboratory."

4) If the rotation of the axle is changed from N (= 200 rev/s) clockwise to N (= 200

rev/s) counter-clockwise, then the change is /^ = 200 - (-200) = 400 rev/s. Dr. Tiomno

asserts that the change must be 200 rev/s.

5) If the current produced by the one photodiode has changed from I to I + Al + 61

and of the other from I to I + AI - 61, then the difference in the currents has chan-

ged from zero to 261. Dr. Tiomno affirms that the difference must be 461. (N.B. It seems

that the error done by Dr. Tiomno in item 5) is due to the error done in item

4), but it is well known that one error in a logical consequence can be easily revea-

led, however many errors in an unlogical consequence are not so easily identifiable.)

6) Dr. Tiomno writes: "Then Marinov plotted I" - I' , which, according to his theory,

should give a sinusoid plus a small constant background but gave a sinusoid with a large

constant background." Dr. Tiomno becomes afraid of the large background of 450 nA, ta-

king into account that the observed effect 2|6l| was always less than 120 nA. Dr. Tiomno

must become aware that if the mentioned in the paper asymmetries for both beams and

detectors are such that Alj differs with t% from AI2. the constant background will be

IaIi - AI2I = O.OIAI = 525 nA. Thus I measure very tiny effects with a very inaccurate

apparatus. Instead to wonder how can I measure such effects, what the scientific com-

munity was unable to do during 100 years, he has to attentively read my report and

understand properly the whole trick which, as a matter of fact, is childishly simple.

At the end I should like to note that I am amazed that Dr. Tiomno, who knows me

personally very well, instead to write to me a private letter, informing me for his

doubts and asking for my opinion, has appeared with them in the press, presenting them

in such a cumbersome manner, that a reader who is not acquainted with my experiment

can never understand what he wishes to say.

And I await from Dr. Tiomno an answer: If my experiment is correctly done, will it

signify only a "small departure of Special Relativity" or the whole theory must be

thrown over board? Let us not forget that Einstein himself has said: "If only one

prediction of my theory will be shown to be wrong, then the whole theory is to be dis-

carded. It is not possible to repair it." It is interesting what would say Einstein's

disciples after my experimental demonstration that not only some tiny prediction

but the fundamental axiom of Einstein's theory is a complete rubbish.

1 D^f c ,K«wa Stefan MJlrinov
•

llf- bove'
Morel lenfeldgasse 16

^. Ref. 4 above. ^gp^^ ^^^^^ Austria
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Macmillan Magazines Ltd

4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3LF
Telephone 01 836 6633

Telex 262024

JM/MS
17 September 1987

Stefan Marinov
Morellenfeldg . 16
A-8010 Graz

Dear Dr Marinov

i

I'm afraid I haven't been able to finish your paper, and
am now away again until 9 October. I w^ll finish immediately
I get back.

In the meantime, please do not bother my colleagues in London.
I intend publishing your paper as humanly possible.

Yours sincerely,

John Maddox
Editor

/^

dictated by John Maddox
and signed in liis absence

Editorial note .

Promises, promises, promises... but NO REJECTION! Let us see what will it come

out! Let us await a month more, a week, a day...

A propos. A French historian asi<ed an English historian, what is, according to

him, the principal significance of the Great French Revolution. "It is too early

to give a right answer to this question", answered the Albion.

RetlislGfed No: 939565 Enqland Reqistpted Oftice: Mnninillnii Mnqn/inp-i Lid, 4 Lhlln Essox Slteel, London WC2R 3LF
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IVpmo Map'iyKy
npe-jtviciiry AKaacMim Ilayx CCCP
Moci<na

ca:p

rjiy6oKo>T<a»ncMi>ii ronapinn llpe^ivieiiT,

Ila MOM rniciiMa RaM c M-io aruycra n c 19-ro cciith6ph iioK.iMecT ner oTBcra. OGpaTiiaii pac-
iiiicKa o iiojiy^iemiii R^^^^ nropom Moero rntcuMa Towe noKa-'iro iie iipioiina. 51 iiiony Bsm chc xpexbe
inicbMo, ii6o Korna pc6ciiomck Aanwcn poKarbca, to BpcMcini Mciin<arb iiery.

ftwcy, MTo n npaK-niKe naiiicro ceiqicTapnaxa Miioroe iie MiMeiiKiioch b 3iioxe "ycKopeiina". Ta
Hce BHJTocTh KaK H BO BpcMCiia lie CTo;ib oTAaiieiiin>ic. 51, Koiiemio, ncerna noBTopnio ce6e BCMiibie

aioBa 'iiioiapKa, mix), moji, 'Y>yccKHC Mc;yicHiio saiipHraKrr, no saxo rioToi Jinxo e3AHT", no nopa-
&.I pyccKUM iioiipiiHHKiiyTb H 3aripHraTb rioSbcrpee. /la Bonpoc booGiuc lie o tom KaK aanparaTb h
KaK e3flUTb. Roripoc b tom, mto eaiii mcjiobck oSpainaeTcn ihiciiMom k ilpe3n/iciiTy AKa/icMHH HayK
CCCP, TO 3'ioMy MCJioBOKy IIMIIO OTRIiTTI'IL. 3vo 'ipe6yeT /ioctohiiciro Baiiieix) BbcoKorx) nocTa. H
ccKpcxapHM ripesn/ieiira AKancMHH iiapon nciibr-H ruianiT iie MTo5bi b pa6oMce bpcmh MaftKy BbiniBaTb
H aiicKZlcrinKH paccKasbiBaTb , a mto6i.i KoppeciioiiAeiiUHio lIpesmieHTa cpomio, tomiio h iienopomio
BeCTH.

ripoMee, h6o n xopoiiio 3iiaio, mto 3a iianacTb 6o)KbH iipeACTaBjinror ceKpeTapii, ceKpcTapiiiH , pe-
rucTpaixDphi , apxHBapiiycbi, coBeTiiiiKH, BHue, 3aMbi, noMiii h a-63-B3-r3-ji3-e-)K3-33-Kci**.i, to h

pciioin, lumc lie iiojiy^iiiB or Bac oTBera, ripunercrb b MocKBy 29 -ro okth6ph h iia Mecre nocTa-
paTbcn pacTOJiKOBarb TOJiKOBbM jnqruiM, b mcm co6cTBeniio neno.

y Meim B MocKBC ABa MejioBOKa, k KOTopbM Ji Mory oGpaTHTiica: Aoicropa HRaneiiKo h CaxapoB.
Ilo f\ AOJiro c Jt5/l3 KoiiraKTa lie nMeA. lie 3iiaio KaK on - wmb 3aopob? IIosTOMy BeMepoM, okojio

6-th, 7-MJi, 29-ro okt5i6ph /h iipvieAy c TypiicTKoft rpyinioi'i Pool 3-728 no Mapuipyry Bena-MocKBa-
Bcna c 29-ro no 1-oe iioaSpn/ h nouAy k CaxapoBy iia yA. MKanoBa 48 /h ero noceinaA ywe
raM B 1978-oM r. irpnjicTeB h3 HpiocceAJi/. ByAbTe Ao6pbi iiocjiaTb lyAa BcpiioiX) BaM MenoBeKa,
a eiue jiy^niie 6birio 5bi, ccaii Bh 6bi cawH laiunn /Fjiena PeoprneBiia KpenKnH Man 3aBapnBaeT/.

HcAH nopraTiiBiiaH MOACAb Moeii Maiioiniii MAMIIII KQIIO /nasBaimc 3to GonrapcKoe, a no-pyccKH
ncpcnoTniTCH MAMl-!lllJ<Jfli IIUKOJIAIIIA/ SyACT k 29-My okth6pio roTOBa, a npnxBaMy ee c co6oh, no h

lie oMeiib yBepeii, mto MOAenb SyACT roTOBoii. MaiiiHiia ^Ta, xoTb h ne pa6oTaeT eme c saMKiiyTbM
3iiepreTHMecKiiM idikaom /iiepneiyyM MoCune/ , no aScoAioTno nciio ACMOHCTpHpyeT napyiueHHe saKona
coxpaneiiHfl siiepnin.

ila Kyxiie y CaxapoBbix Mbi o6cyAHM npo6AeMy o6 yMacTHH cobctckhx yMeimix iia naiueii npecc-Kon-
(JepenmiH 6-ro hoh6ph b oreAC ilieparon bo dipaiiMjiypTe h na Korpecce o penjiBHSMe h rpaBHTanini
B anpeAe 1988 r. b rannoBepe.

MjI xothm irpHTAacHTb raioKe CaxapoBa b iie3MAHyM Konipecca. "Jro HCKmoitnTeiibiio >7Jo6iii>ih CAy-

MaH, MTo6bi ocyiuccTBirib ricpBoe 'ViHPKoe ripnseMiieniie" Aimpen /^nrrpHMa iia 3aiiaAc, n6o bch

sanaAiiaa npccca h 3anaAnoe o&nccTBCiinoe Miicime 6y;tyT oTHocirrca k Koiirpeccy llFJlPll5131IEilliO.

riepeiiojiox 6yAeT 6o.nbiiioii ii A. A- IDJUflTflECKll OMCiib mhfko ripineMAJirca . Koucmiio ocTaeTCH bo-

irpoc, ccrm A./]. corjiacnrcH rTpiiiiJirb yMacnic b Koiirpecce. Xoth mijI na noAo6He B. XMeJibiiiniKoro

yiiacTinn<oB Konrpccca ne ciip.'umiBacM "b Bora Bcpiniiij, BQaK>- iibeiiib?", no y nero Moryr iioHBnrbCfl

BCHKiie pescpBM 11 ne TOAbKo iiay^iiibie. llo3TOMy h iiy)Kno, MTo6hi oiiciib AOBepennoc RaM jihuo npn-

iiirio 6bi 29-ro OKraSpa bomopom k CaxapoBbM.

rioBTopjno eme pa3: ripoiicxo/iirr iicpenopar b (^H3^^<e npocTpancTBa-BpcMenii. BeMiibui ABHraieAb

OTKphrr. 51 iipiiAai'iun Bce ycittma, MioSbi CACJiaTb 3rar iionopoT "c BocTOKa", ii6o h iiancjiaBHiimi

H KONwyiincT. iio, KoneMHo, bcc ot moiix ycnAiiii ne 3aBiicHT.

BcAH 29-ro K CaxapoBbM AOBcpeiinoe BaM ahuo ne npiieyACT, to 30-ro oKraCpH yrpoM a ipiiAy

B ueiiTpaAbiioe BeAOMCTBo AKaACMini, rjie Baiii Ka6niieT /iioKa-MTO a ne 3naio, me 3ix) BeAOMCrno

naxoAHTca/ . Bcriii h tbm ABepb ncpcAO Miioii 3axnonncTCH , to Bepnycb b Abcipuo ne coaoiio xac-

GaBiiin, no moh yBcpcnnocrb, tob. MapMyK, mto pycciaie CKopo ipiiBiiKiiyrb ii 3aiipjiraTb iioSbCTpee

OT 3Toro lillKQIlliMKO ne iioKOJiefiAeTcn

.

KoiniH Bccx ipex moux iimccm BaM a iiocbinaio Aii/rpcio /KniTpiPiy.

BaM iiochiTinio eme iieMeuKHC Koppciciypw cTaTbii o mocm KBa3ii-l^aiiKejniCoiioBOM 3KciiepiiMenrc,

KOTopaa Bbii'iACT b oicraCpbCKOM noMcpe b )iopnaiic PAYM Yli/I llAirr ii tiepcAoniiny pcAmcropa )Kyp-

najia, nociuiiucnii>io nniiicMy Koiiipcccy. llpiijiarajn laioKe iiiicbMo pcAaKiopa wypnajia lieiiMcp, koto-

pi.iii ciiona ynepjicr Mcim /waK ywe na iipoAQ'PKcnnn Anyx act/, mto mo5i cTaTbJi Experimental

violations of the principles of relativity, equivalence and energy conservation cKopo bi>d!-

neT.

fifi. npiijinraio TaiOKC iniCbMOoT uncTiriyTa
"lijipncc" B NtiniiccoTc.

c; KONnipHBeroM
/ A-i

Cxe^H MapunoB
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Macmillan Magazines Ltd

4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3LF
Telephone 01 836 6633
Telex 262024

14 October 1987

Dr Stefan Marinov
Morel 1 enf el dg . 16
A-8010 Graz
Austria

Dear Dr Marinov

Ue sent you a letter on the 2 September requesting that you gave
your comments on the second letter by Jayme Tiomno.

As yet ue have not received these comments. Please send them to
as soon as possible as this correspondence is nou seriously
d^l ayed

.

Many thanks.

Yours sincerely

f,
I'

,. i: <

Jane Pennington
Nature Editorial

Editorial note .

This letter shows that Dr. Maddox, after having received my letter of the 15 September

with my comments to Dr. Tiomno's letter to the Editor, and realizing that the publi-

cation of this correspondence will be not damiging for me, but exactly on the contra-

ry, has hidden the whole correspondence in his drawer and has not forwarded it to

Mrs. Jane Pennington managing the "correspondence" columns in NATURE.

Poor Dr. Maddox!

Registered No: 939565 England Registered Office; Macmillan Magazines Ltd. i Little Essex Street, London WC2R 3LF
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God told me to run.

Miss, inventor says
By Tha Aasoclatad Prasa

HA'ITIESnURC;. Miss. -
Inventor Joseph Newman. of
Lnrednle repcJrts fie will "shock
the world" when he appeals for

support Saturday for his presi^-

deplial campaign^
"

Newman, who claims his
cnerpy machine produces more
energy than it uses, said last

month he is running For presi-

3ent. He said his meeting Tn

Mobile, Ala., would "shock the
world."

He said God has direct«d him
to seek the presidency and he will

offer "clear scientific facts" Sat-
urday that catastrophe will "hit

the human race." His informa-
tion, he said, will .save the world if

people listen.

Newman made national head-
lines with his energy-machine
claims and has been fighting the
U.S. Patent Office to have it

registered.

If people in Mobile listen to
him, Newman said he would be a

viable presidential candidate and
"I'll win the presidency."

If people "stick their heads in

Iht sand," then "great destruc-
tion across the world" will begin
in -six months, he said, and by
1999, "most life on Earth will be
gone."

Newman, wKo said he is not

particularly religious, refused to

give details of his revelations,

saying only that "(Jod is angry

with the world and (Jod is going

to gel the world's attention.
"

He also said he would not

"piece-meal the information out,"

because people would not l)e able

to understand the information
out of contexl

Newman will make his
announcement at Mohile's
Municipal Auditorium Expo Hall

at 6 p.m. .Saturday.

He said he will run for the

presidency as an independent in

his own Tmth and Action Party.

"I state the truth and take

action on it," he said. "I go
straight to the heart of problems.

I'm not a politician. I tell things

straight up."

.Newman takes.issue with
evangelist Pat Robertson, who i?

.seeking the Republican nomina-
-tion for the presidency.. Rol)ert-

,3on stated, 1\jcsday that running

for the highest office in tRe coun-

try is somethingJ]Go3 lold me 1

have to do." .

"I challenge him (Robertson)

to say publicly that (lod directed

him to run for the presidency,"

Newman, said.*..';! .do.ub.t.Go.cJ

.directeci me and him tojun. It

seems illogical that God. directed

TjotH of us txLrun Xorjhc presi-

dency >'

^< -7?7f<r/i ^hJ^'^^^r T/f^^ (\<^?r'fi / /^,r'>^^ , |l(»^'!'
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Sakharov Emerges, Freer but Still in Limbo:

By BILL KELLER
IpMUlW Ttw t*mm V*rt TIim«

MOSCOW. Nov. 9^ On typical day,

two or Ihree ni|>fillcanl8 find Ihclr wky
lo lite unmarked apartment of Andrei

D Snkhnrov.

pnqMi^inivTiKvmirvnv^^^Hirnifiiir '^

'rftjf'^'vr'^ clolminit » *i»vo InvcnU^ -'

{V i|M»tt> WMl'M rttlichinc Mom wnni

hU MhmncT. hcllrvtnft thiu n Snkharnv

trirfiram or a Sakharnv nr.w% cdnfer-

cnrr carries magical force agnlnsl Ihr

arhlirary power of (he police, the emi
firallnn authorlllen, rinptoycrt and
Communist Parly offlcinh.

Llvea With (Jreaier Liberty

"Of course there If al>!ioluirly notli-

Infi I ran do In help them," the physlchl

Raid dolefully Ihc other cvenlnft over

lea and pastrleii In his living room. "II

can be very upselllngi Somrilm'^s II

knocks me off hatance far the rest of

the day, and 1 can't get any work

Mote than 10 months after he wo^
freed from Iniernnt exile In the cliy oi

Gorky, which Is closed lo foreigners.

Ihe Nobel Prize-winning human righit

a<lviKaie lives with greater liberty, bui

slllllnaklndof MmlK).

He ts allowed lo pursue hla work In

Iheorrllcal physics, but he has been
denied permission to go ahrond. He Is

•vallnhle to visiting dignllarles and
ca^lonnlly to l!ic foreign pres^, but unilf

this week he had been all but Ignored

by official news urgnnlzailons here.

A Small Cesture of Respect

On Wednesday, In his flrsl Interview

published for Soviet renders since he

was freed last December, Dr. Snkha
rov called for full disclosure of "Ihe en
tire, terrible truth almul Stalin and hl<r

epoch." and he touched on the Cuban
misftlle crisis of l(Mt2 ond Ihe Sovlci

spying on tlie West's nioinic weniwns
proRram In 19Ws and Mi's,

lire Inlervlew — published In Mo
cow News, a weekly newspa|M>r with

limited RussSn language circulnllon

Marinov's note .

I visited Dr. Sakharov on the 29 October 1987

in the evening. I did not search for his en-

dorsement. I INFORMED him about my discove-

ries and about some experiments unknown to

him and I invited him to take part as a spea-

ker at the International Congress on Relati-

vity and Gravitation (Munich, 22-24 April

1988). Dr. Sakharov declined the invitation.

'

'
•' ->',j

of 2r*a,000 ropier, aa well aa Its editions

In l-.ngllsh. Spanish, Trench and Arabic
— wns a small penlure of the public n-\

spcct Uiat has l<ccn denied Dr. Sakha-,

for 20 yeors. But It Is unclenr

«(heiber he will be allowed a wider
atidlencc.

I

Dr. Sokharov, 68 years old, remains v
revered figure for dHsldenls. but his

age nnd p«>nr b< alth have rurlalled l>lfl

activities In \hf human rights move-
ment. Orcanloiinlly be sends a tele<

grnrnor holds a ncwii conference on be*

half of a political prisoner, and no visi-

tor lenvei his apartment without hear
Ing an appeal for Ihose still In Ihe lat>o(

camps, ilellven-d In a weary, punished

voire. Hut he Is woiy of squandering

what Influence remains lo him. '

And he In portly estranged from the

severest rrlllcs of Ihe Soviet system,
es(>eclnlly thos" who have emigrated lo

the West, becauxr be continues to urge

Continued on Page 8, Column S 1 Andrei D. Sakharov

THE NEW YORK TIMES. SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7,/^

Sakharpv Is Emer^ing,^^

fFreer butStillin Limbc
Continued From Page I

support for Mikhail S Gorbachev, thf

Soviet leader, as the nation's best hope

fur change.
The other evening a visitor could

sense that Dr. Sakharov's optimism
had been severely tested. Prngress
human righis has fallen short of hit

sinndards, and he sees the change!
that have taken place as being precarl
ous. under assault.

His face sagged when he was told

that two former political prisoners.

Sergei I. Griporyants and Lev M. Tlmo
(cyev. had been detained by the police a

few hours earlier; they were released
later ihat day.

"This dl<:lurbs me,*' he sold of the de
tenllons, adding that "It reminds me ol

1972." a period of heavy repression for

the human rl|;hls movement.
"The times are changing slowly, and

A first interview y''

for Soviet readers

'

is published. T-

In some ways, not at all," he sold, then

caught himself at Ihe brink of pessi

mism. "But the changes are real."

Soviet officials seem to encourag
hl«i meetings with foreign visllor!

knowing he will tell them that Ih

changes are not merely cosmetic and
Ihnl unless Mr. Corbnchev succeed
the Soviet Union wHI revert to rcpres
slon and mllllary adventurUm.

In the Sovlel lender Dr. Sakhon
sees something thai Mr. Gorbarht
himself has never publicly espres«;fd

Ihe ponslbllliy of a system merging
what Ihe physicist regard* as Ihe eeo
nnmlc Justice of socialism with Ihr

lll>erlles of capitalism, of which he haF
long dreamed.

1 be Soviet public has had only a few
glimpses of tin; physicist since his re-

lease. In Febninry he was Invited lo np
pear at an International foium In Mos
cow, nnd a few of his comments sup
pnrlliiR disarmament and opposing
President Reagan's "Star Wars^* anti

missile defense program were late

televised.

A monthly theater magnrlne. Teair

recently primed his review of a play by
Mlhhall Dulgakov, "The Heart of a

t>o^." a grotC!U|ue satire of efforts to

create a "new Soviet man" through of

(Iclalcontrolsoiiculture. .

Discloses Fuchs Spying Case

In tlie Moscow News article, Dr Sa
kharnv, o?ie of the developers of^he
Sovlel hydrogen bomb, commenled s

length on a recfot tel*»vl«lon film abni

German-bom BrltUh sclcni'lst, "irat

mitted to the V S S R . boih during i"

after the war. highly Important aior)>

secrets out of Id^ologlral conviction
'

Mr Fuchs plended gullly In Brit

In 1060 to having given British »

American secrets lo the Soviet Govei

meni. He was released from prison

1959 and went to Fast Germany.
Dr. Sakharov also complained ih

the film neglected to mention that <<

Cuban missile crisis of October 1(

began with Ihe 'Soviet decision lo
i

nuclear rockr*ls In Cuba. That fn<

while touched on In official referenc
Is often omitted In public dlscusstan •

the crisis.

The physicist said he had be

denied permission lo accept Invltatio

to speak In Ihe Unlird Slates. Cane'
and Western Europe on tJ»e ground Ui

he once had access lo secret Inform
tlon.

NoSecreti Since INS •

He said he has had no access lo t-

crets since 1968, when he published r

essay condemning "the foulness

Stalinism" and calling for a convr<

gence of socialism and capitalism. I'

said that In 1975. when be was negoiln'

Ing for permission for his wife, Yeler

G. Bonner, to visit the United States, I

signed a statement acknowledging ir

right of the stale to decide when I

himself could go. So he has not press*

the matter.

In September, he sold. Curl I Mai
chuk, chairman of the Academy of S* <

ences, called him In and told htm to !>

patient.

"There Is no real reason not to let m-

go." Dr. Sakharov said. "Still. I under

stand It Is not an easy question. I ihtn'

It's Simply a matter of time before tht'

Is resolved."

II Is not an easy question because Di

Sakharov aayi many Irtconvenleni

things.

Pressure on Rights Urged

For example, h** urges Western lead

crs not tocnopernte with Ihe Kremlin*
wish for an Inlernatlonal human rights

conference In Motf-ow until the Sovki

Union frees all political prisoners am)
restores their good names, changes tbr

legal code lo prevent crackdowns on

dissent, opens iLs borders and removei
Its trofms from Alglisnlstan.

His faith In humankind sometimes
exasperates Ihose who admire bim
The other evening he was told thai s

new poll of Muscovites foimd aironi

disappoval of freeing political prl»

oners He seemed disappointed. •

"Andrusha," his wife scolded gently

"thai surprises you? We know a largf

majority of people deeply hate peopb
like us — because we can tay whai m
Ihink, and they cannot" I
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STEFAN MARINOV Dr. John Maddox
Morellcnfeldgasse 16 ^ NATURE

A-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA 4 Little Essex Street

10 November 1987
London WC2R 3LF

Dear Dr. Maddox,

you played your "crowny" trick once more: During our phone conversation on the 2nd

November you ASSURED me that:

1) My advertisement will appear on the 5 November.

2) My two letters to Gorbachev will be published on the 5 November.

3) The proofs of my paper "Experimental..." are already sent by post to me.

Then you flew to Washington. Seeing that the proofs do not arrive, I phoned to Miss

Mary Sheehan who told me all your three promises do not correspond to reality. Then

Mrs. Hilary Turnbull said me that you have retained the text of the advertisement. I

phoned to Dr. Peter Newmark to ask him whether he will not object to be interviewed

by the journalists during our press-conference on the 6th November. Dr. Newmark dec-

lined.

I do not know what to do with you. Dr. Maddox. Two years you repeat the same ABO-

MINENT tricks. Maybe you think that you are very clever making me two years a fool.

Is it so?

Poor Dr. Maddox! How can you not understand that the editor of such a prominent

journal as NATURE must behave himself as a gentleman and not as a gypsy.

I wrote you MANY times, after ANY your wrong promise and following trip abroad: I

sacrificed too much money and time with NATURE and I shall not give up the battle. Thus

on the 13th November I shall phone you again to hear your new promise. And I shall

again await for the fulfilment of your promise. And then posterity will read all these

letters and will see how YOU have tormented the man who has discovered the Perpetuum

mobile.

But posterity will be curious to see not only my letters but also your letters.

Thus I beg you to confirm writtenly:

1) When will appear my advertisement (I sent now a slightly corrected version to

Mrs. Turnbull).

2) When will appear my two letters to Gorbachev.

3) When you will sent the proofs of my paper "Experimental violations..." for my

approval

.

4) When shall you send me your decision concerning the acceptance/rejection of my

article "Experimental violations of Ampere's formula and of Newton's third law sub-

mitted with my letter of the 19th October.

5) When will appear my correspondence "Queer of peer".

6) Will you publish the criticism of Tiomno and my answer.

7) Will you send me ALL materials (WITH THE PHOTOGRAPHS) which I sent you in the
^

last years and which you have not published. First of all I am interested in the
,

texts of the articles "The perpetuum mobile ADAM" and "The perpetuum mobile NEMA LABAVU

which were composed by me in the Nature- style. I wish to use these composed texts and

the originals are WITH YOU. Clean, please, your archives of ALL my materials. After

receiving the package I shall write you which materials are still with you. I know

pretty well that you will not find all sent materials but do the necessary efforts.

I beg you to answer writtenly all these seven questions.

With my kindest regards,

Stefan Marinov

Copy: Mrs. Hughes ;
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STEFAN MARINOV Mrs. Elizabeth Hughes

Morellcnfeldgasse 16 NATURE

A 8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA 4 Little Essex Street
^ London WC2R 3LF

10 November 1987

Dear Mrs. Hughes,

Some time ago I informed you about the non-gentleman way in which Dr. Maddox treats

me. For two years he promises to print certain materials of me and he does not print

them. In these two years I cametwice to London to speak with Dr. Maddox, I spoke then

with him on the phone no less then 400 times, I exchanged telegrams, telefaxes, let-

ters. The result is NULL. Promises, promises and no fulfilment at least of one of those

promises.

I think that the Editor of such a journal as NATURE cannot behave himself in such a

manner with one of his contributors and clients. My both books show the long battle

between me and Dr. Maddox (The first and second part of THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH). You

can take those books from Dr. Maddox. Many times I said to Dr. Maddox: "If there are

certain forces which forbid you to print my materials, say it openly to me, and I shall

not bother you." Dr. Maddox always answered: "There are no such forces, I shall print

your materials."

Thus I beg you to speak with Dr. Maddox, to see his letter with which he will answer

my enclosed letter to him and to write me that you have taken in attention his letter.

If then he again will not fulfil his promises, I shall beg you to give me the

answer WHY.

Dr. Maddox says that I destroy whole contemporary physics. Yes, I do it. Wrong theo-

ries and concepts can be not saved in the way in which Dr. Maddox does it.

Hoping to receive yours and Dr. Maddox' letters soon.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Copy: Dr. Maddox
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STtlaV-ll r.'..-vi>u'^OV Mrs. Elizabeth Hughes
MoicilcnfcUlcn^H: 16 ^ NATURE

A-8010 CRAZ - AUSTRIA 4 Little Essex Street
London WC2R 3LF

16 November 1987

Dear Mrs. Hughes,

I hope that you have already received my letter of the 10 November 1987. Today I

spoke long time with Dr. Maddox on the phone. He promised to publish my materials in

the next issue of NATURE and to answer by a letter all questions posed in my letter
to him of the 10 November. But I have again the feeling that Dr.' Maddox will once
again deceive me. I had a nervous attack (what never occurswith me!!!!). I feel bad.
Thus I beg you HUMANLY that you make the necessary intervention so that before 16.30
your time on the 18th November (I know that tomorrow is your print day) a telefax
should be sent to my number 0316/382661 whereall answers of my 10-th November letter
to Dr. Maddox should be answered. I repeat them again:

1) When will appear my advertisement (I sent a slightly corrected version to Mrs.
Turnbull on the 10-th November with certain correction in a telefax on the 13th Nov.).

2) When will appear my two letters to Gorbachev.

3) When will be sent the proofs of my paper "Experimental violations..." for my
approval. Dr. Maddox assured me that the proofs have been sent, as he told me in

our conversation before his trip to the USA, but the proofs have not reached me and
Mrs. Mary Sheehan said me that no letter has been sent to me.

4) When Dr. Maddox will send me the decision concerning the acceptance/rejection
of my article "Experimental violations of Ampere's formula and of Newton's third
law" submitted with my letter of the 19th October. Dr. Maddox said me on the phone
that until Weri^day he will take the decision.

5) When will appear my correspondence "Queer or peer". In many phone conversations
he has promised me to publish this correspondence but in our today's conversation
his promise was not enough firm.

6) Will be published the criticism of Tiomno and my answer. In our today's con-
versation his promise to this item was not very firm.

7) Will Dr. Maddox send to me ALL materials which I have submitted to NATURE in

the last 10 years and which have been rejected. I know that he cannot find all mate-
rials, but I beg him to promise me to make the necessary efforts to find the avai-
lable materials and to send them back to me. He gave me such a promise during my
visit of NATURE in March this year.

Mrs. Hughes, at stake is a radical revolution in physics, destruction of the
relativity theory, violation of the conservation laws and construction of a perpe-
tuum mobile. I have done ALL THIS. I need only a contact with the public opinion,
so that I can come to money to construct my machine MAMIN COLIU with a closed cycle.
The two-years promises of Dr. Maddox have BLOCKED me, as I always BELIEVED that he

will fyJiil his mj-omises. His attitude was WORSE than to reject the materials, as

I many Suggested nim to do. Bgt now, at this stage, I shall not give up the battle
and Dr. Maddox knows well that I am enough tough in my battle.

I am addressing you now not by making references to my discoveries. I am addres-
sin^'^is a normal human being. There are certain gentle-man rules. I sent two months
ago the money for my advertisement. It is not published. I was twice in London
(in November 1985 and in March 1987) with the aim to accelerate the publication of
my materials. Two years Dr. Maddox promises to publish them. My letter, first

addressed to Andropov and then addressed to Gorbachev, is still not published
(meanwhile also Chernenko has ruled Russia). I cannot more psychically endure. After
our today's very nice conversation during which Dr. Maddox gave once more all pro-
mises, I had a nervous attack. I am already an old man (57), I was tormented years
in the Bulgaria psychiatries, 10 years I am thrown from one European country to

another. Dr. Maddox knows this perfectly. Please, have a mercy with me.

Sincerely yours , ',''
,.

Stefan Marinov
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lOP Publishing Ltd

KP/YLB

27 November 1987

Dr Stefan Marlnov
NlederschScklstr. 62

A-8014 Graz
AUSTRIA

Techno House
Redcliffe Way
Bristol BS1 6NX
England

Telex 449149

Telephone 0272 297481

Fax 0272 294318

Dear Dr Marlnov

Thank you for your letter of 15 November and the attached copies of

prior correspondence.

I am sorry If Linda Richardson's letter of 11 June did not make our

position entirely clear. In the Editorial support system operated
by the Institute of Physics, the Staff Editor has full authority to

communicate with authors on behalf of the Editors of our journals.

Linda Richardson's letter communicated to you the Editor's decision
that the four papers concerned were rejected without qualification,
that we were unable to consider these papers or any version of them
further, or to enter Into any further correpsondence on them.

That Is the reason why your letter of 17 August was not answered and

your papers were not considered again. The fact that you have
already made submissions to Europhyslcs Letters and corresponded
with the Editor In Chief of that journal Is not relevant to the

decision of our own Honorary Editors.

Yours sincerely

\CaajvK Ok^JlAA^

Kurt Paulus
Journals Editorial Director

lOP Publishing Ltd H. .iishicvl n.i

lOP Publishing Ltd >

. Ar,/',U f fHil.iii'l M.-.1IS1P..-.I nll.1 1. \nh,

<iii|>,'iiiv vAihollyiiAixilliv llu' IxMiluli'iil

. H...I. Iill.. W.iv. H"SI..I HSI BNX. I in|l.v«l

tc'.n|i..i.|lMllivlli>v.|l(li.li>i'i
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Transcription of the TELEFAX of Dr. Maddox to Ste fan Marinov of the 4.12.87

Stefan Marinov

(1) We shall publish your advertisement WITHOUT amendments.

2) I shall let vou have your amended article before the end of the next week.

(3) We shall be able to publish it early in 1988.

* Please send any amendments by fax.

John Maddox
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Morellenfcklgasscie
Dr. Kurt Paulus

.8010 GRAZ- AUSTRIA JOURNAL OF PHYSICS A
Redcliffe Way

7 December 1987 Bristol BSl 6NX

Dear Dr. Paulus,

Thank you wery much for your speedy answer of the 27 November to my letter of the
15 November.

I think that you try "to make the fool". I know pretty well that Mrs. Linda Ri-
chardson can communicate the decisions of the Editor. But I wished to have YOUR
signature, because my papers are of an extreme importance for the future of mankind
and I wished to have DOCUMENTS for the history. You remember well that the final
rejection of my four papers was sent by a letter where there was NO titles of the pa-
pers, no date, and no SIGNATURE at all, as, obviously, even Mrs. Richardson did not
wish to involve her name with an action of suppression of the scientific truth This
letter HAD to appear in my advertisement in NEW SCIENTIST of the 18th December 1986
(as fig. 5) but was omitted WITHOUT MY CONSENT by the Editor of New Scientist Thus
you see that the letters and the SIGNATURES are of a certain importance. As an
example, I enclose pp. 232 and 233 of my book THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH, Part II, where
your letter to me of the 16 March 1984 is reproduced. You know very good that I am
a poor groom and I pay my WHOLE scientific and editorial activity with my own money.
I GRANTED to the Institute of Physics the five volumes of my CLASSICAL PHYSICS (which
is the BEST book on theoretical physics for students in the WORLD!). When the Insti-
tute of Physics decided to BURN those books, was it not human to send them
back to me, knowing that in those books is my BLOOD, my SWEAT and my TEERS? To be
able to print my books I starved. And the Institute of Physics BURNT them. History
will NEVER forgive this to the Institute of Physics.

On the next page (p. 232) is some information on my "bul-ciib" machine. The Austrian
patent office denied the delivery of a patent to my motor/generator for d.c. without
sliding contacts on the ground that according to the electromagnetic theory taught
in the Austrian universities such a machine can NOT rotate. My suggestion to bring
the machine to the patent office and to demonstrate the rotation was DECLINED. Your
journal has REJECTED the paper (Coup de grace...) where I describe the machine. Four
years a d.c. machine without sliding contacts remains UNKNOWN for the world! Now
I constructed the "bul-cub" machine WITHOUT stator (making the wires NON-closed).
This machine violates the law of angular momentum conservation. I sent the report
to EUROPHYSICS LETTERS, but I know that it will be again rejected, as do ALL journals
in the world with my papers.

You write that my relations with EUROPHYSICS LETTERS are irrelevant to your
journal. I think they are. EUROPHYSICS LETTERS, after half a year of examination of
my paper "A SIMPLE AND RELIABLE EXPERIMENT FOR MEASUREMENT OF THE EARTH'S ABSOLUTE
VELOCITY" and after its ACCEPTANCE by the vice-editor, rejected it by a desicion of the
editor. With my letter of the 15th November I SUBMITTED this paper to your journal
(a copy for YOUR INFORMATION was sent to you on the 17th August, after its ACCEPTANCE
by EUROPHYSICS LETTERS). And in your letter of the 27 November you do not mention
at all this paper. Will be this paper EXAMINED by your journal? Or this paper will
be AUTOMATICALLY rejected, as this is a paper of STEFAN MARINOV? Why you do not say
clearly your standpoint? I beg you very much. Dr. Paulus, to send an answer AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE: Will my paper "A simple and rel i bale.. ."

be examined by your journal?
If it will be rejected, I cannot ask for explanations. The journal is your and you
can print what you wish. But it is a COMMON PRACTICE in the world when a paper re-
porting on the execution of such an IMPORTANT experiment, as the measurement of the
Earth's absolute velocity (when all relativists assert that this is not POSSIBLEl
'^ "-ejected

to give some
MOHVATIONS. The "motivation" of Dr. Kurti was that the paper is to long, although I

presented TWO versions: long and short, fitting to the 6 pages of EUROPHYSICS LETTERS.
I am VERY CURIOUS to know which MOTIVATIONS will find you. But I insist at least for
one thing: A clear answer whether you will examine the paper or you reject it .

Hoping to receive this answer as soon as possible, ^. , ^ ,Sincerely yours, .' A

Stefan Marinov ' *- '^"'^^
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INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON RELATIVITY AND GRAVITATION
Munich, West Germany, 22-24 April 1988

PURPOSE
Purpose of the Congress is lo provide a forum to present new creative ideas in space-time physics. Ever since the

introduction of the theory of relativity by Einstein there has been a never-ending heated discussion about its

validity. Ahhough a wcllestaWished opposition to relativity has emerged, status institutions have simply ignored

nil counter arguments. However, if, in fact, the theory of relativity is false, then fundamental changes in the

scientific and philosophical beliefs of mankind must result.

OBJECTIVES
Our objectives arc to give a possibility to the adversaries of relativity to present their counter arguments, and to

propose alternative theories where the concepts of space, time and energy can be reformulated. The aim is thus,

not only to demonstrate the untenability of the theory of relativity, but also to propose alternative solutions. They

may become the fundamental physics of tomorrow.

EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND
There are many experiments which contradict drastfcally, not only the predictions of the special and general

theories of relativity, but even their fundamental axioms.

One basic axiom of special theory of relativity is that the velocity of light is isotropic in any uniformly moving

laboratory. Marinov {Czech. J. Phys. , B24, 965, 1974) observed with his deviative "coupled mirrors" experiment

that the velocity of light in his laboratory was not, in fact, isotropic. Then (Gen. Rel. Crav. , 12, 57, 1980), with his

intcrferometric "coupled mirrors" experiment , he measured very accurately the Earth's absolute velocity. In these

experiments a rotating axle was used to realize a "Newtonian" time synchronization. Silvertooth {Spec. Sc.

Tcchn. , 10, ^. 1987). with the help of his quasi-Wiener experiment succeeded in measuring the Earth's absolute

velocity by an optical experiment where there is no rotating axle, i.e., without making "time synchronization".

Marinov (in J. P. Wesley, Progress in Space-Time Physics, p. 16, Benjamin Wesley, Blumbcrg, West Germany,*
, 1987) embracing Silvcrlooth's magnificent idea carried out his quasi-Michehon experiment which is so simple that

it can be performed in a single day in any optical laboratory. If the idea for the quasi-Michclson experiment had

occurred to Michelson a hundred years ago, the picture of physics in the twentieth century would have been

different. The quasi-Michelson experiment is "c/v times" easier than the Michclson-Morley experiment, as in the

former the effects are first order in v/c, while in the latter Michelson looked for second order in v/c effects, which

moreover do not e.xist at all. Meanwhile, although there is such clear, undisputabic and easily repcatable

experimental evidence, the scientific community closes its eyes in a quasi-religious zeal before dogmas of dead

idols. The Silvertooth-Marinov experiments refute not only Einstein but also the well-known general theorem of

I-orcntz that if one docs not make a "time synchronization" at spaccly separated points, one is unable to measure

effects first order in v/c. Let us further not forget that I.orentz was a supporter of the principle of relativity, namely

that one cannot measure the velocity of a moving laboratory by making experiments in the laboratory. It may be

noted that the motion of the Earth in absolute space (the space in which the centre of mass of the whole universe is

at rest) was measured first by Conklin {Nature, 111. 971, 1969) by observing the anisotropy in the cosmic

background radiation, but this was not an experiment done in the laboratory.

A fundamental axiom of general relativity says that one is unable to distinguish experimentally between

kinematic acceleration and gravitational attraction. Marinov {tnd. J. Theor. Phys., 31, 93, 198.3) has established

that when his cosmic speedometer is in a laboratory with a kinematic acceleration it shows changes in the velocity,

however when it is in a laboratory with a gravitational acceleration no changes can be registered. Thus the

kinematic and gravitational accelerations are physically two completely different categories and the so-called

principle of equivalence is untenable.

THE DOORS WHICH THE SPACE-TIME ABSOLUTENESS OPENS
The above experiments lead to many cosmological conclusions: 1) The big-bang hypothesis must be wrong. 2)

The Hubble shift must be due, not to escaping velocities of the galaxies, but to cosmic gravitational shift. 3) The
universe must be infinite. 4) The velocities of the celestial bodies must be low. These controversial problems will be

discussed at the congress.

The congress will consider particularly the changes which the absolute space-time conceptions introduce in

electromagnetism and in "laboratory" gravitation. The time is ripe to build physics where the fundamental

axiomatic concept is energy and where the concept "force" is only a secondary mathematically defined product

from Ihc concepts of space, lime and energy. Consequently the whole scholasticism about the "propagation of

Marinov 's note . Later analysis of the data of my quasi-Michelson experiment led to the

Firm conclusion that in this experiment the effect is NULL. It must be NULL also in

Sil vertooth's quasi-Wiener experiment.
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interaction" is to be crossed out. Electromagnetic phenomena (as well as gravitational phenomena) are deter-

mined not by the electric and magnetic intensities E and B, but by the electric and magnetic potentials <I> and

A. The intensities are mathematically derived from the potentials and thus contain less information. Marinov

(S. Marinov, The Thorny Way of Truth. Part II, East-West, Graz, 1984) has shown that the effects in two long

solenoids with equal S are different if the distribution of the magnetic potential A is different, i.e., if the cross-

sections of the solenoids have different shapes. Thus one can only smile when hearing that the unique effect where

the magnetic potential can be directly observed is the "Aharonov-Bohm effect". All electromagnetic phenomena

arc determined by the potentials, and one cannot make arbitrarily gauge transformations as conventionally taught.

The potentials are absolute p<Mentials*defincd with respect to absolute space. Marinov has proposed (The Thorny

Way...) an easy experiment where the Earth's absolute velocity can be measured by an electromagnetic set-up.

The absolute character of the electromagnetic effects leads to the conclusion that for the case of a magnet at rest

and wire moving the induced electric intensity is E=VxrotA, while for the case of a wire at rest and magnet

moving it is § = (V.grad) A. This drastic asymmetry has tremendously important consequences.

The energetic approach to clectromagnctism leads to the conclusion that the electromagnetic interactions are

point-to-point interactions, i.e., differential interactions, and not closed lines and flux interactions, i.e., integral

interactions, as taught by Faraday and Maxwell. This leads to the acceptance of the Biot-Savart-Grassmann

formula for the interaction between two current elements in its differential form as physically adequate formula

which can be experimentally verified and thus to an experimental demonstration that Maxwells displacement

current is a purely fictitious notion. The differential Biot-Savart-Grassmann formula, however, contradicts

Newton's third law. Proceeding from this formula and from the forgotten Kennard's experiment (/'/((7o.vr>/j/i. Mag.

33, 179, 1917) Marinov constructed recently the Bul-Cub machine without stalor (submitted to Europh. Lett.)

which is a generator of alternating current consisting only of a rotor without stator.

Thus we come to a tremendous conclusion opening a door to an abyss: the laws of conservation ofmomentum,

angular momentum and energy may be violated.

The congress will provide a forum to anyone wishing to present devices that might yield energy from nothing. At

the same time efforts will be made to critically examine such devices and to test the assertions of their constructors.

In this context at the present time perhaps the most well known perpetual motion machine is that of Joseph

Newman {Science, 223, 571 , 1984; 223, 154, 1986). But Marinov (Raum und Zeil, in press) has rebuilt this machine

and has shown that it is a conventional motor where the energy conservation law is strictly preserved.

We should pay at the congress homage to Nikola Tesia, the eccentric solitary genius, who helped to lay the

experimental fundamentals of our electromagnetic civilization and who opened so many doors leading to the

fantastic secrets of nature. One must be justifiably indignant seeing that the name of Einstein, who brought physics

to a terrible mess, is known to every child, while the name of TesIa is hardly known even to the physicists.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE CONGRESS
The aims of the congress were presented to the international press at a press conference in hotel Sheraton,

Frankfurt, West Germany, on the 6th November 1987.

CALL FOR PAPERS
After examination of the submitted papers the presidium will choose the speakers. Papers submitted by

"relativists" are warmly welcomed and the intention is to have a high number of speakers-relativists. Contributors

who arc not chosen as speakers can present their papers at posters. Deadline for the submission is 29 February

1988, but we urge the contributors to submit their papers as soon as possible.

ABSTRACTS OF SUBMITTED PAPERS
A collection of the abstracts of submitted papers will be distributed at the congress at the price of DM 80. The

abstracts should be typed on one (or two) pages A4. An abstract may be returned to the contributor for

improvements. At the wish of the contributor his abstract can be retyped for the price of DM 100.

PARTICIPATION CHARGE
The participation fee per person is DM 50 to be paid at the congress.

GRANTS
A limited number of travel grants will be available. Applications should be submitted as soon as possible.

Organizer:

KM 1 1. ANDREJ MACO— Phone (05I I) 326251
GescIIschaft zur Fordcrung der Randwissenschaftcn

Georgiestrasse 31 —33
D-30(K1 Hannover 1

WHST GEF^MANY
Reader Service No. 10

quantities
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europhysics letters

DR STEFAN MARINOV
INSTITUTE FOR FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS

MORELLENFELDGASSE 16

8010 GRAZ
AUSTRIA

Paris, 12.21,1987

21 Dec. 1987

Dear Dr. Marinov,

You will find herewith copies of the reports written by the referees
concerning your paper submitted to Europhysics Letters, entitled :

"ELECTROMAGNETIC GENERATOR HAVING ONLY A ROTOR"

From these reports, you see that it is not possible to accept your
paper for publication in the present form.

Sincerely yours.

B. CAGNAC
Professeur i I'Universit^ P. et M. Curie

(PARIS VI)

Translation of the frcnch report :

This paper presents a heavy error in the bottom of page 2.

When the magnetic field is variable, it is created at the level of the

dielectric an azimutal electrical field which produces an other torque

(this torque Is not zero and can be calculated applying the Maxwell's

tensor)

.

As a result, the whole electromagnetic torque on the isolated system re-

mains zero when the machine works as motor.

Editorial note,

The above mentioned paper presents an older version of the paper VERY EASY DEMON-

STRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM... published in this book.
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societA itamana di fisica

IL NUOVO CIMENTO
REDAZIONH li Deeember 2^ ]<j87

Dr. S.MARINOV

Morel lenfeldgasse 16

8010 GRAZ

Austria

Dear Professor Marinov,

according to the preceding letters, we maintain our

decision not even to take into consideration the papers submitted by you to

our .journals.

Therefore, we enclose your manuscripts.

Best regards,

Psfo'l ino Papa I i

Publication Secretary

Marinov 's note .

In 1980 Dr Papal i returned my letter WITHOUT EVEN OPENING IT (see TWT-I, p. 165).

This time he has opened it. When I phoned to Dr. Papal i to ask whether 7 years are

not enough to suspend the ban on my articles, he refused to speak with me. Non

voglio nemmeno parlare con Lei" said he on the phone. "E perche Lei ^Oole nemmeno

parlare. Mica son' una brutta bestia?" "Non voglio, e basta." Bene, said I with a

humble voice, aspettero altri sette anni , e poi altri sette. Ci sara festa anche

sulla nostra strada."
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Prof. B. Cagnac
EUROPHYSICS LETTERS
Tour 12, 1-er etage
4, Place Jussieu
F-75252 Paris Cedex 05

Dear Prof. Cagnac,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 21 December concerning the rejection
of my paper

ELECTROMAGNETIC GENERATOR HAVING ONLY A ROTOR.

I CANNOT accept the motivations of the referee as he is WRONG. I wrote my objec-
tions which then I decided to present in the form of a paper. This paper with the
title A VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSERVATION
LAW AND OF THE FAILURE OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETISM is enclosed. If even under
this LUCID comments your referee will further insist for the rejection of my HISTORICAL
paper, I shall beg you that the referee (or you) give answers to the following ques-
tions only by "yes", "no", '1 do not know". Only by the help of such questionnaires I

have crushed the resistance of my openents.

QUESTION ANSWER

1. Has the system of Graham+Lahoz rotated?

2. Will the Bul-Cub machine without stator also rotate if the driving
torque will overwhelm the friction?

3. If the above two answers are positive, then be there ponderable mass
moving with an opposite angular velocity?

4. If the answer 3) is negative, then will matter in the form of
electromagnetic waves carry away the respective angular momentum?

5. If the answer 'is positive, will be the referee able to detect in

some way the existence of this radiated energy?

6. If the answer 4) is negative, are the experiment of Graham+Lahoz
and my Bul-Cub machine without stator violating the law of
conservation of angular momentum?

7. If the answer 6) is positive, must be my paper published?

I hope that your referee (or you) will give answers to these questions in the

case that you will decide to reject the paper. If answers will be not given, I am
asking you, dear Prof. Cagnac, how science can under such conditions prosper?

I think I wrote you that my wife is Belgian-francophone and I lived for years in

Brussels and in France. Thus you can maintain with me the correspondence in French.

I write you in English, as I have no French type-writer.

I enclose a SLIGHTLY revised version of the paper, where the description of the

apparatus is done more elegant.

Hoping to receive your answer soon.
Sincerely ^ours,

Stefan Marinov

PS. The paper of Graham + Lahoz is also enclosed. This paper came to my attention

after the submission of my paper.

Editorial note . The paper of Graham and Lahoz is published on p. 159 of this book.
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enropliyslcs letters

Dear Dr Marinov,

PARIS, 08.01, 1988

DR STEFAN MARINOV
MORELLENFELDGASSE 16

8010 GRAZ
AUSTRIA

Your letter of 30 December 1987 and the new text of your paper do not

bring any answer to the objections of the referees.

It is Impossible to modify our decision to reject your paper.

Sincerely yours,

c^^

,, ,c 0. :: - """

r. .. . 1 t^i.igo
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Jl-py A. C. nopoBHK-PoMaiioBy

yn. Kocbiniiia 2, R-334
MocKBa 1 17334

rjTy6oKoyBa3KaeM>iJi n-p RopoBHK-PoMaiioB,

9\ nochiriaio Raw moio CTaxbio /b flsyx SKSCMnjipax/

iiApyuiiiiini- TPi'TbF.ro 3AK0IIA iiKTroiiA B DjnxrnT^iAi'iiirnrjMr:

KaK niicbMO B W3fY<t>.

Knaccn(linKannonni>ic iiOMcpa no PACS-y 03.30 h 41.10.

3thm nnchMOM a ocraRJinio irpaHO Komipaiira sa RaimiM jKypnajioM.

Bee B03M0)KHbie ACHOKHbie pacxoAbi ByAyr ynnaqcithi miioio.

Bo H36e)KaHHH HeflopaayMeHHH h nociieiuunx pciiiciiiiii, a rTochinaio BaM Korniii Mocii ciaiMi
"3KcncpnMeiiTajii.nbie napytiicmiH npiiiimmoB othochtcjiiiIiocih, oKnim.TJicirniocm h 3aKoiion

coxpaHeima ynioBoro MOMeirra h 3Hepnin" h "Very easy demonstration of the violation
of the angular momentum conservation law and of the failure of conventional electro-
magnetism". llepnaH H3 othx craTen iiairpaBJieiia h )Kypiian IIA-VKA II )K11'3llb. 30- ro okirSpm
1987 r. H iioceTnji pc/iaKmno 3Toro )Kypiiana h hmcji ppmy^o 5ece;jy c pe;iaKTopoM orncjia

(Jii3HKii M MaTCMaTni<n, A-poM C. V. FlaiiKpaTOBbM, c kcm h iioaacpjKiiBaio peryjijrpiii.ni TCJie-

(tonnbai KoirraKT. 3Ta craTbH 6bina nana ciiepBa aKaa. 91. B. Scjuvionimy /c kcm h roBopuri,

Korna 6bin b Mockbg/, a no ero cmopth aKon- B. JI. rnH36ypry. MiicHbe aKa/x. l^iinSypra

6bino OTpnuaTejibiioe. CraTbH, KaK mhc a-P FlanKpaTOB cKasan, 6yACT iiaiipaBjicua , nancpiioc,

aKOjx. A. J\. CaxapoBy, c kcm mijI cxoahmcm b oSjiacni B033paiiiiii iianirnmcciaix, no pacxoAiiM-

CH B o6jiacTn B033peiniu Hay^inbix, h, bcpojitho, oh tokc Aacr orpnuaTejibHoc Miiciibc.

TaK KaK H yKa3biRaio iia (^AKn^I iiapyiireiimi tl)ynAaMcnTanbin>ix iipuni-mnoB ccroAnjiiinicii (Ju-

3HKH, KOTopbie npnBOAHT k bosmokhocth nocTpoeiiHJi BCMiioro ABiiraTcnn, Hy)KHo mtoOh Gojib-

niee micno pcuenseiiTOB o fiux BbicKasajiocb, n6o ror'Aa BcpoHTiiocTb, mto kto-to rioiiMCT h

yBimnr, mto h npaB, 66AbiiiaH. A nyGnHKaLDiH mohx CTaTcii b36>7Iopo)kht oipoMiicniiicc mmcoo
iiccjieAOBaTCACH H ACHb, KorAa ncpBbrii BCMHbifi ABHrarcAb 3apa6oTaeT, npn6Aii3incn. 51 hbah-
KCb oAiibiM H3 caMiDC jiyMunix 3naTOKOB B Mvipe naeMCT iipoSjicnbjI "nepncTyyM mo6iuic" m jiumiio

3HaK0M c ca^^:>^1n n3BecTHbiviH KOHCTpyKTopaMii snrx Maimiii, K cMacTwo, jiruiMncb mc.hobckom

c KOMMyimcTnMCCKJiMii B033peiiHHMn, H ne ACAaio riaTCfiibi h ripcAaio Bce moh nocTMJKciiHH iie-

MCAncHHOH rjlACIlOCTH, mto neAb3H CKa3arb nn o KaKOM H3 APyi'HX KoiicrpyK-iopoM ncmioro
ABHraTCAH. nocrieA"nn f^aKT npiiBOAirr k noKpbrnoo rvoi'i tcmi.i Byjuibio Taiiin-i n Nnicninn3Ma.

TaK KaK H paSoraio npcAejibiio mctkum ii aciniM MarcManiMCCKiiM ainiaparoM n cxcmi:.i moiix Ma-
luiiii CTanoBHTCH nciibMn b TCMCHini napbi Mniiyr Aawc pe6cnKy, Ai'CKyccioo o moilx Tcopn5ix

H MaiiBiii MO)KHo irpoBOAiiTb C^ffillb JErKO h npHfrm k hcidjM BbiBOAaM.

BropaH H3 BbniicHa3Bamn)[x CTaTcn naiipaBACHa b )KypnaA PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS.

5! nocbinaio BaM TaK)KC abc CTarbn iia mcmcukom in )K>T)iiaAa RAUM UND ZEIT: "Die absolute
Geschwindigkeit der Erde" h "Der Newman Konverter ist ein Mythos". Y mcmh ccrb iicpc-

Bo/D^i 3nix CTarcn na aiirintriCKiiii h n cJly^ac iiiircpcca c Baiiicii /njiii Baiinix coipyAi'iiKOB/ cio-
poiibi c yAOBOAbCTBiiCM Bbniino iix. 51 iiocbuiain BaM raioKC onoBcmciine o6 11uTcpiiaiDioiia_iibiioM

Koiirpecce no PeAmnBM3My n rpaBnrauini, onySjnTKOBaimoc n NATURE. 51 6bin b komuc okth6ph-
naqajTe iroaSpH b Mockbc, mtoGw o6ccircMHTb npncyTCTBiie cobctcktix (Jii3Mkob iia tiom Koinpccce,
KOTopbM M.I onjianiM Aopoiy h iTpcGbiBaimc b Ntniixciie, TaK KaK iia mod rpn inicbMa Itpc3HACiiT

All CCCP, aKaA. P. MapMyK, iie otbctha. Xoih n roBopiui c MiioniMii jnoAbMii n Ak.'uicmiiii, ao
cnx nop ilHT hciioix3 oiBCTa, l<TO iia 3Tor Koiirpccc >Kc.iiacT iipncxan>. Iia moc iipc;;no))cciiMc

^

MT06bI B rCMClIlIH AByX-TpCX AHCH CMOMIUpOBaTb MOli KBa3H-MariKCJIbCOIIOBbB! 3KCIICpiIMClir H

npOACMOIICTpiipOHaTb 3(lltX3KT aScOAIOTHOr'O ABIDKCI1H5I 3CMini MOCKOBCiaiM cllll3HK;iM, IIC IIOCJICAO-

Bajio iiiiKaKoro oTBcra. 51 AyMaio, wto CoBcrciaiii C0103 /b onniMini or 3aiia;iiD.ix cipaii, tac

BAacTb Kpennrcn na ease MoiionoAinaiain ccroA"fniDiiix hctomiiiikob 3iicpniii/ saiinTcpccoBaii

B sanycKC BCMiioro ABuraTCJia n no3TOMy coBCTCKaH iiaymiaji iiCMaib Aacr mccto AHH
o6cy)KAOiinq sriix npoGjiCM. llcKoropbic moii m">ioih no ^^x)^1y Boiipocy a n3.tiar;uo b AByx mohx
nncbMax M. C. PopGaticBy, KOTop.ic NATURE orO'GjniKycr na cjicAyiUcii iicacjic /nocne roAOBoro
AcpjKaniiJi noA cn>'AOM/. B oMviaiiiiii iioatbcp/ichciiiih o nojiy^icniiM Moert c'lari.n 11 iiotom b

CKOPOM UPCMCIIH H BaillCrO PCIIICIIHH,
HcKpciiiic Bam: {I ^/^^ ^^i-CTC(J\in Mapmion
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I' r rapp.is

DooLor <>1 I'liy-jus. f'U'ieijor <i M.it luin.ihKj';,

(I'loffssoc -it tlui All Koi ..e- A< Kluiry •>( iJiei-a-)

26. MarkopulloLl Stn-el. Alh.;ir, )]/ll, (;i .'<.;< r:;, t.t'l Uh?.:i?:,>H.

l.iniMiy lb. I'lMit.

Pi ^f (:t,:.>.a i'<iui W<-;. l>;y.

Bliuiibei <j. \fif.'jt CiMiii-iiiy

Deal Pdul.

1 hdve not. received an ansuer fr^ni you to my last letter, sent to

you f"n»n USA. Dut iiKj my rt-cent visit to St'!(rin. I le.nlized that you cir.- one tif

the organi'^eis ol conterence tcj take plane in April this year.
,

Hill y<./U. pl<M;.i-. ^end ii^; in(i)iiii.il. i' 'H . >ii l.hi ; i;>.>nf erfincCf as I know vci y

little oUiiit it, :..i ttiol I ':,iii |>,Lii t i( i(..il <; to it <jncl |x.<rsibly a>riti il)ii( l- i

l><jpei .

Our frUMUl Ste-Lin t>f\<. rvii(>(»ii ' ni'j i- .i : :.iv ii i i.iu in my .>(>iniMt 'nv . .-J

not only i i'.pi. ecent i; .i wnMi-j Uiiiniil.i wli'ii jppi.i-'l in Ji il •
i i ntsi I Ihjhi iii i...ri

r;|o>ji-d ciKUit;:. bnt alsi.' < ua <.<in ImiJ hmi.c il mil '.lie oiti'i . wiMi llii-, ;
•: A

r'.'Cent excunplr i ;; l.r.ih^un .md L.ih'>x in N.in;i i^ ..sly. !-• M-iv "t")'(0. !r; 'l>i . n ' '^ !-

G and I. c-.( icct ively $u<jyiiS(. tho vml.it. inn (../ .kkjmJ.iI nK.i'nuim in-M •.•• .-.n.^ <•

like .Stijf.in believf lliot a (oi'i . .m n- i leicivt . i..;.!.- i.> (•imi-.h .i- .
• ..

niujul'jr iiiuiiicntiuu '.Ikukji;. 'l'\ui ici 1 1 l.y is l.n.il i i.il iC'ijiV" i '. .in i- i-'. i li

(orci. by j m .j^itent ol "Viiiv'nt c'.Jti y unj ,. iniin. * .i . II. >uvv'.:i . 'j(i..i •. ni;. ^ .,i-,inn!

i« prill of 'J closed <;iii.mL. Hien the <ompbau-Mit .ii y riiinif exei-'izn*. ctl.o i

tanyi-Tit.i il ((ii.-..t. nlii>ii i-; -.ju.il .mil . '(ifH)', 1 1.. i.. i h. fii'.t l..in<i':nr i.il |.t<c. !:i

this Way. e>;por iiiiuntc\!. ly t.'myent i.il loi!-- .n r noi oIuhm »>'<"d ulu;n iMmrd i.y .i

whole <:loGed ciK.nil on .j <:oi I oi a pi iiu.;.nc:iil. luanni'i . i'iiiii. I.ji u jiicntiu.:-

explain nahnral ly the ob-jotved brakiti'j <>( the; cauentiHl I'ataday di;,< . whi-li ii-i;.

fcK)led so many people and bill kei.'p loolirnj many moi e as knnj th<- ws.tnj

electtodyn.3itiico b,i;(;d ^i\\ the{ i td.il i vistiv. LoM^nt/: .ind p.-.'7 Coniiubi. .u • t iM'jtit

by the ostablislunent I'.y the way the t 1 1 U; i.>t the popei 1 uii.h to < .-.i;!.! ibi:l .;

in your <;onfetence is: '

"How to fo<.;l Physics with the rel.citivi:;t u hiol -.';.iv.irt-lA)i enl <£-i:.in;.i.ein

Electodynaiiiics"

Plejice. .jccept my contribution an-j '.er-d •.!( ,jJl thi' i elf'-snt nn <>! n; •' n..!. >..;

soon as po'.,£;ible.

'Jinciirely Your>J.

I'. T. I'appa:;.

The TRANSCRIPTION of that letter is given on the following page.
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P. T. Pappas

Doctor of Physics, Professor of Mathematics

(Professor at the Air Force Academy of Greece)

26, Markopulioti Street, Athens 11744, Greece, tel . 8623278

Professor Paul Wesley,
Blumberg, West Germany

January 15, 1988

Dear Paul

,

I have not received an answer from you to my last letter, sent to you from USA,

During my recent visit to Stefan, I realized that you are one of the organizers of

conference to take place in April this year.

Will you, please, send me information on this conference, as I know very little

about it, so that I can participate to it and possibly contributea paper.

Our friend Stefan keeps supporting the Biot-Savart law. In my opinion this law

not only represents a wrong formula when applied in differential form for non

closed circuits, but also one can fool himself and others with this law. A

recent example is Graham and Lahoz paper in NATURE, 285, 154, 15 May 1980. In this

article G and L effectively suggest the violation of angular momentum just because

like Stefan believe that a coil can not receive a torque to compensate the

angular momentum change. The reality is that a coil receives a tangential

force by a segment of current carrying conductor. However, when this segment

is part of a closed circuit, then the complementary circuit exercizes also a

tangential force which is equal and opposite to the first tangential force. In

this way, experimentally tangential forces are not observed when caused by a

whole closed circuit on a coil or an a permanent magnet. Similar arguments

explain naturally the observed braking of the cemented Faraday disk, which has

fooled so many people and will keep fooling many more as long the wrong

electrodynamics based on the relativistic Lorentz and B-S formulas are taught

by the establishment. By the way the title of the paper I wish to contribute

in your conference is:

"How to fool physics with the relativistic Biot-Savart-Lorentz-Einstein
electrodynamics."

Please, accept my contribution and send me all the relevant information as

soon as possible.

Sincerely yours,

P. T. Pappas
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PHYSICS LETTERS A
pRorrssoR j. p. vigifr

Univrrfllf Pierre el Marie Curie

Centre National de la Recherche Sclenlifiqiie

Laharaloire de Physique Thforique

InstituI Henri Poincari

II Rue Pierre el Marie Curie

7S23I Par.s Cedex 05

France

Telephone (14) 3J6 2525 exi. 3776/82

Telex: UPMC Six 200 145 F

jCl Vllcc^ erf
-^ ^cf0D€o( IP^O^^ 7 ^f^t ^^^'

TRANSCRIPTION

Dear Dr. Marinov,

In view of the enclosed report, I regret not to be able to accept your ms. for
publication in PLA. I return your ms. enclosed.

Yours sincerely

J. P. Vigier

Editorial note .

The rejected paper is entitled VIOLATIONS OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSERVATION LAW

HAVE ALREADY BEEN OBSERVED. It represents some variation of the paper VIOLATIONS OF
j

THE LAWS OF CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM AND ENERGY which is published in this I

volume. Figures 1, 2 and 3 of the rejected paper coincide with figures 1, 2 and 3 ofi

the paper published in this volume. Grassmann's equation (1) of the rejected paper

coincides with equation (22) of the published in this volume paper. Reference 2) of I

the rejected paper coincides with reference 9) of the published in this volume paper

(See the referee's report on the following page and my comments of the 20 January).

NORTH-HOLLAND PHYSICS PUBLISHING • P.O.B. 103 * 1000 AC AMSTERDAM * THE NETHERLANDS
Cables: ESPOM Anwtcrdam— Telex: 10704 cspom nl — Telephone: 020 - 586 29 1

1
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Rf.'V i "^v/er " s comments on

:

VrOL'\r:ONS or the ANUUI.AH MOf-IKNTUn CONSb-RVATION LAW HAVF

ALiJEADY HEFN OBSfRVKD

by S I. r- fa n Mori nov

1. Paqe 1 ot" the manuscript is inappropriate for a K(;ien(^.i-

fic papor. Thero is a place for it in books as for ex-
ample "The tl-iotriy way of the truth".

2. I have seen c.rassmann '

-^ equation (1) in a number of
textbooks.

3. The author should have made a cleat dist, inction between
pondei omot ive and electromotive forces. I'h'; ponderomotive
force could act on either the travel lino charqe or the
metal element, but not on both.

i . Fiqur'f^s 1 and ? bear no relat.ion;;h ip to the Kennard
experiment described ;n ref.(l). Kennan) revolved a
coaxial capacitor in^idt; a coaxial solenoid, fijs oyperi-
nient was similar to the one per foimed ci-nre recently
by Graham and L.ahoz.

S. In tig. 3 "'larinov ocpts the wirr;s vhich '.ead tf) the sta-
tionary \-oltmeter. Pon'.etomot i ve i nter-icrt i ons be'.w'.;en

(hese wires a'-id th.e radial c<;nductors (a f, b) could
possibly ^xpi.'in t'le obs^-tved tor-nie.

fi. The (.!ral;nii-l,.iho/ '^xpc'- menl involves minute torques
mea.sur'f^d in niX.in. In ]

''!'.Q (rcf . /) rhf^---',- i nv(";'. iuat ors
VvTote: "i'hi.-; .'.xp'-r i ment is continuina and a (mmplet.e
report u' i 1 1 be pub 1 i sr\e.'l elsewhere." Thev v.(;rf> ohvious;y
no!, s.ii isfied Vvlth niear;'.J'eni';nt s within \ Uiy exptn' i inentai
er'ror band. Mas i furth'v ti^por'l b.'>en pub I ishtuj?

7. If (^
' <>(-l i-f)maqr'<;L I •'

i nt i^r ic;, i ()n i oca i I y \'iol it.f^ Nt^wton's
iriirci ; aw t\n(i n-om^Mi ..'im •>>,.>er vat, icifi . : („ r>!focl, sb.o;;IH

be i.irqe and easi'v observable.

•'••.
"^Iv rfcomniendat ;er. is n^ to p'.iblisl'i I'lis i>ap''? in i t ';

present torm.
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*^ Prof. J. P. Vigier

* o«l« rPA7 AUSTRIA ^PHYSICS LETTERS AA-COIOGRAZ- AUSTRIA
^^ ^^^ p ^^ ^ ^^^.^

2C January 1988 F-75231 Paris Cedex 05

Dear Prof. Vigier,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 15 January with which you rejected my pa-
per "Violations of the...". I am very happy that you have enclosed also the neaative
referee's comments. In my letter of the 24 November 1987 I wrote you that until now I Jhave received about 500 referee's opinions and there was NO single valuable opinion, I
all were BAD. This is the first referee's opinion which you send me (your predecessor.
Dr. ter Haar, has sent me about 50). And it is BAD, as my statistical law predicts. I
wonder that you have not seen that the opinion is bad! Bad, VERY BAD!

Faithful to ny long-years tradition I always answer ALL referee's comments, making
NO exception to jump over some comment.

1. The referee thinks that the polemical attitude on p. 1 is inappropriate for a
scientific paper. NO. The polemical attitude IS appropriate because one has finally
to awake the relativists from their devil-may-care sleep.

2. The referee says that he has seen Grassmann formula in a number of textbooks. This
IS possible as I write that according to my states this formula can be seen in ONE
of SEVENTY SEVEN books. May be with his remark the referee wishes to say that my ra-

tio IS too low. I beg him that he gives HIS number. Then I shall beg him to send
me the titles of all books on electromagnetism in the library of his Institute (the
librarian can do this work for him) and then I shall tell you which is the percentage
in HIS Institute's library (I surely know ALL books which the referee has in his In-
stitute library). Then we can compare whose number will be nearer to the experimental
number. I know that the referee will give neither his own appreciation nor the titles
of the books on electromagnetism in his library. What then can I do more?!

3. The referee writes that the ponderomoti ve force can work on either the travelling
charge or the metal element, but not on both. This is NOT true. The ponderomoti ve mag-
netic force acts ONLY on the traveling charge. Then it is TRANSFERED from the travel-
ling charge to the metal element. Today's physics does NOT know how this transfer
really appears. In THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH, PART II, I analyse the essence of this trans-
fer But this IS not now the problem. The problem is that the referee asserts that the
ponderomotive force can act DIRECTLY on the metal element without acting on the travel-
ling charge. I beg him to give an example. I know that he will not give an example,
and I am asking what more can I do?!

4. The referee writes that figs. 1 and 2 bear no relationship to the Kennard experi-
ment. Fig. 1 pre^ts EXACTLY a SIMPLIFIED (the word is emphasized in my paper) presen-
tation of Kennard's experiment, drawn so that even 10 years old children can understand
what Kennard has done. I inserted the second (inner) current circle only with the aim
to make easier the transition from the rotational (fig. 1) version done by Kennard to
the mertial (fig. 2) version PROPOSED by me. Thus if the inner circle will be taken
away, then fig. 1 presents EXACTLY the CROSS-SECTION of Kennard's experiment, where (for
the CLARITY of the figure!) the two coaxial metal cylinders connected to the end points
of the radial wire are omitted. If according to the referee the cross-section of Kennard's
experiment must be different, I beg him to draw it. As he will be unable to draw ANOTHER
cross-section, I am asking what more can I do?!

5. The referee writes that I omit the wires in fig. 3 which lead to the stationary
voltmeter. First I omit nothing, as this figure is a PHOTOCOPY from the paper of Graham "

and Lahoz. Thus if somebody has omitted something those are these two authors. Secondly
in the experiment of Graham and Lahoz there is NO voltmeter. There is only a SOURCE of
electric tension. It is connected to the end-points of the two wires coming from the
endpomts of the wires "a" and "b" which are DRAWN in the figure. As those are TWO
wires (the women call them BIFILAR) going exactly one along the other and along these
wires two currents with OPPOSITE directions flow, then the magnetic action of two such
wires IS NULL. And the referee tries to explain the torque with the current in these two
wires!!!! If you. Prof. Vigier, have given my paper to a 10-years boy, neither he will
raise such a STUPID objection. Quelle horreur!

6. It is true that the torque in the experiment of Graham and Lahoz was minute.
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But the referee must take also into account the size of the experiment (inner ond outer
radii of the cylindrical condenser, respectively, 4.5 and 5.5 mm). Graham and Lahoz
have promised to publish a further report. But they have NOT published. I do not know
the reasons, as I was not in contact with Graham and Lahoz.

7. The referee writes that if the electromagnetic interactions violate locally (ita-
lics by the referee) Newton's third law, the effect should be large and easily obser-
vable. First: I beg the referee to state clearly whether ACCORDING TO HIM the electro-
magnetic interactions VIOLATE Newton's third law. If the referee will say YES, O.K. If

he will say NO, then I beg him to say, whether, then according to him the formula of
Grassmann (which he has seen in some tsooks) is true or not, as this formula PREDICTS
such a violation (and this is also mentionedin some books - their percentage is lower
than 1.3 %) . Thus the referee has to do first two things: either to reject the formula
of Grassmann and to save Newton's third law, or vice versa. If he will reject the for-
mula of Grassmann, there is no place for a further discussion. But I hope that he will
retain the formula of Grassmann (we build on this formula ALL electromagnetic machines)
and he will reject the LOCAL validity of Newton's third law (as some of the textbooks
do!!!). Now the referee is wondering why one has not observed a NONLOCAL, i.e., integral
violation of Newton's third law. I give the answer: because mankind has done machines
with c.losed current loops, for which Grassmann's formula leads to a preservation of
Newton's third law. Experiments with non-closed current loops have done only Graham
and Lahoz and me (Kennard has done not a PONDEROMOTIVE but an ELECTROMOTIVE experiment).
Both Graham and Lahoz and me, we have observed violation of the angular momentum con-
servation law. Graham and Lahoz have NOT UNDERSTOOD the essence of their experiment
and thought that an equal and opposite MOMENTUM nust be RADIATED. Thus I am the only
man who has reported a VIOLATION of one of the FUNDAMENTAL LAWS OF CONSERVATION. Of

course if my paper submitted to EUROPHYSICS LETTERS and the present paper will be

rejected, mankind will not hear about this TREMENDOUS discovery.

8. The referee recomands rejection of the paper. I recomand that the referee WITHDRAWS
his criticism and that the paper should be published.

But I know that neither the referee will withdraw his criticism, nor the paper will
appear. And I am asking, dear Prof. Vigier, until when the voice of the scientific
truth will be suffocated in this BARBARIAN WAY?!

I am sending my paper back with the WEAK hope that finally a paper of me will be

again published (despite the negative referee's opinions I succeeded to publish some

10 years ago about 50 papers). My hopes are feeble, but it is TERRIBLE to lose the hope

in one's fellow man!

Sincerely yours,

/
, ^dmi

Stefan Marinov

PS. I enclose the appeal of our Int. Congress on Relativity
and Gravitation published in NATURE. Similar appeals have been
published in SCIENCE, NEW SCIENTIST, THE ECONOMIST.
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?1 Queen Mary College. 3^,,„,„,

4,'>/ UniversilV of London Mathematical Sciences
•y?

Mile lun\ R<.:ul, I..nHl..n I'l 4N,S • Tel: OI-98048n • Telex: 893750 ""'•'•fSch.mi Pmfc^or I w Roxhurgh

I"ax:01-9817517
Our Ref:MAErM/RI,S/37

22r)d Jnrmnry 1988

Dr Slofan Marinov
NiederschocklHtr. 62

A-0814 Graz
AUSTRIA

Doar Dr Marinov,

Miss Richardson has forwarded to me your letter dated 7 December 1987 to

Mr Paulua, tofjelher with copies of the letters exchanged between you and
him dated 15 and 27 November 1987.

I would like to confirm that the decisions communicated to you by Miss
Richardson in her letter dated 11 June wore the decisions of the Editors of
Classical and Quantum Gravity and she has our full authority to

communicate such decisions. On the other hand it is not part of Dr.

Paulus' responsibility to communicate such decisions for our journal.

Neither Dr. Pnuhis nor Miss Richardson take decisions on such matters as
scientific merit, though, as I have already said, it is part of Miss
Richardson's duty to communicate such decisions from referees and editors
to authors.

In other words, if you feel it would in some way assist you to have n

further signature it should be mine.

I should perhaps point out that there is no "Rditor In Chief" of the
"Journal of Physics" or of the Institute of Physics Journals. Each part of

the JoTirnal of Physics series and each other I.O.P. journal has a separate
editorial board and a separate "chief editor" called the Honorary Editor.

In your case I am the relevant Honorary Rditor, as your papers were
considered to fall within the subject area of "Classical and Quantum
Gravity".

As for the questions in the penultimate paragraph of your letter, it is our
general policy to "examine", i.e. to obtain one or more referee reports on,
all submissions made to the journal, regardless of any previous dealings
with the author. Any exceptions are referred to me: they usually concern
papers which df> not conff)rm to our instructions to atilhors. I can confirm
that all your submissions have been seen by at least one referee in the
usual way.

Yours sincerely,

Professor MAM MncCallum
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STEFAN MAPJNOV Prof. B. Cagnac

Morcllcnrcldgassc 16 EUROPHYSICS LETTERS

%.80IO GRAZ — AUSTRIA Lab. de Spectroscopie Hertzienne

Tour 12, 1-er rtage
30 January 1988 4^ Place Jussieu

F-75252 Paris Cedex 05

» Copy: Prof. Kurti

Ref: G1518

Dear Prof. Cagnac,

You surely have received the letter of Dr. Kurti to me of the 24 January.

Dr. Kurti considers himself incompetent to answer my question:

Will my Bul-Cub machine without stator be able to rotate if alternating

current is sent through it or not?

Dr. Kurti relies on your competentce and on the competence of your referee. Until

such an answer will be not given by you or by your referee, I cannot accept the re-

jection of my paper.

If an answer will be not given, you will show that neither you nor your referee

have an opinion on the issue of an experiment, the report on which both of you con-

sider as "unworthy to be published". This is the same thing as to condemn a person

without being persuaded in his guilt. A judge can condemn an unguilty person (this

appears very offen) but he must be PERSUADED (wrongly) in his guilt. However, a judge

who condemns without being persuaded in the guilt of the accused is a CRIMINAL.

I think that you have only two issues: Either to accept my paper, or to give an

answer to the above question.

I hope that you will realize that the case is very serious and that you shall

fulfil your scientific vocation.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note .

Until the date of publication of this book Prof. Cagnac has not answered this letter.
The question is:

Will the Bul-Cub machine without stator (which can be seen on the back cover
of this book) rotate if electrons "will be blown" along its "wires"? Yes or No?
Yes or No? Yes or No? YES or NO? Y-E-S or N-0?

And if YES, then WHERE WE ARE?

Editorial note to the second edition .

There is still not answer from Prof. Cagnac. Yes or no. Prof. Cagnac, YES or NO,
Y-e-s of N-o, Y-E-S or N-0?
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Jo jELEFAX: 0044 18369934

MorclknlJ ' '''
~'^'"

A ROlO GRAZ — AUSTRIAA-8010OKyx^
Mrs. Elizabeth Hughes

30 January 1988 NATURE
4 Little Essex Street
LONDON WC2R 3LF

(Tel. 0044 18366633)

Copy: The Britisch Consul

Schmiedgasse 10

A-8010 Graz

(Tel. 0316 76105)

Dear Mrs. Hughes,

To no one of my telefaxes to you of the 16 November 1987, 23 December 1987 and

7 January 1988 I received an answer.

I phoned you at least 10 times in the last month (as your secretary surely has

informed you) but never I could reach you.

Meanwhile from Dr. Maddox, the Editor of NATURE, I received only promises but
not fulfilment of those promises.

On the 21 January Dr. Maddox crowned all his previous lies with the biggest one:

21 January was the day when the current issue of NATURE was already in sail. And Dr.

Maddox said me on the phone that my two letters to Gorbachev have APPEARED. Meanwhile
they did not. I wrote you in one of my previous letters that even the most shabby
gypsy in Bulgaria does not lie in such a flagrent manner as Dr. Maddox does.

Thus I do not see another way to bring the promises of Dr. Maddox to fulfilment
then by starting my self-immolation action with which I threatened you in my telefax
of the 23 December 1987.

My ultimatim is the following:

If until 12 AM on the 1 February (your time) you will not answer all questions
posed in my telefax to you of the 7 January (by a telefax to my number 0316 77560
or to the British Consul in Graz), then on the 2 (or 3) February I shall commit
myself to the flames on the steps of the British Consulate in Graz.

The present telefax (as well as my letters to you and to Dr. Maddox of the 10 Novem-

ber and the above mentioned telefaxes to you) are presented to the attention of the

Consul of Her Majesty.

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov
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nature
Macmillan Maga/mes Ltd

4 Little Fssflx Street

London WC2n 3LF

Telephone 01 836 6633

Telex 262024

1 February 1988 FAXED

Stefan Marinov
Morellenfeldgasse 16
A-SOlO Graz
Austria

Dear Dr Marinov:

As I told you on telephone last week, Mr Maddox is out of
the country until next week.

In the meantime, however, we have published (on 14 January)
the corrections to your advertisement, and I sent off to
you some days ago the corrected pages for the advertisement
so that you can make copies of it.

Yours sincerely.

'^^^<^' '3>vvv^Nj2..v>y

Mary Sheehan

cc: Elizabeth Hughes

Editorial note .

This is the faxed answer from NATURE
to Marinov's self-immolation ultima-
tum of the 30 January.

Below we reproduce the ERRATUM for
the 17-December-advertisement.

MATURE VOL 331 M JANUARY IPtW

Erratum
In llic advertisement of Dr Slcf.nn Marinov's

International Congress on Relalivily and Gravi-

lalion, to be held in Munich on 22-24 April, the

followinf! errors unfortunately appeared:

page 2. line 8 should read "...pauge transfor-

mations as conventionally taught. The poten-

tials are absolute potentials."

page 2, line 21 : "machine MAMUL" should be

"BulCub machine without stalor".

page 2, line J2, "...name Tinslein..." should

be"...nameof P.instein...".

The journal titles "/Vii/ow/i/i A/oR." and

"l-nrniihys l.i-ii
" should have been ilalici/cd.

NEWS

Erratum to erratum

Page 2, line 8 should read "The potentials are

absolute quantities ."

Marinov's note . In a phone call to Dr. Maddox I expressed

my deepest INDIGNATION for having labeled

the Munich Int. Congress on Relativity and Gravitation

Marinov's. Dr. Maddox excused himself orally.
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Verwaltung
Tilaton 031 9711 33

PosictitckKonto 30-29076

Enptmiskass* Konoinngan
Rllal* Ob«rdl«j]bach

Kanlontl Bank von Barn

Langnau I.E.

Reference:
Testatika - M/L Converter

Ihr Zaichan Unsar Zaichan FB/mk CH-3517 Linden. 9.2.1988

Dear

If you believe that mankind could be saved through free-energy you
are making an error. All the great problems which burden mankind
and threaten his future and his very existence are only symptoms
showing in fact there is something wrong with man himself.

Just as in human medicine, treatment of sociological symptoms such
as shortage and misuse of technical energy will never lead to true
health of society and man as it-i basic unit. The reasons for most
undesiderable states are rather to be found in mans misbehaviour
with respect to the divine laws. Would man recognise these as stand-
ard for all thoughts and actions, any human problems would vanish
in course of time and a renewed world would bless its inhabitants
with all they really need.

To surprise present mankind with a free-energy device would liter-
ally mean to pour oil into a world which is already set on fire in
too many places and domains of human life. What mankind need is

peace, peace of mind to start with, to have a chance to find back
to nature and god. and not more and further technological support
in his strive for pleasure, which would rather drown him in an
ocean of noise, over-action and pdlution in general.

If you can not accept this point of view please discover a new
f ree"-energy device by yourself. The responsibility for its publi-
cation with all its consequences will then be yours only.

May peace be with you

METHEPMITHA
CH-3517 Linden

u -J

Francis Bosshard
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Marinov's note . This is a photograph of the machine TESTATIKA constructed by Paul
Baumann in the community Methernitha in the village Linden near

Bern (Switzerland). According to the best of my knowledge this is the FIRST funcion-
ning PERPETUUM MOBILE in the world. The machine works since six years and delivers
continuously energy in the form of direct current which is then transformed into al-
ternating current 220 Volts and is sent into the power net of the village.

In June 1988 I was invited by the community Methernitha and I spent two days there.
Those were two marvelous days not to be forgotten for ever. I promised to the members
of the community to not spread the information on the machine which I received there. I

wish only to note that I have not understood its principle of action and I am unable to
reproduce it. The above photograph circulates in the world since 2-3 years.

The community (about 150 people) live on absolute COMMUNIST principles. There is no
private property. There is one kitchen (with two dining rooms) with self-service. The
food is simple but of a very high quality. The members of the community do not consume
tobacco, alkohol, etc. They believe in God and follow the teaching of Jesus but have
nothing in common with the hierarchical churches.

In a long conversation with Mr. Bosshard (a couple of hours) he told me the follow-
ing: "We think that humanity is unripe to receive a perpetuum mobile. If small conmu-
nities of people will renounce the present way of life, we shall gladly donate them our
machine. But if humanity with its today moral will have in its possession an unexhaus
tible source of energy, this can become a catastrophy for mankind."

Mr. Gorbachev says that communism in Russia will be not constructed soon. He has only
to go to the village Linden to see that communism can be construced IMMEDIATELY by ANY
group of people, if they really want it.
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Mcidir-r..';:.::' :'v 16

A-8010 GRAZ - AUSTPxIA

12 February 1988

To TELEFAX: 0044 18369934

Mrs. Elizabeth Hughes
NATURE
4 Little Essex Street
London WC2R 3LF

(Tel . 0044 1 8366633)

Dear Mrs. Hughes,

Instead to try to intervene and settle the conflict between Dr. Maddox and me (as the Englist

Ambassador in Vienna did in 1984), the British Consul in Graz, Mr. Bruhl , called the police,

I was arrested and imprisoned in the Graz psychiatry, as you can read in the enclosed clip-

pings. Neither the intervention of Prof. RoberfeMonti (Bologna) who was sent by Prof.

Vigier (Paris) to visit me, as he is the referee of my papers submitted to PHYSICS LETTERS,

could persuade the psychiatrists to free me and I had to stay in the psychiatry oyer the

night. We were, however, allowed to discuss scientific problems with Prof. Monti in the lo-

ony-bin.

I ask you and Dr. Maddox: Until when will this filthy "theater" last? Will NATURE allow me

to contact the scientific community and to inform it about the LIES contained in the physics

books, as Dr. Maddox promises since three years in tens of letters and hundreds of phone-

conversations, or not? How can NATURE fall so deeply and answer my threat of self-immola-

tion by the telefax of 1st February signed by Mrs. Mary Sheehan!!! I thank Miss Mary VERY

MUCH for having sent me the corrected text of my paid advertisement, but in my ultimatum

of the 30 January I requested answers to OTHER questions signed by Mrs. Hughes,

I cannot giveup the battle to appear on the pages of NATURE, as I invested in this fight

many years and tens of thousands of dollars. I shall again send telefaxes, phone, threaten

wi'th self-immolation until the day when NATURE will write me clearly when will appear my

materials, or declare WRITTENLY that all these years Dr. Maddox has played with me as

a cat with a mouse and that NATURE does not intend to publish my materials.

Now I beg you, Mrs. Hughes (or Dr. Maddox who is back from Tokyo) to answer by a telefax

TODAY all my questionstoosed in my telefax to you of the 7th January) to the number: Austria

0316 77560. If again no answer will come, or an answer of the kind of this from 1st Februar>

will come, then I ask you, Mrs. Hughes^ . ^ and you. Dr. Maddox, and you. Dr. New-
S«'*e''^ ~ '

'

"

mark: are we human beings able to speak

to write and to communicate through

such technical means as a telefax, or

we are APES?

Hoping that finally Dr. Maddox will re«

lize that it is no more POSSIBLE to

conceal the scientific truth.

Physiker aus Graz woHte sich verbrennen:

Mil Perpehium mobile

im Irrenhous gelnndetl
Elner flog Obers Kuckucksnest- und zwar einef d«f buntesten In

der SteiemiarV behelmateten .Vfigel": Stefan Marinov, elnersdtt

bekannter Physiker und Buchautor, andererselts libeaeugtef Erflo-

der des .Perpehium mobile', landete fflr elne Nacht Im Crater

Sonderkrankenhaus fOr Psychiatric, nachdem er - wteder drmial -

angekOrtdlgt hatte. $lch selbst zu verbrennen.

Vor etwa /wel lahren sorgte der

Extremphysiker Stefan Marinov

(.Einstelns Ideen waren nur lllu

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

sion") in Graz erstmak fur Aufse-

hen Er prjuentierte ein Model! $el-

nei ..Perpetuum mobile", einer oh-

ne Encrgiezufuhr Immeriaufenden

Maschine, dem Traum der Mensch-

heit seit Tausenden von Jahren. In-

rwlschen gibt n zwar schon fOnf

WeiterentwicWungen dteser Ma-

schine, aber mit dem Durchbruch

Mappt ei noch Immer nicht. Die

Maschlne funWionlert aber - zu-

mindest theoretisch.

Um diese Talsache dffentlich be-

kannt zu machen, hat Marinov ein

dem auch ein ganzseitiges Zel-

tungsinserat an Kurt Waldheim er-

folglos blieb - Kontakt mit den

.klugslen Kopfen" der Welt. Sokhe

KonUWe herstellen kdnnfe nach

Vor^tellung Marinovs die Wissen-

schaftsfachzeitschrift .Nature" -

aber die druckt seine Artikel nicht.

Weshalb der Physiker Anfang Fe-

bruar (wie schon einmal) mit der

Seibstvertorennung drohte - und

wegen .Sclbstgefahrdung" (m Ir-

renhaus landete. Allerdings aber

nur fur die Dauer einer Nacht. Man
erkannfe seine Drohung als „wis-

senschaftlich motlvlert" und llefi ihn

frei.

Please, send th

telefax BEFORE

4 PM London tiin

as my telefax-

office closes

at that time!

Dienstag, 9. Februar 1988 / Nr. 9955. S 6,-
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Prof. MAH KacCallu™

,^.80.Toraz*Tu\r.a T'V 7T *
'. Queen Mary College

\ 16 February 1988 School of Mathem. Sciences

I Mile End Road
London El 4NS

Dear Prof. MacCallum,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 22 January (Ref. MAHM/RLS/37)

.

I am happy to have another signature for the rejection of my papers as posterity
must become aware how in the XX-th century the scientific truth has been suffocated.
I think that you have learned nothing from my advertisement MARINOV TO THE WORLD'S SCIEN-

TIFIC CONSCIENCE (New Scientist, 18 December 1986) which, as a matter of fact, must be

considered as an open letter to the Editor of J. PHYS. I showed in this advertisement
(as well as in my rejected papers) that the principles of relativity and equivalence
and the laws of conservation of energy and angular momentum ARE NOT VALID. I present the

theory, I give the experiments confirming the theory. Those are TREMENDOUSLY IMPORTANT
things tightly connected with the energetic survival of mankind. The rejections of my
papers can be considered only as criminal acts.

But let us leave the rhetorics. Conventional physics affirms that if there are a mag-

net and a wire, then the induced electric intensity depends only on their relative ve-

locity and is given by the formula v^rotA, where A is the magnetic potential origina-
ted by the magnet. Meanwhile I established that, for the case of a moving wire, the

formula is as above, however, for the case of a moving magnet, the formula is (v.grad)A.

If you (and your referees) cannot understand that this is a TREMENDOUSLY IMPORTANT dis-

covery which must IMMEDIATELY be communicated to the scientific community, then I can-

not help you. In my papers I present the description of my perpetuum mobile MAMIN COLIU
and all editors and referees in the world MAKE THE FOOL as if they do not see this ma-
chine. Thus, at this situation, it is senseless to discuss the "scientific aspects" of
my papers and of their rejections. I shall turn your attention only to "administrative"
aspects.

With my letter of the 17th August 1987 I have RESUBMITTED my paper "New Measurement
of the Earth's Absolute...". I received neither an acknowledgement for reception from
Mrs. Richardson nor any other letter.

With my letter of the 15th November 1987 I have SUBMITTED my paper "A Simple and

Reliable Experiment...".

With his letter of the 27th November 1987 Prof. Paulus informed me that all my rejec-
ted papers are rejected FOR EVER but he said nothing about the NEW paper "A Simple and
Reliable Experiment..." I express once more MY DEEPEST INDIGNATION that the resubmitted
paper "New Measurement of the Earth's Absolute..." is not once more examined. I stated
many times that this paper was BLOCKED for two years by the J. PHYS. Why have you exa-

mined so long this paper? In the experiment reported in this paper I received figures
for the Earth's absolute velocity which then were confirmed by my experiment reported
in the paper "A Simple and Reliable Experiment...". Humanity must know who when which
figures for the Earth's absolute velocity has measured. I insist ONCE MORE for a RE-

EXAMINATION of my paper "New Measurement of the Earth's Absolute...". I cannot accept
the rejection of the referee on the ground of the opinion of ANONYMOUS refereesgiven
in MY PAPER and qualified by the referee as "experienced workers in high precision expe-
riments". How can ANONYMOUS persons be qualified as "experienced workers". I think the

J. PHYS. has to have a higher level of refereeing.

Then I asked with TWO letters about the destiny of the paper "A Simple and Reliable

Experiment..." (of the 7th December 1987 and of the 15th January 1988). Prof. Paulus

wrote me on the 27 January 1988 that my paper is CONSIDERED FOR PUBLICATION. From your
letter this is not clear. However your letter was written BEFORE the letter of Prof.

Paulus. Thus be so kind to inform me: Will my paper "A Simple and Reliable Experiment...'

be examined or not?

And if you DEFINITELY reject my paper "New Measurement of the Earth's Absolute...",
confirm this rejection once more. I repeat, I need all these rejections and signatures

for posterity. And, please, before writing the rejection letter and before putting your
signature, read once more my LETTER TO THE WORLD'S SCIENTIFIC CONSCIENCE.

Sincerely yours, * ^ • Stefan Marinov
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Marinov's note . On the 16th February 1988 I want to bring my machine MAMIN COLIU to Munic^
where a potential sponsor wished to see it. The German Consulate in Graz

denied me a visitor visa. I tried to cross the border illegally with the 30 kg machine
on my back. Two times I was repulsed by stamps in my passport (see above), the third time
with a kick on my arse. So far besides kicks on the arse I have received no other rewards
from my fellow-man for my endeavours to give him a machine working without oil, coal,
waterfall or wind.
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Trtcilmii: 232-29-10

TcjiPKc: 75r,-fA\'SSU
JlAn TCAC.-poMM: MocKan. B-71, lloiiKa

MoRcnw V-71
l.rninski prifipcrt. II

Tclcphnnr: 2:{2-2<)- H'

Trlcx: 7:164 AiVS SU
Cable: Muscnw V-71, .Wnika

.ll^ M.^ jL

r-H CMapuHOB,
Ipau,
Abctpmh

yBajKaeMuii rocnojtHH MapHHOB,

B CBH3H c BauiMM nucBMOM OT 13 HHBapH 1988 rojta Ha mmh npe-

aHjteHTa AKajieMWH HayK CCCP aKaj^eMHKa r.M.Map^K.a coodmaew Daw, hto

Baiue npe.TviojReHHe o npoBejieHiiH wie}Kji:yHapoja;Horo KOHrpecca no pejiHTH-

BH3My H rpaBHTaUHH dbUIO BHMWaTejIBHO HSy^eHO COOTBeTCTByiOlUHNIK y^6HH-

MH AH CCCP, OjiHaKo ohh He BupasHjin sanHTepecoBaHHOCTH npHHHTB yqac-

THe B 3TC»« MeponpHHTMM,

C yBameHHeM,

^yx.. C.C.MapKHaHOB
HaqajiBHMK ynpaBJiGiiHH

TRANSLATION

Dear Mister f^arinov.

In relation to your letter of the 13 January 1988 to the President of the Aca-

demy of Sciences of the USSR, Acad, G. I. Marchuk, we inform you that your propo-

sal for the performance of an international congress on relativity and gravitation

was attentively scrutinized by the relevant scientists of the AS of the USSR.

However they have not expressed interest to take part in this congress.

Sincerely yours,
S. S. Markianov

Chief of the Department
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F.J.Muller Miami, Feb. 20th, 1988.

8470 S.W. 33 Terr.
Miami, FL. 33155

U.S.A.

Dear Stefan:

Thanks very much for your letter of Jan. 22/88. T thought you had forgotten me.

I am enclosing an abstract as a possible contribution to the Munchen meeting. The mo-
dification contained In Fig. 2 was done last September and it's amazing that I have not
thought of it before since now I can prove in rectilinear motion all what I had proven
before for the rotational case. Of course. Fig. 2 has limited practical value since the
rigid magnets cannot move continuously in the same direction but it shows what I say in
the Abstract very clearly.

I was so overjoyed with this experiment that I decided, NOW, to return to the

establishment and study formally towards a Master in Physics. This experiment and the

whole constellation of problems related to it will be my thesis. At tlie moment I am just
taking plain Mathematics, (complex variables, matrices, Fourier series, differential
equations, vector algebra, etc). My final examination is on April 29, so I don't know
if I would be able to make it for the meeting since I would need a lot of time to study,
(It is difficult after 20 years without formal schooling). Also Teresa likes to go with
me everywhere I go and I would not be able to pay the trip unless, at least, my ticket
is paid by a travel grant (I will pay hers).

My work with Cure has come to a stop since the company that use to sponsor him,
(Neodynamics Res. Corp) had serious financial difficulties with the stock market crises.
I also made a video-tape of my most important experiments, including that of Fig. 2, but
1 am keeping this rather in secret, (I don't want to conflict with the establishment be-
fore 1 graduate)

.

As usual my life is extremely busy, with the biochemistry Lab, the Church organ
music, and now the intricate problem solving in Physical-Mathematics. I knew about the
meeting in Boston with Pappas, Graneau, Phipps, etc. since Cure attended it. I sent a

little abstract about this latest experiment of Fig. 2. (Recall of course that in Fig.
2 you have exactly the same type of ferromagnetic plates around the system just as in
page 62 of Thorny Way, part 11,1986.)

Well, I leave you now since 1 want to reach the Post Office in time to send
you this letter and the Abstract to Maco.

Yours as always,

%^....- ^ ^^"^^

Francisco Miiller

Marinov's note . MUller's new experiment described on the next page can be explained im-

mediately by the help of a SUPERPOSITION of the formulas for the induced

motional electric intensity Emot = vxrotA and for the induced motional -trans former elec-

tric intensity Epiot-tr == (v.grad)A. When the half-circular magnets M and M' in his fig.

2 are available we have (v.grad)A = 0,^\he motion of the whole magnetic system does NOT

lead to a change of A at the reference point, and thus only the induced motional electric

intensity vxrotA / remains. When the half circular magnets M and M' are put away, then

{v.grad)A ^ 0. If the magnets are short, we shall have (v.grad)A = vxrotA (compare for-

mulas (14) and (15) with formulas (17) and (18) from the paper "The Electromagnetic Ef-

fects are Determined..." published in this volume).

Thus MiJller will register an effect also when the half-circular magnets M and M' are

put away, if he will take the magnets RM and RM' ENOUGH LONG.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION WITHOUT RELATIVE MOTION

By: ffaxnCAACO J„ hiil^lcA, Miami FL.USA.

In 1919 Einstein wrote that Faraday's discovery of Electromagnetic Induction (EMI)

was the seminal idea that moved him to Introduce Special Relativity Theory (SRT). In

the third opening line of his 1905 paper he had written that this phenomenon "depends

only upon the relative motion between magnet and conductor". The whole contemporary

theoretical electrodynamics and electrical engineering practice is based upon this need
of "relativebewegung" as an essential condition for EMI to occur. In this paper the

author presents first order experimental evidence that, indeed, relative motion between
magnet and conductor IS NOT a necessary condition in all cases, and is especially not

needed in the controversial "unipolar inductor" based on a qu.jsi-f orgotten Faraday ex-

periment of 1832. An extension of this non-requirement of the rotational unipolar in-

ductor will be made in this paper to a rectilinear case as well, thus violating a basic

principle of SRT.

Some yearSago the author showed, (1,2), that, at least in a rotational system, a

wire RI, (see Fig.l), co-rotating with a permanent ceramic ring magnet M, (magnetic B

field is perpendicular to the paper
,
)receives a potential

difference induced between R and I, proportional to B, to

UOof rotation and to length RI. This experiment is simply

a confirmation of Kennard's capacitive absolute rotational

experiment of 1917, (3), but with a permanent magnet M and

closed rectangular circuit, RICE, (branches IC, CE and ER

are shown in pg.62, Ref.l and as psrq in pg.l63, Ref.2).

The experiment, demonstrating rotational unipolar induc-

tion without relative motion, does NOT contradict SRT since

being a rotational phenomenon, escapes SRT applicability.

Therefore, most relativists, (Schiff, Trocheris, Webster,

Panofsky & Phillips, etc.) acknowledge that the situation

of Fig.l can only be "solved" by resorting to General Relativity Theory, (CRT). The
"solution", however, looks unreal to the author, introducing the mysterious influence

of extra-galactic nebulae into the system (and instantly!).

The author, then, converted his rotational experiment into a rectilinear one in the

following manner: cut the ring magnet across the dia-

meter and insert two Rectangular Magnets (RM) as shown

in Fig. 2. With adequate mechanical connections slightly

move the system as indicated by the arrows, (this can

be done in oscillatory fashion) . Then, RI will receive

the SAME EMI as in Fig.l even when CO-MOVING with RM in

RECTILINEAR fashion. Thus, SRT is fundamentally dis-

proven and GRT is rendered useless.
Interestingly enough, when the ring elements M are re-

moved from Fig. 2, then NO EMI occurs, in agreement with

SRT. So the experiment demonstrates that the essential condition for motional EMI to

occur, either in rotational or rectilinear fashion, is the continuity of the B field so

as to avoid dB/dt changes at the edges when the magnets move. Fig. 2, though disproving

the basic field transformation equations of SRT, cannot demonstrate absolute terrestrial
motion since the edges of M "cancel" the EMI at RI when the wliole system is displaced
in the same way as the edges of RM cancel it when moving without the "closing" elements,

M and M'. This idea that the dB/dt at the edges act over RI at a distance, (according to

Lenz's reaction), implies a non-local field theory. But certainly this "edge effect" is

more credible than the incredible extra-galactic influences of GRT which is now useless

to explain the positive effect of Fig. 2 (on account of its linearity). The author likes

to challenge both relativists and non-relativists to explain the facts of Figs.l and 2.

l)-Marinov, "Thorny Way of Truth", part II, East-West, Graz,1986.
2)-J. P.Wesley, "Progress in Space-Time Physics", B.Wesley, Blumberg,West Germanyj 1987,
3)-E.Kennard, Phil.Mag., 33, 179, 1917.

(((
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PukllctHon Olflc*

Yukawa Mall, Kyoto University

Kyoto, Japan Our R«f.
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February 22, 1988

Dr. St o fun Mar-inov
Morel Icnfo 1 (l^asse 16
A-8010 r.rny.

Austria

F)oar Dr. Marinov;

Wo rocoivod your manuscript, ont.ihled

On the Absolute Aspects of the Electro-
magnetic Interactions

by SteTan Marinov

and discussed publication of this paper at our editorial

meeting. We considered the content of the manuscript

unsuitable for publication in the Progress of Theoret. i c-al

Physics, We are therefore returning your manuscript.

Yours sincerely,

Editorial Office
Prog. Theor. Phys

.

Fncl .MS

Editorial note .

In this volume are presented only some pages from Marinov's epistolary contacts

with the journals NEW SCIENTIST, NATURE, EUROPHYSICS LETTERS, PHYSICS LETTERS, PHYSI-

CAL REVIEW.* The above letter is picked out from the "routine" letters of rejection

which Marinov receives from the world physical journals. To spare the time of the rea-

der, only this one routine rejection letter is presented in this volume.

* and JOURNAL OF PHYSICS.
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Donnerstag. 25. Februar 1988 Suddeutsche Zeitung Nr. 46 D Seite 45

LaBt sich Albert Einstein widerlegen?
Seine Relativitatstheorien bleiben das Fundament der Forschung

Ein SZ-Gesprach mit dem Physiker Jiirgen Ehlers / Von Martin Urban

SZ: Herr Professor Ehlers, sind die Relativitats-

theorien Albert Einsteins imderlegt? Genauer ge-

'.fragt: Hat man Einstein Rechenfehler, also logi-

Mche IrrtxLmer nachweisen konnen oder haben
Experimente die Wissenaehaftler eines Besseren

belehrt?

EHLERS: Bis jetzt ist weder das erste noch das

zweite geschehen. Vom logisch-mathematischen

Standpunkt aus gesehen, sind die Relativitats-

theorien Einsteins sogar verhaltnismaQig ein-

fach. Ihre Widerspruchsfreiheit ist ebensogut
nacbgewiesen wie die Widerspruchsfreiheit der ,

euklidischen Geometric.

Zur Speziellen Relativitatstheorie gibt es viele

.qualitativ verschiedene Elxperimente, die zum
iTeil auch eine hohe Genauigkeit erreichen. Bei-

Jspielsweise laflt sich die von Einstein vorausge-

sagte Zeit-Dehnung aufgrund von Relativbewe-

gungen in irdischen Ebcperimenten jetzt mit einer

Genauigkeit von etwa einem Zehntelprozent ex-

perimentell bestatigen. Wenn es einen ko^mi-
schen Wind, den sogenannten Ather gabe, den
JMichelson imd Morley schon vor hundert Jahren
'vergeblich nachzuweisen versuchten - nach Ein-

.
stein gibt es keinen Ather -, diirfte die Geschwin-
'.digkeit der Erde relativ zum Ather nur hochstens

jdrei Meter pro Sekunde betragen, was in bezug
'auf die Erwartung nach der klassischen Physik

'von mindestens 29 Kilometern je Sekunde ganz
',unsinnig ist'SchlieClich wurde die Unabhangig-
.'keit der Lichtgeschwindigkeit von der Geschwin-
digkeit der Lichtquelle durch astrophysikalische

iLdessungen sogar mit einer Genauigkeit von ei-

iiem MiUiardstel - also so, dafl der relative Fehler

kleiner ist als ein MiUiardstel - iiberpriift In der
Hochenergieteilchenphysik, also bei Elxperimen-

len mit Teildhenbeschleunigern, wie sie im Zen-
trura CERN bel Genf geraacht werden, wird die

Geschwindigkertsabhangigkeit der Masse routi-

nemaDig vorausgesetzt Das ist so vielfaltig auf
seine Richtigkeit hin iiberpriift worden, daO ein

Teilchenphysiker viberhaupt nicht arbeiteh

konnte und die Gerate gar nicht funktionieren

wOrden, wenn die Einsteinsche Formel fiir die

Geschwindigkeitsabhangigkeit der Masse falsch

wSre.
Bei der Allgemeinen Relativitatstheorie verhalt

es sich mit den empirischen Priifungen so: Die
drei klassischen Tests, die schon Einstein in den
Jahren 1915/1916 vorgeschlagen hat, sind mittler-

weile mit einer Genauigkeit von etwas besser als

einem Prozent vielfach iiberpriift worden. Inzwi-

schen sind qualitativ neue Priifungen hinzuge-
koramen. Insbesondere ist die Abweichung des
Uhrengangs, die bedingt ist durch Schwerefelder,

mit einer Genauigkeit von mehr als einem hun-
dertstcl Prozent durch Raketenexperimente
Oberpriift. Die Radarzeit-Verzogerung im Son-
nensystem, die auch indirekt den EinfluO des
Gravitationspotentials auf Llchtstrahlen und auf
den Zeitablauf betrifft, ist mit einer Genauigkeit
besser als ein halbes Prozent bestatigt, und rwar
in mehreren Untersuchungen. SchljeOlich gibt

die Beobachtung eines Doppelsternsystems auch
r--~- 'r.d-rcktcr. Hinweis darauf, daD Gravita-
^tionswellen existieren. Die Ergobnisse dleser Ex-
perimente haben inzwischen mehrere konkurrie-
tende Thcorien widerlegt Die Einsteinsche
Theorie aber, obwohl longe vor diesen Experi-
menten geschaffen, hat sich bishcr bewahrt

Unter dem Etikett „Altemativlbsung", ein

Begriff, der von okologisch orientierten

Gruppen iibernommen wurde, damit aber

nichts zu tun hat, macht sich seit einiger Zeit,

ahnlich wie in den USA, auch in der Bundesre-

publik die Tendenz zur Restauration pramo-
derner Wissenschaft bemerkbar. Ende April

woUen sich jene „WissenschafUer" versam-
meln, die den Umsturz des Weltbildes durch

Albert Einstein nicht verkraftet haben und
dera anschaulicheren - wenngleich eben ellzu

einfachen - Naturbild des 19. Jahrhunderts
nachtrauern. Sie treffen sich zu einem „Inter-

natlonal Congress on Relativity and Gra-zita-

tion"; und das ausgerechnet in Miinchen. wo
Gelehrte wie Arnold Sommerfeld und Werner
Heisenberg wirkten, die das Gcriist der mo-
dernen Physik entscheidend mitbestimrat ha-

ben. Allerdings sind bier in den Jahren des

Nationalsozialismus auch jene Manner beson-

ders lautstark aufgetreten, denen Einstein zu

kompliziert war, Und die statt dessen eine

„deutsche" Physik kreierten.

Viele Menschen voUziehen angesichts der

Komplexitat der Welt den „radikalen" Schritt,

das Komplexe zu negieren, um zu scheinbar

einiachen Auswegen zu kommen; etwa dem,
daB die Schopfungsgeschichte der Bibel nicht

nur Ausdruck des Glaubens der Verfasser der

Schrift sind, sondem Natur- und Naturgeset-

zes-Beschreibung. Ziel einer darauf fuBenden
„Sch6pfungswissenschaft" ist es offenbar, Ein-

gang in die Lehrplane der Schulen - zunachst

iiber den Religionsunterricht- zu finden.

Professor Dr. Jiirgen Ehlers, wissenschaftliches

Mitglied der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft vom
Institut fiir Astrophysik in MUnchen-Gar-
ching, gehort zu der kJeinen Zahl von Gelehr-

ten, die weltweit auf dem Gebiet der relativi-

stischen Astrophysik arbeiten und das von Al-

bert Einstein gelegte Fundament zu verbrei-

temsuchen. '. '
•

SZ: Nun wu/ite Einstein selbstverstdndlich, dafi

die Natur komplexer ixt, als dafi man sie mit sci-

nen Gleichungen vollstandig beschreiben konn-

te. Was weift man heute znsdtzlich auszusagcn?
Wie mufl man mdglicherweise seine Gleichun-
gen, seine Formeln evgdnzen oderabandem7

EHLERS: Natiirlich kann man von keiner Theo-
rie erwarten, daB sie absolut wahr ist Und auch
die AJlgemeine Relativitiitstheorie hat ihre Gren-
zen. Bis jetzt ist es nicht gelungen, eine Theorie

zu formulieren, die in widerspruchsfreier Weise
die Prinzipien der Quantentheorie mit denen der

Allgemeinen Relativitatstheorie verkniipft Eine

solche Theorie zu finden, ist vielleicht eines der

vrichtigslen Probleme der theoretischen Physik.

Das beriihrt aber nicht die Tatsache, daO in dem
Bereich, wo Gravitation experimcntell zugang-
lich ist - das 1st bis jetzt ausschlieOIich der Be-
reich makroskopischer Korper -, die Allgemeine

ReluUyitalstheorie auf keine experimentellen

Schwie'rigkeiten gestoOen ist

SZ: Immer wieder reiben sich j:rfinder' an der

Grenze, die der 2. HaupCsaUr der Thermodynamik
beschreibt Man kann danach, wie alle Erfahrung



zeigt, keini- .M.i.vc/im* betrtiben, die darauf fufit,

dafl sich ein U^chiiegfl am Boden abkiihlt und
mit Hdfe der dabei freiwerdenden Energie ru-

riick aufi Dach fliegt Die Rirhtung des natiirli-

chen Processes itf eben umgekehrf eine Richtung

wachsender Eniropie, wie man sagt, wachsender
Unordnung. In wetchen Gremen gilt der 2. Haupt-

satz, und sind auflerhalh etwa existierender

Gremen Phn^pien eineT Eneigienutrung denk-

bar? , ,

EHLERS: Nach fneiner Kenntnis gibt es bis jetzt

keine experimentellen Hinweise von Experimen-
ten darauf, daO der 2. Hauptsatz nur begrenrt giil-

tig ware. Man moO allerdings immcr bedunken,

daO er sich auf abgeschlossene Systeme bezieht

Die meistcn Systeme in der uns umgebenden
Welt sind aber offene, das heiOt Systeme, die mit

ihrer Umwelt Materie oder Energie austauschen.

Die Briisseler .Schule urn den Nobelpreistrager

lija Prigogine hat in vielen Arbeilen gezeigt, wie

man theoretisch gerade aufgrund des auf otfene

Systeme verallgemeinerten 2. Hauptsatzes ver-

stehen kann, daO sich in offenen Systemen und
auBerhalb des thermodynamischen Gleichge-

wichLs sponlan Strukturen bilden, zum Beispiel

bei chemischen oder auch physikalischen Vor-

gangen; daQ sich unter bestimmten Bedingungen
raumliche oder auch zeitliche Periodizitaten ein-

stellcn.

SZ: Manche Memchen fasziniert die Idee der Ta-

ckyonen, die Moglichkeit von Vberlichtge-

schwindigkeit Dabei wird iibersehen, dap Vber-
' lichtgeschimndigkeit gevrissermafien jedermann
erreichen kanv, etwa beim Schereschneiden. Der
Schnittpunkt der beiden Messer bewegt sich de-

sto schneller ev thing derzuklappenden Messer, je

paralleler die beiden Messer zueinander stehen,

also bei i)dlliger Parallelitdt unendlich schnell

Steckt dahinter das Prinzip fiir eine neue Erei^
giequelle?

'

' EHLERS: Sow.jit mir bekannt, kann man diesen •

Umstand nicht dazu verwenden, um Energie zu ]

erzeugen. Wenn man sagt, daB sich nach der Re-
lativitiiLstheorie koine Information oder keine

Energie schneller bewegen kann tils mit Llchtge-:

schwindigkeit, dann bezieht sich dies auf Aus-

.

breitungsvorgi jige, bei denen wirklich Infonca-

tion oder Energie ilbertragen wird. Bei dem von
Ihnen genannten Beispiel wird elnfe solche Ober-

' tragung nicht v.ustande kommeni Man kann etwa
keine unendlich stnrren Scheren hersteDcn, die

man brauchtc. wenn man das erwahnte Gedan-
kenexperiment ausfiihren wollte. Zu deii Tachy-
onen: '

' ^

Die logische Mriglichkeit solcher Teilchen, etwa
im Rahmen der SpezieUen Relativitiitsthcorie,

muD zugestanden werden. Sie konnlen sich Im-
mer nur mit einer Geschwindigkeit bewegen. die

groOer als dii! Lichtgeschwindigkeit ist Diese
Teilchen hfitt(<n die ungewohnliche Eigenschaft
einer imaginaren Masse, ihre Energie und Ihr

Impuls wiiren aber reelle GroDen. Denkbar waren
. solche Teilchen schon Im Rahmen einer speziel-
'. len Quanlenfoldtheorie, nicht nach der klassir.

schen Physik. Die experlmentelle Suche nach
solchen Gebilden 1st bisher erfolglos verlaufcn.

SZ: Ihre wissenschaftliche Arbeit dient auch dem
Verstdndnis der Evolution des Universums. Wie
alt ist es nach heutiger Vorstellung? Wie alt isi'

: unserSonnewiystem, toie altungcfdhr die Erdc?

EHLERS: Wir konnen heute mit recht guter'Ge-

nauigkeit behaupten, dafl die Erdkrusie schon et-

wa soit etwas mchr als viereinhalb Milliarden

Johren vorhanden Ist und seit einigen Millionen

Jahren Leben auf der Erde existiert Das Alter

unsercs MilchstraBensystems betragt etwa zchn
Milliarden Jahre. In dersclben GroBenordnung
liegt auch das sogenannte Weltalter, besser ge-

sagt, die Schiitzungen fiir das sogenannte Weltal-

ter liegen zwischcn zehn und rwanzig Milliarden

Jahren, wobei diese Spannweitc durchaus zuge-

gcben werden muC, donn die Daten, auf die man
sich stUtzt, sind mit erhcblicher Unsicherheit be-

hdftct
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Es ist eine erstaunliche Entdeckung dieses Jahr-
hunderts, dafl so grofle Gebilde wie Galaxien oder
sogar das System der Galcuden nicht wesentlich

-.&lter sind als die Erde und sogar das Leben auf

: der Erde.

SZ: Eine Untemehmung, die neh JSchopfungs-
uHssenschaft" nennt, verbreitet in Schriften -

auch in der Bundesrepublik - neuerdings die

These, „dap die Erde ziemlich jung ist, melleicht
nicht alter als zehn- Oderfiinfzehntausend Jahre".

Wat erwidem Sie auf solche .wissenschaftliche'
These?

EHLERS: Solche Behauptungen setzen sich liber

das, was in jahrhundertelanger Arbeit erkannt
worden ist In der Naturwissenschaft, in der Phy-
sik insbesondere, hinweg, ohne dafl empirisrh be-
griindete Gegenargumente vorgebracht werden.

SZ: Kritiker beklagen vor allem, dafi Auflensei-
tem - Einstein selbst xvaf ja seinerzeit zundchst
auch ein Aupenseiter - heute gegeniiber den Eta-
blierien in der Wissenschaft keine Chance haben.
Was sind Ihre Erfahningen?

EHLERS: Ich erhalte oft Zu'schriften von wissen-
scheiftlich interessierten'Laien, von AuBensei-
tern, die sich auf die Relativitatstheorie bezinhen.

Darunter auch oft solche, dcren Verfasser meint,

er habe Einstein widerlegl Ich habe mehrfach
den Versuch untemommen, durch Schriftwech-
sel'zu einer KJarung zu kommen, Indcm ich etwa
auf Fehler in der Argumentation hingcwicsen
habe oder darauf, dafl diese oder jcne experi men-
telle Tatsache im Widerspruch steht ru den Be-
hauptungen des Jeweiligen Autors. Els ist mir da-
bei fast iramer so gegangen, daO eine B-reit-

schoft nicht bestand, auf meine Gegenargumente
einzugehen. Wenn Wissenschaftlcr etwa an Max-
Planck-Instituten sich auf solche Diskussionen
fortwahrend elnlassen wiirden. miiCten sio oinen
erheblichen Toil ihrer Arbeitszeit deifur einset-

zen. Das widersprtiche unscrem Auftrag. Bei der
Komphziertheit, die heute insbesondere die phy-
sikalischen Theoricn haben, und auch bei dem
Aufwand an Menschen und Apparaten, die man
braucht, wenn man Experimento dazu vorneh-

,jiier) .wjll..w)rd ?s fiir inl^res.sjerte Laien immer
schwierigcr, da noch mitzukommen oder dabei
eigene Ideen cinzubringen. Dafl es eine gcwisse
Tragheit gibt. wohl auch auf seiten der Wissen-
scha/ller, .<;ich darauf einzulasscn, mcrkwiirdig
errtheinende Iducn zu iiberpriifcn, ist zuzugeben.
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Mr Stefan MAPINOV

MoreHenfeldg95?p 16

A - 8010 Graz (Au^th.g)

Geneva, 26l.h February 1986

REF.: manuscript submitted for publication in Europhysics Letters

Dear Mr Marinov,

I have forwarded your correspondence to the Editor-in-Chief He points out

that in his letter to you of 24 .January he slated clearly that he had full

confidence in the Co-Editor and in the referees chosen by him and that he

refused to over-rule them In other words the rejection of your paper

G1518 stands. He also notes with pleasure that you intend to submit your

paper to another journal and advises you not to waste any time on further

unnecessary correspondence vnth Europhysics Letters

As regards the paper entitled THE ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS ARE

DETERMINED BY THE POTENTIALS AND NOT BY THE INTENSITIES he has

decided not to send it to a Co-Editor since experience of the last year or

so h2^; shown that dealing with papers submitted by you is extretnely

time-consuming for him and for the Co-Editors He asks you not to send

any further manuscripts to Europhysics Letters and I am

accordingly returning your manuscript.

Vours sincerfely.

cc. N Kurli, Editor-in-Chief

B Cagnac. Co-Editor

C. Bouldin

Staff Editor

Editorial note. The above mentioned paper is

" published in P'T-I, third, ed.
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FOR GLASNOST IN DER WISSENSCHAFT

Stefan Marinov

Institut fUr fundamentale Physik

Morel lenfeldgasse 16
A-8010 Graz, Austria

Mit Erstaunen las ich in der SZ vom 25 Februar das Interview, das Prof. JUrgen

Ehlers dem Journal isten Herrn Martin Urban gegeben hat. Mein Erstaunen erweckten

nicht die abgedroschenen Antworten Professors Ehlers, sondern die Kuhnheit der Fra-

gen des Herrn Urban. Das ist ein frohes FrUhlingszeichen.

Die erste Frage lautet, ob die Einsteinsche Theorie Rechenfehler enthalt und

ob die Experimente ihre Axiome und Voraussagen widersprechen.

Nach der normalen Logik, wenn das Wasser in einem Flu(3 mit der Geschwindigkei

t

V flieBt und ein Boot mit der Geschwindigkeit c beziehungsweise des Wassers abwarts

fahrt, dann ist die Geschwindigkeit des Bootes beziehungsweise des Ufers c' = c + v,

wo c' groBer als c ist. Nach Einstein ist es c' = c, wenn c die Geschwindigkeit

eines Lichtsignals in einem Labor ist, das sich mit der Geschwindigkeit v bewegt.

Also nach Einstein 2+1=2, doch nach der normalen Logik, die die Kinder beim

Zahlen ihrer Finger erfahren, ist es 2 + 1 = 3.

Jetzt zu den Experimenten. Prof. Ehlers bestatiqt, da6 es niemandem gelungen ist

die obige mathematisch absurde Formel experimentell zu widerlegen und bezieht sich

zu dem historischen Michelson-Morley Experiment. Diese Antwort kbnnte man nur als

eine Luge qual ifizieren. Denn Prof. Ehlers weiB, dal3 die Bewegung der Erde in bezug

zu dem ruhenden Ather mit der Messung der zwei-weg Lichgeschwindigkeit (wie das Mi-

chelson und seine Nachfolger zu machen versuchten) nicht zu beweisen ist und dal3 man

die ein-weg Lichtgeschwindigkeit messen muB. Prof. Ehlers weiB ganz gut, daB solche

Messungen ich noch im Jahre 1973 in Sofia durchgeflihrt hatte und dann mehrmals wieder-

holt. Prof. Ehlers weiB auch sehr gut die Zahlen, die ich bekommen hatte: Geschwin-
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digkeit 360 km/sek, equatorielle Koordinaten des Apexes (d, h. des Punktes an der

Himmelssphare, wohin die Geschwindigkeit gerichtet ist) Deklination - 24°, Rekta-

szension 12.5 (Messungen in Graz, Februar 1984). Prof. Ehlers weiB weiter, daB diese

Werte sich sehr gut mit den Werten decken, die man beim Messen der Anisotropic der

kosmlschen Hintergrundstrahlung bekommt, und da(3 meine ziemlich genaue Messungen in

Sofia vor den mehr Oder weniger genauen Messungen der Hintergrundstrahlung-

anisotropie der Princeton und Berkeley Gruppen durchgeflihrt sind. Prof. Ehlers weiB

das alles, weil er an den Internationalen Konferenzen fUr allgemaine

Relativitatstheorie und Gravitation teilgenommen hat, wo ich Liber meine Experimente

berichtete, und weil er meine Artikel in verschiedenen physikalischen Zei tschriften

des "Establishment" mehrmals gelesen hat.

In seinem Interview sagt Prof. Ehlers, daB er mehrmals versucht hat, die Argumente

der Antirelati visten logisch zu widerlegen. Ich werde mich sehr freuen, wenn Prof.

Ehlers die obengenaTiten Experimentediskutieren wird und ich lade ihn herzlich zu

unserem Kongress (Mlinchen, Hotel Hilton, 22-24 April). Ich weiB aber, daB er auf

dem Kongress nicht erscheinen wird, denn in solchem Falle wird er gezwungen sein, das

vollkommene Fiasko der speziellen Relativitatstheorie anzuerkennen.

Schon 15 Jahren verschweigt die "etablierte" Physik meine Experimente. Als die

Relativisten verstanden haben, daB in den Schriften ihres Idols nach einer Wahrheit

zwei Lligen folgen, haben sie die Tliren aller ihrer Zei tschriften flir meine Artikel

gesperrt. Die Organisatoren der XI. Konferenz flir allgemeine Relativitatstheorie und

Gravitation (Stockholm, Juli, 1986), in ihrem Eifer eine falsche Lehre zu retten,

sind so tief gesunken, daB sie die Hilfe der schwedischen Polizei gesucht haben,

urn mich mit zwei Polizisten wie ein Verbrecher von Stockholm nach Wien auszuweisen,

nur urn daB ich nicht an der Konferenz erscheine (auch wenn ich an den drei vorheri-

gen Konferenzen teilgenommen hatte). Man kann allem das nicht glauben, aber die

Geschichte meiner Ausweisung wurde in "Svenska Dagbladet" berichtet und mit meinem

Brief an das Nobelskomitee ("Nature", 21 August 1986) verlangte ich die Entschuldi-

gungen des schwedischen Kbnigs, urn die Ehre der schwedischen Krone zu retten. Der

Leser wird weiter staunen, wenn ich zuflige, daB das britische Institute of Physics

mein enzylopadisches Werk "Classical Physics" verbrannt hat. In meinem Buch "The

Thorny Way of Truth" hab ich den Brief von Prof. Kurt Paulus abgel ichtet, der diese

Verbrennung bestatigt. Es ist eine grausame Sache,wenn Goebels, Rosenfeld und das

faschistische Pack die BUcher von Einstein verbrannt iBben. Ich glaube aber, daB es

noch grausamer und noch gefahrlicher ist, wenn Gelehrten und Professoren dasselbe

mit meinen Blichern tun.

Kommen wir jetzt zu den anderen hbchst interessanten Fragen des Herrn Urban.

Herr Urban hat Prof. Ehlers gefragt, ob man Experimente aufstellen kann, mit denen
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man Energie erzeugt, ohne diese Energie zu "bezahlen", wie das sein ware, wenn man

den 1. Oder 2. thermodynamischen Satz umgehen konnte, also ob es mbglich ware ein

Perpetuum mobile 1. oder 2. Grades zu bauen, d.h. ob wir Energie aus "nichts" (Ta-

chyonen), beziehungsweise Warme direkt (ohne KLihler) bekommen kbnnen. Prof. Ehlers

hat selbstverstandlich mit dem "nein" der franzbsischen Akademie vom 18-ten Jahr-

hundert geantwortet.

Ich hab die Verletzung der Erhaltungsgesetze (Erhaltung der Energie und Erhaltung

des Drehimpulses) mehrmals beobachtet. Weil die ofizielle Zeitschriften die Berichte

von meinen Experimenten abgelehnt hatten, hab ich diese Berichte als bezahlte An-

zeigen in den englischen wissenschaftlichen Zeitschriften "Nature" und "New Scien-

tist" verbffentlicht. Um meine Experimente zu erklaren, muB man die Nichtglil tigkeit

des Relativitatsprinzipsanerkennen. Weiter muB man Elektromagnetismus nicht mit den

Intensitatskonzepte von Faraday-Maxwell (die ich als die "saxonische Schule" bezeich-

ne) erklaren, sondern mit den Potential konzeptai von Gauss-Weber-Riemann (die ich als

die "germanische Schule" bezeichne). Nach Einstein, wenn die relative Geschwindigkeit

zwischen einem Draht und einem Magnet, der das magnetische Potential % erzeugt, v ist,

dann ist die induzierte elektrische Intensitat E = vxrotA. Nach meinen absoluten

Vorstellungen ist diese Formel gliltig nur in dem Falle, wenn der Magnet ruht und

der Draht sich bewegt. In dem umdekehrten Falle mul3 man die induzierte elektrische

Intensitat nach der Formel E = (v.grad)A berechnen. Niemand in der ganzen Welt ver-

standen, daB diese zwei Effekte vollkommen verschieden sind, auch wenn eindeu-

tige Experimente flir diesen Unterschied noch Kennard (USA, 1917) durchgefuhrt hat.

Ende Oktober voriges Jahres besuchte ich meinen politischen Gesinnungsfreund A. D.

Sacharow in Moskau, um ihm den Unterschied zwischen den obigen zwei Formeln zu er-

klaren und ihn uber das Experiment von Kennard und liber meine Experimente zu infor-

mieren. Dr. Sacharow war sehr beeindruckt, aber sagte mir, daB er fest an die Re-

lativitatstheorie glaubt. "Dieser Glauben kann erschlittert sein, fUgte er hinzu,

aber schwe-e-r." Fine Woche nach meinem Besuch (am 7 November 1987) berichtete "New

York Times" auf der ersten Seite, daB ich auf suspekten Wegen Sacharow in die "Per-

petuum-mobile-Diskussion" einbeziehen versuche.

Ich lud zu unserem Kongress auch die Sowjetische Akademie der Wissenschaften ein.

Die Antwort lautet: Die Akademie ist interessiert teilzunehmen. Wegen den harten

Widerstand einiger Mitglieder (wie Akad. Ginsburg) weigert noch die Abteilung flir

allgemeine Physik und Astronomie die Entscheidung zu treffen.

An dem Kongress in Munchen werde ich meine Maschine MAMIN COLIU (MArinov's Motio-

nal-transformer INductor coupled with a Lightly rotating Unit) demonstrieren. Das

ist ein elektromagnetischer Generator, der keinen Motoreffekt hat. Jeder Besucher

wird die Mbglichkeit haben sich zu liberzeugen, daB diese Maschine keinen elektromag-

netischen Bremseeffekt hat. Also die ganze elektrische Energie, die sie erzeugt

kotrmt von "nichts". Diese Maschine widerlegt die bekannte Lenzsche Regel und den
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Energierhaltungssatz. Ich bemlihe mich sie autonom (Perpetuum mobile) zu machen, Der

Leser aber muB wissen, da(5 ich meine ganze wissenschaftliche Tatigkeit mit dem

Geld finanziere, das ich als Knecht in einem Pferdestall bei Graz verdiene. Wie

ich an der Dr. Niepers Konferenz in Hannover (Marz, 1987) gesagt hat, urn Geld zu

haben und meine Maschine autonom tsauen, werde ich den Mist von meinen Pferden ver-

kaufen ("Der Spiegel", Nr. 16, S. 66, 1987). Leider ist bis heute der Haufen noch

zu klein.

Herr Urban hat in seinem Artikel bemerkt, dal3 in Munchen berlihrnte Relativisten

wie Sommerfeld und Heisenberg tatig waren, aber auch nam-

hafte Gegner von Einstein, wie der Vertreter der "deutschen Physik", der Nobelpreis-

trager Lenard (Herr Urban hat aus Takt seinen Namen nicht erwahnt). Die Frage ist

nicht eine "judische" Physik mit einer "deutschen" Physik auszutauschen. Das was

wir wollen ist eine falsche Theorie mit einer wahren Theorie zu ersetzen. Weil nur

auf solchem Wege kbnnen wir zu reinen und unerschbpf lichen Energiequellen kommen

und unsere erstickende Welt retten. Jeder der unsere Bemiihungen aus mangelnden

Kenntnissen zu verhindern versucht, muB verzeiht sein. Nicht aber diser, der ver-

standen hat, daB wir Recht haben.

TEXTE ZU DEN FOTOGRAFIEN:

Bild 1. Das Marinovsche Experiment mit den gekoppelten Unterbrechemflir Messung

der absoluten Geschwindigkeit der Erde.

Bild 1. Der Marinovsche Generator MAMIN COLIU, der keinen elektromagnetischen

Bremseeffekt hat.
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PHYSICS LETTERS A
PROFESSOR V.M. AGRANOVICTl

Inslliule of Spectroscopy

USSR Academy of Sciences

Ttollsk

Moscow 142092

USSR

Dr. Stefan Marlnov
Inntitute for Fundamental
Physical Problems
Morollenfoldganse 16,
A-8010 Graz, Austria

29 February 1988

Dear Professor Marinov,

Unfortunately, both Soviet referees gave absolutely
negative references to your papers and do not recommend
them for publication. I am not sending you these reviews,
fey ere mainly of critisizing character and can hardly be
useful for you. The referees believe that the special
relativity theory (SRT) has long become a part of absolute
truth and it is nonsense to doubt it under conditions when
it is applicable. They think that your call to participate in
the "relativism mourning" will be met by serious specialists
with no sympathy.

Please, find enclosed your papers (in two copies each).

Sincerely,

\(U^\)\ I
ProfeBHor V.M.Agranovicyi

Editorial note .

is Jublished^n^^w7-^r^^''
articles (THE ABSOLUTE CHARACTER OF LIGHT PROPAGATION)

The other rejected article (Newtonian and Einsteinian Time Synchronizations) ispresented partly in §9 of vol. Ill of Marinov's CLASSICAL PHYSICS.
°"''"'°"'^ '^

Marinov 's note .

NORTH-HOLLAND PHYSrCS PUBLISHING • P O.B. 103 * 1000 AC AMSTERDAM • THE NETHERLANDS
Cables: ESPOM Amsterdam — Telex: 10704 espom nl — Telephone: 020- S8629 II
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THE PHYSICAL REVIEW
AND

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
EDITORIAL OFFICES BOX 1000 - RIDGE, NY 11961

Telephone (516) 924-5533

Telex 971599 FAX (516)654-0141

Cable Address PHYSREV RIDGENY

BITNET address pt (a. b. c. d ot I ) m APSEDOFF

1 March 1988

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Inst, for Fundamental Physics
Nor el le nf eld ga s se 16
A-8010 Graz, AUSTRIA

Re: Very easy demonstration of the violation
of the angular momentum conservation...

By: Stefan Marinov LN3620

Dear Dr. Marinov:

The above mannscript has been reviewed by our referee(s).

On the basis of the resulting report(s). it is our judgment
that the paper is unacceptable for publication in Physical Review
Letters. We are therefore returning the manuscript herewith,
together with a copy of the criticism that led to our decision.

Yo ur s sincerely.

S ta nl ey G. Brow n

Edit or
Physical Review Letters

enc.
P.S. Another referee has not yet responded,

Editorial note

The report of the second referee (which here is printed immediately after the re-port of the first referee) was sent by Dr. Stanley Brown on the 11 March.

The above mentioned paper is published in this volume.

(PUBLICATIONS OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY) "^^ ^
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Referee A:

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS

Referee's Report on "A Very Easy Demonstration of the Violation of the

Angular Momentum Conservation Law and of the Failure of Conventional

Electromagnetlsm" - by S. Marlnov

For the last 100 years It has been frenerally believed that the electro-

magnetic field has an associated angular momentum density,

L = r X (^ X S)/47ic .

em

This density has been shown experimentally by the twist transmitted to

material objects in two delicate torsion fiber experiments:

RA Beth, Phys. Rev. 5£, 115 (1936), (for light) and

Graham & Lahoz , Nature 285 , 25A (1980), (for low-frequency fields).

Dr. Marlnov refers particularly to the latter experiment which he

Interprets not as evidence for angular momentum conservation, but rather

angular momentum violation. This Interpretation Is based on the author's

assertion that only material objects and radiation fields can have angular

momentum.

Philosophically there is nothing wrong with the Marlnov hypothesis.

However, to be of any use to readers of Phys. Rev. Letters, this hypothesis

must lead to testable experimental consequences. Specifically, what

feature of the Marlnov hypothesis guarantees that the violation of angular

momentum will be just such as to give the observed effect in the Graham and

Lahoz experiment? Since an existing theory is already In place, the

question should perhaps be stronger: can the proposed theory lead to a

crucial experiment whose consequences would differentiate between the

proposed theory and the established one?

The present situation is very reminiscent of the discovery of beta

decay in the early 1930 's It was observed then that the sum of the

electron and recoil nuclear momenta Is not zero. One possibility Is that

linear momentum Is not conserved: the other is that a new particle, the

neutrino has been produced. Scientists accept the latter possibility

because it leads to other testable consequences as In the polarization

predictions of Fermi's theory of beta decay, and the direct observation of

the neutrino.
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On page 5 Marlnov gives a discussion of his expC (Fig. 3). I have two

technical comments: Equation (1) for the torque on conduction currents

seems to neglect the fact that radial currents both flow _ln at the top and

out at the bottom of the iron yoke. Equation (2) for the torque Mj^ on a

displacement current in vacuo should be non-existent in either conventional

or Merinov's theory. In conventional theory M which (Merinov interprets as

being transmitted to the Faraday disk) is zero because the torque acts to

increase the angular momentum of the field not the disk. In Merinov's

theory the torque should be zero because an induction field cannot store

momentum.

In sum I do not feel that this paper is publishable at present. I

urge the author to develop his theory to the point where is has testable

consequences.
Referee B:

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS

Rfview of

A Very Easy Demonstration Of the Violation Of the Angular
Momentuni Conversation Ijaw and Of the Failure Of Conventional

El ectramagnfit i siii

Hy Stefan Marinov

(Jrahrun and lahoz ((J, I.) claitn that their experiment verifies conventional
elect.romajjnet.jp theory. Ihey observe a torqne on a delicate torsion balance as
independ(>nt statin electric and magnetic fields are beinj? set up. 'Iliey argue
that

U^^ ^ ^^""^^ '^^

"represents a real reaction force even with indiKition fields" and that their

measurements a*{ree within the experimental errors.

Marinov claim.s that G and L have misunder.stood the theory; and therefore,

that the experiment demonstrates a violation of angular momentum conservation.

He assumes that the R x H term cannot be inteiTDreted in the smne way in

quasistatic cases as in radiation fields; i.e. qiiaisistatic F x R cannot, carry
energy or mf)ment(mi; and therefore, the (II. exyieriment (and presumably the two

others like it) are violations of angular mom*^ntum conservation.

Mr. Marinov must he more careful to distinguish between the roles of
theory and experiment. (i and I. are testjng electromagnetic theory as they

understand it. Now, if Marinov can show that the 01. interpretation of the

ri X R term is not internally consistent with the rest of the theory or that it

has l)een ruled out by other experiments then he is under an obligation to

su{)ply the evidenc^e. He ca/i ' t simply dismiss the (il. interpret^ation as one that

"every child" knows is wrong. I don't know that it is wrong, so I t-ake the
experiment to be positive evidence for the (Jl. i nter^iretat ion.

If M;trinov c-in logically or experim<mtal I y demonstrate the absurdity of
the assumption then he has a iDajv^r worthy of consideration by some publication.

The present. prtp«»r doesn't e\en attempt the demonst.rat i on ; aivi therefore, it

.slioiilil lie re.JHct.f!d.
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.Prof. N. Kurti

EUROPHYSICS LETTERS
Dept. of Eng. Science
Parks Road
Oxford 0X1 3PJ, U.K.

Prof. B. Cagnac
Lab. de Spectr. Hertzienne
Tour 12, 1-er etage
4, Place Jussieu
F-75252 Paris Cedex 05

Dear Prof. Kurti

,

Dear Prof. Cagnac,

You both surely have received the letter of Mrs. Bouldin to me of the 26 February,
which can be considered as an answer to my last letter to Dr. Cagnac (with a copy
to Dr. Kurti) of the 30 January.

' ^ not
I am INDIGNANT to receive a letter from Mrs. Bouldin and from Prof. Cagnac. You

both do not do science, you SUFFOCATE science. Prof. Kurti has stopped the publica-
tion of my paper on the quasi-Michelson experiment and more than a year after the

performance of this EXPERIMENTUM CRUCIS (which can be carried out in a day in any
well-equipped optical laboratory), the report on it can not reach the scientific
community, as I succeeded to publish it (after the rejection by Dr. Kurti) in a

journal for "alternative" physics in German which has a very limited circulation
and is not received by the scientific libraries.

Now, without any reasonable motivation Prof. Cagnac and Prof. Kurti have

rejected my paper G 1518 "Electromagnetic generator having only a rotor" in which
I report on an experiment violating the law of angular momentum conservation. This
is a TREMENDOUS experiment. And I received a referee comment which is NONSENSICAL.
I wished that Prof. Cagnac (or his ANONYMOUS referee) answer only one question:

Will my Bul-Cub machine without stator be able to rotate if alternating current
is sent through it or not?

And I do not receive this answer. I wishedto understand whether Prof. Cagnac (or

his ANONYMOUS referee) understand the TREMENDOUS IMPORTANCE of my experiment for

the future of mankind. But there is no answer "yes" or "no". How can EUROPHYSICS LETTERS
fall so low?!?! What a policy is following EUROPHYSICS LETTERS by trying to cover
with silence such an important experiment? I insist for an answer to the above ques-
tion. And if Prof. Cagnac will not give the answer, I can only exclaim: "Quelle
horreur!" I insist for a re-examination of this paper by an arbitrator . And I wish
to receive an answer to this letter NOT by Mrs. Bouldin butby Prof. Cagnac.

Now Mrs. Bouldin returns my paper THE ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS ARE DETERMINED BY

THE POTENTIALS AND NOT BY THE INTENSITIES without having sent it to a referee as

"experience of the last year or so has shown that dealing with papers submitted by

you is extremely time-consuming for Dr. Kurti and his Co-Editors". Who was guilty
for our prolific corresondence with Dr. Kurti? This was ONLY Dr. Kurti as he has

rejected a paper which was already accepted. In our correspondence there is NO
science, there are only mean subterfuges from the part of Dr. Kurti and his Co-Edi-
tors to find ways to reject my papers, as they see that if my papers will appear,
then the whole body of conventional physics will crumble to pieces. Present objec-
tions, give motivations for rejection, ANSWER my questions by "yes" or "no"! Only
by putting this "yes" or "no" on the paper, you both will understand that I ani

right! (But you have since long time understood this!!!!) Which is then the conclusion:

suffocation of the scientific truth, nothing else!

I insist for a re-examination of my paper "ELECTROMAGNETIC GENERATOR..." and for
an examination of my paper "THE ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS..."

And I insist to have an answer SIGNED BY PROF. KURTI: "Have I the right to

submit manuscripts to EUROPHYSICS LETTERS or not?" Almost ALL physical journals of

the world have closed their doors for my papers (IL NUOVO CIMENTO returns my let-
ters without opening them). Will EUROPHYSICS LETTERS follow the Italians?

Sincerely yours: / /.•(->. l^r Stefan Marinov
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Dear Dr. Brown,
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Dr. Stanley G. Brown
PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
Box 1000
Rydge
NY 11961

Ref. LN3620

Please, acknowledge the reception of
this parcel !!!!!!!

you
lienThank you very much for your letter of the 1 March 1988 with which declined the

publication of my paper

VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSERVATION...

I found the referee's comments VERY GOOD. In conclusion of his comments the referee
writes:

I urge the author to develop his theory to the point where it has testable
consequences.

In the paper I wrote that I DID the described and photographed experiment WITH
the predicted by me effects. However, I made TWO papers: ONE (experimental) I submit-
ted to EUROPHYSICS LETTERS and ANOTHER (theoretical) I submitted to PHYS. REV. LETT.
EUROPHYSICS LETTERS has rejected the experimental paper and my objections could not
lead to a change in the editorial decision. I enclose the rejection letter of Prof.
Cagnac of the 12 December 1987, my objections of the 30 December 1987 and the final

rejection (where my questions are NOT answered) of Prof. Cagnac of the 8 January 1988.

Thus I decided to produce ONE paper (theoretical and experimental) and to submit
it to PHYS. REV. LETT., as I see that your referee is a man who feels where the dog
is buried. This paper is EXACTLY THE SAME as the previous. I added only the page

"Gb^s" and fig. 5. I changed also Ref. 10 from EUROPH. LETT, to NAUKA I ZHIZN' (Mos-

cow). When I was in Moscow and informed Acad. Sakharov, I visited also the editorial
office of the scientific-popular journal NAUKA I ZHIZN' to inform also its editor
Dr. Pankratov about my experiments which violate the laws of energy and angular mo-
mentum conservation. Dr. Pankratov suggested that I submit a paper on all these ex-

periments what I did after returning to Austria. My paper was first given for opinion
to Afcad. Zel 'dovich and after his death to Acad. Ginsburg. The opinion of Acad. Gins-
burg was negative, however the paper is still in examination and now it is with
Acad. Sakharov. In this paper only about 1/lOth part is dedicated to matter which
is discussed in the paper submitted to your journal. Thus I retain Ref. 10 only with
the aim to keep the order of the references as in the previous paper when the experi-
mental part was submitted to EUROPH, LETT.

I defend firmly the opinion that my experiment (as well as the experiment of Graham

& Lahoz) violates the angular momentum conservation law. The referee thinks that this

law can be not violated and gives as an example the beta decay and the discovery of

the neutrino. I shall suggest that he exposes his opinion and explains the mechanism
in which in my experiment the angular momentum conservation remains preserved and

that he publishes this paper together WITH my paper in the PHYS. REV. LETT. Only in

this way the scientific community will find the right solution of the puzzle.

I shall be also very thankful to you if you will send me also the second referee's
opinion.

In the case that your referees will suggest (^ejection of the paper, I shall be

very thankful to receive the answers of the referees to all my questions posed in

my letter of the 30 December 1987 to the referee of EUROPH. LETT.

I repeat what I stated in the abstract to my paper: "The violation of the laws of
conservation (observed already not only by me but also by Graham and Lahoz) opens a

new era not only in physics but also in human theory". It will be a pity if my paper
will be rejected. Such a rejection will delay the understanding of my machine MAMIN
COLIU (Nature, 322, x, 21 August 1986, and New Scientist, il2, 48, 1986) which will

solve the energetic crisis of the world.

Hoping to receive your decision soon,

PS. The referee has to read my books in
order to understand the "Faraday disk".

Sincerely yours. S. Marinov
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Ai<a;i. r. H. MapqyKy
rip^aHAeiiTy All CCCP

Ha BmiMainic r-iia C. C. NlapKiiaiioBa

yiipaBJTCiiiie niieiiiHHX chohichiih

JleitmicKHH ripociieKT 14

^focKBa B-71

KoiDiii: 1. AKa/i. A. J\. CaxapoBy, yji. MKanoBa 48

2. /l-py 0. A. TyMaiioBy, Mii-Tyr Ciieiap., TpoHiiK

3. fl-py C. r. llaiiKpaTOBy, ;KypHaji HAYKA H TM3tib

4. Ilocjiy CCCP B Bene

/lyMajo, <no no aKa/ieMnn b ucjiom o6opoT 6yMar hocth-
racT necKoribKHx MiuinHOHOB b ix>n^. FTpn 3tom donbuie nojio-

BHiibi H3 HMX npocTo ne Hywiibi /o flbaBo.iTiJUHna KaKaa , a
pa3Be /B'i'aJi nonoBHiia h BnpaBe Hywiia?!/. BosbMHre hh-
npaBjiefiiie b ncMaxb crareH no 4»i3nKe n acTpoiioMnn , c mcm
n nocTOHiiiio CTajiKnnaiocb. PyKonncb nojiwna 6brrb conpoBo*-
flena SyMarofi 3a norunicbio pyKOBowrrejin OTAena nnn JiaSo-

paropHii, naiipaBJieimeM sa no/umcbio yMciioro ceKpexapn h
oniiiiM HJDi AByMH aKTaMii 3KcnepTH3i)i , iia Mciwpcx CTpaiiimax

KajfgU'Bi H 3a nonnncjiMH narn qejiOBeK. Bcero TO.abKO b nii-

cnnTre co6npaeTcn BoceMi> noAnnceii. Mo 3Toro Niajio. Cra-
Tbii oSbWiio nanpaBJiaifrrca eme c napon conpoBOAHreHbiibDC

nudCM iia Bn3y b ripesiinnyM aKaneMnn. KaK nn iiejieno, ho
3T0 oTHocnTca n k resncaw notcnaAOB na KOii(l)epeHunHx . Bor
H nojiyqaeTCH, mto resHCbi b wecKOJibKo ctpomck oOpacTaiar

AeCHTKaMM CTpaMHU COnpOBOAHJIOBOK.

AKaA. B. Jl. rHii36ypr /OrOlinK, N°4,CTp. 17,c.r.
It

ycnbiub flyiiDaiH 3to nocjieAnee cnoBCMKO, Aa eme b poAH-
TCJibnoM naAewe MiiowecTBeHHoro MHOia, oh 6bi e Momne
nepeBepHyncH

.

rjTy6oKoyBa)KaeMbni rocnoA"" ripe3HAeMT,

Ha Moe nooieAiiee niicbMo BaM /Konmo KOToporo npunaraio/ ner oTBera, ho h nonyMMXi ot-

Ber na Moe npeAi'Uiyiuee nncbMO c 13-ro auBapa 3a noAnncbio rocnoAnna C. C. MapKnanoBa,
iiaManbMHKa ynpaBjiciinH Biicuiiinx cnoiiKJiinfi AKaaewini. Koinin nnciiMa MapKnaiioBa oirrpaBAneTCH
a/jpecaraM, kotophm a noci.uiaio Konnu iiacTOHUiero nncbMa. Bee iipujioweHHH cjicroTcr b toh
o'lepejTH, B KOTopoH oiiH yiioNBiHaioTcn b 3tom nncbMe. /Y iincbMa MapKnanoBa ^"57 c 19.02.88 r

Qtbct KopoTOK n acen: AKaACMna llayK CCCP ne saHHTcpecoBana yqacTBOBaTb b paSorax
KoHrpecca no peAHTHBn3^1y h rpaBnramni b Mouxene 22 - 24 anpenn.

noMOMy TorAa h Bac /cootbctho Baiimx cobctuhkob/ oiurrt 6ecnoKOHi? FloTOMy mto, 6oKx:b,

BauBi coBCTitHKH He oco3HanH siiaMcnne 3Toro Konrpeccn Ann Synyinero (tinnKH, ahh nbtxoAa h3

3nepn«iiioro h 3KOJiornMecKoro rynnKa. 51, yMyApemibrii om.rroM npcAbiAyiujix bckob, snajo, mto
MOM yciinnn "pacKaMaTij" AKaACMino TiucTHbi, n6o mom niicbMa b ny^niicM cjiy^iae nepeepacbiBaKiTCH

H3 OAHOH naiiKn b APyryio, rpcBowa hokoh cooTBCTCTByioiofx mhhobhhkob, a ecrai h ao KaKoiX)-

To npoclieccopa unn aKaACMiiKa aoxoa^t, to nocneAHin"!, nepejniCTaB mom nocnaHna, TOJibKO poT
B TpM-MOTBCpni CKpMHMT: "Ha MTO 33 MTMIia TPOT MapHHOB? FiOJirapMH? 51 3niX f)0.nrapOB 3HaK),

CAaBajiM y mcmh 3K3aMCHbi. /iBajKjIiji Ana m to c TpyAOM MHO)Kar. Ax, on b Abctpmm? A mto oh b

3roM Abctpmm ACJiacr? 3a Aoiua;iiiMM yxawnBacT? TaK nycTb on na 3inx jiouoahx m nocKaMeT.
lle6ocb AO TOix) AO)Kiuni, MTo6bi 6aipaKM m3 coceAinix Kancrpan nac yNty-pa3yMy >''Hunf m na

BCAMKOfo iMUiirreiiMa 3aMaxMBanMCb . Ax, oh AMCCHAe-e-cHr! 51cno acao. Tor KOTopbtfi b nayKe
uiajionai'nniMacT, on h amccmachti.i pjdkctch, aBocb TorAa 3aMCTMJiM 6bi. A mto, mto eme? 3tot
MapMiioB-TO Baiii, oh BCMin>ni ARMraTCJib MacTepMT? H bm mhc H3 ytipaBAeiniH BHCimiMX choiiiciimm

eme ero 6peA KypbcpoM ncpecbinacTe ! /la Bbi we naAo ^^IloM M3AcnacTecj>. Focmo/tji! 51 craTuo
B Konne Mccjina cAaBarb aojdkch, KHMiy n Koiine KHaprana, a ohm mhc ncMiD>iti Ai'MraicAb na

pencH3Mio cyKTT. /K )KCHC./ Mama! /lyiiiCHi>Ka ! OrKpbiBaii okho. Kpimii KAPAVJl, noini POUM."

XoTH B ripouie;umix m 6yAyiiDtx annanax hctopmm mhc acHo Bce ao "nocJiCAHero AiiCTOMKa",
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H onHTb CTywy na MaiuniiKe ncxmaimc Baw, tob. MapwyK, h oiihtij bmccto TortD, MTo6bi Kyim-rb

ce6c aiKjiejibiinpyrinh, KyiuDo xjie6>iuKa, a iia CTKOiiouiciiiD.ie neiihiii iioMTonhic MnpKii. H6o tot,
KOTopiiu'i BeMin.iM flBHrarejTb MacrepuT, tot riapaiiOHK, h oh Bcpiir lie TOJibKO b tom, hto Aymy
6e3/5iIXaHH0H MarepiIH BCKOJB.IXIiyTb M0)KII0, mo H Ayuiy MCJlOBCMCCKyiO.

B iiocncAiieM mocm iniciMe c 18-ro (Jx^Hpana n bi.ihbuji oiiJin> nsTOHiioci-b iipiuicTciTi 17-ro
MapTa B MocKBy h iipmiecTH mow Maiumiy MAM1II KOJIIO, 4To6bi ce irpoACMoiicipiipoBaTb "tojikobbn
jnqaW. MTo6bi iioflroTOBHTb noe3AKy IT-i-o Mapra yxe iio3;iiio /xotji c roii cropoin>i SappuKa^l

BOJioKiiTH HOT, 110 Bcc )Ke fiapa AiiCH iiywiia/, no H Moiy iipiincTCTb 31-I-0 Mapia aiiajioni'iiioii

TypHCTKOH ipyraioM Pool o6iu,ccrBa aBcipo-coBeTCKOH ;(py)K6hi. 'Jro ri(X'JII"Jll 15151 no^Mowiiocrb JV
Koiirpecca.

51 onHTb noBTopHw: OT All CCCP n HiiMcro iie ripoiiiy - nii iiomoihii, im concra , iin coMyncTBiiH.

n xoMy TomiKO llOKA3ATb h ZlATb, npnqcM /lAPOM /SccKopbiCTiiaa GpaTCKan iioMoinb, KaK y iiac,

B BojirapHH, roBopHT, Koraa CCCP iiaM aTO^4lIyI0 uenrpajiy iudi oriicAJ>niiainitvi sanon nocipoiiT/.

Hc6ocb MocKOBCKiie (JS13HKH 60HTCJI BsrxiHiiyrb iia mom 3KcncpnMCirn.i, cmiTan Nieim Mc(})ncix3<t)c-

ncM, onacaacb, mto a nx o6Bopo)Ky, 3aKOJinyio. Urm mibie, poncb b moiix 6yMarax, to 3aiuiaMyT,

TO soboktt: "Ffle peuBTb! Bpynie nycTb. Bzipyr lie BbnuicT, B^pyr iioKpoirrr, nApyr B03bMy n

0UBi6ycb." /la iie-CT. Baum (}h3hkh lie Taraic yw 6oH3jninbie, MroObi or 3KcnepnMCHTOB njiinTbCH.

ripocTo CMnrairrr, mto mom 3KcnepHMenTi3i 'lyuib n epynna h HCMcro BpeMH spa rcpjirb /cTaTbio

B Koiiue MecHua cflaeaTb Hywiio, Kimry n Koiine Knapiana/, i.e. npc-iie-6pc-ra-ioT.

A Aexio, MopT no6epH, BajKHoe, rocyAapcTBeiiiioe , o6menjiaiieTapi!oe /no MOCMy Miiciibio/.

MauBiHa NlAMini KOJIIO noKa3bU3aeT, hto npaBiuio .Henna b nei'i iiapyiiiaeTCH m ee mo5kiio Sy/ieT 3a-
nycTiiTb c saMKiiyrbM uukjiom, T.e. KaK iiepnoTyyM Mo6iinc. 51 OToro iioKa lie ycrieji cncjiaTb

/nexBaTKa OcTan-BenqepoBCKiix 3naKOB/. 51 sto CAeJiajo, 3iiaKM Sy^yT. Ilo moji Maiimiia "Byji-

Ky6" 6e3 CTaTopa OMcOinniuc /iCMOiicTpnpyer iiapyiiieniie saKoiia coxpaiieiiiiH ymonoix) MOMCiiTa.

3tJx}x?KT b 3TOM 3KcnepnMeiiTe BUG BC51K0IX) COMIIOIIIW, ii6o tcjio iioABCiiicHiioe iia nnyx ToiiciibKiix

OCHX H3 6>71nJTbHHKa npiixoAUT BO BpaiueiiHe BIiyTPFJIIIIIMII aillAMIl, 5c3 iianiiMna "micimiero CTa-
Topa". 51 nocbmaro BaM Mao CTaTbio VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGU-
LAR MOMENTUM CONSERVATION LAW AND OF THE FAILURE OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETISM, r^c

3T0T 3KcnepnMeiiT onncaii h Koppecrioii/iciimno no 3Toii cTaTbe c )K>piianoM EUROPHYSICS LET-
TERS /rae CTaTbH 3Ta 6bina npencTaBjiena noA saronoBKOM ELECTROMAGNETIC GENERATOR HAVING
ONLY A ROTOR/ n c )KypiiajioM PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS. l\ainc ee TOjn<OBbM jdoamm. Bbicipo.

BblCIPO! ! ! rioKa h AypaKOB-peueii3enTOB oAOJieio mcchijjjI, a to h fojiiJ iTpoHAyr, a 3eMiia iiaiiia

3AabIXAETC51.

H ecjin nowexiaicrr mockobckho (}h3hkh m 3JieKTpoiiH)Keiiepbi iia ACTHiiy MANllII KOJDO iiocMoipeTb,

H 31 -ro MapTa npHJieMy. Toraa b NtocKBe h peuniM, nocbinan^ m\ coBercKiix (}ii3hkoh iia Koiiipccc

B Monxen.

riocbinaio craTHO /pa3ipoMHTejibnyK)/ H3 neMeuKofi ra3eTi.i SODDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG, nocBJOuciiiiyio

HaiiieMy Koiirpeccy h mom otbot FOR GLASNOST IN DER WISSENSCHAFT, Koiopyro, 6y;U're yisepeiibi,

Hc OTneqaTaiar. A iiejibsa jih ee orneqaTaTb b Caoae? B NKXXOBCKIIX iiOBnCT5IX? B JltnTASETIi?

/la XBaTin\ mtoSw rajiribCKne ripMiiLij)i, iicMenKne enpew m caKcoiicKiie >'miimhi>i mhp yMiuin, mto
Bcpiio H mto HeBepiio. A c Mxiiefi CToponbi, iipocnne, oimi6oMKii 6brri>-c iie MO>Kcr? A mo)kct to,

mto no MxiiCMy CMOTy Bepiio bijDcoajuio , no iiaiiieMy KaK pa3 n pa3iicBcpiio nbixoAMT.

riocbinaio TaK)Ke Ti-nyjibiibifi jbict HTaxibflucKoro )Kypiiajia FRIGIDAIRE 3a (}x3Bpajin-MapT 1988 r.

B ItrajBiH, r'Ae pejiHTHBiiCTKoe jio66m lie TaK cvuibiio, yme Bbniuia napa airm-sniiiirreMHOBCKiix

CTaTeii b OKeAiicBiioii iipecce h APynie OHaiAaJorca.

rioctinaio TawKC Konnio Moero nncbMa c 8-ro JiimapH )Kypiiajiy )IOT(D. 51 iie nojryMim or )DT'^a

Aa)Ke yBOAOMneiiMH o nojiyMeHHH CTaTbH. Bcckohcmiio 6yAy RjiaroAapeii r-iiy MapKiiaiioBy, eoni
on c )IOT<I>-oM co3BonnTCfl /tcji. 137-5622/ h pasficpercH , iioji>iicna .mi craTbH, h iiotom o
pe3yjibraTC cooGuijit Miie. 51 idicjiMom saiipaiioniaji, no OTBeia ncT, a 3BoiiMn>oratvia OMeiib ao-
poro.

ripjinaraio TaK)Ke mom rejieiJiaKC jKypnajiy NATURE c 12-ro (^e^paJ^J^• PoAaKTop 3Toro wypnaxia

fl-p MaAAOKc ymc ABa roAa OBnilAIiT ony6jniKOBaTb mom MaTcpnainii, no nper n npcr, n bpot.
H ABa HHCbMa mom FopCiaMCBy, Koropi-ie on ywe roA KaK oGciuaer orneMaTarb to>kc iic BbixoA^rr.

51 ywe ABa pa3a 6bin b JIoiiaoiic , MTo6bi ycKopn rb BbixoA momx ciaTcii b NATURE , Maca^^l c stiim

caNftM NlaAAOKCOM pa3ronapMnaji m cyiunocTb MOTopiio-ipancfliopMaTopnoii MiuiyKuini oGbJiciuin, a

on cKoniiia, iipocnne, ne noMaTacT. H mmp b HCBCAeiinii ocraeTCH. WyAO nponcxoAirr. 3aKoiibi

coxpancnnn pyuuncsi. IIcjib3H wc dto MyAo b p>T<ax oamoio CAnnciBCnnoio MCJioncKa ocrauJiJirb!

IlcKpciinc Bam: Ctc(1oii MapnnoB
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TRANSCRIPTION

Dear Dr. Marinov,

In view of your misplaced and somewhat offensive INDIGNATION at receiving a neatly

typed letter on my behalf from the Staff Editor (I drafted the letter and sent it to

her by Fax), I am writing by hand.

Regarding the last paragraph of your letter I confirm that you have the right to

submit manuscripts to Europhysics Letters and that Europhysics Letters has the right

to refuse publication.
Yours sincerely

N. Kurti
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AKAAEMHJI HAVK CCCP

HCypHAJI 3KCIIEPBMEHTAJIbH0fl H TEOPETTraECKOft <DH3HKH

MocKBa, 1 1 7334 yn. A.HJCocunma, 2
Tea. nT-TS-BS

TOD. MapiiHOBy CxeipaHy

PjiycJoKoyBaKaeNiHH npotjeccop I-fapHHOB !

PejtKOJUierHH "IIiiceM b I3Ty peiuH.ia oTiyioHMTL lauty ciaTLio

"HapymeHne TpeTLero saKona TlLioTOHa b ajieRTpoMariierasMe" kqk

HaxojiHiiiyracH b Bomnomew nporaBope^ii co Bce;i coBpcHCHHoii qjii-

3iTK0ii . HaneqaTamra TaKoti ctbtbit mo>:cho (5buio (5u roBopHTB,

ecjiH du ynor.OTHaeMU-:^ Bam ejieKTpor.ioTop j^eiicTBHTejiBHo padoTaji.

TjiaBHuii pej^aKTop SLypnajia 4)\^^ i:.r;.j!,3;i.Jiorji.iHCi:ii:'-

S
TRANSLATION

Dear Prof. Marinov!

The Editorial Board of the LETTERS TO THE JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL
PHYSICS has decided to decline your paper VIOLATION OF NEWTON'S THIRD LAW IN ELECTRO-
MAGNETISM as being in drastic contradiction with whole contemporary physics. One can
speak about publication of such a paper only if the electromotor mentioned by you will
actually work.

Editor in chief of the journal: I. E. Dzialoshinski

j

Marinov 's note .

Prof. Dzialoshinskij thinks that the electromotor shown in fig. 3 of the above paper
(published in this volume in Russian) will not rotate. Poor Prof. Dzialoshinskij! -

This motor is a DIRECT CONSEQUENCE of Ampere's "floating bridge" experiment (fig. 1 of
the mentioned paper) which is one of the first electromagnetic ponderomotive experi-
ments in human history. That the force "acting on Ampere's bridge" is the same for ANY
LENGTH of the legs and does NOT DEPEND on the fact whether the legs are fixed or not
fixed to the "bridge" was shown first by Prof. Pappas in his experiment photographed
in fig. 8 on p. 109 of TWT-II. I have not constructed this electromotor to persuade
myself and the world that it will work for the same reasons for which I do not let an
apple fall to the ground to see whether the Earth will attract it. To construct such a

motor - 3TO pa3 mnoiiyrh. Your children, Prof, Dzialoshinskij, if they are older than
16, can construct it and persuade you that it will work.

Editorial note. The above mentioned paper is published in this volume.
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X035IHCTBeiIHKJ1-CIICKyjiaH'n,l, 333-
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•• PHYSILS Ltl I tKb A ^ HaBimiccn napTHiiiibic MHnyuiH h

•SQIO GRAZ — A'JSIRIA Hii-trr CiicKipocKoriMH peueiiscimj ijayMirhtx JKypwanoB.

,„„„ n i/nrim M' C. I'opfiaMeB B pa3roBope
18 Mapra 1988 r. MocKsa 142092

^ npoxo«aiMM na ymmax Ben-
i rpa;ia /no coo6mcuHHM areH-
i CTBa Oy-F)H-'Jc/.

rjiy6oKoyBa»aeMjiH npo^). ArpaHOBHM, - -

BoJiMiwe cnacHfio 3a B.-uue imciMO c 29- ro ^eBpann 1988 r. , xoth OTKnoneiiHC mohx CTarcH

The Absolute Character of Light Propagation h Newtonian and Einsteinian Time Synchroni-

zations, KOHeMiio, lie 6buio iipHHTiibiM ciopiipn30M wiH MciiH. 51 KOPAa iioJTyMaio CBOH craTbH 06-

paTiio, BTopo ce6e Bcerna BCMimic cnoBa "omnes vulnerant", no h no6aBJi5no: "ouHaKO

AOJiro cuie ny)Kiio wiarb noaieninao, KOTopan Meiia y6beT".

TaK BOT, cpa3y jkc h iiobmc abg cTan^H iiochuiaio /y mchh b nanKax CTaibH jioKar KaK cxep-

Tbic Jiairn.1 y MywJiKa/ - Ka)Kn>io b AByx 3K3eMiinjipax

1. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC EFFECTS ARE DETERMINED BY THE POTENTIALS AND NOT BY THE

INTENSITIES.

2. ON THE ABSOLUTE ASPECTS OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERACTIONS.

Knaccn(}nKanHoiiHi.Di iioMep no PACS-y 41.10 h 03.30.

Bee B03MO)Kiihie Acnewiibic pacxonbi SyTTyr ynnaMenw mhoio.

llaCTOJnilJIM HHCbMOM H OCTaBJlHlO KOIBipaHT 3THX CTaxeH 33 BaUWM JKypnaJlOM.

Ilpoiny oGpaTHTb AOJBKiioe BHnMaHne 3thm CT3TbHM H nocnsTb hx TQJlKOBbiM PEUnil3liHTAM. )KajTb,

MTO Bw lie nocnajTH Mne MiienbH pcueii3enT0B OTBepniyrbix cTaren. 51 cpasy 6bi yKasaji Bsm

H3 itx ouih6kh, h6o H3 moh nenpHHHTi,ie cxaxbH a nonyMRn no chx nop Sanbiiie 500 peneHSHH,

H cpenH hhx h ne nauien xoth 6bi OAnoii CToiaueH. Mon Knnni TEPI10Bi,iPI riYTb HCTHllbi, rae a

CHCTeMarnqecKn ny6nHKyio hbctomkh H3 3thx penen3HH, 3to hcho noKasbiBaKrr. MwKeT 6brrb Bh

ywe cmniuarTH 06 3nix Kimrax h no3TOMy iie nocnajTn MHe peuensHH. TaK peuen3HH BO-nepBbix

anoHiiMiibie , Merc GoHTbca, a hotom h 6c3 Baiiiero pa3peiuciina hx ne onySjiHKyio. Ho h kbk

DaTNiaiioB H3 poMana A)KacBa "/TpjiCKO ot MocKBhi" oMOiib jhoGjuo xpanHTb jiio6on>rrHbie flOKyMeHTW.

/He MHTarm? - )Kaiib, c'raimncKOH npeMnen oTMeMen 6bin./

OTBepniynbie cxaTbn 6buiH no KnneMarHKe CBexa h noKa3btBajTH , mto 34mp h aecojucrrHoe

npocTpaiiCTBO nywiio llEMEAn5I BoccraiioBHTb. PeneH3en'n.i , a 3Haio, nncanH BaM, mto a AypaK,

MTO MOJ1 BemiiaiM 3iiniirreini , FlyaiiKape, Jlopeim h tsat h t3A3. Ho a iiocnan A-py TyMaiioBy

onncaime Mocro KBa3H-Mai"tKejibConoBa OKcnepHMenTa. 3tot 3KcnepnMeiiT mootio nocxaBHTb b

xopoiiio o6opyAOBaiinoH onnpiecKOM Aa6opaTopnn b reMeKHH ahh- TaK ner jih raM y Bac KaKoro-

•10 AurinoMaiiTa, KanAHAara b KanAHaanj, Koropomy ipyAHo 3ainni-HTbca . TaK Aaiire we CMy

otnicaiine Moero SKcnepnMciiTa. 3a neAejwync TonbKO KaiiAnAaxcKyio, no h AOKTopcKyio cocrpa-

naex. HsMepHXb a6coAicrriiyio CKopocxb 3eMnn, napa 4»pMyAOK n napa qepxewen - kxo xe6e

AOKxopcKyio ne Aacx. A hotom Aaiixe 3xy AoicropcKyio A"ccepxanHio BaumM peuen3cnxaM, qxo6br

HM PAOTKH 3axKnyxb. Bawiio, oMcnb Ba)Kno 3aTKnyrb hm taotkh, h6o aeconicrrnbic KonuenuHH

BCAyx K KOPBHHOMy flEPFJlOMy B 3AeKxpoMarHexH3Me. 3roH xcMe nocBameiibi nacxoaiioje abc

cxaxbH. Hywiio nonaxb, mto xaKoe 3AeKTpoMa rnHXfn,ie HOTcnujianbi h k MeMy ohh BCAyr. A BeAyr

OBH K napyiiiciniHM saKonoB coxpanefnia. 51 10- ro MapTa HocAaji A-py TyNianoBy moio cTaTbio

VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSERVATION LAW AND

OF THE FAILURE OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNET ISM; BolMUTe CTaTefiKy 3iy /ona nanpaBAena

B PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS/, yBivune KaK a BiiyTpcnnHMii cunaMii Maccy b AByx KRnorpaMax

Bpauuuo. Hy^Kiio we onoBecnixb Bce 3xo Mnpy. I'pex h nPI-CmUll-HUll ocxaBjiaxb 6e3 PAacnocxH

xaKyio HnfJxjpMaiDno. \\ sm abc cxaxbH, Koxopbie a BaM xenepb nochiiiaio MPF.3Ri.i'lAH110n BAIHOCTH.

A cam peHen3cim,i onaxb iiaHimiox? TaK 3x0 w ne b nepBi^ifi h ne b HOCACAnUiJ pas 6yAeT.

51 MOIO Aci-Hiiy MAMBl KOJBO cKopo sanyiicy. TorAa b 24 iiaca bccm pcueinemaM iio BCCMy Miipy

nioTKH saxKiiy. A xopoiiio 61,1110 61.1, tixoGbi MyxoMKy paiibiiic pa3oGpajiHCb 6bi penemenTbi B MEM

/HUD. BeAb Bce TAK FlPOCrO! !

!

B ojKHAaiiHH yBeAOMneima o noAy^iennH cTaTcn h b aojdkiiom bpomchh Baiuero peuiemiH,

HcKpcniie Baiii
^ h ,\,. .(

III. GHieiib oGp.-VD^ocb, ecim ne toaijKo iioiiuieTe Miie peuensHH, CTetJan MapHHOB
no H ecAH "pacKanbMHTe" HMcna pcneii3enTon. Ywc h ynpaBAOM.1
H 3aBKaApaMn ocTaBAaim- aiioiiiMKii 6e3 BiiHMaima. Ileywcjm hocaca-
iihm ySewHuicM anoiiHMOB ocranyrca oamh jnuin^ iiayMin.ie )Kypnanbi?
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Dem Herausgeber
SODDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG

SUddeutscher Verlag
Postfach 202220

D-8000 Munchen 2

Sehr geehrter Herr,

Ich schicke Ihnen eine Kopie neines Briefes an Herrn Martin Urban vom 29 Februar

and meinen Artikel GLASNOST IN DER WISSENSCHAFT.

Ich habe KEINE Antwort von Herrn Urban (und Liberhaupt von der SZ) bekommen.

Ich bitte mich zu benachrichtegen, ob dieser Brief in die Redaktion der SZ eingelau-

fen ist und im positiven Falle, ob die SZ diesen Brief beantworten wird.

Wenn Herr Martin Urban mbchte sich nicht in diese Angelegenheit einwickeln, ich

bitte, daB Sie mir schreiben:

1) Ist die SZ interessiert meinen Artikel zu verbffentl ichen?

2) Im Falle, da(5 die Antwort an die Frage 1) negativ ware, dann, bitte, schreiben

Sie mir, ob ich diesen Artikel SO SCHNELL WIE MOGLICH als eine bezahlte Anzeige publi-

zieren kbnnte. Schreiben Sie mir, wann ungefahr wird diese Anzeige ersbheinen, wieviel

wird mir das kosten und ob Sie eine Vorauszahlung verlangen werden.

Die SZ hat schon von mir einmal berichtet. Diese Information ist unten gegeben.

Wartend auf Ihre baldige Antwort,
Ihr ergebener:

'

''':'.
'

Stefan Marinov

SODDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG, Munchen, 5 Mai 1978

5. Mai 1978
NACHRICHTEN

Bulgarischer Regimekriliker

aus der CSSR abgeschcben
Zwlcscl (ddp)

Die tschechoslowaklschen Bchordcn habcn

den 47jalirigen bulgirischen Dissidentcn Stefan

Marinov in die Eundtsrcpublik abgrschobcn.

Wie die deutschen Bch6rdcn n^itleiltcn, war Ma-

rinov auf dcm Wenzebplatz in Prag vcrhattet

wordcn, alJ er fiir die Verwtrkllchuiig der Men-
schenrcchte in drr CSSR deinonstrlcrle. An Ma-
rinovs Kopf ""'• Gc5:A0 scicn Spuren von MiC-

iiandlungen enid'-'ckt wordcn. Dem buUiarisi-hcn

RcKimckritiker v.ar 1977 die Ausrelse aus Bul-

garicn nach Bd'^.'en gestattct woiden. Dor che-

malige Milarbciicr am wisscnsch-d ft lichen Insli-

lut in Sofia wnr trrcits vor Jahrcn pcnsioniert

worden. Nach figcnon Angaben war Marirov

Ende April i!li'!:;il iibcr die Bundcsrrpublik In

die Tschechofl'^^''!toi gcrcist und dort mil cinom

fljhicnden Vt-r'rclrfr der niirgorrocht5bcwe{;ung

..Cliarla 77" zu?-'>nimr>ngclroffcn.
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THE PHYSICAL REVIEW
AND

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
EDITORIAL OFFICES - 1 RESEARCH ROAD

BOX 1000 -RIDGE. NEW YORK 11961

Telephone (516) 924-5533

Telex Number: 971599 Fax Number: 516-654-0141

Cable Address: PHYSREV RIOGENY

23 March 1988

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Inst, for Fundamental Physics
Morellenfeldgasse 16
A-8010 Graz, AUSTRIA

Re: Very easy demonstration of the violation ...

By: Stefan Marinov LN3620

Dear Dr. Marinov:

V^e have received your letter of 8 March concerning
the above manuscript. This evidently crossed in the mail
with our letter of 11 March, enclosing the comments of
Referee B. We cannot proceed further with consideration
of the manuscript until you respond to this report.

In addition, we are not convinced that you provide
an adequate response to the report of Referee A. You
comment on one sentence of the report, and discuss your
correspondence with Europhysics Letters. This does not
seem sufficient to overcome the critical comments of the
referee. Your remark that the referee has to read your
books suggests that your work may be inappropriate for
Letters publication, if it requires that much additional
discussion for an informed reader to understand it.

Finally, it is inappropriate to submit a questionaire to
the referees.

We are returning the manuscript for your
convenience.

Sincerely yours.

Stanley C, . Brown
Editor
Physical Review Letters
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5TEFAN MARINOV Dr. Stanley G. Brown

Morcllenfeldgas* 16 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS

\.801O ORAZ — AUSTRIA Rydge, Box 1000

,« u u inoo NY 11961
30 March 1988

^^^^ LN 3620

Dear Dr. Brown,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 23 March 1988 concerning my paper "Very easy

demonstration...". I received also your letter of the 11 March with the report of the se-

cond referee. I send you my paper back begging you to publish it. Here are my comments:

Additional comments on referee A .

I presented to your attention my discussion with EUROPH. LETT, because Graham + Lahoz

,

the referee of EUROPH. LETT, and both referees of PHYS. REV. LETT, defend the SAME opinion,
namely that in the experiment of Graham + Lahoz and in my Bul-Cub machine without stator
the MECHANICAL angular momentum

i = l
'

1

(where U is the angular velocity, m. and p. are the mass and the distance to the axis
of rotation of the ith particle of the rotating body and n is the number of all particles),

which appears because current is sent THROUGH THE POINTS OF SUSPENSION of the axle, is

BALANCED by an equal and oppositely directed electromagnetic angular momentum calculated
by the help of the Poynting vector (it is to be noted that NONE of the above mentioned
persons has presented the ANALYTICAL form of this "electromagnetic" angular (!?) momentum!)

I, on the opposite, Tfflat in the experiment of Graham + Lahoz and in my Bul-Cub machine
without stator there is NO such radiated electromagnetic angular momentum, what Graham +

Lahoz call with the beautiful name "something in motion".

But before clearing this SUBTLE question whether there is "something electromagnetic
in motion" or there is no, I wish to persuade myself that the referees of PHYS. REV.

LETT, (and the referee of EUROPH. LETT.) accept the fact that the system of Graham + Lahoz

and my Bul-Cub machine without stator ACTUALLY ROTATE. For this reason I posed the ques-
tionnaire which finally was reduced to a single question that I formulated in my letter
to Prof. Cagnac of the 30 January 1988 (I enclose also this pretty ultimative letter).

Prof. Brown writes that it is inappropriate to submit a questionnaire to the refrees.
Why is it inappropriate??? It is VERY INTERESTING to hear which will be the (THEORETICAL)
prediction of the referee on the issue of my experiment. And I should like to note that

my experiment is much more easy for understanding than the experiment of Graham + Lahoz,

as in my experiment the WHOLE system is suspended, while in the experiment of Graham + La-

hoz only the condenser is suspended and some people (as Prof. P. Pappas) think that the

opposite angular momentum is communicated to the cylindrical electromagnet. Only when the

referee will give a clear answer to the question "Will the Bul-Cub machine without stator
rotate or not?" he will grasp the importance of the experiment and he will recognize that

the idea about the "radiated" angular momentum is RIDICULOUS.

Now to my remark that the referee has to read my books in order to understand the ef-
fects on the "Faraday disk" (uncemented and cemented). In my books I show that the formula
for the motional induced electric intensity is E = vxrotA, while the formula for motional-
transformer induced electric intensity is E = (v.grad)A, i.e., that ALMOST ALL conventio-
nal electromagnetism is WRONG. But the scientific community will accept my theory only
when it will be informed about the EXPERIMENTS which I have carried out. The submitted
paper is ONE of this EXPERIMENTAL papers. Let us accept first the FACTS. The interpreta-
tions come after.

Comments on referee B .

This referee shows that he has perfectly well understood the experiment of Graham + Lahoz
and the view points of Graham + Lahoz and me. I show that the interpretation of Graham +

Lahoz is WRONG by having constructed my Bul-Cub machine without stator and by letting it
CONINUOUSLY rotate. I see in my experiment NO radiated energy. I affirm that it is clear
for ANY CHILD that in the experiment of Graham + Lahoz and in my machine there is no such
"radiated" electromagnetic energy. If the referee can see and then DETECT such energy, let
him defend his view-point in the press. '

Sincerely yours,
^ -i (d.' "tt-

Editorial note. See Pappas' opinion on p. 255. '

.'^^ Stefan Mannov
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}Wmi^] MArinOi^ Prof. J. -p. Viaier

on!lT"'"'^''''""'''
"^ PHYSICS LETTERS A

-80)0 C.n/vZ~AU:iTKIA Insti tut Henri Poincare

4 April 1988 1\ITJo ^^ ^ S"''n.^ F-75231 Pans Cedex 06

Dear Prof. Vigier,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 28 March. Before giving my answer I should
like to rewrite your letter.

Dear Dr. Marinov,

I have received the following referee's report on your paper V 500a (The Maxwell-
Michel son puzzle and the blindness of mankind):

"James Clerk Maxwell replies that he was unable to incline the mirror M2 at the
angle v/c, because v was the subject of the (hoped for) measurement. And he asks
for the reflection law involved in the case of Fig. 3.

Indeed the artful situation exhibited by the author is meaningless for effective
experimental work. The starting point of such an experiment is to obtain, before
rotation of the apparatus, a convenient interference pattern."

In view of this I am unfortunately unable to accept your paper in PLA and return
your ms herewith. „ . , , w •
•^ Yours sincerely: J Vigier

In my letter to you of the 7 March, I wrote you that if your referee will suggest
my paper V 500a for publication, I shall send you 1000 Fr. You LOST the game! Until

now I have promised (and SENT) thousands of dollars to my referees and editors which
had to be won by them in the case that my predictions will be not fulfilled. Every
time the money returned back to me. You can persuade yourself by reading my collection
of documents THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH.

The referee "makes the fool", objecting that one cannot incline mirror M2 to an angle
v/c, as one does not know v. Fritzchen (15 years old) shows with his figure that if the

angle of inclination of SM with respect to the perpendicular to Mj is MORE than Tr/4 +

v/2c, then, according to the most simple "classical" calculations it turns out that
the times of travel of the parallel and perpendicular photons will be equal. The "clas-

sical" calculation gives a difference only if this angle is exactly 7t/4. When I read

to Fritzchen the referee's objections, he exclaimed: "But the oncle referee is more
stupid even than our physics teacher!"

The referee, however, is not so stupid as Fritzchen (because of his unripeness)
thinks, as he poses a very CLEVER question about the reflection law involved in Fig. 3,

I enclose my paper

THE MICHELSON-MORLEY EXPERIMENT AND THE BLINDNESS OF MANKIND

where this extremely important question is discussed.

I SUBMIT this paper to PHYSICS LETTERS A. I have, of course, feeble hopes that it

will be accepted. In the case (almost incredible!) of acceptance, please, write me how
much have I to concise the paper to make it suitable to your journal (or, maybe, it

will fit even in the present size?).

Here I wish to explain to the referee with more simple words the essence of the
mirror-Bradley effect which until now remained unnoticed by mankind.

The referee knows very well that if one looks at a star through a telescope, one
has to incline the axis of the telescope at an angle v/c with respect to the line
connecting the observer with the star, where v is the velocity of the observer in ab-
solute space and c is the velocity of light. Otherwise one CANNOT see the star. This
effect was discovered by Bradley more than two centuries ago.

Let us now have a mirror moving with a velocity v in parallel to its surface and

let us send from a point in absolute space a light ray perpendicularly to the mirror's
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surface. The question is: will the light ray be reflected along the perpendicular
line and will it return again to the starting point or it will be "aberrated"? Such
an experiment was NEVER carried out and we can make only hypotheses. My hypothesis
is that the light ray will be "aberrated", so that if the angle of incidence is, as

supposed, ({> = 0, the angle of reflection will be <\>' = 2v/c. Thus the ray will not
return to the point of emission but will be displaced over a distance d = 2Lv/c in

a direction parallel to the mirror's velocity, where L is the distance between the

source and the mirror. Thus if we should like to see the reflected beam (being at
the point of emission), we have to make the incidence angle equal to (!> = v/c (better
to write <1) = - v/c), so that, at a mirror-aberration angle equal to 2v/c, to have

a reflection angle
(J)'

= v/c and thus to have the light ray going there and back along
the same line.

Which will be now the situation if the mirror, the source of light and the observer
(whose location coincides with the location of the source) move TOGETHER with the same

velocity v in parallel to the mirror's surface? - If the mirror-Bradley effect does

not exist, then^ending the light ray perpendicularly to the mirror's surface, it

will return again along the same line and the observer will see the reflected light.

The picture in absolute space will be as shown in fig. 2 of the enclosed paper. If,

however, there is a mirror-Bradley effect, and we wish to see the reflected light,

then we have to send the light ray inclined at an angle 4) = v/c (better to write

(J)
= - v/c), so that at a Bradley aberration angle 2v/c,and thus at a reflection angle

(J)'
= v/c, it can return to us. In this case the picture in absolute space will be

as shown in fig. 3 of the enclosed paper.

That is the essence of the mirror-Bradley effect. Maybe the referee will object

that I am not right, as nobody until now has observed this effect. Dear referee, you

are right, but not ENTIRELY. As a matter of fact this effect was revealed by Michelson
and Morley in 1887, i.e., a century ago, as they have NOT observed differences in

the times of travel of the parallel and perpendicular photons and this can be explai-

ned only at the presumption of the mirror-Bradley effect.

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement for reception and then in due time your final

decision concerning the acceptance/rejection of the enclosed paper.

Sincerely yours

,

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note. Both above mentioned papers are published in twt-I.
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SuddGurschcZcitung

REDAKTION

FORSCHUNG-WISSENSCHAFT-TECFINIK

Herrn

Stefan Marinov

Morellenfeldgasse 16

8010 Graz-Austria

Sendlingpr SlfaOe 80

Posttach 202220

8000 Munchen 2

Fernruf21831 ...

8.4.88

Sehr geehrter Herr Marinov,

wir haben auf das Interview mit Herrn Professor Ehlers eine

Reihe von Leserbriefen publiziert. Ihr Artikel liberschreitet

den Umfang eines Leserbriefes . Fiir den Abdruck auf der Wissen-

schaftsseite der Siiddeutschen Zeitung kommt er nicht in Frage.

Ich schicke ihnen zu unserer Entlastung den Brief zuriick.

Mit freundlichen GriiBen

Dipl.-Phys. Martin Urban
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Mrs. Elizabeth Hughes
NATURE
4 Little Essex Street
London WC2R 3LF

Dear Mrs. Hughes,

My last telefax to you of the 12 February remained again without answer (see it re-

produced on p. 266 of the enclosed book). I phoned you a couple of times but never

could I reach you, as you were always at a "meeting". May I tell you that the experien-

ce of the Soviet Union has shown that too many "meetings" lead only to a disaster.

This was established first by Majakovski in 1923 with T)eautiful poem nP03ACrjIABIIIHEQl

,

but, unfortunately, only few people read this poem. I give you my advice to ask Mrs.

Vera Rich to translate for you this poem.

After this telefax of the 12 February I spoke about 40 times with Dr. Maddox on the

phone. He excused himself that his (and yours) attitude led me to the Graz psychiatry

and promised that my materials will be published as soon as possible. In those 40 phone

conversations Dr. Maddox always promised me that the proofs of my articles and of the

letters to Gorbachev will be sent "this night". After his last promise on the 11 April

Dr. Maddox flied to Israel and Mrs. Mary Sheehan said me yesterday the proofs, as far

as she knows, are not sent.

Dear Mrs. Hughes, I think you have finally to answer me: Is Dr. Maddox a normal per-

son? May be he is ill? It is not possible that the Editor of one of the biggest world's

scientific journals during two years in about 500 phone conversations and a couple of

letters and telefaxes promises to publish an article and that he does not do this. I

find as an explanation for the attitude of Dr. Maddox only some strange psychic illness

which the physicians can difficultly recognize. Maybe I am not right. Then, please,

give me the answer.

Any normal person had long time ago given up the battle with Dr. Maddox. But I am

NOT a normal person. In my books The Thorny Way of Truth you can see many documents

about my sojourns during YEARS in the psychiatric clinics of Bulgaria (and also of Pa-

ris and Graz). I shall not give up the battle. Even if I shall not be able to appear

in NATURE, I shall fight until this moment when I can establish whether Dr. Maddox is

an ill person, or whether there are OTHER REASONS for his attitude.

I hope at least that you are not an ill person and that you will answer this letter

and EXPLAIN to me the reasons for Dr. Maddox' attitude towards me.

I send you the third volume of my book THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH which was published

yesterday. There you may read a part of my correspondence with NATURE in the last year.

I think that such a kind of correspondence is not propitious for the good name of

your journal. But I think that it is better to give GLASNOST to this correspondence.

Otherwise Dr. Maddox will continue another year or two with his promises. I hope that

we shall finally put an end to SUCH a kind of correspondence and that Dr. Maddox will

treat me in the gentleman way common in the United Kingdom.

NATURE gave a review to the first part of this book immediately after its publica-

tion. I think it is good that NATURE gives a review also to this third part again

immediately after its publication. In this book I give the information on TREMENDOUS

discoveries which will change in a couple of years the whole life on our planet. If

Dr. Maddox and your advisers cannot see the importance of my discoveries, this will be

an evidence for the very LOW scientific level of these gentlemen.

I wish to assure
charm overwhelming me. I LIKE HIM. I told him so many

forces exert a pressure on you not allowing to publish my materials, tell me this,

and I shall leave you in peace." His answer always was: "There are no such forces, I

shall publish your materials." Maybe Dr. Maddox has to serve TWO patrons: his scienti-

fic conscience and somebody else. If this is the case, tell it to me, Mrs. Hughes, so

that I do not torment more the poor man, whom I ADMIRE for his tact and "finesse".

-e you that I find Dr. Maddox a very sympathetic person. ^^ ^^^ ^

linq me. I LIKE HIM. I told him so many times:
" If certain

Hoping to read you soon.
Sincerely yours

,

Stefan Marinov
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ripcxl). H. E. il3RnouDiiicKOMy

W3fT<t>

yn. KocjjiniHa 2

MocKBa 117334

FjiyGoKoyBawaeMbiH ITpa}). JJajinouBiHCKHH!

Bonbuioe cnacH6o aa Baiiie micbMo c 15-ro Mapra. OrKnoiieuHe moch craxhH

IIAPyUIEUHE TPETbErO 3AK01IA HKTTOHA B 3JIEKTlXTMArilB1113ME

iipiuio)Kciitioii Kiiiirn THE

6bino OMViaeM-M, ho, kohcmmo, He npHHTjnjW ciopiipM30M ana mciih.

Bauie roicbMo h moh KOMMeinapiiii k hcmy onieMaTain>i iia crp.

THORNY WAY OF TRUTH, Part III.

y MCHH MHoro flpynix 3KcnepHMeiiTOB b nporpaMvie /npe>Kr;e Bcero rryCK Moero BCMHoro
flBHraTCJifl MAMEIIbKl-111 IlIKOriAlllA c 3aMKnyThw 3iiepreTHMCcKiiM nnKnoM/. Mom cJjiiiiaiicoPhic pccyp-
Cbi orpaiiimeimi /h (JiniiaiicnpyK) bcki moio nccneAOBaTCJibci<>TO ne5iTejn>iiocTb h3 moci'o KoiiicJiKa/.

3th 6binii OAiiH H3 npiiMHH, KOTopbie He nosBOJiHjiM MHe KoiiCTpynpoHaTb 3JiciapoMOTop, oiDican-

Hboi B CTaTbe, KOTopoNiy cemac h aaio nasBanHe Maptlan /ot itMen MAPiihob - IlAIhTac/. TjiaBnaH

npHMHHa, oflHaKO, cjieAYKmaa: a HiiKorjia ne CTaBrno O'^ICBUfOlMl-, sKcncpiiMeHTbi, n6o Torna Mano
BpcMeHH H cpeflCTB ocxaeTCH AHH co6HpanHH 3KcnepnMeHTOB , B MbH pesyjn/raThi h yBcpcH He
nOJlHOCTbK).

OAHaKO, TaK KaK nocTpofiKa MaiiiHHbi MAPITATI TpeSyex Mano ncner ii BpeMenii, h Tax KaK
H OMCHb xoMy OTneMaxaxb b )KETOe moo crarbK), to a o6pamaiocb k Bhm co cne^yjauuM boiipocom:

EcjiH Bbi Miie HanmuHTe, mto b cnyqae nocTpofiKH MOTopa, corjiacHo aaHfioH b CTaTbe
cxeMii H B cnyMae ero BpameHHH, Bm OTnenaTaeTe CTaTbio, to h saftMycb ero KoiicTpyKUHcfi

.

B cnyMae Baiuero nonoTOrrejibHoro OTBCTa, to HainnmiTe, SyflCT jth aocTaTomia (})OTorpa(l»iH

MOTopa, HJiH Bbi eme noTpeSyeTC npoTOKOJi 3a noflnncbio /ckohiiKhx?/ oMcnmuieB, Karopbic

nOATBCpflHT 3(tll)eKT BpaineHHH.

22 - 24-ro anpejia Mbi ripoBoflHM aHTH-3MHurrefiHOBci<iiH Koiirpecc b NtaixeHC. C cobctckoh
CTopoHbi TaM 6yneT iipiicyTCTBOBaxb A-P C. P. FlatiKpaTOB, pcAaicrop OT^ejia f}iii3Hi<n h NiaTC-

Ma-niKii B )KypHane HAYKA H JKHBHb, c KOTopbM a roBopiin b Mockbc b noH6pe ripoimioro i'o;ia.

Bbi Morrai 6bi cBHsaTbca c iniM no ero B03BpameHnro b MocKBy, MTo6bi iiMCTb Gonec "MiByio"

CBHSb CO MHOH. Ho, THaBHoe, nonepcJiHCTaffre npnjio>KeHnyio kjiiio' h nafn-c ee pcucHsenTy
Moefi CTaTbH. HiKjxjpMamia, KOTopyro n xouy coo6uditii nocpeACTBOM Baiircro JKypnajia, '^IPEBBbi'^IAll-

HOn BAMIOCni. Rbino 6bi BOJEE HEM PJMIO, ecjiM coBCTCKJie navMin-ic )KypHajBii nocncnyioT iipn-

MepaM 3ariaAHbix wypnajioB, noABeprnyB moh CTarbH ocTpaKH3N]y.

B MoeM HHCbMe OT 8-ro HHBapa 1988-ro r. na hmh A-pa BopoBHK-PoMatioBa h rnican /b

KOHue HHCbMa, CM. CTp. 247 npHJio)KeHHOH KHHni/ , MTo NATURE oTTieMaraeT ABa moh iivicbMa

PopBaMesy /b cbh3H c BeMUbiM ABHraTejieM/ b HHBape. 3to 6bino oMepcAHoe o6ciuaMMe A-pa
MaAAOKca, KOTopoe oh ne BbmoJiHHJi. Bpanbe A-pa MaAAOKca OMeHb 3ajiep)Kajio paciipocTpaneinie

HiKt»pMaHHH o Moirx TeopHHX H sKcnepuMCHTax B nayMHOH jDiTepaT>pe. Xoqy lu-yieaTbcn, mto
B coBCTCKHX HayMffljix Kpyrax hot Tex cun, KOTopbie saHHTepccoBaimi b noKpiirrini Moitx TeopHU
H BKcnepuMeiiTOB ByajTbio nojiHoro 3aMamuiBaHHH

.

C HaAew^oH nonyMHTb b ckopom BpeMeHH Baui otbot.

HcKpeHiie Baiu:

,

•

..
//'•(-

Cretan MapHHOB

18-ro HioHH 1988 r.

PJ^y6oKoyBa3Kae^f,l^^ npo4). /laanoiuHHCKMH

,

Ha Moe HHCbMO ot 15-ro anpcjia a ne naiiyMiin HHKaKoro OTBCTa. EyAbTe Ao6pi,i, paAH
6ora, oTBCTirrb MHe, ecjin Moa craTba IIAPyilIEllH12 TPETblTO. . . 6yAeT iipHiiara b nciaTi, lum
peiimTCJTbHo OTKHOHena. HaiimiiHTe TaKwe, rianyMHJiH ah Bi.i moio KMnwoHOMKy THE THORNY WAY
OF TRUTH, Part III. Ilpiuiarao eme OAny Korono cxaTbH.

B 0)KKaaHH>t OTBCTa,
IfciqicMHc Baiii: / V/Jv//A/'(r
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nature
Macmillan Magazines Ltd

4 Little Essex Street

London WC2R 3LF

Telephone 01 836 6633

Telex 262024

Ref EH/BC

19th April 1988

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Morellenfeldgasse 16
A-8010 Graz
Austria

Dear Dr. Marinov,

Thank you for sending me a copy of your latest book.

Questions about editorial matters should always be addressed
to John Maddox, please, as I do not influence what appears in the
pages of Nature.

Yours sincerely,

Elizabeth Hughes
Publishing Director
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SuddeutscherVerlag
SiiddcutscheZeinjfig

Sii(l(1niil<;rlif>r Vcilnf) GniliH rorKnch 20?2?0 ROOd Muik hen ? Oiitrliwnlil?1RT

Herrn
Stefan Marinov
Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz 20.04.1988/le/ih

Sehr geehrter Herr Marinov,

mit Schreiben vom 13.04.1988 haben Sie unserem Wissen-
schaftsredakteur, Herrn Martin Urban, ein umfangreiches

Manuskript mit dem Titel "Fur Glasnost in der Wissenschaft"

mit der Bitte urn redaktionelle Verof fentlichung uberlassen.

Herr Urban hat Sie bereits wissen lassen, daB ein Abdruck

im redaktionellen Teil der SUDDEUTSCHEN ZEITUNG nicht in

Frage kommt. Auf Ihre Bitte hin wurde Ihr Manuskript an

die Anzeigenleitung weitergereicht , um zu prufen, ob die

Moglichkeit besteht, den Abdruck in Form einer bezahlten

Anzeige vorzunehmen. Leider miissen auch wir Ihnen einen ne-

gativen Bescheid erteilen.

In Ihren Aussagen erheben Sie fundamentale und schwerwie-

gende Anschuldigungen gegen Herrn Professor Jurgen Ehlers,

die wir weder bewerten, geschweige denn beurteilen konnen.

Weiterhin werden in der SUDDEUTSCHEN ZEITUNG grundsatzlich

keine Anzeigen geschalten, in denen Nainensnennung Dritter

gegeben ist. Aufgrund dieser Tatsache miissen wir daher von

einer Insertion Abstand nehmen.

Ich ^edauere, daB ich Ihnen keinen anderen Bescheid geben

kanr

MitI frejinidiichen GriiBen

SUDliEUTJsCHE, ZEITUNG
Anzdi^qi^bft^ilung

Rudolf Lechner
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Editor in Chief

Dr N Kurti

University of Oxford
Dept of Engineering Science
Parks Road
Oxford OXl 3PJ U.K.

Tel: +44 865 273115 (Direct)

273000 (Switchboard)
Tx: 83295 NUCLOX G

Staff Editor

Mrs Ch. Bouldin

Business Manager
Mr G. Thomas

PO Box 69
CH - 1213 Petit Lancy 2

SWITZERLAND
Tf; (022) 93 11 30
Tx: 428 024 (eps ch)
Cables: europhys gen*ve

22 April 1988

Dr. Stefan Marinov,
Morel len£eldgas se 16,
A-8050 Graz,
Au s t r ia .

Dear Dr. Marinov,

Thank you for your letter of 15 March enclosing
TWO copies of your manuscript

THE CURRENT THERMAL DILATATION EFFECT
whict) Mrs. Bouldin forwarded to me. I apologize
for the delay in acknowledging the receipt of your
letter but I was away from Oxford since the 13 March
and did not return till last week.

I am returning the 2 copies of your MS since
it was concluded after discussions that the paper
was not suitable for publication in Europhysics
Letters. This decision should not necessarily be
regarded as a reflection on the correctness of the

contents of your paper but I

must emphasize that neither the Co-Editors nor the
Ed i tor-iriChief are prepared to enter into a discussion
on the'merits or otherwise of your communication.

Yours sincerely.

N. Kurti.

Editorial note .

A paper treating the current thermal dilatation effect is published in this
volume in German under the title DER KUGELLAGER-MOTOR UND DER HUBER-EFFEKT.
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SPECULATIONS
IN SCIENCE
AND
TECHNOLOGY

Dr Stefan Marinov,
Morel lenfeldgasse 16,
A-8010 GRAZ,
Austria.

5 May 1988

I

Dear Dr Marinov,

Many thanks for your book and for the paper "Experimental
violation ". I am returning both by printed post. The book will be
useful to historians of science one day.

I rest my beliefs as regards the phenomena described in your papsr
on Feynman's textbook of physics especially section II. 27. 6 where the
Poynting vector is discussed. I think that your machine is a variant of
what Feynman describes. Although Feynman's book is dated 1964, I heard
about this kind of phenomenon, apparently violating the conservation of
angular momentum, in the physics course in Cambridge about 1944. If the
Austrian Patent Office has not heard of this, then so much the worse for
them.

I believe your description of the motion of an electric motor when
DC or AC passes through the ball races. Indeed, I think that you state
that it had been described elsewhere. As I wrote, it is the casual
mention of an 8% violation of the conservation of energy which cannot be
dealt with in an aside.

Yours sincerely.

^t

Editorial Bonrd:

E«*A'"!='nni'!!!:l 7'I:'rtm„^H. '^m'"m""
^ ^eer, tg..lu-al Syslcm-. Hpj.,. ... i, v. 1.,,,.. AuM.alM. K. Brecher. American Edilor.flnslnn UniverniW. USA. B. Ol>on.

W iS H«n?^ Pn , f TT, «
' '/i;i';i"7'"r.Hv USA p. K. Feye.al.^nd. I IH /unci. S*,I.-..,|.„„I I j Uood. V,f„..„.. P.,lyinr.l,n„ Un.».-,-.,lv USa"

^.r r^"f^;^T'';;;;t;n uiet. nc^^E^^o;:^ ;:: i;::,:;,;r
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Mr. Stefan MARINOV
Institute for Fundamental Physical

Problems
Morel lenfeldgasse 16

A - 8010 Graz
Austria

Geneva, 26 May 1988

REF.: G1870

Dear Mr. Marinov,

Thank you for submitting your manuscript entitled

THE ABSOLUTE VELOCITIES AND POTENTIALS DETERMINE THE ELECTROMAGNETIC
AND GRAVITATIONAL EFFECTS

for publication in Europhyslcs Letters.

As requested by you this manuscript was examined speedily by the Editor-

in-Chief, Professor N. Kurti , who concluded that it was not suitable for

publication in our Journal.

I therefore return it to you hereby.

Yours sincerely,

C. Bouldin
Staff Editor

Editorial note .

The above mentioned paper is almost the same as the paper WHEN SHALL WE STOP TO DISCUSS

RELATIVITY, published in TWT-I.
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I'NI VKKMI r\ IM I'KliimiA

^X/' i^h.uy.,./.

Dear Dr Maddox

,

I have met Prof. M^rinov during a meeting at this University, and I was

together with other people deeply interested in his research work. Since

he told us that his most recent paper is to appear in Nature, I would

like to recommend that this paper will be published in a short time, or

otherwise be definitively rejected, so that Prof. Marinov might submit

it for publication somewhere else.

With best greetings

( Prof. Umberto Bartocci )

Perugia, 28.5.88
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MorcIlcnrdcJr-^.r.sc 16 Mrs. C. Bouldin

5010 GPsAZ - AUSTRIA EUROPHYSICS LETTERS
P.O.Box 69

3 June 1988
^""^^l^ Petit-Lancy 2

Dear Mrs. Bouldin,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 26 May 1988 and for the extremely speedy
examination of my paper G 1870 entitled THE ABSOLUTE VELOCITIES... I am highly obliged
to these journals which examine my papers speedily, as the normal praxis of the phy-
sical journals is either to not answer my letters or to examine my papers during
YEARS and then to reject them. Thus I present to you and to Prof. Kurti my CORDIAL
THANKS.

The paper G 1870 was rejected by Prof. Kurti without presenting referee's comments.
I have a full understanding for this attitude. My papers are written in such a lucid,
exact, clear and physically right language that there is NO possibility to raise objec-
tions to my papers. On the other hand, my claims that whole contemporary physics is

WRONG are such that it is extremely difficult for journals of the "establishment" to
print my papers. But physics is a LOGICAL MATHEMATICAL science and an EXPERIMENTAL
science. Experiments can not long be ignored and mathematical logic cannot be consi-
dered as wrong, except if one will show this by the help of MATHEMATICS.

I submit now to EUROPHYSICS LETTERS my paper (in two copies)

LATE DISCOVERY OF THE MOTIONAL-TRANSFORMER INDUCTION.

The Physics Abstracts number is 03.30.

Herewith I transfer the copyright for this paper to EUROPHYSICS LETTERS.

All eventual charges will be paid by myself.

I wrote this paper yesterday especially for Prof. Kurti. I tried to explain to him
(and to the whole scientific community) what is the motional-transformer induction.

If Prof. Kurti will reject also this paper and if he will present no motivations for
the rejection, then, I think, I have to put a black strip also on the address of EURO-

PHYSICS LETTERS, as on almost all other physical journals of the world.

I hope that the examination of this paper will be as speedy as of the preceding one.

A referee of this paper can be any professor in physics in the world. The paper can be

read in five minutes and the decision can be taken in other five minutes.

If this paper will be publ i shed, MANY DOORS will be opened for me. Thus its publica-
tion will make nearer the day when I shall run my perpetual motion machine MAMIN COLIU.

By the way, I enclose a photograph of the perpetual motion machine
METHERNITA, constructed by Mr. Baumamin the village of Linden near Bern. Send this

photograph to Prof. Kurti and a copy of this letter. This machine is running without
any external energy supply since 8 years and produces 10 kW power which goes in the

electric net of the village. It is a SHAME for humanity (and a big tragedy!) to cover
this machine with SILENCE AND DISDAIN. If Prof. Kurti wishes to see the machine, I can

arrange a visit for him with Mr. Baumann. Enclosed is the program of the FUTURE-TECHNO-
LOGY congress which met in Berlin in May and where my machine MAMIN COLIU and Beflnann's

machine METHERNITA were presented.

Sincerely yours

,

I

Stefan Marinov

Editorial note . The paper LATE DISCOVERY OF THE MOTIONAL-TRANSFORMER INDUCTION is pub-

lished in TWT-I.
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THE PHYSICAL REVIEW
AND

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
EDITORIAL OFFICES - BOX 1000 - RIDGE. NY 11961

Telephone (516) 9P4-5533

Tele« 971599 FAX (518) 654-0141

Cable Address PHYSREV RIDGFNY

BITNET address: pr (a. b. c. d ot I ) sr APSEOOFF

14 Jane 1988

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Inst, for Fundamental Physics
Mor el le nf eld ga s se 16
A- 80 10 Graz, AUSTRIA

Re: Very easy demonstration of the violation
of the angular momentum conservation...

By: Stefan Marinov LN3620

Dear Dr. Ma r in ov :

The above manuscript has been reviewed once again by our
referee(s). Comments from the report(s) are enclosed.

In view of the strongly adverse reports of our referee(s), we
must again reject the manuscript. We feel that no useful purpose
could be served by further resubmittal, rebuttal, or revision. We
are returning the manuscript herewith.

Tours sincerely.

Stanley G. Brown
Edi tor
Physical Review Letters

(PUnLICATIONS OF THE AMERICAN PHYSICAL SOCIETY) R5 |,
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Second Report of Referee A on "Very Easy De-nons trnClon of the

violation of the pngulnr nomentum conr^ervat 1 on law end the

failure nf conventional electromaRnetism" by S, Marinov

I have read the author's r"Pponse very carefully. Unfortunately

I doK not Pee that our correpondenee har rerlly progrsrsod.

In my first report I raised two technical and one philosophical

objection. In response the author har- not changed the

manuscript at all. He has also not rerponded to my two technical

qKHKxlx questions. S Rather he has discussed kkk only the

philosophical point. This is the question of whether experiments

such as the author's or Graham >'- Lfhoz or Kennard demonstate

violation of angular momentum.

'^he author has supplied a oiHsxtxnnxiRB questionnaire to

elucidate the contrast between his views and those o^ various

referees. I am pleased to repond to this que; t ' onnaire

.

The responses, which are onclosed, hovever, merely restate

the conventional view o^ E ^. K which I gave m my f'irst report,

A3 to the author's final question, "must my paper be

published", I hope he will not be offended !f I give a little

advice. Papers i;hich sre published - not only in Phys. Rev, L^^tts.,

but elsewhere - are generally more analytical and less polemical

than this manuscript. Expressions such as "The violation of the

laws of conservrt 1 r n opens n n'^v/ era not only in physics but In

human history" should be left to the historians; they should not

be in th'! abstract of a physics paper.

Editorial note. See on the next page the answers of Referee A to Marinov's questionnaire.
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MoiciiJufelubaiie 16

A-8010 GRAZ - AUSTRIA

30 December 1987

U

SEE THE PRECEDING PAGES!

Prof. B. Cagnac

EUROPHYSICS LETTERS
Tour 12, 1-er etage
4, Place Jussieu
F-75252 Paris Cedex 05

Dear Prof. Cagnac,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 21 December concerning the rejection
of my paper

ELECTROMAGNETIC GENERATOR KAVING ONLY A ROTOR.

I CANNOT accept the motivations of the referee as he is WRONG. I wrote my objec-
tions which then I decided to present in the form of a paper. This paper with the
title A VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSERVATION
LAW AND OF THE FAILURE OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNET ISM is enclosed. If even under
this LUCID comtients your referee will further insist for the rejection of my HISTORICAL
paper, Lshall beg you that the referee (or you) give answers to the following ques-
tions only by "yes", "no", "I do not know". Only by the help of such questionnaires I

have crushed the resistance of my openents. •

"'-•

QUESTION

1. Has the system of Graham+Lahoz rotated?

2. Will the Bul-Cub machine without stator also rotate if the driving
torque will overwhelm the friction? V^-f, ~h H^-^ -*-y-'f^»<t i+~ '.

'

will -S«^i/^^ «^*^ G-rt-.
3. If the above two answers are positive, then be there ponderable mass

moving with an opposite angular velocity?

4. If the answer 3) is negative, then will matter in the form of
electromagnetic waves carry away the respective angular momentum?

5. If the answer ts positive, will be the referee able to detect in

some way the existence of this radiated energy?

ANSWER

k\o

*A.o

If the answer 4) is negative, are the experiment of Graham+Lahoz /\o 'T^jk.

and my Bul-Cub machine without stator violating the law of <\^a^^^^/ fu^u>^^*^K^u^
conservation of angular momentum?

; j- j7t>^ /J -^^ '^^^ C-A-*.^. ^rC. ir-t ck
7. If the answer 6) is positive, must be my paper published? ^ j» to; TKio^.O,^

I hope that your referee (or you) will give answers to tnese questions in the

case that you will decide to reject the paper. If answers will be not given, I am

asking you, dear Prof. Cagnac, how science can under such conditions prosper?

I think I wrote you that my wife is Belgian-francophone and I lived for years in

Brussels and in France. Thus you can maintain with me the correspondence in French.

I write you in English, «s I have no French type-writer.

I enclose a SLIGHTLY revised version of the paper, where the description of the

apparatus is done more elegant.

7

Hoping to re'ceive your answer soon.
Sincerely yours.

Stefan Marinov

PS. The paper of Graham + Lahoz is also enclosed. This paper came to my attention

after the submission of my paper.

/^-P /Ur.^<_ // r<t >'<!> / i^ r^
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.\\\// Second Roport
)
j' Referee B

in 3620

Review of

A Very Ectsy Demonstration . . .

by Stefan Marinov

Ihe author heis made no changes in the manuscript in response to my

criticisms. Furthermore, his r^ly to iry critique is sinply to reaffirm his

earlier position, i.e. that c»ily "radiation" fields ccin ccurry mccnentum and

energy, which is in c^jposition to the generally accepted interpretation.

Meurinov's experiment, cis well as the earlier one by Graham eind lahoz, leaves us

with two choices: 1) Accept them as a confirmation of the consistency of the

cingulcur mcmentura principle and the conventional interpretation of the E x B

term in electranagnetism or 2) deny both. Marinov takes the latter position

pretending that the former is untenable. I still see no ocnpelling reason to

aoc^jt his point of view. His emguments in this regcund aupe vacuous cind amount

to clumsy attenpts to intimidate the reader. Therefore, althou^ the

experiment itself is rather nice, the paper should be rejected,

Actucilly, the results of the experiment would be publishable somewhere (but

not in Physical Review Letters inasmuch as similcur ejqjeriments preoeeded his)

.

Ihe paper raises one interesting hypotheticeil questioi: if the eiqjeriment were

the first of its type to be reported, should one withhold publicatic»i of the

inportant experimental result on tl»e grounds that the author might mislead the

casual reader by insisting that only his convoluted interpretation is possible?

Fortunately, the present paper does not present us with such a dileirena.



STEFAN MARINOV " ^i^ -

n «, u .
Morcllenfeldgnssc 16 -^ P^l

^^^^n Mackay

A-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA ^^

'

Birkbeck College

OT , inoo Malet Street
23 'J""^ l^SS

London WCIE 7HX

Dear Dr. Mackay,

My trip to London was successful as I could, with the active support of Dr. Maddox,
compose my paper in his printing office. The paper is ready for print and Dr. Maddox
gave me the written promise that the paper will appear on the 18 August (on 6 pages of
NATURE) under the title EXPERIMENTAL VIOLATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLES OF RELATIVITY, EQUIVA-
LENCE, AND ENERGY AND ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSERVATION.

Now I received a rejection from PHYS. REV. LETT, on my paper

VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSERVATION
LAW AND OF THE FAILURE OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETISM.

As I told you during my visit in your office on the 7th June, if PHYS. REV. LETT,

will reject my paper, I shall submit it to SST.

To shorten the time of examination, I send you the whole correspondence with PHYS.

REV. LETT., so that you can read this correspondence and then decide whether you
will publish the paper or you will reject it. I do not send you my correspondence on

that paper with PHYSICS LETTERS A and EUROPHYSICS LETTERS, as there you will see exactly
the same "song" and I am afraid that by having too many pages in your hands you will

need, too much time to read all (this correspondence WAS in your hands, as I have publi-

shed^^n to to in my book THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH, Part III; of course, at request, I

can send you again this correspondence)i

Now I have a proposal: Would you agree to publish my paper TOGETHER with the refe-

rees' coments of the referees of PHYS. REV. LETT, and my answers? If you will consent,

I shall write immediately to the Editor of PHYS. REV. LETT, to ask for a permission
to publish the anonymous reports of his referees. If you will decide to take

this path, then two-three months after the publication of my paper and the reports of

the referees of PHYS. REV. LETT, the world will accept the fact that the angular momen-
tum conservation law can be EXPERIMENTALLY violated. Then there will be only a pace
towards the acceptance of the violation of the energy conservation law.

Of course, I am afraid you will have not the courage to publish in your journal

the referees reports of the referees of PHYS. REV. LETT. Meanwhile only this is the

way to bring the scientific truth QUICKLY to the attention of the scientific community.

Of course, with this publication you will raise enormously the reputation of your jour-
nal .

I hope^jyiat in the mean time Dr. Aspden has given his report on my paper "Relativisti
Effects in Kadiation from Macroscopic Light Sources". I do not doubt that the opinion

of Dr. Aspden was positive.

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement for the reception of the above paper and then

in due time your decision on its acceptance/ rejection, as well as your decision on the

paper "Relativistic Effects...",

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov



STEFAN MARINOV " ^^^ "
^ .. i r «

Morcllcnfeldgassc 16
Dr. Stanley G. Brown

A-8010 GRAZ - AUSTRIA PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
Box 1000

23 June 1988 Rydge
NY 11961

Ref. No. IN 3620

Dear Dr. Brown,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 14 June 1988 with which you declined the
publication of my paper

VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSERVATION LAW AND...

You write in the letter:

In view of the strongly adverse reports of our referees, we must again reject the
manuscript. We feel that no useful purpose could be served by further resubmittal,
rebuttal, or revision.

Considering my experiment as one of the most important in HISTORY OF PHYSICS since
the time of Galileo and the referees reports as completely misleading (although I must
emphasize that BOTH referees have understood the essence of the experiment PERFECTLY
WELL and that they only give a WRONG explanation for the lack of an OPPOSITE angular
momentum), I present detailed answers to both referees reports. I beg you to send these
answers (together with my first answers) to BOTH referees (i.e., four my answers to

referee A and four my answers to referee B, sending also the reports of referee A to

referee B and vice versa). If the referees will withdraw their criticisms, then I think

you have to print my paper. And if the referees are HONEST persons, they HAVE TO withdraw
their criticism (only always when I am searching honesty in the heart of my fellow man,
I remember my father's voice: "Dear child, all honest persons have been killed in WWI.")

Now I submit my paper (in two copies)

THE LATE DISCOVERY OF THE MOTIONAL-TRANSFORMER INDUCTION.

The Physics abstracts class, numbers are 03.50 and 41.10.

All charges will be paid by myself.

Herewith I transfer the copyright for this paper to PHYS. REV. LETT.

I beg you to send this paper for examination to the SAME REFEREES. If they will de-

cline the paper, I should like that both calculate the induced electric intensity at

a point at rest in the using frame when a permanent magnet originating at that point
the magnetic potential A moves with the velocity v. If the referees will be UNABLE to

make this calculation, I think that the paper cannot be rejected.

In your letter of the 23 March 1988 you wrote me that "it is inappropriate to submit
a questionnaire to the referees". You saw that only after reading the answers of the

referee A to my questionnaire, you saw his complete theoretical fiasco. Now, maybe,
you will reply that it is inappropriate to pose to the referees questions of the kind
which the professors pose to the students on examinations. No, only in this way the

referee HIMSELF and the editor can see the IMPORTANCE of my discoveries which in a

couple of months will throw all wrong Maxwell-Einstein concepts over board.*

I beg you to acknowledge the reception of the above paper and to write me whether you
will send all four my answers to BOTH referees.

Sincerely yours.

;
Stefan Marinov

*0f course, if the editors of the physical journals

will finally begin to publish my papers!
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MARINOV'S ANSWER TO THE SECOND REPORT OF REFEREE A ON THE PAPER

"VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR..." by S. MARINOV

I reject the referee's criticism as WRONG. Now I shall show WHY is the referee wrong.

It is true that I have not answered both "technical" objections in the first report

of the referee. The reason was that the first "technical" objection is very POOR, and

thus not deserving attention, while the second one is simply a REPETITION of the refe-

ree's "philosophical" objection which I criticized in my first report. Moreover, by

answering my questionnaire, the referee signed with his own hand the UNTENABILITY of

his "philosophical" objection.

The first "technical" objection of the referee is the following:

Equation (1) for the torque on conduction currents seems to neglect the fact that

radial currents both flow jji at the top and out at the bottom of the yoke.

The assertion of the referee is simply NOT TRUE. Radial currents cross the iron yoke

only ONCE. If he sees that radial currents cross TWICE the iron yoke, he must show

with red pencil on the figure WHERE. As the referee will be UNABLE to find a second

crossing of the yoke by radial currents, he has to withdraw his first "technical" ques-

tion. Moreover, if radial currents cross twice the yoke, then no resultant torque

should be observed in my machine.

The second "technical" question of the referee is:

Equation (2) for the torque M. on a displacement current in vacuo should be non-

existent in either conventional or Marinov's theory. In conventional theory M.

(which Marinov interprets as being transmitted to the Faraday disk) is zero be-

cause the torque acts to increase the angular momentum of the field not the disk.

In Marinov's theory the torque should be zero because an induction field cannot

store momentum.

This is simply a RESTATEMENT of the "philosophical" assertion of the referee that

according to Graham and Lahoz (and according to BOTH referees of PHYS. REV. LETT.) the

torque on the displacement current M. is STORED in the electromagnetic field, while

according to me this torque MUST BE zero, as neither the displacement current (being

an IMMATERIAL THING) can "absorb" ponderomotive momentum, nor an induction electromag-

netic field with ExB / demonstrates TRANSFER of electromagnetic ENERGY from one space

domain to another along the direction n = ExB/EBsine, where E and B are the magnitudes

of E and B and 6 is the angle between them.

By the way I should like to note that it is misleading to speak about "conventional

theory treatment" of the Graham hnd Lahoz experiment, as, as far as I know, this ex-

periment was discussed only by the authors, by me and by the referees of PHYSICS LET-

TERS A, EUROPHYSICS LETTERS and PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS. By nobody else. Thus one must
that

say that the mentioned above persons (the majority of whom are anonymous ) assert in

the experiments of Graham and Lahoz and in my Bui -Cub machine without stator angular
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momentum is STORED in the electromagnetic field. It is true that in the "conventinal"

text-books on electromagnetism one tries to present the vector E^B as transferring

momentum IN GENERAL, but there is NO single book where the author will assert that if

there is a permanent magnet originating the magnetic intensity B and a charged capaci-

tor originating the electric intensity E, such that ExB f 0, then by putting a wall

at right angles to the vector E^B one should be able to measure a pressure (l/47i)ExB

(in the CGS measuring system). If the referee will find a SINGLE book where this stu -

pidity will be asserted, I beg him to cite this book. Unfortunately, he will be UNABLE

to find such a book. Thus one cannot speak about "conventional" theory, as there is NO

such theory. Only in my absolute space-time theory there is a strict division between

POTENTIAL fields and RADIATION fields (the first being inversely proportional to the

SECOND power of the distance from the originating system, the second to the FIRST power

of this distance). For potential fields the vector E^B has NO physical meaning. This

vector has physical meaning only for RADIATION fields and it TRANSFERS momentum, as

by putting a wall at right angles to the vector E^B one will always measure the above

mentioned pressure (if the wall will be totally reflecting, the pressure will be the

double). (NB. I prefer to speak about "potential" fields and not about "induction"

fields.) Thus we must conclude that there is no "conventional theory" on the above

topic and those are only Graham and Lahoz and the referees of the mentioned journals

who sustain the opinion that in the experiment of Graham Lahoz and in my Bui -Cub mach-ine

without stator angular momentum is stored in the POTENTIAL electromagnetic fields of

the condenser and/or coil.

I am very glad that the referee has answered my questionnaire. His answers 1-5 are

ABSOLUTELY EXACT. Answer 6 shows the referee's FIASCO. Every child can see the refe-

ree's fiasco, only the Editor of PHYS. REV. LETT, was UNABLE to see it. A very strange

phenomenon! Thus the referee asserts that the opposite "ANGULAR MOMENTUM IS STORED IN

THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD. IT CAN BE WITHDRAWN BY DISCHARGING THE CAPACITOR." I have

not expected that a referee of PHYS. REV. LETT, can write such a TREMENDOUS STUPIDITY:

"ANGULAR MOMENTUM STORED IN A CAPACITOR!!!!!" Moreover, one can WITHDRAW this angular

momentum by discharging the capacitor. The unique thing which the referee can WITHDRAW

is this STUPID answer to my sixth question. I beg the Editor of PHYS. REV. LETT, to

take into account that I bring my machine in CONTImjUS rotation. Thus I can rotate it

jqIOOOO
ygg^g gpj ^ (^g OPPOSITE angulBr momentum stored in the CAPACITOR will become

so big that by withdrawing it the referee will be able to stop the Earth's rotation.

A new Archimedous!

At the end of his coiments the referee writes:

Expressions such as "The violation of the laws of conservation opens a new era

not only in physics but in human history" should be left to the historians; they

should not be in the abstract of a physical paper.

I do not permit to print my paper WITHOUT this assertion. I have violated a law

of CONSERVATION. Referee, fall on your knee and exclaim: "THIS IS A WONDER!"
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PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS
"^ Paper Ref. No. LN 3620

MARINOV'S ANSWER TO THE SECOND REPORT OF REFEREE B ON THE PAPER

"VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR..." by S. MARINOV

The referee is offended that I have not introduced changes in my manuscript accor-

ding to his suggestions.

First the referee is not my father and I am not his son. I follow the advices of

the referees only if seeing that they are right (in the almost 600 referees' comments

received until now on my papers I have not found even a SINGLE TIME a valuable refe-

ree's suggestion! The series of documents THE THORNY WAY OF TRUTH shows this patently),

If I see that the referee is not right, I NEVER follow his suggestions.

Secondly the referee suggests that I do this what exactly I have done. Indeed, the

referee has written in his first report:

Now if Marinov can show that the GL interpretation of the ExB term is not inter-

nally consistent with the rest of the theory or that it has been ruled out by

other experiments, then he is under an obligation to supply evidence. He can't

simply dismiss the GL interpretation as one that "every child" knows is wrong.

I don't know that it is wrong, so I take the experiment to be positive evidence

for the GL interpretation.

The referee HIMSELF, without my help, can give answer to his questions simply by

answering (by "yes", "no", "I don't know") the following questionnaire:

Question : Answer ;

1. Is, ACCORDING TO "CONVENTIONAL THEORY", the vector ExB,

IN GENERAL, transferring linear momentum?

2. Is the quantity (1/4it)E'<B the pressure exerted by this

propagating momentum?

3. If there is a permanent magnet producing B and a charged

capacitor producing E, so that E><B / 0, will (l/4Tr)ExB be

a pressure exerted on a wall placed at right angles to the

vector Exfl which can be measured by the kind of experiments

carried out first by Lebedev (1905)?

4. If the referee will answer questions 1 and 2 by "yes" and

question 3 by "no", is then the conventional theory

inconsistent?

5. Does every child know that question 3 is to be answered by NO?

6. Are there some professors who will answer not only question

1 and 2 by "yes" but also question 3 by "yes"?

Now certain precisions. The referee writes in his above citation that I affirm

that every child knows that the GL interpretation is wrong. Concerning "every child"

I have written only the following:

In every textbook on electromagnetism one tries to hammer in the heads of the
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students that if there are a charged condenser producing the electric intensity

E and a magnet producing the magnetic intensity B, there is a flow of electro-

magnetic energy with the density (c/4Tr)ExB, meanwhile every child knows that

this is not true.

If the referee has a child older than 16, he has to pose to him the question whether

such a condenser and a magnet will produce a CONTINUOUS pressure on the wall and he

will see that the answer of his child will be: "NO!" And if the referee will say:

"But you are wrong, darling, there will be a pressure", his child will say immediately:

"Daddy, you are silly! How can a continuous pressure be produced if NOTHING with the

magnet and the condenser changes?"

So far with the "children".

As concerning the GL experiment and my Bul-Cub machine without stator, the answer

that no angular momentum is "stored" in the electromagnetic field is given DIRECTLY

BY MY EXPERIMENT: since the rotation is continuous and the referee is UNABLE to pre-

cise by the help of which experiment can one establish WHERE is the "electromagnetic

angular momentum" stored, the conclusion is only one: There is NO an OPPOSITE (to the

mechanical) electromagnetic angular momentum.

The first paragraph of the second referee's report restates the point of view of

the "conventional theory" (although I repeat that there is NO "conventional theory"

on this topic), namely, that the opposite angular momentum is "stored" in the electro-

magnetic field (as Graham and Lahoz write: "vacuum is the seat of SOMETHING in motion",

"The opposite of the last vector (ExB - S. M.) is usually interpreted as the net unlo-

calized reaction on charges and currents due to radiation fields but, classically at

least, it also represents a real reaction force even with induction fields"). It is

not clear WHERE the referee B PUTS the opposite electromagnetic angular momentum:

1) in the electric field of the condenser (as the referee A thinks), 2) in the magnetic

field of the coil, or 3) as "radiated momentum" in whole space. I should like very

much that the referee B precises the WHEREABOUT of the "electromagnetic angular momen-

tum", but I know that he, after the stupidity written by referee A that this angular

momentum is stored in the condenser, will prefer to keep silent.

The end of the referee's report is very interesting:

The paper raises one interesting hypothetical question: if the experiment were

the first of its type to be reported, should one withhold publication of the

important experimental result on the grounds that the author might mislead the

casual reader by insisting that only his convoluted interpretation is possible?

Thus the referee declines the publication of my paper on the grounc^ that I can mis-

lead the reader by asserting that my experiment demonstrates a violation of the angu-

lar momentum conservation law. However, this is exactly the referee who misleads the

Editor of PHYS. REV. LETT, by asserting that in my experiment there is no violation

of this law. Thus with his WRONG comments the referee stops the publication of one

of the most important papers in the history of physics.
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IEEE THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC.

345 EAST 47TH STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10017-2394, U S A TELEX 236411

DIRECT NUMBER (212) 705- 7906

June 27, 1988

Dr. Stefan Marinov
Morellenfeldgasse 16

A-8010 Graz
AUSTRIA

Dear Dr. Marinov:

Thank you for your paper Very Easy Demonstration of the Violation of

the Angular Momentum Conservation Law and of the Failure of Conventional
Electromagnetlsm that you have sumbltted for publication consideration
to the PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE.

The PROCEEDINGS is a journal for the publication of mainly tutorial-
review papers that are of broad significance and long-range interest.
It is a journal for the nonspecialist as well as the expert. For this

reason, research papers and papers on controversial subjects are
rarely published in this journal. Previous review of other papers you
have submitted to the PROCEEDINGS has shown that the topics you treat,

although probably important, are not within the scope of the PROCEEDINGS,
and as the present paper falls into the same category, I regretfully
have to return it to you without further review.

I hope that you will be able to place the paper in another publication.

incerely,

<5r^e^der i- -^^^^
,anj

Technical Edito
PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE
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Stefan Hannov.
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Aust.riq

Dear Prof tlarinov.

have read gour paper's " EKperlmenta) ViolaUnn Of Ampere's Fnrrnula

etc "and '"Die Absolute Velocities and Potentials etc, Y/ith great

interest and attention I regret to say, tiowever, that iripris you

present on issues of physical theories generally regarded 'as

well-settled appear to be niore appropriate for journals specificallg

conceived for that purpose, like fi7iy/iifSi/iy;?s of F,%'SiCS,

Specy/di/ons: m Sc?mce sriu Tec/}r^o^OGiJ, or Initrinstw^^s/ Jounidi o>

t^eoretfcsJ Fi%'sfcs:

It is the opinion of this nevv editorial board that fJ /Vijoi'O Limp!7iO
'j?"wil1 rnainly address topical physical issues

Thank you for giving us the opportunity to consider your paper

Cordial lu.

\

Pfftio PufiWi
Vice-Director
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CERN

CH 1211 GENEVE 23

SUISSE/SWITZERLAND

TELEX: 419000 CER CH

Tel. : 022 - 83 3742/3449

Dr. Stefan Marinov

Inst, for Fundamental Physics

Morel lenfeldgasse 16

A - 8010 GRAZ

Autriche

28 June 1988

Dear Dr. Marinov,

I have carefully read your paper

Violation of the Laws of Conservation of Angular Momentum and Energy

which you have submitted for publication in the International Journal of Modern

Physics

.

This paper cannot be accepted for publication because of the following

reasons

:

1. Your claim that the laws of energy and angular momentum conservation are

violated is not supported by sufficient experimental evidence. In

particular, nobody has built so far any machine capable of producing

perpetual motion. So you must first prove that the MAMIN-COLIU machine

works as expected, and only then resubmit the paper to a journal. In the

meantime, I suggest that you submit your paper to a funding agency or,

better, to an industry, to get the $10,000 which you need to run the

machine. I am sure that industries will be highly interested in such a

machine for its applications and will be delighted to provide financial

support.

2. In your paper, yo\i make the statements that Ampere's formula on the

interaction between two current elements is wrong, and that Maxwell s

displacement current is a fiction. Because of existing overwhelming

experimental evidence in favour of Ampere's formula and of Maxwell s

displacement current, one is tempted to conclude that it is your theory to
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be wrong. It is important, therefore, that you convince the reader that

your theory is not in contradiction with any of the known facts.

3. When you state that your machine works only because it uses the principles

of the physics of continua, as opposed to the principles of the physics of

particles, you seem to imply that magnetizable matter is not made of

particles. If not, what is it then made of? tThis particular point requires

a much more complete discussion than the one contained in your paper.

In conclusion, your method of investigation seems to ignore a large amount

of uncontroversial experimental results obtained in the study of electromagnetic

phenomena over more than one century. You may well be right, but your paper is

unable to convince the reader that this is indeed the case. For tliis reason, I

cannot accept your paper for publication, and I am herewith sending it back to

you

.

Sincerely yours.

Luigi DiLella
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Morciicnfcuigassc 16 "Or. Luigi diLella

A-8010GRAZ- AUSTRIA INT. J. MODERN PHYSICS

CERN

11 July 1988 CH-1211 Geneve 23

Dear Dr. diLella,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 28 June with which you rejected my paper

"Violation of the laws of conservation of angular momentum and energy".

Here are my brief comments to your three objections:

1. At the present time there is only one machine IN THE WORLD working without exter-

nal energy supply (perpetuum mobile). This machine works since 6 years in the village

Linden near Bern. I should suggest that you go to see it (I was in Linden a week ago).

I enclose a letter from Mr. Bosshard who is responsible for the external relations of

the community METHERNITHA whom you have to address, if you should like to visit the

machine If your end^ours will remain without success, then address me, so that I

arrange a visit for you. When arranging a meeting alone, please, do not mention my name.

My paper is not dedicated only to my machine MAMIN COLIU (the text dedicated to MA-

MIN COLIU takes l/20th part of the paper). If I shall have the machine running, I

shall not submit papers, as I shall make immediately a press-conference and then

the whole world will speak about this machine. Your suggestion to address funding

agencies or industries is senseless, as at the present time there is no institution in

the world which will invest money in the construction of a perpetual motion machine.

With the publication of my paper I wish to SUSCITATE such an interest, as besides

MAMIN COLIU I give the information on the BUL-CUB MACHINE WITHOIT STATOR which VIOLATES

the law of angular momentum conservation. Funding agencies or industries CANNOT under-

stand the importance of this violation. But PHYSICISTS can understand this importance.

Once having published the report on the BUL-CUB MACHINE WITHOUT STATOR, I shall be-

come well known in the scientific community and then it is possible to receive funds

for constructing MAMIN COLIU with a closed energetical circle (at the present time

I have 6 models of MAMIN COLIU which show that they are generators without motor ef-

fect and thus that they violate the Lenz' rule, but no machine works with a closed

energetic circle (as perpetuum mobile)). For this reason I submit now to your journal

a paper dedicated ONLY to my BUL-CUB MACHINE WITHOUT STATOR.

2. Ampere's formula for the interaction between two current elements is the follow-
ing

2 5 2
f = (ir/c r^){3(r.dr)(r.dr') - 2(dr.dr' )r^}r.

This formula was accepted as true in the XlX-th century. Today one accepts as true
the Biot-Savart-Grassmann formula

f = (H7c^r^){(r.dr)dr' - (dr.dr')r).

Those are two MATHEMATICALLY completely different and thus CONTRADICTING formulas.
If the one of them is valid, the other must the wrong. For the interaction between
closed loops they lead to identical results, but for the interaction between NON-CLO-
SED loops they lead to CONTRADICTING results. Ponderomotive experiments with non-clo-
sed loops have been done only by Graham and Lahoz and me. These experiments show that
the formula of Biot-Savart-Grassmann is the valid one and thus Ampere's formula must
be rejected as WRONG. There is only one experiment where one claims of having mea-
sured the magnetic field of displacement current (Bartlett and Corle, Phys. Rev. Lett.
55, 59, 1985). The claims of B+C are WRONG, as one is unable to measure the magnetic
field OF a CURRENT ELEMENT (such is the displacement current between the plates of a

condenser). But one can measure the magnetic action ON a current element. Such mea-
surements I do in the BUL-CUB machine and the experiment shows that the displacement

current cannot absorb ponderomotive forces, i.e., one cannot set displacement current
in motion by acting on it with a magnetic field according to the formula of Biot-Sa-
vart-Grassmann. Thus the displacement current is a FICTION. (Please, do not discuss
Maxwell's speculations leading him from the displacement current to the electromagnetic
waves!). My theory has NO contradictions with the experiments, but Ampere's formula
contradicts experiments and Maxwell's concept that the displacement current is a

physical reality having magnetic fielrl and absorbing ponderomotive forces is a LIE.
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3. I think it is not NOW the time to explain WHY my machine MAMIN COLIU violates
the law of energy conservation. First we have to become aware that in my machine
there is a generator effect but there is no motor effect. If iron should not be used,
i.e., if I have only the cylindrical coil, then, as my experiments have shown, one
CANNOT induce electrical energy in such a coil by rotating two segmental
disks one with respect to the other. Only if the coil is with iron, an electrical ener-

gy can be induced.

When I speak about particles, I mean free particles with a certain mass and charge.
And with no other characteristics. As I show in my CLASSICAL PHYSICS, for ensembles
of such particles the energy conservation law can be NOT violated. If there are par-
ticles building atoms and there are media, then the axiomatic basis of this domain of

physics becomes so compicated that on the basis of simple axiomatical assumptions
one is unable to build the whole theory and thus one can be not sure that the energy
conservation law can be violated. I have already observed MANY times VIOLATIONS of

the law of energy conservation. My experiments are described in my books. I am one

of the men in the world who has the widest information on the "free energy" machines
and I know personally a lot of their constructors. I can assert that at the present
time there is only ONE machine working with a closed energetic cycle - the machine
in Linden.

I consider the problem of the violation of the laws of conservation as extremely
important and I urge you to give space in your journal for reporting experiments on

such violations and for trying to propose theories. I am in contact since many years
with ALL physical journals of the world. I had extreme difficulties in publishing

papers which contradicted the principles of relativity and equivalence (I am the

first physicist who measured the Earth's absolute velocity in a closed laboratory).
I have the same (and even greater difficulties) when trying to publish reports on

experiments violating the laws of conservation. But who will profit if the information
on such FANTASTICAL experiments will remain hidden from the scientific community?

Now I submit to your journal my paper (in two copies)

VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM
CONSERVATION LAW AND OF THE FAILUREOF CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETISM.

As said above, this paper is dedicated only to ONE of my experiments.

I shall suggest to you, before taking a decision about the acceptance/rejection
of this paper to visit your colleague in CERN Dr. Vinico Sergio who has acquired ALL

my physical books (10 books) and to read my paid advertisements in NATURE and NEW

SCIENTISTS, as weirdy correspondence on the now submitted paper with PHYS. REV. LETT.,

PHYS. LETT. A, and EUROPHYS. LETT, (all these journals have rejected the paper). Prof.

Kurti, the editor of EUROPH. LETT, wrote me that he will send his confident man to

the coimiunity METHERNITHA to inspect the machine TESTATICA (from TESla- STATIC elec-

tricity).

I beg you to take into account that I am financing my whole res^ch work with my
own money, that I have no secretaries and that the submission of papers which then

are rejected only because of an insufficient inspection is very costly for me. I glad-

ly answer all referees' objections but I see that my answers are not taken in a due

account.

Hoping to receive an acknowledgement for reception of this letter and then in a due

time your final decision,

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov

Enclosures: Two copies of my paper and the letter from the Methernitha-community.
PS. On the 18th August a 6-pages paper of me will appear in NATURE. The proofs are with

me and at interest I can send them to you.
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Morclknrckl^^^vc If, - Prof. Remo Ruffini
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Dipartimento di Fisica
11 July 1988 P.le Aldo Moro 2

1-00185 Roma RM

Ref. No. 9625. 9626 .

Dear Prof. Rufifini

,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 28 June and for the speedy examination
of my papers 9625 and 9626 which were rejected because, as you write: "... ideas you
present on issues of physical theories generally regarded as well-settled appear to

be more appropriate for journals specifically conceived for that purpose, like FOUND.
RHYS., SPEC. SC. TECHN., INT. J. THEOR. PHYS."

First I wish to tell you which are my relations with the mentioned three journals.
Prof. Yourgrau, the late editor of FOUND. PHYS. visited me in Sofia in 1975 and saw
some of my experiments. After that he published 10 papers of me (some of the
papers were published after his death). In the year 1984 Prof, van der Merwe wrote
me (CONFIDENTIALLY) that being under a pressure from certain circles he cannot publish
more papers of me, although he used me as a referee (I referred papers of Cavalleri,
Spinelli, and others - see my book TWT-I, where my referee comments are published).

Prof. Yates published three papers of me when being editor of INT. J. THEOR. PHYS.
After the arrival of Prof. Finkelstein the door was closed. I exchanged many letters
with Prof. Finkelstein and spoke long time during our meetings in Trieste (1979) and
Padova (1983). There is NO hope for me to appear on the pages of INT. J. THEOR. PHYS.
until Prof. Finkelstein is its editor.

Prof. Honig published three papers of me when being editor of Spec. Sc. Techn/ and

some "correspondence". Then he decided that I am "too radical oponent of Einstein"
and refused other submissions. Now I submit papers to this journal which is under Dr.

Mackay. Although Dr. Mackay rejected some papers, it seems that he has a good relation
to me. I visited him in June this year and had a long conversation with him. I have
th2 opinion that Prof. Mackay will publish my two papers which are now submitted to

his journal.

Now about the "well-settled" theories. You know pretty well that there are NO such
theories. Every theory can be well-settled until it can explain all available experi-
ments. If an experiment appear which it cannot explain, the theory must be abandoned
and substituted by another. I report EXPERIMENTS. EVERY EXPERIMENT IS WELL-SEHLED,
if only one cannot show that the experiment is wrongly done. Experiments must ALWAYS
have preference before THEORIES.

My case, however, is very "comical". The theory (the Biot-Savart-Grassmann formula)
says that Newton's third law is not valid in electromagnetism. Humanity has done expe-
riments only with closed loops where Newton's third law is preserved. And now when I

do an experiment (Graham and Lahoz, Nature, 285, 154 (1980), have already done such
an experiment) with non-closed loops and when I confirm the B-S-G formula, you write
that my physics is against "well-settled" theories. Which theory is "well -settled":

1) the Lorentz equation (i.e., the B-S-G formula or 2) Newton's third law? But they

are CONTRADICTING one another. If the B-S-G formula is right, Newton's third law is

wrong (and vice versa). If you will read my CLASSICAL PHYSICS, you will see that in

electromagnetism only the FULL Newton's third law is valid, i.e., miu^ + dAi/dt =

- m2U2 - dA2/dt, but it can be mlu^ i - m2U2, for TWO interacting particles. In New-
ton^ time there was NO magnetism, but magnetism introduces a CORRECTION in Newton's
third law. Thus I beg you to send the paper which I submit now

VERY EASY DEMONSTRATION OF THE VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSERVATION
LAW AND OF THE FAILURE OF CONVENTIONAL ELECTROMAGNETISM

to a referee and to send me his report if it will be negative, as I wish to now WHY

such a paper will be rejected.

You may remember that we met at the Second M. Grossmann meeting and you published

my report on my "coupled shutters" experiment in the Proceedings. I wished to speak

with you in May in Bologna (where I was on the Monti's "evening conference") but could
not. . c- 1 /Sincerely yours, '/ .,,,,
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TRANSLATION

Dear Prof. Marinov!

I am afraid that the contents of your letter of the 15 April 1988 could not

have an influence on our earlier decision. We are further not ready publish your

paper.

Editor-in-chief: I. E. Dzialoshinski j

Editorial note. The rejected paper is published on p. 95 of this book,
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4 Lilllo Essex Slre-el

London WC2R 3LF

Telephone 01 836 6633
Telex 262024

JM/MS
29 July 1988

Dr Stefan Marinov
Moreiienfeidgasse 16
A-8010 Graz
Austria

Dear Dr Marinov:

I hope you will not think this too disappointing a letter.
As you know, we have been planning to publish your article
on 18 August, but now I am afraid we must postpone it until
13 October. Here are the reasons.

As you may have heard, we have just published a controversial
article on homoeopathic medicine, followed by a sceptical
report on it. There has been a great amount of interest
in the general press and among Nature's readership about the
matter. I'm afraid that I do not have the stomach for a
second such battle in such a short time between now and 18
August.

Second, your article as it stands is too devoid of experimental
data to be criticised tangibly. Several people are willing
to write a commentary on it, but say that there is nothing
in the article substantial enough for them to get their teeth
into. Can you tell me which version of your coupled shutters
experiment, or which other account of any of your experimental
work, you consider to be representative of what you have done?

I have discussed this letter with Mrs Hughes, who is most
anxious that you should not be further distressed. I shall
be on holiday for the next two weeks, but if you wish to discuss
this further disappointment, could you please telephone my
secretary one day, who will tell you how and when I can be
reached by telephone: then, if you telephoned, I would call
you back immediately, thus saving much expense.

Yours sincerely.

John Maddox
Editor

cc: Liz Hughes
Charles Wenz

dictated by John Maddox
and signed in his absence

n.'fiisl.'irH No niffiW Fiii|l,iiul nri|islnicfl Oflii c Mn( niilMn M;in.i/iii<". I IM. 4 lilllc Fsm'x Sltrpt I.iiiiI..m WCPR 31 F
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CERN
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TELEX: 419000 CER CH

Tel. : 022 - 83 3742/3449

Dr. Stefan Marinov

Inst, for Fundamental Physics

Morellenfeldgasse 16

A - 8010 GRAZ

Autriche

8 August 1088

Dear Dr. Marinov,

I have carefully read the latest version of your paper and 1 have also asked

two independent referees for advice. We have all concluded that angular momentum

is conserved both in your e:{periments and in the experiment of Graham and Lahoz.

You seem to forget that an electromagnetic field carries angular momentum even

in the static case, and that this angular momentum is expressed by a term of the

form T X T X ^. For example, in the ideal case of a Graham-Lahoz experiment with

static fields, the capacitor begins to rotate as soon as you switch off the

magnetic field, just because the angular momentum described by the term given

above is conserved and gets transformed into mechanical angular momentum

associated with the rotation of the condenser.

Your paper has contributed to clarify the ideas of some of us on a

particular chapter of electromagnetism, and we are grateful to you for that.

Nevertheless, we are now convinced even more strongly than we were before that

there is so far nothing wrong with "conventional" electromagnetism.

In conclusion, I cannot accept your paper for publication in the

International Journal of Modern Physics, and 1 consider this case as closed.

Sincerely yours.

UAaJjH^
Lu i g i 1) i Le 1 1 a
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TRANSCRIPTION

Dear Dr. Marinov,

The referee finds that your approach which contradicts the theory of relativity
and conservation of energy is not sufficiently well-founded. In addition he states
that your polemical tone is unsuited to a serious journal such as PLA. I regret I

am unable to accept your paper and return your ms herewith.

Yours sincerely, IPV

The title of the paper V681a is: LATE DISCOVERY OF THE MOTIONAL-TRANSFORMER INDUCTION.

It is published in TWT-I, third edition.

NORTH-HOLLAND PHYSICS PUBLISHING • P.O.B. 103 * 1000 AC AMSTERDAM * THE NETHERLANDS
Cables: ESPOM Amsterdam— Telex: 10704 espom nl — Telephone: 020 - 586 29 1

1
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STE^FAN MARINOV
Morcllcnfeldgaste 16 Dr. Luigi di Leila

A-8010 GRAZ — AUSTRIA Int. J. Mod, Physics
CERN

18 August 1988 CH 1211 Geneve 23

Dear Dr. di Leila,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 8 August 1988 with which you declined
my paper "Very easy demonstration of the violation...", noting, however, that, of

course, the rejection was not pleasant for me. Here are my comments to your letter.

You write: "You seem to forget that an electromagnetic field carries angular mo-
mentum even in the static case." It is not true that I "forget" this aspect, as I

MENTION it and in the most definite way I show that I am AGAINST this concept. With
my rejected article and with the reported there experiment I show that this assertion
of conventional physics (or of certain representatives of conventional physics) is

a MYTH which has NO experimental verification.

You give as an example an ideal case of the Graham+Lahoz experiment: a coil in

which current flows and a charged cylindrical capacitor coaxial with the coil. Accor-
ding to you, if switching off the current, i.e., the magnetic field, the capacitor
will begin to rotate, if it has a rotational degree of freedom. THIS IS NOT TRUE!
In this experiment the capacitor will NOT rotate, but along its cylindrical plates
an induction current will begin to circulate. Yourexperiment represents the most
COMMON transformer where the internal secondary coil has one (in the case of the

cafiacitor, two) winding. The fact that this one (two) winding is charged changes
NOTHING.

In the experiment of Graham+Lahoz the capacitor comes to rotation because current
FLOWS along the radial wires which connect the inner (with radius r) and outer (with
radius R) cylinders with the soure of electric tension and because R-r / 0. The net
moment of fource bringing the capacitor in rotation is

M = (I/c)(R-r) B (R + r)/2 = (I/c) B (R^ - r^2.

The concept that momentum is stored in potential (according to your terminology,
static) electric and magnetic fields for which ExB ^ is a MYTH which has NO experi-
mental confirmation.

Now I submit to the INT. J. MOD. PHYS. my paper (in two copies)

THE MYTHS IN PHYSICS

where all those problems are discussed in detail in the most clear way that any stu-

dent can understand where is the dog buried.

I was glad that my paper has helped one of your referees to clear his electromag-
netic concepts. But I do not construct experiments with the aim the help the referees
of my articles to clear their theoretical concepts. If your referee has cleared his

concepts in the RIGHT way, I should remain at least with a certain satisfaction
(remember Pushkin who, after opening the cage of a bird, exclaimed: 51 CMacT.rnin, irro

xoTb oAHOMy Tf3openbio fl MOP cBoSozTi.i AaponaTb (Sono felice che almeno ad una creatura
ho potuto regalar la libert^)). But your referee has cleared his concepts in a WRONG
way and I am deprived even of this satisfaction.

The experiments violating the law of angular momentum conservation which I construc-
ted represent some of the most important TECHNICAL discoveries in human history. I

beg you to grant more attention to my papers. I hope that you and your referees will

this time agree with my concepts and this paper will be accepted. But even if you
and your referees will continue to defend the conventional concepts, I think my paper
is to be published, so that the scientific community becomes informed about the

technical aspects of my experiments and about the results observed. As the farmer puts

the car behind the horses, so the physicist puts the theory behind the experiment.

At the end I wish to express my admiration for the speedy examination of my paper.

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement for reception and then in due time your
final decision, ^. ,

Sincerely yours,
Stefan Marinov
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22 August 1988

Prof. J. -P. Vigier
PHYSICS LETTERS A

11 rue P. et M. Cur

F-75231 Paris Cedex 05

Dear Prof. Vigier,

Thank you very much for your letter of the 15 August with which you declined my
paper V681a ("Late discovery of the motional-transformer induction").

It is COMICAL to reject the paper by the assertion that it contradicts the theory
of relativity. I show that this "theory" cannot make the most simple calculation:
There is a wire at rest in the used frame of reference. And there is a permanent mag-
net moving with a velocity v and generating the magnetic potential A at the space
point where the wire is placed. Which will be the induced electric intensity? -

Write the formula. You cannot!? How a "theory" cannot make this CHILDISH calculation!
If you can make the calculation, then do it. BUT YOU CAN'T.

And you reject the paper. Mon cher Jean-Pierre, c'est deja trop!

The violation of the energy conservation law is mentioned only in the last para-
graph. If you insist I can cancel this paragraph. But if Stefan Marinov has shown that
the "theory of relativity" cannot make the above CHILDISH calculation, he has the
RIGHT to give in the last paragraph ANY information which he wishes. One must have
a respect to the man who AT THE END OF THE XXth CENTURY has D-I-S-C-O-V-E-R-E-D the

motional -transformer induction

E = (v.grad)A

and has constructed the machine MAMIN COLIU which shows VIOLATION OF THE ENERGY CON-
SERVATION LAW (only because of the lack of money I cannot run it with a closed
energetic cycle, and only the publication of my papers will bring money to me, but

to break the resistance of the editors I must have a running machine - damned vicious circ"

But I have constructed another machine which PATENTLY violates the angular momen-
tum conservation law. The name of this machine is the ROTATING AMPERE'S BRIDGE and
it is presented in the second of the papers submitted now. I am VERY CURIOUS, if

these two papers will be rejected, which motivations will find "your referee".

A propos, the polemical tone in the paper "LATE DISCOVERY OF THE MOTIONAL-TRANSFOR-
MER INDUCTION" must remain. Even reading this POLEMICAL tone, you rejected the paper.
I use this tone exactly to make IMPOSSIBLE a rejection, as logic has certain limits
which, if overpassed, one becomes ridiculous. And to show the limits of logic which
one is not allowed to overpass one needs a POLEMICAL tone. 10,000 professors in the
world can not write the induction in the above case. And I am not allowed to say it

vociferously!

The papers which I submit now (in single copies, as I see that you use only one
referee) are

1. MAXWELL'S DISPLACEMENT CURRENT DOES NOT GENERATE MAGNETIC FIELD.

2. EXTREMELY EASY EXPERIMENT DEMONSTING VIOLATION OF THE ANGULAR MOMENTUM CONSER-
VATION LAW.

Herewith I transfer the copyright for these paper to PHYSICS LETTERS A.

All eventual charges will be paid ny myself.

Hoping to receive your acknowledgement for the reception of the papers and then
in due time your final decision,

Sincerely yours,

Stefan Marinov
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This third part of the collect.on of documents THE THORNY WAY OF
TRUTH (TWT) offers further experimental evidence on the violation of

the laws of conservation of energy and angular momentum as well as
»on the centurial blindness of mankind and on its frantic perseverance
in it«. The most prospective of Marinov's perpetua mobilia is the ma-
chine MAMIN COLIU which is an alternating current generator without

electromagnetic braking moment, i.e., the machine works only as a ge-

nerator but cannot work as a motor, violating thus the rule of Lenz.

After the third (1986) edition ot TVyn* II, where MAMIN COLIU was first

presented, Marinov constructed five other different models, improving

the parameters, but the energetic circle is still not closed. In the photo-

graph above one sees Marinov's recent most striking discovery, the

BUL-CUB MACHINE WITHOUT STATOR, which violates the angular

momentum conservation law, as a solid body rotates under the action

of »internal forces«. The body is suspended only on two fine axles

taken from an alarm-clock. Sending alternating electric current

through those axles, Marinov sets the body in rotation (Marinov's tiead

in the photograph is a substitute for the source of electric tension).

Every child who sees this machine falls on knees exclaiming »This is a

wonder! «. But not the Lords of science who cover their eyes and^ars
with the reports of »anonymous referees«.

Price: $ 25


